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Summary

Bending moment - shear force interaction of rolled I-shaped steel sections

The built environment requires a guaranteed structural safety level, which is ensured by struc-
tural design rules. For the design of structures within the European Union, a common approach 
is prescribed by the EN Eurocodes. Following ‘EN 1993: Design of steel structures’, the cross- 
sectional resistance of all individual structural members, the strength of connections, and 
 stability of the members and entire structure need to be evaluated to make sure a predeter-
mined level of safety is reached. The prescribed set of design rules evolved over the years, due 
to  innovations within the building practice. An example is the more common use of higher steel 
grades. This dissertation focuses on the cross-sectional resistance failure type bending moment 
- shear force interaction of rolled I-shaped steel sections.
Steel is widely used for structural purposes within the built environment, mainly due to its capa-
cities in coping with tensile as well as compressive stress. Under tensile forces its performance 
is even enhanced by strain hardening, i.e. the strengthening of steel by plastic deformation. The 
cross-sectional resistance of members as described in EN 1993-1-1 originates from mechanical 
principles that neglect the possible positive contribution of strain hardening. In case of single 
internal forces, the distribution of stresses is evident. However if multiple internal forces, e.g. 
bending moment giving normal stresses in combination with shear forces resulting in shear 
stresses, are present a variety of stress distributions are possible and their interaction is less 
straightforward. The current research was carried out at Eindhoven University of Technology, 
within the RFCS-project SAFEBRICTILE. The aim was to gain more knowledge on resistance de-
sign rules for multiple internal forces, with a special interest in moment-shear (M-V) interaction 
in I-shaped sections. 
A literature review on studies concerning M-V interaction was made, including: analytical 
 models, experimental and numerical test results, and relevant codification. The current design 
rule in EN 1993-1-1 clause 6.2.8 on moment-shear interaction contains inconsistencies in its 
 definition. Firstly, the Tresca yield criterion is used whereas the entire Eurocode makes use of the 
Von  Mises yield criterion. Secondly, two definitions of area are used in describing the amount 
of shear force and related reduction of the bending moment resistance. Previous experimental 
studies  including M-V interaction were aimed at defining the amount of deformation capacity 
of a cross-section rather than at the resistance to M-V interaction. 
An experimental test program to investigate the moment – shear force interaction by 3-point 
bending tests was developed and later used in validation of a numerical model. In general 
the performed experiments could be divided in two categories, the bending dominated (long 
beams) and shear dominated tests (relatively short beams, valid for beams subjected to shear 
forces over 50% of the plastic shear resistance). In order to interpret the test results, an accurate 
distribution of yield strengths over the section was defined based on multiple tensile and com-
pression coupon tests. These coupons confirmed similar properties of steel in resisting tension 
and compression. The yield strength was not uniform over the section due to the rolling process. 
For two sections, this distribution was compared with the results of stub column tests and found 
to be in agreement. 
The 3-point bending tests resulted in bending resistances that exceeded the theoretical plastic 
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moment resistance as determined without strain hardening, even for higher amounts of shear, 
showing that this theoretical moment is conservative. The theoretical plastic moment resistance, 
as determined by the M-V interaction curve in clause 6.2.8 of EN 1993-1-1, was not reached for 
shear dominated cases in IPE 360 sections, meaning that this section did not benefit from strain 
hardening. Also, the positive impact of strain hardening was reduced in the case of higher steel 
grades, due to a smaller ratio of the tensile strength over the yield strength. Strain hardening not 
only resulted in higher bending resistances, it also directly resulted in higher shear forces. Even 
though scientific literature does not always agree with the large shear area as described by the 
Eurocode, that plastic shear resistance was reached in most cases. However, shear dominated 
cases are not likely to occur in common practice due to the unpractical small spans associated 
with high shear forces.
A numerical model was developed and validated by the experimental results. In addition to 
the measured geometrical cross-sectional imperfections, an additional imperfection based 
on a linear buckling analysis (LBA) was added. For the shear dominated cases this additio-
nal  imperfection appeared to have no influence on the numerically determined resistance. By 
 making use of the numerical model the experimental resistance from 3-point bending tests could 
be reproduced with an accuracy of 5%.
The numerical model was used to generate a database in order to develop an accurate design 
rule. The results used for the database are generated by 4-point bending tests. A bilinear  material 
model was used, since strain hardening was not reached in all sections, especially for sections 
with a large slenderness of the web, like an IPE 360. 
The database concerns a large range of 15 rolled sections, i.e. IPE, HEA, HEB and HEM, with 
 various heights around 100 mm, 300 mm, 600 mm and 1000 mm covering the entire slenderness 
range. The plastic bending moment resistance was reached in all bending dominated beams. A 
large decrease in the bending moment resistance was observed for the shear dominated cases. 
The plastic shear resistance as determined by EN 1993-1-1 was never reached, only 65% to 86% 
of it. Based on these results a new definition of the plastic shear area was proposed, which was 
consistent for all sections.
Two types of models were developed describing the bending moment – shear force  interaction. 
The first model is an analytical model based on the best distribution of normal and shear 
 stresses following Von Mises in two directions over the shear area. However, it was not able to 
accurately describe the moment-shear interaction as displayed in numerical tests. Based on 
the numerical results a second type of bending - shear interaction model was developed, where 
no reduction of the plastic moment resistance for the presence of shear forces was required up 
to 80% of the new plastic shear resistance. At higher shear forces the plastic bending moment 
resis tance should be reduced. A bolder alternative of this design model was made by not re-
ducing the bending moment resistance for the presence of shear forces. At reaching the plastic 
shear resistance,  the bending moment resistance drops. Based on the statistical assessment 
of these models the new design model, containing 3 branches, leads to the best results and is a 
vast improvement compared to the current design rule.
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1
Introduction

The built environment requires a guaranteed structural safety level, which is ensured by struc-
tural design rules. For the design of structures within the European Union, a common approach 
is prescribed by the EN Eurocodes. Following ‘EN 1993: Design of steel structures’ [1], the 
cross-sectional resistance of all individual structural members, the strength of connections and 
stability of the entire structure need to be evaluated to provide a predetermined level of safety. 
The prescribed set of design rules evolved over the years, due to innovations within the building 
practice. An example is the more common use of higher steel grades. This dissertation focusses 
on the cross-sectional resistance failure type bending moment - shear force (M-V) interaction of 
rolled I-shaped steel sections. 

1.1 Motivation
Steel is widely used for structural purposes within the built environment, mainly due to its ca-
pabilities in coping with tensile as well as compressive stresses. Under tensile forces its per-
formance is even enhanced by strain hardening, i.e. the strengthening of a metal by plastic 
deformation. The cross-sectional resistance of members as described in ‘EN 1993-1-1: Design 
of steel structures’ [1] originates from mechanical principles that neglect the possible positive 
contribution of strain hardening. In case of single internal forces, the distribution of stresses is 
evident. However if multiple internal forces, e.g. bending moment giving normal stresses in com-
bination with shear forces resulting in shear stresses are present, a variety in stress distributions 
is possible and their interaction is less straightforward. The current research was carried out at 
Eindhoven University of Technology, within the RFCS-project SAFEBRICTILE. The aim was to gain 
more knowledge on resistance design rules for multiple internal forces, with a special interest in 
moment-shear (M-V) interaction in I-shaped sections. 
The current design rule on moment-shear interaction in EN 1993-1-1 clause 6.2.8 is  partly based 
on Drucker’s research from 1950’s [2, 3]. Drucker developed a design rule for an I-shaped cross- 
section (without roots), considering the web (rectangular cross-section) to resist the shear 
 forces, whereas the flanges (rectangular cross-sections) were solely used for resisting the bend-
ing moment, see Figure 1. 

flange
resisting the bending moment

web 
resisting the shear forces

Figure 1. Partition of the web and flanges for an I-shaped cross-section without roots 
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Thus the flanges always contribute fully to the section’s total bending moment resistance, 
while the contribution of the web was defined by the amount of shear present in the web. Al-
though for the current design rule the bending moment resis tance is still reduced for presence 
of a shear force over the web area as considered by  Drucker, a  larger shear area is used in the 
definition of the plastic shear resistance. Secondly, the EN 1993 series makes use of the Von 
Mises yield criterion for general purposes, whereas this  interaction design rule makes use of the 
Tresca yield criterion. This introduces an inconsistency in the design rules within EN 1993-1-1.
The available experimental and numerical results for these load cases were limited and mainly 
provided by the background documentation of EN 1993-1-1 [4] that supported the cross- sectional 
member classification. In case of moment-shear interaction, it includes a large amount of tests 
from the 1950’s to 1980’s, mostly three-point bending tests. Although the quantity of these 
 experiments is adequate, the experiments were executed with the intention to improve the 
section classification, which lead to missing information in the documentation concerning the 
inves tigation of M-V interaction. Moreover, innovations in the production of steel might have 
led to different material properties and distributions in both geometrical and material proper-
ties. A renewed full investigation into the bending moment - shear force interaction including 
experimental work, numerical work, and statistical assessment was therefore necessary.  

1.2 Problem statement and objectives
The research presented in this dissertation is aimed at:

“The determination of the cross-sectional resistance of rolled steel I-shaped beams 
subjected to the combination of strong axis bending moment and shear force.” 

Therefore, the actual shear resisting area and influence of shear on the bending resistance are 
investigated. The research is focused on rolled I- and H-shaped cross-sections in mild to high 
strength steel grades, i.e. S235, S355 and S460. Only ductile failure modes driven by plastici-
ty depending on the material strength are regarded, limiting the dissertation to class 1 and 2 
cross-sections. 

The dissertation pursues the following successive sub-objectives: 
• carrying out a literature survey on available experimental and numerical test results and on 

the current and proposed design rules in codes and in the literature,
• performing experimental reference tests - investigating the structural behavior and load 

bearing resistance of sections under combined bending and shear for mild and high-
strength steel grades,

• validating a Finite Element Method (FEM) model by carrying out FEM simulations of the per-
formed tests and subsequently forming a database of ‘test’ results for statistical evaluation 
by doing further finite element simulations, 

• determining the actual shear resisting area and developing new design rules for bending 
moment - shear force interaction based on the numerical ‘test’ results,

• applying the developed statistical procedures within the SAFEBRICTILE project [5] to verify 
the reliability level of current and proposed design rules for M-V interaction and proposing 
modifications of these rules.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

1.3 Approach
In order to investigate the interaction of the bending moment with the shear force relevant 
 literature was studied. Former studies included analytical derivations, experimental or numerical 
studies or literature reviews. Based on information from the literature studies an experi mental 
test program was defined. This program contained common rolled I-shaped sections (HEA, HEB, 
HEM and IPE) which have ductile material behavior. Additionally, the effect of the steel grade 
was investigated. The experimental test program was executed and results were compared to 
the Eurocode design rule. Furthermore, these results were used as a means to validate a FEM 
model later used to generate more (numerical) test results describing failure on bending mo-
ment - shear force interaction. Based on the research, two new proposals for a design rule were 
proposed. Both design rules were assessed by a statistical assessment procedure, in order to 
make recommendations for the future version of the design code EN 1993-1-1 [1].  

1.4 Outline
Chapter 2 of this dissertation provides a literature review on bending moment - shear force inter-
action. First, analytical solutions for the interaction of bending moment and a shear force are 
given, all based on the interaction in a rectangular web section to which the flange bending 
resistance was added. This is followed by results from experimental studies, though only those 
results that clearly showed ductile material behavior were included. Finally, current and former 
design rules are presented.

Previous experimental studies including moment – shear interaction were aimed at classifi cation 
of sections. Therefore an experimental test program to investigate the interaction of  bending 
moment, and shear force by means of 3-point bending tests was developed and executed. All 
information related to the experimental investigation is compiled in Part I of this dissertation. 
Chapter 3 presents the bending moment - shear force interaction test program, followed by the 
test set-up used to perform the 3-point bending tests, and gives an overview of all measure-
ments of these tests.
In order to be able to predict the outcomes of the M-V interaction tests, Chapter 4 provides in 
the results of small scale experiments. First the section properties are discussed, which were 
determined by geometrical specimen measurements. This is followed by the determination of 
the material properties by means of the material certificates, tensile and compression coupon 
tests, and stub column tests. The Chapter ends with a short description of the material model for 
each section that was used in the experimental program. 
Chapter 5 describes the 3-point bending tests and their results. In general the performed ex-
periments could be divided in two categories, the bending dominated (long beams) and shear 
dominated tests (relatively short beams).  First a general case of a bending dominated beam is 
discussed by means of the force-displacement graph, strain measurements and measured rota-
tions. Similarly the case of a shear dominated beam is presented. This is followed by the descrip-
tion of the outlier tests, which did not comply with the general cases of a bending dominated or 
shear dominated beam. Finally results of the entire test program are presented in a table.

Part II of this dissertation presents the numerical investigation, which includes a validation and 
parameter study. Chapter 6 provides in the validation of the numerical model, based on the 
large scale experimental test results on M-V interaction from Chapter 5 in combination with 
the  material model as described in Chapter 4. The used FEM model is described first, i.e. the 
 numerical set-up, constraints, material models, element types, mesh sizes, loading type,  solving 
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methods and used imperfections are described. Subsequently the results of simulations of the 
experimental tests in order to validate the FEM model are presented.
Chapter 7 presents the parameter study, starting with a description of the (numerical) test plan. 
Secondly the adapted FEM model is given, which was used to generate a database of more re-
sults in order to assess the current design rule. Thereafter, these numerical results generated 
by 4-point bending tests are presented. This is followed by recommendations, for e.g. the shear 
area and M-V interaction curve, based on the results.

Based on both experimental and numerical investigations, new design rules were developed 
and assessed. Part III comprises the description of the theoretical models and the statistical 
evaluations. Chapter 8 describes two theoretical models consecutively, starting by a descrip-
tion, and concluding with the general performance of that model. 
The statistical evaluation of both design rules is presented in Chapter 9, which starts with a gen-
eral description of the used procedure, followed by the assessment of the design rules. Finally, 
a recommendation for the future design rule is given.
The dissertation is completed by Chapter 10 which provides a summary of the conclusions and 
recommendations for future research.
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2
Literature review

In order to obtain a better understanding of the failure mechanism for bending  moment - shear 
force interaction, an overview of available analytical, experimental, and numerical  studies is 
 provided. This is followed by the codification comprising current and former design rules con-
cerning strong axis M-V interaction for class 1 or 2 sections. Additionally recent studies on 
bending moment - normal force (M-N) interaction are presented, after which the main conclu-
sions are given.

2.1 Earlier investigations on M-V interaction
The majority of analytical research on bending moment M - shear force V interaction was con-
ducted in the 50’s and 60’s. In these studies the reduction of the bending moment by  presence 
of a shear force in rectangular web cross-sections was determined. In order to define the 
 moment-shear interaction of the entire section, the moment resistance of the flanges was  added, 
however no roots were considered. In all investigations a distinct separation of the flanges – to 
cope with bending – from the web – to cope with shear – was used, as illustrated in Figure 2. 
The case of a rectangular cross-section subjected to only shear was already investigated in 1855 
by Dmitrii Ivanovich Zhuravskii [6]. An elastic approach was followed, this resulted in a generally 
applicable formula. Better known as the Jourawski formula (1), describing the shear stress τxy 
distribution over the cross-section height h, based on the assumption that the shear stress was 
uniformly distributed over its width b.

( )
( )

z y
xy yx

y

V S s
I b s

τ τ
⋅

= =
⋅

(1)

Where:
τ xy is the shear stress
Vz is the shear force
Sy is the first moment of inertia (at location s) about the strong axis
Iy is the second moment of inertia about the strong axis
b is the width of the section (at location s, perpendicular to the shear stresses)

In 1951 Horne [7] made the first attempt to write a lower bound solution for M-V interaction 
in I-shaped cross-sections based on a theoretical plane stress slip-line field solution using a 
plastic  approach. Zero shear stress in the outer fibers of the web and in the central zone a com-
bination of shear and bending stresses was assumed, like in distribution I or II of Figure 2. His 
solution, Equation (2), agreed with all boundary conditions, but  violated the Tresca yield con-
dition in two small areas, namely when the upper and lower plastic regions (flanges) – caused 
by moment, thus normal stresses σ – meet with the inner plastic region (web) – due to shear 
 stresses τ. The validity of this solution is limited to shear forces of 0.396 Aw fy , due to the 
 adopted boundary conditions. At this limit, the inner plastic region just reaches the outermost 
fiber of the cross-section. Note that the limits of the Tresca yield criterion, i.e. V/Aw = 0.5 fy , can 
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only be reached if non-zero shear stresses at the outermost fiber are allowed.

hwtw

b

tf

h

fy

f

g
τ
y

I

fy

f

g
τ
y
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fy

f

g
τ
y

III

bending stress shear stress

Figure 2. I-shaped section (left) and possible stress distributions (right) in M-V interaction, where flange 
and web are regarded separately [7]

( )
2

2

1 1.77      for     0.396
4 A

w w
y f w f y

y w w

t h V VM f b t h t f
f A

   ⋅  = ⋅ + + − ≤ ⋅    ⋅    
(2)

Where:
M is the bending moment resistance 

fy is the yield strength 
tf is the thickness of the flange
hw is the height of the web
tw is the thickness of the web
Aw is the area of the web, hw · tw

A graphical representation of Equation (2) for an HEA280* section, i.e. regular dimensions but 
without roots, is indicated by the gray continuous line in the proportional bending moment - 
shear force graph of Figure 3. Figure 3 contains more results of analytical studies.
The same stress distribution was also used in an expression for the M-V interaction by Heyman 
and Dutton [8] in 1954, but then in combination with the Von Mises yield criterion, see Equation 
(3). This expression is derived for I-shaped sections by means of a theoretical approach includ-
ing plasticity. Based on the assumption that the Von Mises yield criterion accurately describes 
the actual yield contour, the validity of the design rule increased even though the same bound-
ary conditions were adopted. This is visualized in Figure 3 with the gray short dashed line. 

( )
2

2

1 1.62      for     0.453
4 A

w w
y f w f y

y w w

t h V VM f b t h t f
f A

   ⋅  = ⋅ + + − ≤ ⋅    ⋅    
(3)
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Their research also resulted in an alternative expression based on a different stress distribution; 
i.e. assuming a uniform shear stress over the web, distribution III of Figure 2. The application of 
that stress distribution resulted in Equation (4). Values up to the plastic shear resistance asso-
ciated with the web area Vpl

* were reached. The solution is indicated by the gray long dashed 
line in Figure 3. 

( ) ( )
2

2

max1 3      for     0
4 A 3

yw w
y f w f

y w w

ft h V VM f b t h t
f A

τ
  ⋅ = ⋅ + + − ≤ ≤ =   ⋅   

(4)

In the same year Green [9] published theoretical solutions based on plane stress slip- line field 
modes of plastic deformation and strong end supports for a cantilever beam, Equations (5) and 
(6). These solutions constitute upper bounds due to the fact that the stress distribution outside 
the plastic zones was not analyzed. The Von  Mises yield criterion was used, though without any 
assumption of a stress distribution. Even though upper bounds were given, the theoretical solu-
tions approximated the experimental results by Hendry [10] at deflections equal to 1/50th of 
the span. Obviously, the moment values may reach over the plastic moment resistance Mpl as 
indicated by the black dotted line in Figure 3. 

( )
2 2.13 31 0.5      for     0 0.36

4 A
w w

y f w f y
y w y w w

t h V V VM f b t h t f
f A f A

   ⋅ ⋅  = ⋅ + + + ⋅ − ≤ ≤   ⋅ ⋅    
(5)

( ) ( )
2

2

max1.15 1      for     0.36
4 A 3

yw w
y f w f y

y w w

ft h V VM f b t h t f
f A

τ
  ⋅ = ⋅ + + ⋅ − < ≤ =   ⋅   

(6)

Like Green [9], a theoretical plane stress slip-line field analysis of the possible plastic deforma-
tion modes was made by Johnson, Chitkara and Ranshi [11] in 1974. Solely a cantilever beam 
of rectangular cross-section subjected to a shear force at the free end was regarded. Plastic 
collapse loads for these deformation patterns were computed. The plastic collapse loads that 
resulted from slip-line field analysis by [9] and [11] were compared to some simple upper- and 
lower-bound estimates (plane-strain conditions were assumed). Good agreement between the 
plane-stress slip-line fields and the assumed lower-bound results was found. 
This theoretical work was extended to a slip-line field solutions for I-sections which assumed 
plane stress in the web and plane strain in the flanges by Ranshi, Chitkara and Johnson [12]. Just 
as in [11], these solutions were based on a plane strain assumption which leads to a significant 
overestimation of moment values, significantly larger than the plastic moment resistance Mpl .

Leth [13] derived a lower bound solution on theoretical basis assuming plasticity, where the 
flanges and web were considered  together instead of separately. A stress distribution was adopt-
ed without violating the yield condition and meeting the external equilibrium conditions, except 
at the junction between the flange and the web. This means that the flange tips must be free from 
shear stress. Still the conventional assumption was made that the web shear stress at the junc-
tion between the flange and web was balanced by a shear stress uniformly distributed across the 
flange width. Major drawback is the complexity of the expression. Additionally an upper bound 
solution was defined using a kinematically admissible velocity field for extremely short beams. 
This was used as a basis for the upper bound solution developed by Neal [14], which makes use 
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of Equation (7). This theoretical solution was derived for I-shaped sections assuming plasticity.

23 1 6 4 21 1
1 / 2

f

w y f w w f

t bV L
A f t h A t

  ⋅ − = + −   ⋅ +   
(7)

A true lower bound expression (8), where the conditions were satisfied exactly, was published by 
Neal in [14]. The lowest bending resistances are based on this theoretical solution for I-shaped 
sections using the plastic approach. This is indicated by the black dashed-dotted line which is 
below all other solutions in Figure 3. 

( ) ( ) ( )
2 2

2

max

2
3      for     

4 4 A 3
w w f yw w

y f w f
y w w

t h t ft h V VM f b t h t
f A

τ
 +  ⋅ = ⋅ + + − ≤ =   ⋅   

(8)

In 1955, Drucker presented an upper bound solution of the moment-shear interaction in a 
 rectangle [15, 16] – corresponding with the area of the web Aw in a rolled beam. His solution, 
Equation (9), is based on the definition of the proportional shear and bending moment, i.e. the 
resistance is compared to full plasticity, which makes this part of his approach independent of 
the yield strength fy. Drucker’s work in the form of Equation (12) was used as the basis of the 
 moment - shear inter action design rule in EN 1993-1-1 [1]. Figure 3 gives an overview of all pre-
viously discussed solutions, with an enlarged section of the graph on the right side. Drucker’s 
solution is indicated with a continuous black line.

, , , ,

4 1      for     0.50
pl Aw pl Aw pl Aw pl Aw

M V V V
M V V V

 
= − ≥  

 
(9)

Where: 
Mpl,Aw is the plastic moment resistance of the web, see Equation (10)
Vpl,Aw is the plastic shear resistance of the web, see Equation (11)

2

, 6
w w

pl Aw y
t hM f⋅

= (10)

,pl Aw w w yV t h τ= ⋅ ⋅ (11)

Where: 
τy is the shear yield strength

2 2

, ,
2 2

, ,

2 4 1
     for     0.50

2

f w w
pl Aw pl Aw

pl Aw f w w pl Aw

V Vb t t h
V VM V

M b t t h V

 
⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ −  

 = ≥
⋅ + ⋅

(12)

Where: 
Mpl

* is the plastic moment resistance an I-shaped section without fillets
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Figure 3. Proportional moment-shear force interaction curves for an HEA280* section (without fillets)

The yield criterion – that determines the relation between  normal and shear forces – is not di-
rectly specified in Drucker’s formulation (12). The plastic shear resistance of the web area Vpl,Aw 
(11) was used, which could be combined with any yield criterion. However, the Tresca yield crite-
rion should be used, since the moment reduction in (12) is equal to that of the EN 1993-1-1 design 
rule, which is based on the Tresca yield criterion, see Equations (13) and (14). The EN 1993-1-1 
design rule is inconsistent, whereas the Von Mises yield criterion is introduced in the definition 
of the plastic shear resis tance Vpl (16). 

( ), 1y r yf f ρ= − (13)

Where:
fy,r is the reduced yield strength, following Tresca continuous black line in Figure 5
ρ is the reduction factor, as in Equation (14)

( )22 1nρ = ⋅ − (14)

Where:
n is the shear utilization ratio, described as:

pl

Vn
V

= (15)

Where: 
Vpl is the plastic shear resistance, based on the Von Mises  criterion see Equation (16)

3
V y

pl

A f
V

⋅
= (16)
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Where: 
AV is the shear area, in strong axis for I-shaped sections see Figure 4

The definition of the shear area AV depends on the standard that is used. Figure 4 gives the shear 
areas of multiple standards, like AV, EN according to the Eurocode EN 1993-1-1 [1] second from left 
(17). In case of an I-shaped section without fillets the shear utilization ratios is expressed by n*. 
In its definition  Vpl,Aw is used, meaning that the web area Aw (18) is used (Figure 4 left).

Figure 4. Definition of web and strong axis shear area in rolled I-shaped sections (from left to right: Aw 

(18), AV, EN (17), AV, DIN (19), AV, NEN (20))

( ) ( ) 2
, 4 2V EN f w fA h t t r r tπ= − + − + ⋅ (17)

Where:
h is the height of the section
r is the radius of the root fillet

( )w f w w wA h t t h t= − = ⋅ (18)

( ),V DIN f wA h t t= − (19)

( ) 2
, 4 4V NEN w fA h t r r tπ= ⋅ + − + ⋅ (20)

The validity of this reduction was questioned by Kindmann in [17], since all other Eurocode 
 design rules are based on the Von Mises yield criterion (Equation (21)) , which is significantly 
different as shown in Figure 5. Uncertainties for rolled sections up to 8.7% were reported by 
Kindmann. The Von Mises yield criterion always takes shear into account, whereas the reduced 
yield strength used in clause 6.2.8 of Eurocode 3 [1] disregards the presence of shear for values 
less than half the plastic shear resistance. For V > 0.83 Vpl the reduced yield strength following 
Von Mises is larger than that according to Tresca. 
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Figure 5. Reduced yield strength following Drucker (used in clause 6.2.8 of EN 1993-1-1) and Von Mises 
expressed over the shear utilization ratio

2
, , 1y r Mis yf f n= − (21)

Where: 
fy,r,Mis is the reduced yield strength according to the Von Mises criterion

A recent analytical and numerical study into bending moment – shear force interaction of elastic- 
perfectly plastic compact I-shaped sections was performed by Gonçalves, Coelho, and Camotim 
[18]. The emphasis was on the M-V interaction for small to moderate shear forces and aimed at 
providing evidence of the merits of the classic slip-line field solutions for both rectangular and 
I-shaped cantilever beams. Therewith the influence of support conditions was re-examined. For 
rectangular beams the Finite Element results (with 2D solid finite element models) as presented 
in [18] confirm the classic slip-line field solutions of Green [9] and Johnson et al. [11]. An increase 
of the maximum bending moment over the plastic bending moment resistance was observed, 
particularly for the strong support case, where m < 1 only occurs for n* > 0.5. This coincides with 
the 50% rule of Eurocode 3 and Drucker, i.e. no reduction of the plastic bending resistance Mpl 
for shear forces smaller than 0.5 Vpl . 
Also for I-shaped section cantilevers under strong axis bending, the strong support with fixed 
flanges led to a significant increase of the maximum moment for small-to-moderate shear forces. 
Even for the weak support case FE results of m ≈ 098 and 1.00 were obtained for an IPE300* and 
HEA300* section respectively, and thus the 50% rule of Eurocode 3 holds. An extension of this 
rule could even be reached, whereas the restraint induced by transverse stiffeners enhances the 
maximum bending moment.  
This research was limited to small to moderate shear force, whereas a cantilever test set-up is 
not ideal in reaching large shear forces. The cantilever test set-up results in very small slender-
ness (L/h) values, where beam theory no longer applies. The actual shear resisting area and 
influence of shear on the bending resistance for the full domain of shear forces can only be 
investigated by the use of a different test set-up that results in larger shear forces.
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Baláž and Koleková [19] calculated the shear area based on the properties of a section, as in 
Equation (22). This definition of the shear area was compared with several  analytic definitions, 
and checked by means of changing the flanges in thickness. This is visualized in  Figure 6, with on 
the horizontal axis the relative flange thickness tf,i / tf ranging from 0 – no flanges – towards 2 – 
twice the original flange thickness. On the vertical axis the proportional shear area is indicated, 
i.e. the various shear areas were all divided by the web area. In general the shear area as defined 
by the Eurocode AV, EN - Equation (17) - should not be smaller than ηhwtw, with η = 1.2 for rolled 
sections. Baláž and Koleková presented values of AV,  EN /hwtw, up to 1.9, which were reportedly 
confirmed by the experiments, though the linear growth for thicker flanges may be inaccurate. 
Also,  the maximum value η = 1,2 = 6/5 had origin in the experiments. In many cases the shear 
area by Equation (20) does not reach ηhwtw, with η = 1.2. This might be since no plasticity is in-
cluded in the elastic section modulus (first moment of intertia).

( )
( )

2

,  2
y

V Balaz

y
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I
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S s
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t s

=
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∫
(22)

Where: 

t (s) is the thickness of the cross-section (at location s)
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Figure 6. Comparison of relative shear areas for HEA300 [19]

Experimental research focused on M-V interaction is limited, however many three- and four-
point bending tests on mild steels were performed to determine the member classification as 
currently used in Eurocode 3. This classification indicates the likeliness of failure on local buck-
ling before the design strength is reached. Class 1 (plastic) cross-sections are able to form plastic 
hinges with the rotation capacity required from plastic analysis without reduction of the resis-
tance. Class 2 (compact) cross-sections can develop their plastic moment resistance, but have 
limited rotation capacity because of local buckling. Class 3 (semi-compact) cross-sections are 
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able to reach the yield strength for the extreme compression fiber, while assuming elastic stress 
distribution, however local buckling prevents the development of the plastic moment resistance. 
For class 4 (slender) cross-sections local buckling occurs before the yield stress is attained. The 
emphasis of the experimental tests was not on M-V interaction, therefore, the test reports were 
(in some cases) inconclusive whether failure on M-V interaction was reached or instability phe-
nomena prevailed. Therefore only experimental results of class 1 and 2 cross-sections were tak-
en into consideration, as shown in the m-n interaction diagram in Figure 7. On the horizontal 
axis the experimental results are compared to the shear force relative to the Eurocode definition. 
The graph shows (very) conservative results, this is possibly due to strain hardening, but makes 
the tests less valuable for investigating design rules for M-V interaction.
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Figure 7. Proportional bending – shear diagram with available experimental test results

In 1961 Sawyer [20] performed 21 three-point bending tests on rolled beams, 12 sections were 
suitable for plastic design, i.e. classified as class 1 or 2, based on moment-curvature graphs. 
Three experiments were disregarded, due to uncertainty in the degree of lateral support. The EN 
1993-1-1 design rule was still (just) conservative with regards to the remaining six results, even 
though these sections would most likely be classified as class 3. For this reason, these six results 
were not included in Figure 7.  Similar tests were performed by Lay, Adams and Galambos [21] 
on three rolled sections all displaying ductile material behavior and local flange buckling only 
after the plastic moment  resistance was met. The results of two 3-point bending tests on welded 
high strength (A514 with fy = 821  N/mm2, equivalent to S700MC) steel sections performed by 
McDermott were added [22]. Results were similar to mild steel test results. Lukey and Adams [23] 
performed 3-point bending tests on hot rolled and cold straightened beams, leading to 7 tests 
out of 12 displaying ductile behavior. Even though 5 results were disregarded – due to limited 
rotational capacity and thereby categorized as class 3 sections – their moment resistance was 
still over the plastic moment resistance. In [24], 10 four-point bending tests on welded sections 
were described by Holtz and Kulak. The outcome of only three tests indicated ductile failure, 
even resulting in increasing moment resistances at higher amounts of shear force. The current 
design rule proved to be largely conservative with respect to three-point bending test results 
of 24 welded sections added by Roik and Kuhlmann [25-27], their entire test group displayed 
plastic material behavior. The investigation of Petersen [28] contained 16 tests on HEA sections 
displaying plastic material behavior. Results were obtained by both 4-point and 3-point bending 
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tests. Another 11 tests were disregarded due to limited rotation capacity or early onset of local 
buckling. 
More recent, a numerical investigation on M-V interaction in rolled steel sections about the 
strong axis was executed at Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya by Mirambell and Jiménez [29]. 
3-Point bending tests on various hot rolled IPE and HEA sections, 10 in total classified as class 1 
and 2 sections, were simulated. Two material models in steel grade S235 and S355 were used, 
namely defined as elastic-perfect plastic behavior as well as quad-linear elastic-hardening plas-
tic behavior. The research complied with the beam theory, meaning that the beam length was 
in the range of 5 to 20 times the section height. The deformation failure criterion for beams 
with elastic-perfect plastic behavior was defined as: εmax = 8εy , whereas for (quad-linear) elas-
tic-hardening plastic behavior it was limited to the ultimate strain εu . The latter material behavior 
resulted in (very) large bending resistances, as displayed by the squares in Figure 8. In case of 
the elastic-perfect plastic material behavior, shear dominated beams – of 1.8 and 2.7 m long – 
did not reach the bending resistance as described by Eurocode 3. This is illustrated by the circles 
in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. Non-dimensional strong axis bending-shear interaction graph for an HEA360 section (circles: 
elastic-perfect plastic, squares: (quad-linear) elastic-hardening plastic behavior) [29]

Experiments aimed at investigating weak axis moment-shear interaction in rolled I-shaped sec-
tions are missing to the knowledge of the author.

2.2 Moment-shear interaction diagrams as used in standards
The governing design rules on moment-shear interaction are listed in clause 6.2.8 of EN 1993-
1-1. The current design rule makes use of a reduced moment resistance to take the amount of 
shear force into account. In case the acting shear force V is less than 50% of the shear resistance 
Vpl the influence of the shear can be ignored. If V exceeds 50% of Vpl , a reduced yield strength 
should be considered for the shear area in calculation of MV , where the reduction is based on 
the Tresca criterion as in Equation (13). This description is defined by Equation (23).

( ), , , ,VV y pl y pl A y y rM M W f f= − − (23)

Where: 
MV,y is the reduced design value of the resistance to bending moment allowing for shear
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Mpl,y is the plastic moment resistance for strong axis bending, see Equation (24)
Wpl,Av is the plastic section modulus for the shear area, see Equation (26)
 

, ,pl y pl y yM W f= ⋅ (24)

 
Where: 
Wpl,y is the plastic section modulus for strong axis bending, see Equation (25)

( ) ( ) ( )
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,

4 3 102
4 2 3

w
pl y w f f f
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= + − ⋅ − ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ − + ⋅ (25)

Where:
h is the height of the section
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2 8
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(26)

An alternative approach for rolled I-sections only is to calculate MV,y directly according to:

2

, , 4
w y

V y pl y
w

A f
M M

t
ρ ⋅ ⋅

= −
⋅

(27)

An increase in the shear force results in a decrease of the moment resistance, displayed in the 
graphs of Figure 9 for an HEA280 section. The design rules make use of the magnitude of the 
shear force present on the member compared to the design plastic resistance to shear force, 
which results in the utilization ratio, n. The left graph of Figure 9 displays the reduced moment 
resistance determined by the amount of shear being present making use of these utilization ra-
tios. Whereas the right graph uses the absolute values for the bending moment and shear force. 
Even though both figures are based on the same design rules, both give a different view on the 
subject.
The DIN 18800-1 [30] design rule makes use of the interaction formula of Equation (28). For shear 
forces under 33% of the plastic shear resistance, the presence of this force is disregarded. This 
Equation can be expressed for M, which is then renamed MV for the sake of comparison. Note 
that the DIN 18800-1 makes use of a smaller shear area AV, DIN (19) and thus results in a smaller 
plastic shear resistance Vpl, DIN . 
   

0.88 0.37 1.0     if     0.33 pl
pl pl

M V V V
M V

+ ≤ > (28)

The design rule in NEN 6770 [31] is similar to that described in EN 1993-1-1, but makes use of a 
larger shear area AV, NEN (20), for the determination of Vpl and MV , see Equation (29). 

2
,

, , 4
V NEN y

V y pl y
w

A f
M M

t
ρ ⋅ ⋅

= −
⋅

(29)
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Figure 9. Bending-shear interaction graphs for an HEA280 section loaded in the strong axis, comparing EN, 
DIN and NEN (left: non-dimensional, right: dimensional )

The differences in interaction formulas between these four design rules for an HEA280 section 
are graphically presented in Figure 9 on the right. The differences in influence of the shear force 
on the plastic moment resistance are substantial. The right graph in Figure 9 also displays the 
interaction considering the steel grades used in this research, indicating the large influence of 
the different shear areas and design models for resistance. 

2.3 Recent investigations on M-N interaction
Recent studies into cross-sectional design rules where multiple internal forces are present are 
mainly aimed at investigating the interaction of a bending moment in presence of normal forces. 
In 2012 Baptista [32] published new analytical research on the M-N interaction of I-shaped sec-
tions. Mainly conservative results were generated by EN 1993-1-1 design rules, however also a 
few  cases of overestimation of the plastic resistance were present. Therefore a proposal of a sim-
plified global criterion was suggested, which gave a better representation of the exact solutions. 
Shortly after, Beyer et al. [33] published an overview of recently proposed M-N interaction de-
sign rules indicating the accuracy of these proposals to the reference cross-sectional resistance, 
as described by Kindman, Stroetmann [34], and Ludwig [35]. However, there was no validation of 
the finite element models by experimental tests. Rombouts [36] gave a well-defined – based on 
both experimental and numerical data – assessment of the current M-N interaction design rule 
indicating that the partial safety factor γM0 of 1.0 currently used was not sufficient when sections 
in steel grade S460 were regarded. 
These studies indicated the relevance of reassessing current design rules with statistical evalua-
tions in order to achieve a consistent safety level. Whereas the research by Rombouts [36] indi-
cated the necessity of reassessment for higher steel grades. 

2.4 Discussion and conclusions
Multiple analytical solutions describing the bending moment - shear force interaction were de-
veloped in the ‘50s and ‘60s. Only one solution was a true lower bound, it was provided by Neal 
[14], Equation (8). This Equation makes use of a direct reduction of the bending moment resis-
tance by the presence of a shear force.
Even though only Neal developed a true lower bound, the current EN 1993-1-1 design rule [1] 
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was inspired by the analytical solution of Drucker [2, 3]. The only difference is the definition of 
the shear area. Both solutions are entirely equal in the non-dimensional graph of Figure 10 (left 
side), the difference is only observed in the dimensional version (right side), since both solu-
tions use different plastic shear resistances. 
Gonçalves et al. [18] confirmed the 50% rule in Eurocode 3 and Drucker, i.e. no reduction of the 
plastic bending resistance Mpl for shear forces smaller than 0.5 Vpl . This research was limited 
to small to moderate shear forces, whereas a cantilever test set-up is not ideal in reaching large 
shear forces. The actual shear resisting area and influence of shear on the bending resistance for 
the full domain of shear forces was not determined.
Baláž [19] recognized the large variety in available shear areas and visualized this in Figure 6. 
A more simple representation of different design models (EN 1993-1-1 [1], DIN 18800-1 [30] and 
NEN 6770 [31]) in Figure 9 implied the same, namely that research did not lead to an unambigu-
ous definition of the shear area and the shear force’s effects on the bending moment resistance 
yet.
Besides analytical work, various experiments describe moment - shear interaction failure [21-
28], even though these were aimed at determining beam classification limits. In total 61 ex-
perimental results failed on moment-shear force interaction. Only tests that displayed ductile 
material behavior were selected. These experiments, in Figure 7, described the entire range of 
shear forces, even values over the plastic shear resistance were observed. All bending resistanc-
es from experiments exceeded the plastic bending resistance, whereas they profited from strain 
hardening. Based on these experimental results, all design rules would become redundant and 
a bending resistance equal to the plastic moment resistance would suffice. However, all these 
experiments were conducted on mild steels, while it is getting more common to use higher steel 
grades in the building practice. Therefore, based on the mismatch of the current design rule with 
the analytical models and lacking information from experimental studies, a full investigation 
into M-V interaction of rolled I-shaped sections is necessary. 
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Figure 10. Bending-shear interaction graphs for an HEA280* section loaded in the strong axis, comparing 
EN and Drucker (left: non-dimensional, right: dimensional ) 

This is in line with recent studies into bending moment - normal force interaction which indicated 
the relevance of reassessing current design rules with statistical evaluations in order to achieve 
a consistent safety level. The research by Rombouts [36] indicated the necessity of reassessment 
for higher steel grades.
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3
Experiments

The experimental test program consists of tests in which beams are loaded in bending moment 
and shear force about the strong axis and fail on the corresponding failure mechanism. Primary 
goal of the experimental investigation was to gain insight in the moment-shear force interaction 
in rolled I-shaped sections. The extensive experimental test program had to give an indication 
of the accuracy of the current design rules, and was used for validation of the numerical model.
The main objective of this experimental program was to obtain the moment resistance at differ-
ent shear utilization ratios n. Therefore the most important parameters next to the yield strength 
fy is the span L. In addition the cross-sectional dimensions are important. The section width b, 
section height h, flange thickness tf , web thickness tw and root radius r influence not only the 
cross-sectional area A, but also the section modulus Wpl , the second moment of area I and the 
resistance to combined moment and shear MV .
The experimental investigation was primarily limited to the scope of the design rules regard-
ing M-V interaction as described by EN 1993-1-1 in clause 6.2.8, which includes I-shaped, 
H-shaped, channel, box, T-shaped, rectangular hollow and circular hollow cross-sections of steel 
grades S235 to S460. Even though more cross-section types are described in clause 6.2.8, this 
research was focused on plastic and compact I-shaped cross-sections (class 1 and 2) in steel 
grades S235, S355 and S460, meaning that the cross-section had to be able to reach the plastic 
moment resistance. 

3.1 Program
As former research indicated, the common experimental test set-up to investigate moment-shear 
interaction comprises three point bending tests, meaning a simply supported beam loaded at 
mid-span with a point load as in Figure 11. By variances in the span and magnitude of the point 
load different shear utilization ratios n (=V/Vpl ) were generated.

L

F

M=¼FL

F

V

F
V

Figure 11. Schematization 3-point bending test (left), shear force (middle) and moment diagram (right)

Even though the representation of the three point bending tests with its shear force and  bending 
moment makes it the ideal test set-up, the actual situation is a messy 3D continuum with  stresses 
in all directions at mid-span. The abrupt sign change of shear stresses is not realistic, just as the 
sharp point of the maximum bending moment at mid-span.
Yet a better experimental test set-up was not known by the author. Other test set-ups were con-
sidered but ruled out, whereas: (i) four and five point bending tests and multiple span tests 
set-ups resulted in longer beam lengths, which were impractical in the laboratory; (ii) the imple-
mentation of an additional constant bending moment over the entire beam length was difficult 
in terms of its application.  
The results of the experimental tests are later used to validate the finite element model, with 
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which more numerical test results are generated to create a large database. The numerical 
 database mainly focused on the common used sections in building practice – HEA, HEB, HEM 
and IPE sections. To ensure an accurate validation, the experimental test program also included 
these sections. Every individual section was tested at different shear utilization ratios to obtain 
the moment reduction caused by the presence of the shear force.
The emphasis of this experimental investigation was on the HEA section type. Because this 
type of section is most commonly used in the building practice, the HEA280 section is chosen. 
The other sections – IPE360, HEB240 and HEM180 – were chosen based on their similar plastic 
 section modulus Wpl,y which led to similar values for the plastic moment resistance Mpl . In the 
case of the HEM sections the plastic section modulus Wpl,y of a HEM200 section was closest to 
that of an HEA280 (also greater). Still a HEM180 section was preferred since the cross-sectional 
area was closer to that of the HEA280 section and with a larger section the required experimental 
forces would increase too much. 
In common building practice, mild-strength steel is still the most widely used grade of steel, 
however a shift is visible form S235 towards S355. Therefore, the majority of tested specimens 
was in steel grade S355. Since the past studies had all been performed on specimens in S235, 
the experimental test program contained specimens of HEA280 in this grade. In addition test 
specimens of steel grade S460 for HEA280 were included in the experimental program, since a 
future shift from S355 towards S460 is foreseen.
Table 1 summarizes the accompanying plastic shear and plastic moment resistance of the  chosen 
sections of the experimental test program.

Table 1. Sections of the experimental test program with their strength properties according to EN 1993-1-1

HEA280 IPE360 HEB240 HEM180

fy [N/mm2] 235 355 460 355 355 355

AV,z [mm2] 3,174 3,514 3,323 3,465

Wpl,y [mm3] 1,112,000 1,019,000 1,053,000 883,400

Vpl,z [kN] 430.7 650.6 843.1 720.2 681.0 710.2

Mpl,y [kNm] 261.3 376.3 487.7 361.7 357.4 310.2

This research is aimed at ductile failure modes driven by plasticity, thus plasticity should 
be reached. Following the classification of Eurocode 3, plasticity occurs in class 1 and 2 sec-
tions. The sections were selected such as to comply with the class 1 or class 2 requirements. 
The complete section can be classified as the least favorable individual part. Table 2 displays 
the classification of the web and flanges following Eurocode 3, where the slenderness of 
the flange is determined by the outstand flanges c (= ½ b – r – ½ tw  ) divided by the flange 
thickness tf . The slenderness of the web is determined by the depth of the straight por-
tion of the web d (= h – 2 tf – 2 r ) divided by the web thickness tw. These parameters are 
illustrated in Figure 12. Plasticity occurs less easily in higher steel grades, therefore the factor 
ε (= 235 / f y ) – known as the coefficient depending on fy – is used in determination of the 
slenderness.
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b

 tf

d

 tw

hw
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 r

Figure 12. Definition of parameters used in the classification of EN 1993-1-1

Table 2. Flange and web classification according to EN 1993-1-1

HEA280 IPE360 HEB240 HEM180

fy [N/mm2] 235 355 460 355 355 355

d [mm] 196 298.6 164 122

c [mm] 112 63 94 70.75

web: d/tw 24.5 37.3 16.4 8.4

Class 1: ≤ 72ε 72.0 58.6 51.5 58.6 58.6 58.6

flange: c/tf 8.6 8.6 8.6 5.0 5.5 2.9

Class
1 

≤9ε = 9.0
3 

≤14ε = 11.4
3 

≤14ε = 10.0
1 

≤9ε = 7.3
1 

≤9ε = 7.3
1 

≤9ε = 7.3

The increase of the yield strength results in a decrease of the coefficient ε and therefore a degra-
dation of the assigned class of the HEA280 flanges in different steel grades. In this experimental 
investigation, leaving only the flanges of the HEA280 section to be classified as class 3, mean-
ing that attaining the plastic moment Mpl is impossible for this section in the steel grades S355 
and S460. The large scale experiments reveal whether this is correct or the plastic moment is 
reached.
A range of shear utilization ratios was suggested to determine the influence of the shear force 
on the remaining bending moment resistance. This range started at 0.33, since the presence of 
shear is taken into account by DIN 18800-1 [30] from a shear force of 33% of the design plastic 
shear resistance Vpl , while EN 1993-1-1 [1] starts considering the influence from half the design 
plastic shear resistance. Therefore the next ratio in the range was 0.50, followed by 0.67 and 
0.83 to end at 1.00 (which indicates maximum shear by EN 1993-1-1).
Table 3 presents the experimental test program. First the test is introduced by its name number 
of tests, the section shape, the steel grade, and shear utilization ratio n. The shear utilization 
ratio, cross-sectional dimensions and yield strength are used as input for the EN 1993-1-1 design 
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rule (27) and result in a bending moment MV as well as the theoretical nominal ultimate resis-
tance FRd,t (=2V). Because, the bending moment in a 3-point bending test is equal to the force 
times the span L, (M=F ∙ L), the span could also be determined. A minimum span of three times 
the overall section height [37] was necessary to ensure that the specimen’s failure mechanism 
corresponds to a beam failure mechanism and that beam theory applies. Based on this criterion, 
the test on the IPE360 section with utilization ratio 1.0 was eliminated. To make sure the exper-
imental test results were reliable, several tests were performed twice, mainly with utilization 
ratios 0.50 and 0.83. For the beam length Lb the section height was added to the span L on either 
sides of the supports.

Table 3. Experimental test program of beams loaded in combined moment and shear force

test amount section steel grade n=VEd  /Vpl,Rd [-] L [mm] Lb [mm] FRd,t [kN]

A1 1

HEA280

S235

0.33 3,630 4,182 284
A2 2 0.50 2,426 2,986 431
A3 1 0.67 1,790 2,350 577
A4 2 0.83 1,400 1,960 715
A5 1 1.00 1,083 1,643 861
B1 1

S355

0.33 3,622 4,182 429
B2 2 0.50 2,426 2,986 651
B3 1 0.67 1,790 2,350 872
B4 2 0.83 1,400 1,960 1,080
B5 1 1.00 1,083 1,643 1,301
C1 1

S460
0.67 1,790 2,350 1,130

C2 2 0.83 1,400 1,960 1,400
I1 1

IPE360 S355

0.33 2,966 3,686 429
I2 2 0.50 2,000 2,720 720
I3 2 0.67 1,461 2,181 965
I4 2 0.83 1,095 1,815 1,196
H1 2

HEB240 S355
0.50 2,195 2,675 681

H2 1 0.67 1,619 2,099 913
H3 2 0.83 1,264 1,744 1,130
M 1

HEM180 S355

0.38 2,340 2,740 533
M0 1 0.50 1,758 2,158 710
M1 1 0.67 1,300 1,700 952
M2 2 0.83 1,020 1,420 1,179

3.2 Test set-up
All tests were performed in a 3-point bending test set-up, making use of a 2 MN test jack to 
 ensure failure of all specimens, see the theoretical nominal ultimate resistances FRd,t in Table 3 
already reaching 1.4 MN. Higher loads were expected, for the nominal yield strength is a guaran-
teed minimum value of the yield strength. The magnitudes of the introduced loads required the 
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addition of stiffeners at mid-span and in several cases also at the supports. 
The test set-up was made such that all the beams with spans ranging from 3.630 to 1.187  meters 
could be tested without rebuilding the frame, see Figure 13. The 2 MN jack was centered at mid-
span of the HEB600 supporting beam. The four thick steel wired bars supporting the 2 MN jack 
also coped with the tension introduced into the frame by applying a force through jack displace-
ment. 
A stiffener was added at mid-span to ensure a distributed introduction of the load over the web, 
so the entire section could be mobilized and patch loading was avoided [38]. All specimens were 
equipped with similar stiffener locations, meaning one welded  stiffener at mid-span and welded 
or removable stiffeners at the supports, see Figure 14. The latter was used most frequently.  Table 
4 gives an overview of the used configuration, i.e. the type of stiffener used at the supports and 
mid-span. In every section the stiffeners had a thickness of 10 mm regardless of their location.

L - span

Lb - beam length

HEB600
support beam

ϕ - R1-09 ϕ - R1-08 

ε1D 

ε1D 

ε3D 
δ - M1 (front) 

M0 (back) 
δ - 1-07 (front)

 1-06 (back)
δ - 1-05 (front)

 1-04 (back)

Figure 13. Three-point bending test set-up about the strong axis

Figure 14. Welded stiffener (left) or a removable stiffener (middle, right) at the supports

In some cases that thickness was not adequate and the stiffness of the stiffener was increased 
by addition of thick plates bolted to it to prevent buckling of the stiffener, see Figure 15. The tests 
that made use of additional steel plates are indicated by ‘stiffened’ in Table 4. The stiffeners did 
experience yielding – visualized by the ’yield lines’ – but were supported by the steel plates. The 
holes in the stiffener did deform due to the introduced loads, where the holes in the additional 
steel plates did not, the thread of the bolts suffered from this.
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Figure 15. Steel plates bolted to the stiffener to increase stiffness (left: connection, middle: stiffener after 
loading, right: bolts and plates after loading)

3.3 Measurements
Accurate measurements of the applied forces and displacement graphs were required in order 
to define the occurring moment and shear force. Strain measurements of the beam at mid-span 
gave an indication of the strains at failure. The beam rotations were used to verify whether the 
beam was loaded symmetrically. As indicated in Figures 13 and 17, all tests were equipped with:

- two rotation measurement devices at quarter of the span (R1-09 left, R1-08 right), 
- two displacement measuring devices at mid-span (M1 font and M0 back side), 
- 4 Linear Variable Differential Transformers (LVDTs) at the supports (both front by   
1-05 (right) and 1-07 (left), and back side by 1-04 (right) and 1-06 (left)), 
- and two linear strain gauges (S5-08 and S5-09) attached to the flanges at mid-span. 

The displacement measured by the displacement measurement devices were corrected for set-
tlements and initial crookedness of the beam by the LVDTs, in order to define the overall vertical 
mid-span displacement during each tests. 
Several tests were measured more extensively by means of an elaborate measurement plan in-
cluding additional linear strain gauges and rosettes. FLK-6-11 linear strain gauges and FRA-6-11 
rosettes were used both with a strain limit of 5%. Figure 16 displays the location of the rosettes.

 

Figure 16. Rosettes attached to the web and displacement measuring device measuring displacement from 
the flange
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In 15 beams the strains were measured by means of 6 or 8 linear strain gauges and three ro-
settes, that is for tests A2a, A2b, A4a, A5, B2a, B4a, B4b, C2a, I2a, I4a, H1a, H3a, and M2a, as 
stated by ‘elaborate’ in the fifth column of Table 4. The rosettes were placed just 50 mm, x-3D, 
sideways from the center stiffener, one at mid height of the web and two at a 50 mm distance, 
y-3D, in vertical direction from the flange indicated with white areas in the left and middle picture 
of Figure 17. In addition at one quarter of the span, 6 strain gauges (S5-00 to S5-05) were added 
to monitor the stresses and strains at the top and bottom flanges, see right picture in Figure 
17. These strain gauges are located at 1/6 of the flange width, x-1D, which is in accordance with 
the standard location for tensile coupon tests. After two tests strain gauge S5-02 and S5-03 are 
excluded, since the data collected by these strain gauges is in accordance with data measured 
by S5-01 and S5-04. In all other cases the number of strain gauges is minimized to only the two 
linear strain gauges (S5-08 and S5-09) at mid-span.

Front Back

S5-19 to S5-21

S5-16 to S5-18

S5-10 to S5-12

S5-09 S5-08

5-1

5-1

5-1

SS5-09

δ -M1

S5-08

δ - M0

Front: S5-09
Back: S5-08

S5-04 S5-05

S5-01 S5-00

S5-02

S5-03

Front Back

5-02

5-03

x-1Dx-1D

y-3D y-3D
x-3D

19 to S5-21

16 to S5-18

10 to S5-12

S-
10

 S5-12 

S5-11 

S-
16

 S5-18 

S5-17 

S-
19

 S5-21 

S5-20 

Figure 17. Location of strain gauges (black – linear, white – rosettes) and displacement measuring devices 
(left, middle: at mid-span, right: at quarter span)

Execution of these large scale tests in a similar strain rate at the mid-span flange for all tests was 
almost impossible. In general the used strain rate influences the outcomes of tests: higher strain 
rates result in increased stress values (and ultimate resistances). The influence of the strain 
rate can be determined by pausing – zero crosshead motion – during the test. This results in a 
resistance value that is hereafter referred to as static, i.e. Fu, st when the ultimate resistance is 
considered. This procedure is described in the Technical Memorandum B.7 and B.8 [44]. All tests 
were paused at least three times during the experiment. The general ultimate resistance – which 
includes the effect of the strain rate – is referred to as dynamic, i.e. Fu, dyn when the ultimate 
resistance is considered. The same procedure was used for the tensile and compression coupon 
tests. After the first pause the displacement rate of the jack was increased, in some cases the 
displacement rate was increased in two small steps. The last columns of Table 4 display the jack 
displacement rates used during the tests. These rates influence the dynamic measurements, but 
not the static values. This table also displays the type of stiffeners that was used during each 
test. The fifth column states whether the beam was equipped with a simple or elaborate strain 
gauge configuration.
When other sections than the HEA sections were tested measures to prevent lateral torsional 
buckling (LTB) were added when necessary. These were steel blocks able to glide downwards the 
supporting columns with only little friction due to Teflon sheets, see Figure 18. Tests which had 
lateral torsional buckling  restraints in place can be identified in Table 4 by ‘LTB restraint’.
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Table 4. Jack displacement rates for all M-V interaction tests

test n [-]
stiffener

strain gauges
displacement rate [mm/min]

support center elastic plastic-1 plastic-2

HE
A2

80
 - 

S2
35

A1 0.33 removable normal simple 0.67 1.6 4.0

A2a 0.50 welded normal elaborate 0.48

A2b 0.50 removable normal elaborate 0.48 0.95

A3 0.67 removable normal simple 0.48 0.95 2.22

A4a 0.83 removable normal elaborate 0.48 1.33 2.22

A4b 0.83 removable normal simple 0.48 0.95 2.22

A5 1.00 removable normal simple 0.48 0.95 2.22

HE
A2

80
 - 

S3
55

B1 0.33 removable normal simple 0.57 1.60 4.00

B2a 0.50 removable normal elaborate 0.57 1.60 2.67

B2b 0.50 removable normal simple 0.57 1.60 2.67

B3 0.67 removable stiffened simple 0.57 2.67

B4a 0.83 welded stiffened elaborate 0.57 2.0

B4b 0.83 removable stiffened elaborate 0.57 2.0

B5 1.00 removable stiffened simple 0.57 2.0

HE
A2

80
 - 

S4
60

C1 0.67 removable normal simple 1.11 4.44

C2a 0.83 removable stiffened elaborate 1.11 3.33

C2b 0.83 removable normal elaborate 1.11 3.33

IP
E3

60
 - 

S3
55

I1 0.33 removable normal simple 0.95 2.67   LTB restraint

I2a 0.50 removable normal elaborate 0.83 2.22   LTB restraint

I2b 0.50 removable normal simple 0.83 2.22   LTB restraint

I3 0.67 removable stiffened simple 0.83 2.22

I3b 0.67 removable stiffened simple 0.83 2.22   LTB restraint

I4a 0.83 removable stiffened elaborate 0.67 1.90

I4b 0.83 welded stiffened elaborate 0.83 2.22   LTB restraint

HE
B2

40
 - 

S3
55

H1a 0.50 removable stiffened elaborate 1.11 4.44   LTB restraint

H1b 0.50 removable stiffened simple 1.11 4.44   LTB restraint

H2 0.67 removable stiffened simple 0.83 2.22

H3a 0.83 removable stiffened elaborate 1.11 2.22

H3b 0.83 welded stiffened elaborate 0.83 2.22

HE
M

18
0 

- S
35

5 M 0.38 removable stiffened simple 1.11 3.33

M0 0.50 removable stiffened simple 0.83 3.33

M1 0.67 removable stiffened simple 0.83 2.22

M2a 0.83 removable stiffened elaborate 0.83 2.22

M2b 0.83 removable stiffened simple 0.83 2.22
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Figure 18. Blocks used to prevent lateral torsional buckling (left: test I1, right: schematization)

3.4 Summary
A strong axis bending moment - shear force interaction test program was developed, based on 
common I-shaped sections types, including HEA280, HEB240, HEM180 and IPE360 sections. A 
3-point bending test set-up allowing for different beam lengths was used, even though the loca-
lized load is a huge influencer just as the switch from positive to negative shear force.
The test program comprised a range of shear utilization ratios to determine the influence of the 
shear force on the remaining bending moment resistance. Variations in beam length resulted in 
 different utilization ratios, e.g. a long beam is dominated by bending and thus associated with 
a low shear utilization ratio. Welded stiffeners of 10 mm thickness were used at mid-span, while 
at the supports mostly removable stiffeners were used. In several cases the welded stiffener did 
not provide an adequate stiffness and additional plates were bolted to both sides.
In every test the displacements (support and mid-span), rotations, and linear strains at mid-
span were measured. Though, in some cases also rosettes and an elaborate strain gauge set-up 
at 1/4 span were applied. 
Lateral torsional buckling was prevented for several IPE360 and HEB240 beams.
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In addition to the measurements during the large scale bending moment - shear force inter-
action tests, some measurements should be known on forehand. E.g. the material properties 
of the sections and the section dimensions, were required for the analysis of the large scale 
experimental results. For steel structures, these material properties are generally determined by 
means of solely tensile coupon tests, since the material properties in compression and tension 
are similar. In the case of rolled I-shaped sections, the rolling process might have influenced the 
material properties, i.e. the material properties might not be uniform over the section and there 
might be small deviations in behavior in tension or compression. 
An accurate material model was required for the validation of the Finite Element Method (FEM) 
model, which is later used in the parameter study. Tensile coupon tests, compression coupon 
tests and stub column tests were executed in order to gain insight in the section material prop-
erties.

4.1 Section dimensions 
The geometrical properties of each beam had to be determined – prior to further preparation of 
the test specimen – in order to describe the experimental outcome as accurately as possible. 
Starting point was the beam length Lb. The thickness of the web tw was measured at mid-height 
and just below the top flange and above the bottom flange. The thickness of the flange tf was 
measured at each flange tip. The height h was measured at the flange tips – parallel to the web, 
additionally the width b of both flanges was measured. These measurements were executed by 
means of a caliper with an accuracy of 0.05 mm. The roots r were measured by fitting pieces with 
various diameters, due to not perfectly circular roots the author interpreted the results based on 
a visual examination. Figure 19 displays the measured properties as well as the locations where 
measurements are taken, namely at both ends of the beam (location A and C) and at mid-span 
(location B). The average measurements are presented in Table 5. All individual measurements 
are presented in Appendix A. In the case that the measurements did not comply with the given 
tolerances [39] the values were underlined in those tables. The average values all complied with 
the tolerances.
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b2 b4
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h3
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1

2

3

4

Figure 19. Definition of the measurement locations for a single beam
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Table 5. Beam measurements and properties

test # section Lb 
[mm]

h 
[mm]

b 
[mm]

tf 
[mm]

tw 
[mm]

r 
[mm]

A 
[mm2]

AVz. EN
[mm3]

Wpl 
[mm3]

1 A1

HEA280
- S235

4181 273.0 279.2 12.1* 8.3 24 9598 3255 1102752

2
A2a 2986 273.1 279.4 12.1* 8.3 24 9606 3234 1104536
A2b 2985 272.9 279.3 12.1* 8.4 24 9607 3267 1103029

3 A3 2348 272.9 279.4 12.1* 8.3 24 9610 3244 1104740

4
A4a 1958 272.8 279.2 12.1* 8.3 24 9613 3258 1104717
A4b 1958 272.8 279.3 12.2* 8.4 24 9642 3258 1107381

5 A5 1642 272.7 279.2 12.1* 8.3 24 9594 3257 1101921
6 B1

HEA280
- S355

4181 273.0 280.4 12.1* 8.1 24 9554 3199 1101610

7
B2a 2984 273.7 280.7 12.2* 8.2 24 9679 3237 1118341
B2b 2985 273.2 280.4 12.1* 8.1 24 9570 3202 1104475

8 B3 2349 273.7 280.6 12.2* 8.1 24 9654 3228 1115902

9
B4a 1959 273.6 280.5 12.2* 8.2 24 9657 3235 1115112
B4b 1961 273.4 280.5 12.2* 8.2 24 9665 3243 1115147

10 B5 1641 273.7 280.3 12.1* 8.2 24 9626 3234 1111753
11 C1

HEA280
- S460

2349 274.4 281.6 12.4 8.1 24 9442 3147 1092914

12
C2a 1960 274.0 281.5 12.4 8.2 24 9448 3160 1091250
C2b 1959 274.2 281.5 12.4 8.1 24 9441 3157 1091405

13 I1

IPE360
- S355

3687 360.7 170.9 12.2 7.3 18 6907 3283 977401

14
I2a 2718 360.8 170.8 12.1 7.5 18 6944 3321 980658
I2b 2719 360.4 170.8 12.2 7.3 18 6898 3271 976257

15
I3 2178 360.5 170.9 12.2 7.3 18 6902 3281 976245

I3b 2182 361.0 170.8 12.2 7.4 18 6955 3308 984432

16
I4a 1815 360.5 170.8 12.1 7.4 18 6908 3290 976431
I4b 1814 360.7 170.9 12.2 7.4 18 6915 3289 978231

17
H1a

HEB240
- S355

2673 243.1 241.2 16.5 9.4 21 10311 3204 1043328
H1b 2674 243.2 241.1 16.6 9.5 21 10339 3220 1045604

18 H2 2098 243.3 241.2 16.5 9.4 21 10320 3211 1044456

19
H3a 1743 243.1 241.1 16.5 9.4 21 10315 3207 1043403
H3b 1742 243.2 241.1 16.5 9.4 21 10323 3215 1044253

20 M

HEM180
- S355

2740 200.6 187.2 22.9 13.9 15 10901 3354 857515
21 M0 2158 200.1 187.2 22.8 14.0 15 10899 3357 855055
22 M1 1700 200.9 187.0 23.0 14.0 15 10921 3360 860412

23
M2a 1420 200.9 186.9 22.9 13.9 15 10908 3355 859556
M2b 1420 200.9 187.0 22.9 13.9 15 10929 3363 860950

*   this measurement was taken at the flange tip, towards the roots an increase of 4.5% was observed, the 
increased  flange thickness was used in calculation of A, AVz, EN and Wpl .
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4.2 Material properties 
Next to the section dimensions, the material properties are of major importance. Therefore, all 
sections were delivered with a material certificate. Still a more extensive picture of the material 
properties was necessary, in particular in the form of stress strain curves describing material 
behavior. These were obtained by coupon tests and stub column tests.

4.2.1 Material certificates

The different sections were provided by Arcelor Mittal and originated from separate batches, 
which results in different material properties. Every batch was provided with a material certif-
icate for the material properties following EN 10025-2 [40]. This means that a tensile couupon 
originating from the standard position was tested, for an I-shaped steel section at 1/6th  of the 
flange width b [41] (position ‘F1i’ in Figure 20). The stress rate was prescribed by EN 10002-1 [42], 
namely in the range of 6 to 60 MPa/s-1. Table 6 displays the nominal yield strength (fy, nom) upper 
yield strength (REH), ultimate tensile strength (Rm) and ultimate strain (εu ).  

Table 6. Yield and tensile strengths according to the material certificates 

section
grade and 

quality
batch

fy, nom

[N/mm2]
fy (REH)

[N/mm2]
fy / fy, nom 

[%]
fu (Rm)

[N/mm2]
εu

[%]

HEA280
S235(J0+M) 83594 235 331 141 440 33.87
S355(J2+M) 83530 355 406 114 498 30.32

S460(M) 82667 460 502 109 626 26.10
HEB240 S355(J2+M) 83548 355 398 112 516 29.37
HEM180 S355(J2+M) 61828 355 402 113 512 27.99
IPE360 S355(J2+M) 83217 355 416 117 506 32.31

4.2.2 Tensile coupon tests

Arcelor Mittal supplied short beams from each batch intended for obtaining tensile and possibly 
compression coupons. Material from all cross-sections was tested in tension in the Structures 
Laboratory Eindhoven to check the values of the material certificate and to gain detailed knowl-
edge of the material properties. Every section was sawed in small strips over the length, which 
were machined into tensile test specimens. Figure 20 displays the positions of the tensile cou-
pons in case of the HEA280 beam in steel grade S235. The shape and size of these tensile test 
specimens were determined using EN-ISO 6892-1 [43].
The ISO 6892-1 standard provides in guidelines for the strain rate for standardized tensile tests. 
In case of determination of the yield strength, strain rates of range 1 and range 2, 0.00007 s-1 
and 0.00025 s-1  respectively, are recommended. Range 1 was applied until strain hardening 
begins, after which the speed was increased towards range 2 until fracture. In case of HEA 280 
tensile test specimens, the length between both clamps was 130mm for both the flange and web 
tensile specimens, resulting in cross-head-separation-velocities of 0.6 mm/min and 2.0 mm/
min respectively. 
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Figure 20. Location of tensile coupons

All specimens were tensioned in one of the two 250 kN test-rigs, as displayed in Figure 21. The 
left test-rig clamps the tensile specimens by wedges, this clamping method may result in some 
slip, which subsequently leads to an inaccurate Young’s modulus E. Therefore the specimen is 
unloaded from 80% of the nominal yield strength to be reloaded from 20% of the nominal yield 
strength. The Young’s modulus is defined by the average gradient of the unloading and reloading 
curve between 25% and 80% of the yield strength (static or dynamic). This procedure allows for 
determination of the Young’s modulus without the negative effects of slip. The strains are mea-
sured by means of Digital Image Correlation (DIC). The right test-rig clamps the specimens hy-
draulically and strains were measured by means of LVDTs. One with a small range for the accurate 
description of the elastic branch and yield plateau, another with larger range to record the entire 
tensile test. Due to the high hydraulic force an accurate Young’s modulus can be determined 
from the initial elastic branch without unloading the tensile specimen.

Figure 21. Test-rigs used for tensile tests (left: wedged clamps and right: hydraulic clamps)

Even though the testing velocity is standardized and adapted for the gauge length, the used 
strain rate influences the outcomes of the tensile tests: higher strain rates result in increased 
stress values. The influence of the strain rate can be determined by pausing – zero crosshead 
motion – during the test. This results in a stress value that is hereafter referred to as static stress 
value, i.e. fy, st when the yield strength is considered and fu, st in case of the ultimate strength. This 
procedure is described in the Technical Memorandum B.7 and B.8 [44]. All tests were paused 
three times during the yield plateau and at least three times in the strain hardening branch. The 
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general stress – which includes the effect of the strain rate – is referred to as dynamic stress 
value, i.e. fy, dyn when the yield strength is considered and fu, dyn in case of the ultimate strength.
In general the yield and ultimate strength of an I-shaped steel section are determined at one 
position only, namely at 1/6th  of the flange width b (position ‘F1i’ in Figure 20). In some cases 
the web strength is regarded separately, the standard position is at 1/4th of the total height h 

[41], see left picture of Figure 22. The right graph in Figure 22 displays the tensile test results 
of HEA-F1L in steel grade S235. The figure presents the static values of the yield strength and 
ultimate strength.

E = 209303 N/mm2

fy,st = 278.3 N/mm2

fu,st = 416.7 N/mm2
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Figure 22. Standard coupon locations in an I-shaped cross-section (left), tensile test result of HEA-F1L in 
steel grade S235 (right)

Based on the aforementioned method a detailed overview of the material properties was gener-
ated for each section, i.e. the Young’s Modulus, the static yield and ultimate strength with their 
accompanying strains, and for completeness εy,2 – indicating the end of the yield plateau and 
thus the start of the strain hardening branch – was included. 
Table 7 presents the overview of all tensile coupon test results for HEA280 in S235. Likewise 
the remaining cross-sections from the test program were tested and corresponding results were 
gathered in Appendix B. 

Table 7. Results of tensile test coupons HEA280 in S235

Position E [N/mm2] fy, st [N/mm2] εy, 2 [%] fu, st [N/mm2] εu [%]

FtL 195490

199489

301.3

309.6

1.4 407.1

431.7

14.6

FbL 200010 303.6 1.8 418.6 15.0

FtR 195025 318.7 1.8 452.2 15.0

FbR 207430 314.8 1.7 449.0 14.2

F0L 155663*
190478

301.7
297.4

2.5 421.1
423.0

18.4

F0R 190478 293.0 2.1 425.0 19.7

F1L 209303
206404

278.3
280.5

2.1 416.7
416.7

24.1

F1R 203504 282.7 2.3 416.8 22.3
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Position E [N/mm2] fy, st [N/mm2] εy, 2 [%] fu, st [N/mm2] εu [%]

F2L 208650
203273

280.4
277.4

2.1 418.0
416.4

24.0

F2R 197895 274.3 2.3 414.7 24.9

F3L 187197
190128

280.6
274.9

2.4 413.0
412.0

26.0

F3R 193058 269.3 2.3 411.0 25.3

F4L 221292
215594

289.5
288.9

2.1 422.9
423.3

21.6

F4R 209895 288.4 1.7 423.8 22.0

F5 194448 262.1 1.9 415.6 23.9

W0 247988 429.8 0.4 535.8 6.4

W1 224819 301.9 1.8 426.8 22.1

W2 207051 315.9 2.2 436.1 21.0

W3 193247 286.7 1.8 420.1 24.4
* Slip occurred in the test, the Young’s modulus is not accurate
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Figure 23. Course of yield strength over the HEA280 section in S235
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A significant variation in the yield strengths at different location in the section was observed, 
whereby the yield strength in the web hardly exceeded that of coupons in the flange. The graph-
ical representation of the yield strengths at the tensile coupon locations (Figure 23) illustrates 
the increase in yield strength from the roots towards the flange tips and the increase of the yield 
strength from the web center to the roots. The individual tensile coupon results are indicated 
by a continuous line. The dashed lines represent the average value (a.v.) of two coupons at the 
same location, for instance left and right, and the complete overview of the web or flanges.
The material properties are representative for the locations of the coupon tests. But they need 
to be attributed to other locations covering the whole cross-sectional area. In calculations the 
weighted average values for areas of the section were used. Therefore, the material properties 
were specified according to these areas. These weighted average values were determined by 
considering the share of every individual coupon result (averaged values for some positions) – 
comparing the area corresponding with this coupon to the total area considered. This procedure 
was applied to determine the weighted average values (w.a.) for areas of the cross-section that 
are used in calculations of the cross-sectional resistance. Table 8 gives an overview of the prop-
erties per area, and the material properties of the standard test coupons in the flange and web 
following Figure 22. The gray areas in Figure 24 represent the following areas: the flange area by 
means of a straight horizontal division Af , straight , the web area Aw , and the shear area according 
to the Eurocode AV, EN . Similar pictures could be made for the DIN 18800-1 and NEN 6770, 

Table 8. Material properties of (parts of) the HEA280 section in S235, based on tensile coupon tests

Area A 
[mm2]

E 
[N/mm2]

fy, st 
[N/mm2]

fy, dyn 
[N/mm2]

fu, st 
[N/mm2]

standard position flange - 206404 280.51 301.00 416.68

standard position web - 224819 301.92 326.00 426.84

weighted average Af, straight 7087 199750 286.29 305.83 421.63

weighted average Af, Aw 7583 186442 292.89 312.28 392.08

weighted average Af, EN 6326 179411 286.14 305.84 379.41

weighted average Af, NEN 5628 175589 286.64 306.52 374.21

weighted average Af, DIN 7476 186212 292.96 312.37 391.48

weighted average Aw, straight 2541 223055 347.30 366.92 466.50

weighted average Aw 2045 219387 337.64 357.81 457.96

weighted average AV, EN 3302 220315 333.52 352.80 457.13

weighted average AV, NEN 4001 218550 324.56 343.65 450.89

weighted average AV, DIN 2153 218543 335.14 355.22 456.74

weighted average total section 9628* 205900 302.39 321.95 433.47

* based on updated cross-sectional dimensions, 3.5% increase of area in the flange
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Figure 24. Assigned material properties to parts of HEA280 in S235 (Af, straight , Aw , AV, EN )

Figure 25 illustrates the yield strength distributions for all sections. Similar courses of yield 
strength were observed, aside from the evident decrease in yield strength from the central part 
of the web towards the roots of the HEM180 section.
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Figure 25. Course of yield strength over the flange width (left) and the web height (right), all sections

4.2.3 Compression coupon tests

In general the tensile resistance is equal to the compression resistance for steel, however the 
rolling process might have had some effect on this. Therefore the compression material prop-
erties were tested by means of compression coupons originating from an HEA280 section and 
IPE360 section (both in S355). The IPE360 section results are only presented in Appendix C.
From the HEA280 section in steel grade S355, 17 coupons were taken from the flange and 7 
from the web. In total 9 different flange locations were tested and 4 different locations in the 
web. The compression specimens were allocated at the same position as their corresponding 
tensile coupon in order to allow for direct comparison of the yield strengths. Figure 26 gives the 
positions of both the tensile and the compression coupons in the case of an HEA280 section in 
steel grade S355. 
The cross-sectional dimensions of compression coupons – the width of the section b and the 
specimen thickness t – were equal to the dimensions of the reduced section of the tensile cou-
pons. The total specimen height was prescribed by the Technical Memorandum B.2 [44] and 
ASTM Standard Test Method for Compression Testing [45] and dependent on the specimen 
width, see Table 9. 
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Figure 26. Location of tensile and compression coupons for HEA280 in S355

Table 9. Dimensions of compression coupons HEA280

position h [mm] b [mm] t [mm]
flange 48 16 12.7

roots flange 30 8 10
web 48 16 8

Two different specimen heights were used based on the Technical Memorandum B.2 [32]. In both 
cases a support – with a height of 43 or 25 mm respectively – was used to support the specimens 
in compression to prevent buckling or second order deformations influencing the test results. All 
compression specimens were equipped with two strain gauges at opposite non-supported sides 
of the specimen, see Figure 27. The strain gauges (FLK-6-11) provided a measurement range of 
5.0% strain, enabling to measure the initiation of the plastic branch.

Teflon paper
Bolts

Side view

Front view

Loading plate
Compression coupon

Support jig

Electrical strain gauge

Figure 27. Test set-up compression tests (left: picture, right: schematization)

The Technical Memorandum B.2 [44], ASTM Standard Test Method for Compression Testing [45] 
or other standards to our knowledge do not recommend a strain rate. These compression tests 
have been performed with a start cross-head-separation-velocity of 0.25 mm/min and increased 
velocity of 1.0 mm/min after the yield plateau.
The strains were measured by two strain gauges and averaged to determine the strain at the 
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end of the yield plateau (εy,2 ). The use of two strain gauges compensated the bending that might 
occur if the specimen was not positioned centrally under the compression jack. In order to deter-
mine the Young’s modulus, the specimen was unloaded and reloaded prior to reaching the yield 
strength. The average gradient of the unloading and reloading curve between 25 and 50%  of the 
yield strength (static or dynamic) was used in determination of the Young’s modulus.
Like in the tensile tests, static stress values were determined at several moments during the 
compression tests, according to the procedure described in the Technical Memorandum B.8 
[44]. All tests were paused three times during the yield plateau and two times in the strain hard-
ening branch, see Figure 28. For comparison with the tensile coupon result a true stress σtrue and 
true strain εtrue graph was used. The continuous black and gray line represent the measurements 
resulting from the compression coupon at the standard location F1L with two strain gauges, SG-7 
(front) and SG-8 (back) respectively. These strain gauge measurements were averaged (black 
dotted line) to describe the overall behavior of the compression coupon. The σtrue - εtrue curve 
originating from the corresponding tensile coupon is indicated by a light gray dotted line. A true 
static yield strength of -379.19 N/mm2 was observed for the compression coupons and 375.52 N/
mm2 for the tensile coupon, which is only 1% smaller. Therefore, the tensile coupon result was 
in agreement with that of the compression coupon. The Young’s Modulus based on the tensile 
coupon deviated largely from that of the compression coupon, 173825 N/mm2 versus  247384 N/
mm2 respectively. A better correspondence was observed for other coupons. 
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Figure 28. True stress - strain curve with the compression and tensile coupon test results for HEA-F1L - S355 

The engineering test results of all compression coupons originating from the HEA280 section in 
S355 are summarized in Table 10, where the results of coupon F0R are not included due to an 
error in the measurement equipment. This table first presents the Young’s modulus, followed by 
the static yield strength. For completeness εy, 2 – indicating the end of the yield plateau and thus 
the start of the strain hardening branch – is included.
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Table 10. Test results of compression coupons originating from the HEA280 section in S355

Position E [N/mm2] fy, st [N/mm2] εy, 2 [%]

Flange

F0L 208640 -377.38 -1.89
F0R - - -
F1L 252577 -382.94 -1.86
F1R 221073 -372.76 -2.05
F2L 206628 -376.67 -1.96
F2R 196661 -368.99 -2.05
F3L 209286 -370.20 -1.64
F3R 182980 -367.24 -2.01
F4L 205466 -379.6 -1.91
F4R 198996 -371.47 -2.03
F5L 197404 -376.78 -2.01
F5R 199030 -375.88 -2.08
F6L 243952 -365.55 -0.83
F6R 200403 -366.75 -2.03
F7L 183326 -350.63 -2.02
F7R 208653 -366.10 -1.55
F8 195498 -355.99 -1.85

Web

WrT 196891 -425.62 -1.93
W1T 191618 -381.63 -
W1B 200914 -377.68 -
W2T 202191 -376.14 -2.05
W2B 207472 -381.23 -1.87
W3T 200750 -373.99 -2.05
W3B 208739 -384.56 -1.71
W4 205649 -380.62 -1.96

In calculations the weighted average for parts of the section were used, therefore the material 
properties were specified according to these areas. Table 11 gives an overview of these proper-
ties. At the general measurement positions in the flange and the web, the yield strengths were 
similar for tension and compression. However, when the weighted average values for the flanges 
according to the Eurocode were compared with that of the web, a fairly lower yield strength was 
observed for the flanges.
Additionally, two compression coupons – originating from the transition from the web towards 
the roots – for HEA280 in S235 were tested. These coupons illustrated the continuing increase 
of yield strength over the web towards the flange. On average a static yield strength of 375.7 N/
mm2 and a dynamic yield strength of 389.8 N/mm2 were registered.
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Table 11. Material properties of (parts) of the HEA280 - S355 section (by compression coupons)

Region A [mm2] E [N/mm2] fy, st [N/mm2] fy, dyn [N/mm2]

standard position flange - 208640 -377.38 -390.20

standard position web - 196266 -379.66 -393.50

weighted average Af, straight 6788 205437 -370.4 -384.5

weighted average Af, EN 6108 206167 -370.6 -384.6

weighted average Af, NEN 5921 206200 -375.6 -389.7

weighted average Af, DIN 6533 205229 -373.1 -387.2

weighted average Aw, straight 2508 200664 -389.9 -404.1

weighted average Aw 2016 201638 -384.1 -398.1

weighted average AV, EN 3188 200283 -385.4 -399.7

weighted average AV, NEN 3374 200551 -375.8 -389.9

weighted average AV, DIN 2763 201597 -381.8 -395.9

weighted average total section 204149 -375.67 -389.79

4.2.4 Tensile versus compression material properties

This section presents a comparison of the tensile and compression test results for coupons orig-
inating from HEA280 in S355. An overview of these results is displayed in Table 12, where index 
t is for tension and index c for compression. 
The Young’s moduli variate largely: from a 22% smaller Young’s modulus for the tensile coupon 
at position F1L compared to the compression equivalent, up to a 20% larger one for the ten-
sile coupon at position F7L compared to its compression equivalent. Large differences in these 
Young’s moduli may be traced back to apparent unrealistic values that deviated with more than 
10% from the nominal Young’s modulus Enom = 210000 N/mm2. This was more often the case for  
compression coupons. The average Young’s modulus E determined by tensile or compression 
tests did not vary largely, however, the individual differences in E were too large to lead to a 
general conclusion. 
In general the static yield strength of the tensile coupons is lower than that of the compression 
coupons, by an average of 2.9%. The length of the yield plateau deviates too much to make a 
comparison between the shape of the compression and tensile stress strain curves. For these 
tests nothing is known about post yield behavior in compression. Based on both the HEA280 
section and IPE360 section (see Appendix C) in S355, the average value of the static tensile yield 
strength was 3% lower than the average value of the static compression yield strength. This dif-
ference was larger than the expected difference caused by the increase of area in a compression 
test in comparison with the decrease in a tensile test, i.e. engineering stresses were considered 
instead of true stresses. 
For the generally accepted method to define the material properties is by means of tensile cou-
pon tests, the tensile coupon test results were used for further analyses. Moreover, the tensile 
coupon tests resulted in a more extensive view on the material properties and all design rules 
are calibrated on the material properties resulting from tensile coupon tests.
Even though an extensive number of coupons was tested for each section, the average section 
properties are largely dependent on the test locations. Additionally, the extraction of coupons 
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results in the release of residual stresses, which might result in higher yield strength and ulti-
mate strength compared to when the entire section is tested. A stub column test might result in 
a more accurate overview of the material properties for the entire section.

Table 12. Comparison of HEA280 specimens in S355 loaded in tension and compression

Position Et 
[N/mm2]

Ec
[N/mm2]

diff.
[%]

fy, st, t 
[N/mm2]

fy, st, c 
[N/mm2]

diff.
[%]

εy,2,t 
[%]

εy,2,c 
[%]

flange

F0L 220136 208640 6 368.5 377.4 -2 2.60 1.89

F0R 202312 - - 365.6 - - 2.20 -

F1L 196113 252577* -22 372.4 389.5 -4 2.10 1.86

F1R 205915 221073 -7 370.3 372.8 -1 2.10 2.05

F2L 212080 206628 3 360.1 376.7 -4 2.10 1.96

F2R 208355 196661 6 363.3 369.0 -2 2.60 2.05

F3L 204215 209286 -2 355.3 370.2 -4 1.90 1.64

F3R 205560 182980* 12 357.1 367.2 -3 2.30 2.01

F4L 173883* 205466 -15 357.9 379.6 -6 1.90 1.91

F4R 198015 198996 0 365.6 371.5 -2 2.00 2.03

F5L 209091 197404 6 363.9 376.8 -3 2.20 2.01

F5R 211915 199030 6 365.6 375.9 -3 2.00 2.08

F6L 206474 243952* -15 360.6 365.6 -1 2.00 0.83

F6R 211320 200403 5 353.5 366.8 -4 2.20 2.03

F7L 219662 183326* 20 350.9 350.6 0 1.60 2.02

F7R 193526 208653 -7 349.1 366.1 -5 2.00 1.55

F8 209855 195498 7 346.1 356.0 -3 1.60 1.85

web

WrT 209730 196891 7 379.8 425.6* -11 0.40 1.93

W1T 201325 191618 5 386.5 381.6 1 0.40 -

W1B 190965 200914 -5 375.5 377.7 -1 0.40 -

W2T - 202191 - - 376.1 - - 2.05

W2B 209310 207472 1 368.6 381.2 -3 1.80 1.87

W3T 207925 200750 4 366 374.0 -2 2.40 2.05

W3B 203120 208739 -3 365.1 384.6 -5 2.70 1.71

W4 198235 205649 -4 375.4 380.6 -1 2.50 1.96

* unrealistic values, i.e. over 10% difference in comparison with Enom = 210000 N/mm2

4.2.5 Stub column tests

In order to revisit the weighted average yield strengths of the HEA280 section, based on the 
different tensile or compression coupons, stub column tests on that section in S235 and S355 
were performed. This resulted in an overall picture of the yield strength in compression over the 
entire section. The expected ultimate resistance of a stub column test should minimally reach 
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the plastic normal force, meaning 2839 kN and 3467 kN. The maximum bearing resistance of the 
test rig was limited to 2.5 MN, therefore the sections were tested as two semi sections. 
Technical Memorandum B.3 [44] gives guidelines on the stub-column test procedure. The sec-
tion length has to remain between 2*depth + 250 mm and 5*depth of the section. In the case 
of the T-sections originating from the HEA280, a length between 405 and 675 mm was required. 
In order to out-rule effects caused by buckling, the stub column length was selected as smaller 
than 2 times the buckling length (Lbuc ). The buckling length was determined by the relative slen-
derness (λ) multiplied by the radius of gyration (iy or ix ). Based on buckling, the stub column 
specimen had to be smaller than 1224 mm in the case of S235 and 966 mm in the case of S355. 
The prescribed lengths according to the Technical Memorandum were therefore free of buckling 
effects.
The specimens were cold-sawn to a length of 450 mm. The ends of the columns were milled 
plane and perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the column. Even though the ends were par-
allel to each other, the bearing plates of the test rig were positioned in line with these ends and 
clamped with two 1.5 mm thick steel plates added between the test rig and the column to prevent 
damage of these bearing plates.
The cross-sectional dimensions were measured on both ends of the stub column (side I and II) by 
means of a digital caliper on the locations indicated in Figure 29. All geometrical measurements 
are presented in Table 13.

Table 13. Dimensions of the stub column T-sections (units in mm)

# A11top A11bot B8top B8bot

Side I II I II I II I II

tfl [mm] 12.19 12.16 12.1 12.12 12.29 12.28 11.99 12.03

tfl1 [mm] 12.06 12.22 12.08 12.01 12.26 12.26 12.02 12.11

tfl2 [mm] 12.56 12.61 12.52 12.49 12.62 12.72 12.35 12.54

tfl3 [mm] 12.96 13.01 12.93 12.96 13.19 13.1 12.81 12.8

d [mm] 130.75 130.73 131.53 131.8 131 131.22 131.3 131.14

tfr3 [mm] 12.93 12.87 12.97 13.05 12.94 12.93 12.75 12.75

tfr2 [mm] 12.52 12.58 12.55 12.6 12.45 12.41 12.28 12.32

tfr1 [mm] 12.17 12.14 12.21 12.15 11.93 12.03 11.79 11.89

tfr [mm] 12.1 12.17 12.19 12.19 11.92 11.93 11.81 11.82

b [mm] 278.9 278.9 279.7 279.8 281.2 281.3 280 280.3

tw2 [mm] 8.38 8.32 8.17 8.17 7.93 7.91 8.02 8.04

tw1 [mm] 8.34 8.39 8.32 8.33 8 8.01 8.02 7.99

tw [mm] 8.35 8.38 8.33 8.33 8.02 8.01 7.99 7.99

rl [mm] 24 24 23 23 23 23 22 22

rr [mm] 24 24 24 24 22 22 22 22

A [mm2]
4741.7 4759.7 4713.7 4731.7 4696.1 4700.4 4656.1 4640.7

4750.7 4722.7 4698.3 4648.4
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Figure 29. Stub column T-section measurements

During the stub column tests, LVDTs recorded displacements and two strain gauges were used. 
One strain gauge was attached to the flange (SG-02) and one to the web (SG-03). The LVDTs were 
attached on opposite sides of the flanges and the web. The LVDTs on the flanges (An-02, An-04, 
An-06 and An-07) were located 47 mm out of the flange tips, to correspond with the standard 
position of tensile coupon testing. Strain gauge SG-03, LVDT An-03 and LVDT An-04 were placed 
30 mm out of the saw cut. Figure 30 displays the stub column test set-up including the (schema-
tized) representation of the measurement equipment.
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40
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Figure 30. Stub column test set-up including measurement equipment
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The Technical Memorandum B.3 [44] does not prescribe the strain rate. Based on experience 
the tests were performed at a velocity of 0.4 mm/min. The influence of the strain rate was deter-
mined by including pauses – zero cross-head motion – during the test, this resulted in a static 
stress value. This procedure is analog to that used for the coupon tests according to the Techni-
cal Memorandum B.8 [44]. All tests were paused multiple times during the yield plateau. The test 
results of both the top and bottom half of the HEA280 section in S235 are presented in the main 
text, while the results in S355 are presented in Appendix D.
Both the top and the bottom half of the HEA280 section in S235 were tested according to the 
previously described test plan. This resulted in the two stress-diagrams displayed in Figure 31. A 
static average yield strength in compression of fy, st of 310 and 308 N/mm2 was measured. Based 
on the areas of both T-sections (top and bottom part) the average section yield strength was 
309.00 N/mm2. The dynamic yield strength of 321.55 N/mm2 is also presented in Table 14. The 
static stub column yield strength of 309.0 N/mm2 is slightly larger than the weighted average 
yield strength of the tensile coupons (fy, st = 302.4 N/mm2). The Young’s modulus was determined 
by averaging the values based on SG-02 and SG-03 and was significantly higher than the nomi-
nal value. The use of these strain values lead to a more accurate Young’s modulus than using the 
strain values based on the displacements measured by the LVDTs.
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Figure 31. Stress-strain graphs of the stub column tests from HEA280 in S235

Table 14. Yield strengths resulting from the stub column test for HEA280 section in S235

A [mm2] part E [N/mm2] fy, st [N/mm2] fy, dyn [N/mm2]

A11 top 4750.7 0.501 215740 310.02 322.85

A11 bot 4722.7 0.499 218030 307.98 320.24

Total section 9473.4 1.000 216883 309.00 321.55

4.2.6 Overview material properties

In general the compression coupon results were in agreement with that of the tensile coupon 
results, see Table 12, therefore the overall representation of the material model for each section 
was mainly based on the tensile coupon test results. Additions were made for HEA280 in S235 by 
extra compression coupons in the transition area from web towards roots, leading to an increase 
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in the weighted average value for the yield strength of the entire section towards 308.5 N/mm2 
(similar to the stub column results). These coupons were not tested in tension due to the shape. 
This resulted in an updated illustration of the yield strength over the section, as given in Figure 
32 (left: over the flange width by a combination of the upper and lower flange, right: over the web 
height). For the HEA280 section in S355 the stub column tests provided in a larger yield strength 
of the entire section compared to the weighted average value based on tensile coupon tests. The 
validation of the numerical model in Chapter 6 will reveal which yield strength represents the 
actual yield strength for the HEA280 section in S355 best.
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Figure 32. Overall course of yield strength over the flange width: upper and lower flange combined (left) 
and in the web height (right) for all sections mainly based on tensile coupons

This experimental research demonstrated the variation in yield strength over the cross-section, 
which might be of importance in examination of the large scale results. In case of the HEA280 
section in S235, already different yield strengths were observed for the standard locations, the 
flange and the web respectively. A larger weighted average value of the yield strength for the 
entire section was found and proven to be a good approximation of the yield strength resulting 
from the stub column test. However, this may not always be the case, as the results in S355 indi-
cated. Whereas the material properties of each individual coupon is representative for its origi-
nal location, the properties of the area between coupons can only be estimated and confirmed 
by a stub column test. 
As already introduced by Figure 24, this large group of test data was used to define  weighted 
 average values of the sections yield strength and ultimate strength. Table 15 presents the 
 weighted average material properties, which are useful in a later stage for analysis of the experi-
mental results. Successively, the Young’s modulus E is given for a specific area, such as the web 
area Aw , followed by the static yield strength fy,st , and tensile strength fu . 

The yield strengths of the tensile test coupons originating from the web were fairly higher than 
that of test coupons originating from the flanges. The same tendency was visible regarding the 
tensile strength, though the gap in tensile strength between values for coupons taken from the 
web versus those of the flanges was slightly smaller. In most cases the weighted average value of 
the yield strength for the total section was largely elevated compared to minimum yield strength 
for the standard measuring position in the flange, except for HEA280 and HEM180 in S355. In all 
cases the weighted average value exceeded the minimum yield strength required for a certain 
steel grade. Only the standard flange position of IPE360 and standard web position for HEM180 
resulted in values slightly below the required yield strength of 355 N/mm2 for steel grade S355. 
Nevertheless the ReH value is used for grading, which is significantly higher than the static yield 
strengths and thereby the assigned steel grades are justified.
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Table 15. Material properties mainly based on tensile coupons (all units in N/mm2)

Position E fy, st fu, st E fy, st fu, stat

HEA280 – S235 HEA280 – S355

flange – standard position 206404 280.5 416.7 207762 371.4 468.5

web – standard position 224819 301.9 426.8 197777 379.9 472.2

weighted average Af, EN 198376 286.1 421.1 201894 362.0 469.3

weighted average AV, EN 213632 351.2 479.4 202111 364.4 471.3

weighted average Aw 214974 349.1 472.5 197891 369.7 469.8

weighted average A 203617 308.5 441.1 201969 362.8 470.0

stub column 216883 309.0 - 213277 386.4 -

HEA280 – S460 IPE360 – S355

flange – standard position 217360 487.9 595.7 222438 349.2 462.6

web – standard position 206670 630.4 678.8 203970 404.0 484.4

weighted average Af, EN 212513 472.6 602.8 210581 362.5 472.9

weighted average AV, EN 212223 523.8 633.8 203775 389.8 484.9

weighted average Aw 215965 534.4 635.8 203903 401.2 488.2

weighted average A 212415 489.9 613.3 207346 375.5 478.6

HEB240 – S355 HEM180 – S355

flange – standard position 216258 376.6 493.8 213998 379.6 518.4

web – standard position 198150 402.8 507.3 210575 334.1 518.6

weighted average Af, EN 218871 376.4 497.8 207341 373.4 517.6

weighted average AV, EN 208248 396.2 512.3 212866 374.8 522.8

weighted average Aw 202759 405.3 512.5 214150 387.8 523.6

weighted average A 215572 382.4 502.3 209038 373.3 519.2

Additionally, both the plastic shear resistance Vpl and plastic moment resistance Mpl were de-
termined based on the yield strengths that corresponded to the regarded section. For the plastic 
shear resistance only the yield strengths at the shear area (as described in the Eurocode) were 
taken into account, all in proportion with the area. This is equal to the weighted average value 
of fy over AV, EN . The plastic bending moment resistance Mpl is based on a model with infinite 
curvature (unconservative) while using a material without strain hardening (conservative). The 
location of the measured yield strengths is important in determination of Mpl . Therefore the re-
sistance based on the weighted average yield strength times the plastic section modulus Mpl, w.a. 
was compared to the resistance when the location is taken into account, referred to as Mpl,location ,
in Table 16. The latter resistance was determined by multiplying the static yield strength for  every 
Part I by the corresponding area (this results in a force Fi ) and by the distance of the force to-
wards the neutral axis, as in Figure 33. Subsequently all contributions are added.
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Table 16. Plastic shear resistance and plastic moment resistance for all sections

beam section
Vpl

[kN]
Mpl, w.a.
[kNm]

Mpl, location

[kNm]
Wpl 

[mm3]

A1

HEA280 - 
S235

660 340 335 1102752

A2a 656 341 335 1104536

A2b 663 340 335 1103029

A3 658 341 335 1104740

A4a 661 341 335 1104717

A4b 661 342 336 1107381

A5 660 340 334 1101921

B1

HEA280 - 
S355

673 400 399 1101610

B2a 681 406 405 1118341

B2b 674 401 400 1104475

B3 679 405 404 1115902

B4a 681 405 404 1115112

B4b 682 405 404 1115147

B5 681 403 402 1111753

C1
HEA280 - 

S460

952 535 529 1092914

C2a 956 535 529 1091250

C2b 955 535 529 1091405

I1

IPE360 - 
S355

739 367 361 977401

I2a 747 368 363 980658

I2b 736 367 361 976257

I3 738 367 361 976245

I3b 745 370 364 984432

I4a 740 367 361 976431

I4b 740 367 362 978231

H1a

HEB240 - 
S355

733 399 396 1043328

H1b 737 400 397 1045604

H2 734 399 397 1044456

H3a 733 399 396 1043403

H3b 735 399 397 1044253

M

HEM180 - 
S355

726 321 319 857515

M0 726 320 318 855055

M1 727 322 320 860412

M2a 726 321 320 859556

M2b 728 322 320 860950
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Figure 33. Determination of Mpl making use of static yield strengths resulting from tensile tests

The bending resistance based on the weighted average yield strength times the plastic section 
modulus Mpl, w.a. was in all cases virtually identical to the resistance when the location is taken 
into account Mpl, location . Only for IPE360 sections differences were observed that in all probability 
may not be overcome by the margins of measurement inaccuracies.
In addition to the yield and tensile strength, the strain at the onset of yielding is useful in the 
analysis of the large scale M-V interaction tests. During the three-point bending tests strains 
were measured at the standard locations on the lower flanges, by strain gauge S5-08 and S5-09. 
Several tests were equipped with an elaborate strain gauge configuration, meaning that the start 
of yielding of the web could also be identified, by output from S5-10 to S5-12. Table 17 presents 
the strains corresponding to the beginning of yielding of the section in the lower flange and web 
respectively.

Table 17. Strain corresponding to the start of yielding of the tensile coupon

Section Steel grade Standard position flange Standard position web

HEA280

S235 0.178% 0.181%

S355 0.215% 0.225%

S460 0.229% 0.218%

IPE360 S355 0.184% 0.164%

HEB240 S355 0.175% 0.203%

HEM180 S355 0.187% 0.189%
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4.3 Summary
The geometrical properties of each beam was determined – prior to further preparation of the  
large scale test specimen – in order to be able to analyze the experimental outcome of the 
large scale tests as accurate as possible. Solely small anomalies were observed in the individ-
ual dimensions, though, these resulted in larger variations of the geometrical properties, e.g. 
cross-section area, and section modulus, when compared to the nominal values. 
This was followed by small scale experiments in order to acquire an accurate representation 
of the material properties. The most common approach is to determine the material properties 
at 1/6th of the flange width for the entire section [41]. Sometimes, the web is tested separately 
at 1/4th of the height. For this investigation however, multiple tensile coupons were taken from 
each cross-section, which showed that the yield strength was non-uniform. An increase in yield 
strength towards the flange tips was observed, likewise the yield strengths increased from the 
center of the web towards the roots. In general the yield strengths in the web were higher than 
those in the flanges.
The material properties of IPE360 and HEA280 in S355 were also tested by means of compres-
sion coupons. In general the yield strengths resulting from compression coupons were in agree-
ment with those of the tensile coupons, see Table 12 for HEA280 and Table B6 and C2 in the 
appendices. Therefore, the overall representation of the material model for each section was 
mainly based on the tensile coupon test results. By means of stub column tests, the accuracy of 
the combination of coupon measurements was verified. In case of the HEA280 section in S355, 
the stub column test provided in a more accurate value compared to the weighted average value 
of the entire section.
Based on the cross-sectional dimensions and the detailed yield strength distributions a more 
accurate prediction of the plastic bending moment resistance Mpl and the plastic shear resis-
tance Vpl was obtained for each beam. The bending resistance based on the weighted average 
yield strength times the plastic section modulus Mpl, w.a. was in all cases virtually identical to the 
resistance when the location is taken into account Mpl, location . Only for IPE360 sections differenc-
es were observed that in all probability may not be overcome by the margins of measurement 
inaccuracies.
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5
Large scale experiments: bending - 

shear interaction testing

The ultimate aim of the experimental investigation was to gain insight in the behavior of rolled 
steel beams loaded in combined bending moment and shear force. This Chapter discusses the 
experimental strong axis bending test results. First the visual observations are described for 
bending and shear dominated beams, followed by a description of the strain measurements. 
These strain measurements are used to determine the force Fy at which the entire cross-section 
yielded. Not all tests resulted in usable test results and some tests displayed abnormalities, 
these outlier tests are discussed separately. Finally the test results of the entire test program, 
see Table 3, are summarized.
The large scale experiments consisted of three-point bending tests on rolled I-shaped beams 
with different lengths to ensure multiple shear utilization ratios were tested and the bending 
moment resistance under increased shear force could be investigated. In general the performed 
experiments can be divided in two categories, the bending dominated (long beams) and shear 
dominated tests (relatively short beams, subjected to shear forces over 50% of the plastic shear 
resistance). 

5.1 Visual observations of bending dominated beams
In the first phase of a three-point bending test the overall displacement at the mid-span remained 
small, while the force exerted on the beam increased rapidly, see the force-displacement graph 
of a bending dominated beam in Figure 34. This part of the graph is called the elastic branch. 
From the point that the entire section was yielding, the amount of force that was resisted by the 
beam increased more slowly, this part of the graph is called the plastic branch. The course of the 
experiment shows failure on M-V interaction for beam A2a (HEA280 in S235, n = 0.50) with a 
static ultimate experimental load (black dot) of 664 kN at 49 mm mid-span displacement ( δmid ).
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Figure 34. Force-displacement graph of test A2a - HEA280 section in S235 n = 0.50
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During the three-point bending test, strains were measured at various locations by means of 
strain gauges. Based on the strain measurements a direct feed-back of the amount of stress in 
that specific location during the test was obtained, for instance an indication whether yielding 
had started. In the case of a simple strain gauge configuration, only strains of the flanges were 
known, and just the force at which yield was present for the flanges is indicated in the graphs by 
a square. For test A2a this state, Fy, flange was reached at 449 kN, when a yield strain of 0.178%, 
see Table 17, was observed in strain gauges S5-08 and S5-09. If possible, for the elaborate strain 
gauge configuration, the load at which the web started yielding was indicated (triangle), for this 
beam when S5-10, S5-11 or S5-12 experienced 0.181% strain at 601 kN.
During the elastic phase of the 3-point bending test, the overall vertical mid-span displacement 
was too small to be noticed by eyesight, as illustrated in Figure 35.

Figure 35. Deformations of bending dominated test A2a - HEA280 in S235 (left: before testing, 
right: at δmid = 5.2 mm)

Even though the signs of an increased load were not present, the mill scale of the web showed a 
clear pattern of ‘yield lines’ around the welded stiffener at mid-span. During the test the number 
of ‘yield lines’ increased resulting in an intensified spacing, see Figure 36 and 35. At first the 
‘yield lines’ were mainly vertical and relate to the introduction of the shear force into the beam by 
exerting a point load on top of the stiffener. In a later stage of the 3-point bending test, horizontal 
lines emerged which directly relate to the increased bending stresses, see pictures of Figure 37.

Figure 36. Intensified pattern of ’yield lines’ over the course of the 3-point bending test A2a - HEA280 in
S235 (left: at δmid = 5.2 mm, right: at δmid = 13.5 mm)
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Figure 37. Intensified pattern of ‘yield lines’ over the course of the 3-point bending test A2a - HEA280
in S235 (left: at δmid = 25.1 mm, right: δmid = at 38.4 mm)

In addition to the emerged ‘yield lines’ a slight deformation of the flanges at mid-span was ob-
served, in Figures 36 and 37. This deformation increased rapidly during the tests and manifested 
itself in large deformations of the flanges, shaped like local buckles. However, these buckles 
did only occur after plasticity was reached, see Figure 38. Besides large deformations of the up-
per flanges, no permanent deformations other than mid-span deflection were observed, i.e. the 
ends of the beam were unaffected meaning no lateral torsional buckling.  

Figure 38. Manifestation of plastic local buckles in the flanges of the 3-point bending test A2a - HEA280 in 
S235 (left: at δmid = 13.5 mm , right: at δmid = 38.4 mm)

The test results showed symmetric loading – beam rotations on the left (R1-09) and right side 
(R1-08) were similar, see Figure 39.  
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Figure 39. Rotation of the beam during the 3-point bending test A2a - HEA280 in S235
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Likewise, the measurements originating from the strain gauges S5-08 and S5-09 – placed on 
the bottom flanges at mid-span – confirmed symmetry for the elastic branch, see Figure 40. 
Small differences could be observed within the plastic branch: the back strain gauge experi-
enced slightly higher strains than the strain gauge at the front side of the beam. This difference 
in strain was over 1 mm/m in magnitude halfway the plastic branch (between 5 and 10 mm/m 
measured strain) and reduced again towards the end of the test.  
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Figure 40. Strain gauge measurements at mid-span during test A2a - HEA280 in S235

Additional strain gauges were located at a quarter of the span and gave an indication of the 
moment distribution. Figure 41 shows that all strain gauges measured a constant increase in 
strain when the load was enlarged. Similar strains were measured for the strain gauges located 
at the front and back, regardless whether it concerned the upper or lower flange, which means 
that the cross-sectional resistance of both flanges was similar like the magnitude of stresses in 
that direction. The two strain gauges located at the inside of the flanges (S5-02 and S5-03) gave 
a slightly smaller ultimate strain than those on the outside of the flanges (S5-01 and S5-04). This 
only indicates that a smaller part of the bending moment could be resisted by this specific loca-
tion, since the distance towards the bending axis was smaller. These strain gauges were omitted 
in further testing.
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The web was equipped with three rosettes, placed as described in section 3.3. Test results are 
shown in Figure 42. The diagonal strains (dotted lines) were largest at the top and decrease 
towards the lowest rosette, this mainly indicated the direction of the internal stresses from load 
introduction directly towards the supports. The horizontal strain gauges (dashed lines) at the 
top and bottom displayed similar and pretty large strains, which indicated that the top parts of 
the web helped in resisting the moment, while logically the middle horizontal strain gauge was 
minimally strained. The measured vertical strain (continuous line) was largest in both bottom 
and top rosettes, while the vertical strain of the middle rosette remained much smaller. Based 
on strain measurements of the three rosettes, it appeared that the moment was also resisted by 
part of the lower and upper part of the web and that – even though the rosettes were located at 
just 50 mm from mid-span – the internal stresses were already directed towards the supports. 
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Figure 42. Strain gauge measurements from the web at mid-span during test A2a - HEA280 in S235

5.2 Visual observations of shear dominated beams 
For the shear dominated cases, the stresses and force - displacement graphs are different than 
for the bending dominated cases. Test A4a (HEA280 section in S235 n = 0.83) was used as 
an example for the shear dominated beams, see Table 3 for the entire test program. Figure 43 
shows the force - displacement graph of this test. This beam failed on bending moment - shear 
force interaction at a static ultimate experimental load (black dot) of 1047 kN. This was at 71 mm 
mid-span displacement in Figure 43. The course of the bending moment - shear force interaction 
curve is similar to that of test A2a, except for the transition from the elastic to plastic branch – 
which is at a higher load – and the increased steepness of the plastic branch. In even more shear 
dominated cases this knee point (i.e. transition from elastic to plastic branch) is at a higher load. 
The force at which yielding was present for the flanges, Fy, flange , was reached at 697 kN (square 
in Figure 43) with an accompanying yield strain of 0.178% observed in strain gauges S5-08 and 
S5-09. This test had an elaborate strain gauge configuration. The web started yielding (indicated 
by a triangle) at 771 kN, corresponding to 0.181% strain experienced in S5-10, S5-11 or S5-12.
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Fy, flange = 697 kN
Fy, web = 771 kN

Fu, exp = 1047 kN
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Figure 43. Force-displacement graph of test A4a - HEA280 section in S235

Large deformations of the flange and buckling of the rear stiffener at mid-span occurred in the 
final stages of the test, see left picture of Figure 44. No signs of lateral torsional buckling were 
visible. The beams were stronger than expected, and the welded stiffener material lacked the 
strength and stiffness to prevent buckling of this stiffener. After three tests, the steel plate facili-
tating the load introduction was replaced for a variant in a higher steel grade, because it was not 
strong enough as can be seen in the right picture of Figure 44. This test showed that the welded 
stiffeners were not strong and stiff enough in all cases, therefore additional plates were bolted 
to the mid-span stiffeners when required.

 

Figure 44. Pictures after test A4a: deformation of the rear stiffener at mid-span (left), the steel plate used 
for load introduction deformed plastically (right)

In the shear dominated case the horizontal ’yield lines’ over the beam length already emerged 
at a small mid-span displacement of 5.8 mm, around the knee point in Figure 43. This pattern 
intensified over the course of the experiment, see Figure 45. The first vertical lines occurred in 
the beginning of the plastic branch.

Figure 45. Yield line patterns of 3-point bending test A4a (left: δmid = 5.8 mm, right: δmid = 19.7 mm)
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The test results showed symmetric loading – beam rotations on the left (R1-09) and right side 
(R1-08) were similar with small differences during the end of the test, see Figure 46.
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Figure 46. Rotation of the beam during the 3-point bending test A4a - HEA280 in S235

Likewise, the measurements originating from strain gauges S5-08 and S5-09 – placed on the 
bottom flanges at mid-span – confirmed symmetry for the elastic branch (Figure 47) just as in 
the bending dominated tests. Small differences could be observed within the plastic branch, the 
front strain gauge experienced slightly higher strains than the strain gauge at the front side of 
the beam. This difference in strain is around 1 mm/m halfway the plastic branch.  
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Figure 47. Strain gauge measurements at mid-span during test A4a - HEA280 in S235

The strain gauges located on the flange at a quarter of the span on the outer sides displayed sim-
ilar behavior for both the front and rear of the section. The inner flange strain gauges displayed 
a constant increase in either tension or compression during the test. Up to a load of 800 kN, the 
strains in the outer flange strain gauges increased constantly – regardless whether compression 
or tension was considered. These strains remained constant till just below 1000 kN. From there-
on, the strains decreased in absolute sense, i.e. the flanges deformed, see Figure 48.
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Figure 48. Strain gauge measurements located on the flanges at a quarter of the span during test A4a - 
HEA280 in S235

The web was equipped with three rosettes. Test results are displayed in Figure 49. The diago-
nal strains were largest especially at the top and central rosette, this mainly indicated that this 
section was loaded more severely by shear than the A2a test and that the internal forces were 
directed towards the supports.
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Figure 49. Strain gauge measurements from the web at mid-span during test A4a - HEA280 in S235

In the elastic stage small horizontal strains were detected by the rosettes that did not corre-
spond with the overall beam behavior, e.g. compression in S5-18 and tension in S5-21. These 
initial strains were mainly caused by the first deformations and settling of the beam.  In the 
plastic region the strains changed sign, thus logic strains were observed, meaning largest com-
pressive strains in S5-21, smaller compressive strains in S5-18 and tensile strains in S5-12. The 
largest increase in tensile strain was observed in S5-21 ranging up to 9 mm/m at the ultimate 
resistance – indicating deflections of the flange. In the post-failure phase only the middle hori-
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zontal strains continued to increase, while both other horizontal rosette components registered 
decreasing strains.
All vertical strains remained below 1 mm/m in the elastic stage. From 800 kN (knee point in Fig-
ure 43), the top and center rosette register vertical compressive strains up to respectively 7 and 
4 mm/m at the ultimate resistance and a further increase in the post-failure phase. The vertical 
strain in the bottom rosette increased up to 3 mm/m at 850 kN. A period of constant strain fol-
lowed until a force of 1040 kN was reached. From this point on, the strains decreased again and 
even a compressive strain of 1 mm/m was registered.
The diagonal components of the rosettes measurements registered the largest strains – all in 
tension. In the elastic branch the top and center rosette showed larger diagonal strains than the 
bottom rosette. The diagonal strains measured by the center rosette remained larger than that of 
the top and bottom rosette, which were similar in the plastic branch. 
The strain measurements of the three rosettes indicated the presence of a larger shear force – 
due to larger diagonal strains in compression and a smaller bending moment since the horizon-
tal strains in the top and bottom rosette were much smaller.
For shear dominated cases, the plastic deformations are more severe, resulting a combined mo-
ment - shear plastic hinge at mid-span. Figure 50 shows an example for test A5, which was load-
ed even more in shear than test A4a. In the bending dominated cases the plastic deformations 
are less pronounced, as displayed in the right picture of Figure 38.

Figure 50. Formation of a plastic hinge in test A5 - HEA280 in S235

5.3 Outlier tests
The previous sections described typical bending dominated and shear dominated test results. 
However, several tests deviated from the typical tests and are discussed in this paragraph. Beam 
I3 (IPE360 in S355) failed in moment-shear interaction, and like in other tests, large deforma-
tions of the flanges were observed in the final stages of the experiment. Prior to testing the beam 
was already skewed, the right backside was not in contact with the supports. This part of the 
beam touched the support after load application. Besides the usual flange deformations, rota-
tion of the upper flange with respect to the lower flange was observed during testing – indicat-
ing uneven loading, see Figure 51. No specific measures were taken to prevent uneven loading. 
Whereas the beams upper flanges were skewed, the loading plate was fixated at the same angle 
prior to testing. The final deformations indicated plastic instability of the cross-section, which 
was not prevented, see right picture in Figure 51.
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Figure 51. Deformations of the beam during (left) and after testing (center and right), test I3 - IPE360 in 
S355

This test was repeated with additional restraints to prevent lateral torsional buckling in order to 
verify its influence on the failure resistance. The phenomena in Figure 51 was not a classic case of 
LTB, but related to plastic instability still the LTB restraints had effect. The results of this test I3b 
were similar to those of I3, as illustrated by the force-displacement graph in Figure 52, except for 
the slightly higher load at 1062 kN compared to 1040 kN. The observed instability in test I3 only 
resulted in a negligible 2% loss in ultimate resistance. 
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Figure 52. Force-displacement graph of test I3 and I3b - IPE360 in S355

In case of HEB240 sections in S355, no irregularities were observed during testing, since addi-
tional restraints were added to prevent lateral torsional buckling and steel plates were bolted 
to either side of the mid-span stiffener. Distinct deformations of the bolt holes were observed 
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after removal of the additional stiffener plates. Thereby the necessity of these plates was shown.
The HEM180 sections in S355 were tested for four different shear utilization ratios, meaning 
beams in 4 lengths. All specimens were equipped with steel plates bolted to either side of the 
mid-span stiffener. The shear dominated cases were equipped with restraints to prevent later-
al torsional buckling, this was not necessary for the bending dominated cases. These bending 
dominated cases were categorized as outlier tests, since both test M and test M0 did not result 
in an ultimate resistance, as visualized in the force-displacement graph of Figure 53. The used 
test set-up did not allow for beam displacements over 162 mm for test M0. The beam almost 
reached its ultimate resistance. Prior to testing beam M, 15 mm extra displacement space was 
arranged, still the displacement of 178 mm was not adequate for beam M, see Figure 54. Thus 
the ultimate resistance was higher than the maximum measured load values of 691 kN for test 
M and 945 kN for test M0.
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Figure 53. Force-displacement graph of tests M and M0 - HEM180 in S355

Prior to testing the beams were slightly skewed, a small rotation (longitudinal axis) was ob-
served by first load application, demonstrating that the beams were already slightly skewed 
prior to testing. In both cases no bulging deformations of the upper flange (shape-wise similar to 
local buckling phenomena) were presented while testing, see right picture in Figure 54.

Figure 54. Maximum deformation of test M (left) and M0 (center and right) - HEM180 in S355
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5.4 Test results
For each test, the ultimate resistances Fu – both dynamic and static – were determined based 
on the force-displacement graph. Besides, the yield load corresponding to yielding of the lower 
flange Fy, f and if possible the yield load corresponding to yielding of the web Fy, w were deter-
mined. As indicated by force - displacement graphs in the Figures 34 and 43, yielding of the 
flange occurred before the knee point was reached, while the web only started yielding in the 
beginning of the plastic branch.
The experimental shear force Ve is equal to half of the static ultimate resistance expressed as 
force Fu,stat , due to the 3-point bending test set-up in Figure 11. This shear force in combination 
with the plastic shear resistance Vpl (Table 16) was used to determine the actual experimental 
shear utilization ratio ne , which was slightly higher than the intended shear utilization ratio nint 
. For the bending moment Me, the shear force Ve was multiplied by half of the span. In all cases 
10 mm thick stiffeners were used, so all tests experienced similar influence of the stiffener on 
the bending moment. The utilization ratio concerning the bending moment me (based on Me and 
Mpl,location in Table 16) is added for comparison of the tested sections. 
Table 18 presents the experimental test results for each test. Note that for test M and M0 (HEM180 
in S355) the ultimate resistance was not reached and therefore the shear and moment values are 
accompanied with a ‘+’. The asterix (*) indicates that the rosette measurement was unreliable, 
due to poor adhesion. While this table gives an overview, all graphical representations of the 
experimental test results, e.g. force-displacement graphs are presented in Appendix F. For the 
individual displacement curves (front and back, mid-span and supports), stress-strain curves 
and rotation curves of all tests the reader is referred to SAFEBRICTILE Deliverable D3.2 [46]. 
Table 18 indicates that high bending moments were resisted by the beams, in many cases far 
over the plastic bending resistance Mpl, location . As expected this bending resistance decreased 
with the increase of the shear force, though in most cases the bending moment still exceeded 
the plastic resistance, see e.g. for HEA280 sections (all but ne =0.92 in S235, ne =1.00 in S355 
and ne =0.78 in S460), HEB240 and HEM180 sections. This is not valid for the IPE360 sections 
which displayed a large decrease of the bending resistance when shear dominated tests were 
performed. The intended shear ratio nint of 0.87 was not even reached – only 0.76 and 0.79 – and 
the bending moment ratio m dropped from just over 1.0 to respectively 0.83 and 0.86.
Graphical representations of these test results in the form of bending moment - shear force 
graphs are given. Next to the design rule of EN 1993-1-1 [1] (Equation (27)), also the design rules 
of NEN 6770 [31] and DIN 18800-1 [30] (Equation (28)) were included in these figures, e.g. left 
graph in Figure 55 for HEA280 in S235.
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Table 18. Plastic shear resistance and plastic moment resistance for all sections

beam
Fy, f

[kN]
Fy, w stat(dyn)

[kN]
Fu stat(dyn)

[kN]
Ve

[kN]
Vpl, EN
[kN]

nint
[-]

ne
[-]

Me
[kNm]

Mpl, location
[kNm]

me
[-]

A1 281 - 443 (462) 222 660 0.33 0.34 401 335 1.20

A2a 449 601 (618) 664 (682) 332 656 0.5 0.51 403 335 1.20

A2b 433 610 (625) 659 (679) 330 663 0.5 0.50 400 335 1.19

A3 563 - 896 (934) 448 658 0.67 0.68 401 335 1.19

A4a 697 772 (799) 1047 (1090) 524 661 0.83 0.79 366 335 1.09

A4b 695 773 (798) 1080 (1129) 540 661 0.83 0.82 377 336 1.12

A5 780 - 1219 (1272) 610 660 1.00 0.92 330 334 0.99

B1 364 - 528 (538) 264 673 0.33 0.39 478 399 1.20

B2a 554 736 (750) 794 (809) 397 681 0.50 0.58 481 405 1.19

B2b 546 744 791 (810) 396 674 0.50 0.59 480 400 1.20

B3 731 - 1067 (1105) 534 679 0.67 0.79 477 404 1.18

B4a 877 1003 (1033) 1237 (1283) 619 681 0.83 0.91 433 404 1.07

B4b 866 980 (1007) 1265 (1308) 633 682 0.83 0.93 443 404 1.10

B5 931 - 1356 (1411) 678 681 1.00 1.00 366 402 0.91

C1 812 - 1284 (1335) 642 952 0.67 0.67 574 529 1.08

C2a 964 1212 1496 (1549) 748 956 0.83 0.78 524 529 0.99

C2b 984 1070 1481 (1546) 741 955 0.83 0.78 518 529 0.98

I1 316 - 541 (559) 271 739 0.33 0.37 401 361 1.11

I2a 470 701 (723) 774 (805) 387 747 0.50 0.52 387 363 1.07

I2b 451 696 (718) 799 (829) 400 736 0.50 0.54 399 361 1.11

I3 626 - 1040 (1082) 520 738 0.67 0.70 379 361 1.05

I3b 609 - 1062 (1106) 531 745 0.67 0.71 388 364 1.07

I4a 769 645 * 1118 (1165) 559 740 0.87 0.76 306 361 0.85

I4b 753 1005 (1039) 1167 (1214) 584 740 0.87 0.79 319 362 0.88

H1a 474 724 915 (958) 458 733 0.50 0.62 502 396 1.27

H1b 463 720 914 (958) 457 737 0.50 0.62 501 397 1.26

H2 606 - 1133 (1181) 567 734 0.67 0.77 458 397 1.15

H3a 747 955 (989) 1332 (1391) 666 733 0.83 0.91 421 396 1.06

H3b 747 984 (1021) 1339 (1399) 670 735 0.83 0.91 422 397 1.06

M 370 - 691+ (721+) 346+ 726 0.38 0.48+ 404+ 319 1.27+

M0 497 - 945+ (990+) 473+ 726 0.50 0.65+ 415+ 318 1.31+

M1 655 - 1298 (1354) 649 727 0.67 0.89 422 320 1.32

M2a 777 1201 (1250) 1536 (1609) 768 726 0.67 1.06 392 320 1.22

M2b 758 1174 (1222) 1511 (1579) 756 728 0.83 1.04 385 320 1.20
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All design rules describe a decrease of the bending resistance with an increase of shear force, 
where the maximum bending moment does not exceed the plastic bending resistance Mpl . The 
experimental bending resistance Me of HEA280 beams in S235 is up to 20% larger than predicted 
by the EN 1993-1-1 design rule, all larger than Mpl . According to DIN 18800-1 and NEN 6770 even 
larger increases, up to 20% and 45%, were observed. Note that in all figures the plastic shear 
resistance and plastic moment resistance were determined based on the yield strengths that 
correspond to the regarded part of the cross-section. So in order to determine the plastic shear 
resistance Vpl for the DIN 18800-1, the yield strengths at the DIN 18800-1 shear area were taken 
into account, all in proportion with the area as explained in Chapter 4 (Figure 24).
In general, the experimental ultimate resistance Fe (static value) deviates from that theoretical 
value, the relative difference gives an indication of the performance of this design rule. The mea-
sured cross-sectional dimensions, static yield strengths of the designated part of the cross-sec-
tion and force distribution within a 3-point bending test (Figure 11) were taken as input for the 
Eurocode design rule (27), see Equation (31). This resulted in the theoretical ultimate resistance 
expressed as force Ft . Consequently the theoretical values of the bending moment MV, t as well 
as the shear force Vt (=0.5 Ft  ) are known see Figure 11. The right Fe-Ft graph (Figure 55) shows 
the experimental ultimate resistance against the theoretical ultimate resistance according to EN 
1993-1-1 (27). The design rule generates more conservative results for the bending dominated 
tests, Fe  20% larger than Ft , in comparison with the shear dominated tests, Fe 6% larger.
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Likewise, the test results of the HEA280 sections in S355 are presented, see Figure 56. Similar 
overshoots in bending moment compared to existing design rules were observed, although the 
overshoot dropped in the shear dominated case B5. This sudden drop is also visualized in the 
right graph, where for test B5 the ultimate experimental failure load approaches the theoretical 
failure load according to the design rule of EN 1993-1-1 (27).
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Figure 56. Moment - shear force interaction diagram comparing experimental test results of HEA280 - S355 
with design rules (left), detailed comparison with EN 1993-1-1 in Fe-Ft graph (right)

Figure 57 presents the test results of the HEA280 sections in S460. The bending moment resis-
tance for shear dominated beams was even closer to that of the design rules, though still larger 
than according to the design rules of EN 1993-1-1. Beam B3 and C1 are of similar length, only the 
steel grade differs, likewise beam B4a and B4b correspond to C2a and C2b. The largest decrease 
in bending resistance was observed for tests C2a and C2b, with a bending resistance just over 
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the theoretical value of EN 1993-1-1. Beams that are even more dominantly loaded in shear were 
not tested, however, even lower values than those according to the EN 1993-1-1 might be possi-
ble as the tendency in the right graph of Figure 57 indicates.
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Figure 57. Moment - shear force interaction diagram comparing experimental test results of HEA280 - S460 
with design rules (left), detailed comparison with EN 1993-1-1 in Fe-Ft graph (right)

The fairly large experimental bending moment resistance of bending dominated beams as ob-
served for HEA280 sections was not obtained for IPE360 sections, see Figure 58. In case of the 
shear dominated tests a distinct decrease in bending moment resistance was observed, even 
more severe than according to the EN 1993-1-1 design rule. The theoretical bending resistance 
for tests I4a and I4b was largely overestimated by the Eurocode design rule. This is confirmed by 
the right-hand graph in Figure 58.
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Figure 58. Moment - shear force interaction diagram comparing experimental test results of IPE360 - S355 
with design rules (left), detailed comparison with EN 1993-1-1 in Fe-Ft graph (right)
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Figure 59. Moment - shear force interaction diagram comparing experimental test results of HEB240 - S355 
with design rules (left), detailed comparison with EN 1993-1-1 in Fe-Ft graph (right)
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In Figure 59, the HEB240 sections show an even higher bending moment resistance than for 
HEA280 sections. Logically, that is caused by the fact that HEB sections are slightly more com-
pact than HEA sections. Tests up to utilization ratio 0.83 were performed and resulted in bend-
ing resistances well over Mpl with a strong decrease in bending moments for shear dominated 
beams. The right graph of Figure 59 shows that the theoretical ultimate resistance was exceeded 
by a significant amount, from a 27% larger Fe for test H1 to only 11% for test H3b.
Finally the results of HEM180 sections are presented in Figure 60. Tests up to a shear utilization 
ratio of 0.83 were considered and resulted in bending moment resistances well over the plastic 
bending resistance, as visualized in the left graph. The bending dominated tests M and M0 did 
not lead to an ultimate resistance, due to limitations of the test set-up. The maximum applied 
loads are indicated with a dot and the arrows indicate that higher forces and thereby bending 
moments might be resisted. Even though the ultimate resistance was not reached, these bend-
ing resistances were well over Mpl and confirm a large overshoot of the experimental test results 
compared to the expected resistance according to the Eurocode design rule. Likewise, in the 
right graph, the experimental ultimate resistance Fe is up to 33% larger than the theoretical ulti-
mate resistance Ft  according to EN 1993-1-1.
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Figure 60. Moment - shear force interaction diagram comparing experimental test results of HEM180 - S355 
with design rules (left), detailed comparison with EN 1993-1-1 in Fe-Ft graph (right)

Based on the experimental test program, the EN 1993-1-1 design rule generates conservative 
design resistances, except for the shear dominated cases for an IPE360 (test I4a and I4b). Addi-
tionally, unconservative predictions of the bending moment resistance for HEA280 sections in 
S460 with high shear utilization ratios are expected, since the predictions of C2a and C2b were 
only just conservative. The Eurocode definition of the plastic shear resistance is adequate for the 
HEA280 and HEB240 sections, slightly too small for the HEM180 section and fairly too large for 
the IPE360 section.
Similar conclusions can be made concerning the bending resistance according to the NEN 6770 
design rule, meaning that both design rules d0 not deviate largely within the scope of the test 
program. Although conclusions might differ outside this scope, since the plastic shear  resistance 
is significantly larger than that of EN 1993-1-1 and thereby the range of the design rule. In all cas-
es this definition of the plastic shear resistance largely overestimates the experimental values. 
In case of the DIN 18800-1 design rule, all design bending moment resistances, based on mea-
sured cross-sectional dimensions and yield strengths, were (much) smaller than the observed 
experimental values, and thus these are conservative. The DIN design rule did not accurately 
describe the influence of shear in shear dominated beams, as the test results deviated more at 
higher shear forces, except for the IPE360 sections. The definition of the plastic shear resistance 
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was also not adequate. Since this resistance was largely underestimated for the experimental 
test series, with again the IPE360 sections as only exception. 
For all sections a detailed comparison of test results with results of the design rules of EN 1993-
1-1 was given. These graphs can also be made for the DIN 18800-1 and NEN 6770 design rule. 
These graphs are presented in Appendix F. 
In most cases, bending moment resistances greater than the plastic bending moment resistance 
were observed, indicating a positive influence of strain hardening. With an increase of steel 
grade, the bending moment utilization ratio me (= Me /Mpl ) decreased. This may be directly re-
lated to the decrease in fu/fy ratio for higher steel grades. The more compact sections were able 
to benefit more from strain hardening, while the more slender IPE360 section possibly did not 
benefit from strain hardening at all. This is confirmed by the small difference between the yield 
load corresponding to yielding of the web and the ultimate resistance for the shear dominated 
cases of IPE360, i.e. test I4a and I4b, see Table 18. Instability issues (which may occur in plastic 
regions) inhibit reaching (significant) strain hardening behavior for relatively slender sections.  

In addition to the resistances (bending moment and shear force), the vertical mid-span displace-
ment was measured during testing. Table 19 gives an overview of the measured displacement at 
failure δu and the relationship of the amount of displacement with the span δu /L in terms of a 
percentage. 

Table 19. Accuracy EN1993-1-1 and measured displacement at failure with its relationship with the span

beam
Fe /Ft

[-]
δu

[mm]
L

[mm]
δu  /L
[%]

beam
Fe /Ft

[-]
δu

[mm]
L

[mm]
δu  /L
[%]

A1 1.20 83 3621 2.3 I1  1.11 63 2967 2.1

A2a 1.20 49 2426 2.0 I2a  1.07 43 1998 2.2

A2b 1.19 50 2425 2.1 I2b  1.11 50 1999 2.5

A3 1.20 80 1788 4.5 I3  1.07 52 1458 3.6

A4a 1.12 71 1398 5.1 I3b  1.09 61 1462 4.2

A4b 1.15 84 1398 6.0 I4a  0.93 37 1095 3.4

A5 1.06 92 1082 8.5 I4b  0.97 38 1094 3.5

B1 1.20 56 3621 1.5 H1a  1.27 143 2193 6.5

B2a 1.19 40 2424 1.6 H1b  1.26 146 2194 6.7

B2b 1.20 47 2425 1.9 H2  1.17 112 1618 6.9

B3 1.20 78 1789 4.4 H3a  1.11 124 1263 9.8

B4a 1.12 86 1399 6.1 H3b  1.11 124 1262 9.8

B4b 1.15 106 1401 7.6 M  1.27 178 2340 7.6

B5 1.02 84 1081 7.8 M0  1.31 162 1758 9.2

C1 1.09 61 1789 3.4 M1  1.33 131 1300 10.1

C2a 1.03 84 1400 6.0 M2a  1.28 127 1020 12.5

C2b 1.02 80 1399 5.7 M2b  1.26 135 1020 13.2

In almost all strong axis bending tests the amount of ‘displacement in relation to the span’   δu /L 
increased largely when shear was more dominantly present in the beams. The HEM180 section 
showed the largest displacements followed by the HEB240 section. The HEA280 section has less 
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and IPE360 section performed even worse on this criterion.
The displacement at failure for the shear dominated cases gives an indication whether the ex-
perimental ultimate resistance is larger than the theoretical value as described by the design 
rule. For instance, the experimental results for the HEM180 beams were significantly larger than 
the theoretical resistance by the Eurocode, while the theoretical ultimate resistance was not 
reached for tests I4a and I4b (IPE360 sections). The displacement at failure should relates to the 
classification of the flanges and web of the sections. See Table 2 for an overview of values for the 
tested sections. For instance the HEM180 section with largest ‘mid-span displacement to span’ 
ratios has a d/tw ratio of 8.4 (class 1 boundary is 58.6) and c/tf of 2.9 (class 1 boundary is 7.3). On 
the contrary the IPE360 section with smallest ‘mid-span displacement to span’ ratios has a d/tw 
ratio of 37.3 and c/tf of 5.0. Based on these results only, the overall slenderness (web or flange) 
might be governing the ultimate displacements. Most likely, the web slenderness has a bigger 
effect, since the flanges of the HEA280 section in S355 (d/tw =24.5 and c/tf=8.6) are classified as 
class 3 and still bending resistances well over Mpl were observed.
This test program is mainly focused on cross-sections of class 1 in order to make sure that even 
if the tolerances were not met by the steel producer, the failure mechanism of the test series was 
still driven by plasticity. In retrospect, the test program could have included even more variety in 
slenderness ratios (c/tf and d/tw ). Whereas the current test program is based on similar plastic 
section moduli Wpl,y and shear areas Av,z for the main section types.

5.5 Summary
The bending moment - shear force interaction was investigated experimentally by means of 
3-point bending tests. The test program comprised HEA280 sections in steel grades S235, S355, 
and S460, supplemented by HEB240, HEM180, and IPE360 sections in steel grade S355. Multi-
ple shear utilization ratios were tested in order to investigate the influence of shear forces on 
the bending moment resistance. All beams failed on M-V interaction, beam I3 which displayed 
deformations indicating plastic instability showed only a 2% loss in ultimate resistance Fu,stat .
In most cases bending moment resistances larger than the plastic bending moment resistance 
Mpl,location (measured cross-sectional dimensions and yield strengths) were observed, possibly 
due to a positive influence of strain hardening, as indicated by Chapter 6. With an increase of 
steel grade the bending moment utilization ratio me (= Me /Mpl ) decreased, which is directly 
related to the decrease in fu/fy ratio for higher steel grades. The more compact sections were 
able to benefit more from strain hardening, while the more slender sections IPE360 possibly did 
not benefit from strain hardening at all. This is confirmed by the small difference between the 
yield load corresponding to yielding of the web and ultimate resistance for the shear dominat-
ed cases of IPE360, i.e. test I4a and I4b. Instability issues (which may occur in plastic regions) 
inhibit reaching (significant) strain hardening behavior for relatively slender sections. In these 
cases the bending resistances according to the Eurocode design rule were unconservative, just 
as the plastic shear resistance Vpl . However, based on this experimental program, the Eurocode 
definition of the plastic shear resistance was adequate for the HEA280 and HEB240 sections, 
and even slightly too small for the HEM180 section.
In almost all strong axis bending tests the amount of ‘displacement in relation to the span’ δu/L 
increased largely when shear was more dominantly present in the beams. The displacement 
at failure, gives an indication whether the experimental ultimate resistance is larger than the 
theoretical value as described by the EN 1993-1-1 design rule. For instance the experimental 
results of the HEM180 beam (most displacement at failure) are much larger when compared to 
the theoretical values. While the experimental results for shear dominated tests of the IPE360 
section (less displacement at failure) are lower than the theoretical bending moment resistance.  
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6
Validation of finite element model

As the experimental investigation already indicated, initial choices, e.g. sections and shear uti-
lization ratio, define the experimental outcome. Besides, the influence of individual parame-
ters cannot always be verified by experimental tests, for instance the effect of strain hardening 
cannot be excluded in experimental tests. Therefore a numerical model able to simulate the 
structural behavior of an I-shaped section subjected to combined bending and shear force was 
required, i.e. a validated numerical model by means of comparison with the experimental refer-
ence tests as presented in Part I. 

6.1 Definition finite element model
The numerical model was set up by using the Finite Element Method (FEM) software package Ab-
aqus 6.14. A large set of input parameters was required to define the numerical model, namely: 
the numerical test set-up, geometry, material model, boundary conditions, loads, constraints, 
element type and mesh. These parameters were determined by the cross-sectional dimensions, 
the tensile coupon tests, the experimental test set-up and the beam preparation (type of stiffen-
er). Only the element type, mesh size and imperfection size were determined by comparing the 
numerical results with the results of the experimental reference tests.

6.1.1 Numerical test set-up: geometry, assembly and constraints

The numerical test set-up approximates the experimental test set-up. The entire beam is mod-
eled in order to make sure a-symmetric deformations of the flanges were allowed for. Figure 61 
presents the 3-point bending test set-up, which shows great resemblance to the schematization 
of Figure 11. However, it takes into account the addition of stiffeners and the extended beam 
length to resemble the experimental test set-up. 
 

Figure 61. Numerical 3-point bending test set-up

The I-shaped sections were modeled in a 3-Dimensional space, in the xy-plane the I-shaped 
cross-section was modeled based on the average values of the measured cross-sectional dimen-
sions at the beam ends and at mid-span, see Appendix A. Figure 62 illustrates the approach, 
resulting in an a-symmetric cross-section that remains prismatic over the length of the beam. 
This approach does not take local imperfections that could initiate local buckling into account, 
however the general geometrical properties that could affect the ultimate resistance were taken 
into account.
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Figure 62. Geometrical cross-sectional dimensions of an I-shaped cross-section in the numerical model

The numerical model included the 10 mm stiffeners added to the beam, at the same coordinates 
as in the experimental test set-up. The stiffeners are located above the roller support and cen-
tered beneath the loading jack, like in the experimental reference test set-up as illustrated in 
Figure 13.
Reference points (RP1 and RP2) are added at the axes of the roller supports, just below the lower 
flange aligned to the center of the cross-section and stiffeners. RP3 is added above the upper 
flange at the center of the beam and cross-section. RP4 and RP5 are located on the center of the 
mid-span stiffeners later used to model additional stiffness corresponding to the plates bolted 
to the mid-span stiffeners. Figure 63 illustrates the locations of all reference points.

x

y
z

RP3

RP4 RP5

RP1

RP2

Figure 63. Geometry of the beam including location of stiffeners and reference points

Figure 64 gives a representation of the boundary conditions used in the numerical model. The 
beam is supported by two roller supports – in black – at reference point 1 and 2 (RP1 and RP2). 
These supports restrain the displacements of the beam in the y-direction. In the experimental 
test set-up the roller supports give restrictions to the displacement in x-direction by means of 
friction. Therefore, the displacement in x-direction (gray roller supports) is also restrained. This 
also applies for the load introduction at mid-span. At mid-span the displacements in x- and z-di-
rection are restricted over the black dotted line – indicated by the white and gray roller supports. 
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Figure 64. Boundary conditions at the supports in case of the strong axis bending tests

The stiffeners are connected to the beam by means of ties applied to the nodes on predefined 
surfaces. In the case of the mid-span stiffeners, the nodes on the surfaces located on the flange, 
web and roots are tied to those of the stiffener. In the case of the stiffeners at the supports only 
the nodes on the surfaces of the flanges and roots are tied to those of the stiffener. This was to 
ensure that similar support is given as by the removable stiffeners used in the experiments. 
In the experiments the load was applied by distributing the concentrated force of a 2 MN jack 
over an area of 10 mm (longitudinal direction of the beam) by the width of the upper flange. In 
order to model a similar load introduction, the nodes of the loading surface, which is 10mm x 
flange width, are tied to reference point 3 (RP3), on which a pressure is applied in y-direction. 
Additionally, rigid body constraints are added. At the supports the nodes of the bottom flange 
are tied to each other (over 10 mm length conform the stiffener thickness) and coupled to the 
underlying reference points (RP1 or RP2), creating a rigid body surface which can only rotate 
around the x-axis. Following the previously described method, the additional stiffness provided 
by plates bolted to the mid-span stiffener is modeled, the surface movements all corresponded 
with that of their reference points (RP4 or RP5 respectively). Figure 65 illustrates the location of 
these rigid body constraints. 

Rigid body surfaces:
to model bolted plates 

on stiffener

Rigid body surfaces:
to model rotation of 

rolling supports

Figure 65. Rigid body surface constraints at the supports and at the mid-span stiffener to model the addi-
tional stiffness resulting from the bolted plates

6.1.2 Material properties

The material properties assigned to the beam in the numerical model are based on the stress-
strain relations determined by tensile coupon tests executed following EN-ISO 6892-1 [43]. The 
tensile coupon tests resulted in engineering stress-strain relationships for each coupon, which 
are presented in Chapter 4. 
During the tensile coupon test, pauses in cross-head-separation velocity were added, which re-
sulted in a static and dynamic engineering stress-strain relationship. An engineering stress is 
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calculated by dividing the load by the original cross-sectional area of the material. True stress 
and true strain takes into account the changes of the cross-sectional area. In a numerical model 
true stresses and true plastic strains are required as input parameters. The static engineering 
stress-strain curve – dashed black curve in Figure 66 – was therefore simplified – continuous 
blue curve – and converted to true stress-strain values – dashed green curve – [47], as illustrat-
ed in Figure 66 for coupon F1L of HEA280 in S235. All true stress – true plastic strain data used in 
modeling are presented in Appendix E. The Von Mises yield criterion was used.
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As explained in Chapter 4, the material model for one section consists of multiple schematic 
true stress - true strain curves based on multiple tensile coupons that are appointed to different 
areas of the cross-section, see Figure 67. Measurements of duplicate coupon tests are averaged, 
e.g. F1L and F1R true stress-strain curves are combined to the F1 true stress - true plastic strain 
curve. 
A more practical approach is to have just one true stress - true plastic strain curve, that rep-
resents the observed material properties, for the entire section. This curve is based on the 
weighted average values for the static yield strength fy, stat and ultimate tensile stress fu, stat with 
an average strain hardening curve and length of the yielding plateau. The length of the yielding 
plateau could also be based on the stub column test results. This practical approach was only 
tested and not implemented in the validation of the numerical model. Because it resulted in 
slightly lower values of the ultimate resistance Fu,num, w.a. than that resulting from all tensile cou-
pons, see SAFEBRICTILE deliverable D3.3 [48].
Figure 66 also includes bilinear stress-strain curves, these were not used for the validation 
of this numerical model, but to verify the influence of strain hardening for each test. The ten-
sile coupon measurements without the strain hardening branch were used, meaning the yield 
strength fy and Young’s modulus E. The engineering bilinear stress-strain curve is represented 
by the dashed dotted yellow curve, while the dashed double dotted red curve represents the 
bilinear true stress - true strain curve.

6.1.3 Element and mesh study

The most favorable element type and mesh configuration was chosen in order to perform the 
M-V interaction simulations on I-shaped cross-sections. The relatively small thickness com-
pared to the width and length of the flange and web of I-shaped cross-sections suggests the 
use of shell elements. However, those were disregarded since they cannot model the roots. A 
representation of the roots could be made by using thicker shell elements at the roots. However, 
this was insufficient for this investigation, because the actual presence of shear in the roots was 
important. Therefore only solid elements - able to accurately model the roots - were used for the 
numerical models investigating M-V interaction in I-shaped cross-sections.
The element library of Abaqus CAE 6.14 [57] contains various solid elements, in a three dimen-
sional modeling space hexahedral or ‘brick’ elements may be used. These elements are provid-
ed with first-order and second-order interpolation functions, which are known respectively as 
linear and quadratic displacement functions. Both type of elements also have a reduced integra-
tion scheme indicated by an additional ‘R’ in the element name, see Table 20.

Table 20. Overview continuum solid elements

element nodes interpolation function integration points

C3D8 8 Linear 2 x 2 x 2

C3D8R 8 Linear 1

C3D8i 8 Linear 2 x 2 x 2

C3D20 20 Quadratic 3 x 3 x 3

C3D20R 20 Quadratic 2 x 2 x 2

In case of pure bending or bending dominated problems, the fully integrated first-order elements 
(C3D8) may experience the phenomenon called ‘shear locking’, in which the element experienc-
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es excessively stiff behavior by energy going into shear of the element rather than into bending 
of the element [49, 50]. Shear locking can be avoided by using first-order solid element that 
make use of a reduced integration scheme or a second-order solid element.
By using a reduced integration scheme in first-order solid elements, effects of zero- ener-
gy modes (deformation without strain) may occur, which is known as ‘hour glassing’ [51, 52]. 
However ‘hourglassing’ can be overcome by application of a minimum of 4 elements over the 
thickness, for it enables the elements to capture bending by either compressive or tensile axial 
strains. Another option is to make use of second-order solid elements. 
Second-order solid elements model bending accurately with both the full- and reduced integra-
tion element formulation. The axial strain equals the change in length of the initially horizontal 
lines; the strain over the thickness is zero (no change in length of the initially vertical isopara-
metric lines) and the shear strain is zero (isoparametric lines are perpendicular to each other).
The first-order incompatible mode element C3D8i is an improved version of the first-order full 
integration element C3D8. The ‘shear locking’ is removed by eliminating the occurring parasitic 
shear stresses that cause the over stiff response to bending. This is achieved by adding degrees 
of freedom to the standard shape functions. These additional degrees of freedom improve the 
element’s deformation gradient, allowing a first-order element to have a linear variation of the 
deformation gradient over the element. Disadvantage is the sensitivity to element distortion, 
which make the elements too stiff [49]. These enhancements to the deformation gradient are 
entirely internal to an element and are not associated with nodes positioned along the element 
edges, making it possible to even use these elements in non-linear finite-strain simulations. The 
stiffening as a result of the Poisson effect in bending (volumetric locking) is also eliminated. Vol-
umetric locking may be a problem in fully integrated second-order solid elements (C3D20), when 
modeling incompressible material behavior and, therefore, should not be used in elastic-plastic 
simulations. 
Based on the element descriptions, the elements C3D8i or C3D20R are preferred. Except for 
C3D20 all elements are compared by means of an element study. Test C2b (in S460 with n=0.83) 
is chosen to verify the element performance for an HEA280 section. A simple mesh with 4 ele-
ments over the thickness of the web and flange is used. Thereby ‘hourglassing’ of C3D8R ele-
ments should be eliminated. However, shear locking could still be present in simulations making 
use of C3D8 elements and volumetric locking in simulations making use of C3D20 elements.

Table 21. Overview numerical results element study test C2b

element
δu

[mm]
Fu,exp 

[kN]
Fu,FEM 

[kN]
Fu,FEM  / Fu,exp

[%]

experiment 79 1481 - -

C3D8 C2b_C3D8_4 aborted prematurely

C3D8R C2b_C3D8R_4 70 - 1550 104.6

C3D8i C2b_C3D8i_4 77 - 1562 105.5

C3D20R C2b_C3D20R_4 84 - 1548 104.5

As Figure 68 illustrates and Table 21 summarizes, all solid elements describe the M-V inter-
action for this beam similarly, except for the displacement at the ultimate resistance δu. The 
simulation making use of C3D20R elements results in the smallest difference with the exper-
iment with respect to the ultimate resistance. However, this element type requires large com-
putational effort and a linear element type is therefore preferred. The simulation by means of 
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C3D8 elements has aborted prematurely, however the course of the force-displacement graph 
corresponds with that of C3D8i. 
The displacement at the ultimate resistance varied largely, from 70 mm to 84 mm, while the ulti-
mate resistance only varied by 1%, between 1548 kN and 1562 kN, see Figure 68. The numerical 
model is intended to predict the ultimate resistance of tests, the displacements at failure are not 
used in further analysis. The fact that ultimate loads were reached at different displacements is 
thereby less relevant for this investigation. 
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Figure 68. Force-displacement graph of the element study for HEA280 - beam C2b

This is a shear dominated beam, so the bending problems resulting from ‘shear locking’ or ‘hour- 
glassing’ are less pronounced. Appendix G comprises the element study for beam M2b and 
beam I3 representing respectively the HEM180 and IPE360 sections. Only the HEB240 sections 
were left out of the element study since its classification is between an HEA and HEM section. 

Based on the element studies the C3D8i element was chosen for the mesh convergence study and 
future numerical simulations. These linear solid elements are able to describe the  bending -shear 
behavior with slightly less accuracy compared to the second-order elements, yet their compu-
tational effort was reduced majorly. The C3D8R element performs best in the shear-dominat-
ed beams – only little difference with the C3D8i element. However, in the bending- dominated 
beams the C3D8i element is able to describe the F-δ curve better than the other first-order ele-
ments, a 5% higher ultimate resistance is obtained.

In addition to the element study, a mesh convergence study has been performed for the same 
beams that were regarded in the element study. First variations are made in the number of 
 elements over the thickness of the flange and web, varying the element size over the flange 
width and web height proportionally. The basic mesh consists of 4 elements over the thickness 
of web and flange, as illustrated in Figure 69.
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Figure 69. Mesh configuration making use of 4 elements over the thickness of the flange and web for beam 
C2b - HEA280

Various meshes are considered varying from a course mesh of 2 elements over the thickness to-
wards a fine mesh of 6 elements over the thickness. The width of the elements changes propor-
tionally, the ratio b:t of 3:1 is used for the flange and h:t of 5:1 is used for the web. The influence 
of the number of elements over the thickness is summarized in Table 22 and illustrated by the 
force-displacement graph in Figure 70. 

Table 22. Influence of the number of elements over the thickness for beam C2b - HEA280 indicated by 
numerical results

elements 
over t name job

max. element 
length zone II

(Figure 72)

δu

[mm]
Fu,exp 

[kN]
Fu,FEM 

[kN]
Fu,FEM  / Fu,exp

[%]

- experiment - 79 1481 - -

2 C2b_C3D8i_2 40 mm 99 - 1617 109.2

3 C2b_C3D8i_3 40 mm 101 - 1622 109.5

4 C2b_C3D8i_4 40 mm 77 - 1562 105.5

6 C2b_C3D8i_6 40 mm 82 - 1569 105.9

The curves in Figure 70 follow a similar shape as the experiment and thus the overall beam 
behavior is similar. Though differences are observed, the course meshes results in an overesti-
mation of the ultimate resistance by 9%. An increase in number of elements results in a better 
performance of the FEM model, as illustrated by the ultimate resistance versus the number of el-
ements in Figure 71. A minimum of 4 elements over the thickness is necessary, since 6 elements 
generates similar results but requires significantly more computational effort. This is not verified 
entirely by the simulations, since convergence is not reached.
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Figure 71. Performance of FEM models for the mesh study in thickness for HEA280 - beam C2b

Over the length of the beam different zones are defined, as illustrated in Figure 72. These zones 
have different requirements for the mesh. For instance the beam ends (zone III) are added for 
the single purpose of executing the experiment and have minimal influence on the ultimate re-
sistance. At the connections with the stiffeners (zone IV) a mesh with element lengths of 5 mm 
is required, because partitions – used for extracting results – are present at the center of these 
stiffeners. The element length in zone I is most important to examine shear deformations and 
generate accurate stress distributions, so the element length remains 5 mm in all cases. 
The element size over the length for zone II is changed in three steps. The length varies from 5 
mm towards ‘X’ and back to 5 mm, where ‘X’ is defined as 10 mm, 20 mm and 40 mm in the mesh 
convergence study. These zones are defined by the location of the stiffeners and the section 
height. Zone I stretches to a distance of 75% of the section height from the stiffener. 
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zone IV zone IVzone IV

 

Figure 72. Zones with different mesh size in longitudinal direction

A finer mesh in longitudinal direction for zone II mainly results in an increase in computation 
time with only a small gain in accuracy, as displayed in Table 23. Therefore a maximum element 
length (in longitudinal direction) of 40 mm is used for zone II. 

Table 23. The influence of the element length in zone II for beam C2b - HEA280 indicated by numerical 
results

max. element 
length zone II

name job
elements 

over t
δu

[mm]
Fu,exp 

[kN]
Fu,FEM 

[kN]
Fu,FEM  / Fu,exp

[%]

- experiment - 79 1481 - 100

40 mm C2b_C3D8i_4 4 77 - 1562 105.5

20 mm C2b_C3D8i_4-20 4 78 - 1564 105.6

10 mm C2b_C3D8i_4-10 4 71 - 1550 104.6

Note that the increase of the number of elements over the thickness in cases of relatively thick 
flange and web is preferred, and in the case of relatively thin flange and web the decrease of the 
maximum length in zone II is preferred. 

6.1.4 Solving method

The beam is loaded by application of a load in negative y-direction on reference point 3 (RP3). 
RP3 was tied to a surface of 10 mm by the flange width right aligned with the mid-span stiffener, 
in other words, the applied load was distributed uniformly over this surface. 
A non-linear analysis is used to execute the numerical simulations on I-shaped cross-sections 
subjected to combined bending and shear force. A numerical solution is obtained by dividing 
the analysis in smaller parts, e.g. time increments, by specifying the applied load as a function 
of time. At the end of every increment the configuration needs to find equilibrium. In order to do 
so, a number of iterations is used. In these iterations several solution algorithms may be used, 
for instance the Newton-Raphson algorithm [53, 54] and Riks algorithm [55, 56]. Since a force 
is applied in the numerical analysis and a force-displacement graph with a maximum has to be 
described, the Riks method (arc length method) is required.  
The analysis consisted of two parts: a Linear Buckling Analysis (LBA) and a Geometric and Mate-
rial Nonlinear Analysis with Imperfections (GMNIA). The LBA results in different buckling shapes, 
as illustrated in Figure 73 (with a magnification of the imperfections by 200 times). The least 
favorable shape is used to take into account the effect of deformations of the beam – mainly 
concentrated in the flanges around mid-span. These deformations are scaled and used as input 
of imperfections in the GMNIA. In order to assess the magnitude of the imperfection, the nu-
merically simulated F-δ curves are fitted to match deformation at the ultimate resistance of the 
experiment by means of the magnitude of the imperfection. The LBA makes use of the Lanczos 
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algorithm to make sure buckling shapes with loads in the negative y-direction are obtained. The 
displacements visualized by the buckling shape does not always correspond to the final defor-
mations as observed in the experimental reference tests, though they are close in most cases.

Figure 73. Buckling shapes (exaggerated) resulting from the LBA compared with deformations observed in 
experiments (left: first shape (top), test A2a (bottom), right: second shape (top), test A1 (bottom))

6.2 Validation      
In order to validate the Finite Element model, the reference tests are simulated by the numerical 
model described in the preceding section. These simulations make use of an imperfection. Still 
simulations without imperfections - GMNA (Geometric and Material Non Linear Analyses) - are 
added to determine a baseline for comparison. The GMNIA result follows the first part of the 
load-displacement path as obtained by GMNA. The domain of this Part Is defined by the imper-
fection seize, a smaller imperfection results in a larger domain. Where the GMNIA deviates from 
the GMNA curve, the maximum resistance Fu, GMNIA is reached. This is at a smaller displacement 
than that of the GMNA, see Figure 78. The influence of the magnitude of the largest imperfection 
in y-direction could be substantial. Especially for shear dominated beams the use of an imper-
fection was not always accurate. Therefore a curve fitting study has been performed, matching 
the displacement at the ultimate resistance of the numerical simulations with the experimental 
values by means of the imperfection. Furthermore the influence of strain hardening is investigat-
ed by adding several simulations making use of a bi-linear stress strain relation. All simulations 
are controlled by a python script. This section elaborates on the validation of the HEA280 section 
in S235 by means of discussing a bending dominated case (beam A1 with n=0.33) and shear 
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dominated case (beam A5 with n=1.00). Subsequently, an overview of the validation of the Fi-
nite Element model by experiments is given, which includes all tested cross-sections. Finally, a 
standardized material model describing the stress-strain relations is chosen based on the exper-
imental results. This model shall be used in the creation of a database of numerical results with 
nominal geometric and material properties, if strain hardening is included.

6.2.1 Validation for HEA280 section in S235 

In case of the HEA280 sections in S235 and S355, the original geometric definition as shown in 
Figure 62 is inadequate. The cross-sectional geometry is revisited by additional measurements 
to determine the increasing flange thickness from the flange tips towards the roots. As displayed 
in Figure 74, the flange thickness increases with 0.8 mm on average. This results in an enlarged 
cross-sectional area by 2.8% compared to the cross-sectional area resulting from the original 
measuring method, likewise an increase of the plastic section modulus by 2.7% is accomplished.
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Figure 74. Cross-sectional area measurements of the HEA280 section in S235 (left: elaborate method, right: 
original measuring method)

The base line created by means of GMNA for beam A1 (bending dominated) results in a force-dis-
placement curve without a maximum value within 2 times the displacement of the experimental 
ultimate resistance δu, as illustrated by the gray curve ‘A1_GMNA,sh’ in Figure 75. The elastic 
branch is similar to the static experimental curve. The transition from elastic to plastic material 
behavior (knee point in the graph) is at 384 kN for the numerical curve compared to 407 kN for 
the static experimental curve. The displacement within the first part of the elastic branch corre-
sponds well with the theoretical elastic displacement, namely by 102.8%, which includes the 
contribution of shear following [58].
Including an imperfection of 0.2 mm leads to a maximum of 421 kN at similar displacement at 
failure as observed in the experiments. This result is represented by the continuous gray curve 
‘A1_GMNIA,sh tuned’. The GMNIA with an imperfection of 0.4 mm, (dashed gray curve ‘A1_GM-
NIA,sh_0.4 mm’) leads to a smaller than experimental ultimate resistance. While an imperfec-
tion of 0.1 mm (long dashed gray curve ‘A1_GMNIA,sh_0.1 mm’) overestimates the displacement 
at failure, both were therefore not used any further. The result of a GMNA making use of bilinear 
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stress-strain relations is able to accurately describe the elastic branch and gives a similar loca-
tion of the knee point in the force-displacement graph as the strain hardening curves. However, 
an ultimate resistance of only 383 kN is reached, which corresponds to 87 % of the experimental 
ultimate resistance, see gray dotted curve ‘A1_GMNA,bl’.
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Figure 75. Force-displacement graph for the bending dominated beam A1 - HEA280 section in S235 - used 
for validation of the Finite Element model by means of experiments

Strain hardening

Bilinear

Figure 76. Actively Yielding elements for beam A1 - HEA280 section in S235 - (from top to bottom: elastic 
branch, top bilinear GMNA, halfway plastic branch, at experimental top)
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FE models are commonly used to investigate stress development within a beam. For the GMNA 
simulations – with bilinear material properties and strain hardening respectively – stresses and 
plastic strains are visualized. Four points in the force-displacement graph are considered: in the 
elastic branch (similar for both material models), at the top of the bilinear GMNA, halfway the 
plastic branch, and at the displacement corresponding with the experimental ultimate failure 
load (the latter two locations relate to the strain hardening GMNA). These are indicated in Figure 
75 with a star, triangle, square and circle respectively.
Figure 76 visualizes yielding of elements for a beam with bilinear material properties (top) and a 
beam with strain hardening properties (bottom). In the elastic branch (star) the overall displace-
ment is limited, but around the stiffener the flanges have yielded just like part of the web close 
to the flanges. At the top of the bilinear curve – at a slightly larger vertical mid-span displace-
ment – the number of yielded elements increases and yielding is more pronounced in the web. 
When strain hardening is considered, the number of yielded elements increases during the test, 
a larger portion of the web and flanges yielded.

Bilinear Strain hardening

Figure 77. Stresses and strains at mid-span (from top to bottom: Von Mises stresses, plastic strains, 
longitudinal stresses, and shear stresses) for beam A1 - HEA280 section in S235 - (from left to right: elastic 

branch, top bilinear GMNA, halfway plastic branch, at experimental top)
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The FE models used the measured stress-strain relations to simulate the experimental results, 
this manifests itself in non-smooth transitions of stresses within the section, as visualized by 
the Von Mises stresses at mid-span in the top part of Figure 77. The second row shows the plastic 
strains. The first picture valid for the elastic branch already shows plastic strains, indicated by 
blue; solely elastic strains are indicated by light gray. Strains up to 4% were observed, meaning 
that the strain hardening branch was just reached.
This bending dominated beam was mostly loaded by longitudinal stresses (indicated by S33 in 
Figure 77), the upper half loaded in compression and the bottom half in tension. The stresses 
increased over the course of the simulation, as illustrated by the third row of pictures in Figure 
77. The last row visualizes the shear stresses (S23), which are mainly located in the web. The 
largest shear stresses were observed near the roots, unlike theoretical representations of the 
shear stress distribution over the web. The shear stresses close to the web are affected by load 
introduction, as also illustrated in Figure 76. 

In case of the shear dominated beam A5, a GMNA with strain hardening properties gave a slightly 
too low approximation of the experimental ultimate resistance, 1193 kN which is 98% compared 
to the experimental value as illustrated by the gray curve ‘A5_GMNA,sh’ in Figure 78. Unlike 
simulations for beam A1, the elastic branch of the numerical model showed a higher stiffness 
for the numerical model compared to the experiments. Therefore, the ‘knee point’ was reached 
at 735 kN compared to 799 in the experiment. Nevertheless, the first part of the plastic branch 
was on top of the static experimental curve. The displacement described by the numerical model 
was an accurate representation of the theoretical elastic deformation (by 100.2%). As the stiff-
ness by the numerical model was accurate for the bending dominated cases (A1, A2a and A2b) 
and the height of the knee point corresponded with the experiments in all cases, the assigned 
material properties were correct, and it may be assumed that the experimental test set-up led to 
this difference in stiffness of the elastic branch. As for the bending dominated case, the stresses 
and strains were evaluated at four points in the force-displacement graph. These are indicated 
in Figure 78 with a star, triangle, square and circle respectively.
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Including an imperfection to tune the location of ultimate resistance towards a similar displace-
ment as observed in the experiments proved unsuccessful. The GMNIA with an imperfection of 
0.01 mm (dashed gray curve ‘A5_GMNIA,sh 0.01’) resulted into a ultimate resistance of 1023 kN, 
(84% Fu,stat ). Reduction of the imperfection to a mere 0.0001 mm still did not satisfy the criteri-
on (1088 kN, 87% Fu,stat ), see dashed dotted gray curve ‘A5_GMNIA,sh 0.0001’. The results of a 
GMNA making use of bilinear stress-strain relations (grey dotted curve ‘A1_GMNA,bl’) did indi-
cate a large contribution of strain hardening in reaching the ultimate resistances, as the ultimate 
resistance of 876 kN was only 72% of the experimental value. 
Figure 79 visualizes yielding of elements for the shear dominated beam in case bilinear material 
properties (top) are regarded and in case strain hardening is included (bottom). In the elastic 
branch (star), a prominent area of the web already yields, whereas the overall displacement is 
too small to be observed by eyesight. At the top of the bilinear curve (triangle) – at a notifiable 
vertical mid-span displacement – almost the entire web consists of yielded elements and also 
the flanges experience yielding. When strain hardening was considered (square), the number 
of yielded elements increased. In other words the entire web up to the roots yields. For the last 
point (circle, at similar displacement as the experimental ultimate resistance) also the roots 
contributed fully.

Strain hardening

Bilinear

Figure 79. Actively yielding elements for beam A5 - HEA280 section in S235 - (from top to bottom: elastic 
branch, top bilinear GMNA, halfway plastic branch, at experimental top)
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For this is a shear dominated beam, the Von Mises stresses in the top part of Figure 80 show 
lower stresses in the flanges compared to the web. This is most obvious in the elastic branch 
(star), however the effect remains visible by the highly stressed roots in the following stages. The 
second row visualizes the plastic strains. The first picture of the elastic branch shows no plastic 
strains; only elastic strains were observed, indicated by light gray. As expected, the stresses and 
strains were distinctively higher when strain hardening was included (square and circle). Strains 
up to 12.5% were measured locally, and almost all parts of the section were strained within 
the strain hardening branch at the point corresponding to the experimental ultimate resistance 
(circle).
As expected, this shear dominated beam was not using the flanges to its full potential in longi-
tudinal stresses (see the stresses S33 in Figure 80). In other words, the inner parts of the flange 
had significantly lower longitudinal stresses than the outer parts, as illustrated by the third row 
of pictures in Figure 80. The last row visualizes the shear stresses (S23), that are mainly located 
in the web and display a far more even distribution than in the bending dominated beam. The 
shear stresses diminish at the start of the roots.

Bilinear Strain hardening

Figure 80. Stresses and strains (from top to bottom: Von Mises stresses, plastic strains, longitudinal 
stresses, and shear stresses) for beam A5 - HEA280 section in S235 - (from left to right: elastic branch, top 

bilinear GMNA, halfway plastic branch, at experimental top)
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The numerical results for bending moment - shear force interaction are interpreted in an M-V 
graph. Figure 81 presents the GMNA results using bilinear (crosses) and strain hardening stress-
strain relations (triangles) of the tested HEA280 sections in S235 in comparison with the EN 
1993-1-1 and other design rules. A rather large impact of including strain hardening was ob-
served, since a larger ultimate resistance increased both the bending moment and shear force, 
as visualized by the left graph. The numerical results including strain hardening approached the 
experimental results, i.e. the plastic bending resistance Mpl was exceeded with beam A5 as only 
exception. The GMNA making use of bilinear stress-strain relations just reached the the plastic 
bending resistance for the bending dominated cases. In case of beam A5 the crosses for the nu-
merical ultimate resistance FGMNA,bl dropped below the value for the design rule of EN 1993-1-1, 
see right graph of Figure 81.  
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Figure 81. Moment - shear force interaction diagram comparing numerical results of HEA280 - S235 with 
experiments and design rules (left), comparison with EN 1993-1-1 in Fnum-Ft graph (right)

6.2.2 Overview validation all sections

The validation of the numerical model for the other section types is added in Appendix F. Table 
24 presents the overall results of the validation, starting with the results from the experimental 
reference tests, followed by results from GMNA with a bilinear curve in the fourth and fifth col-
umn. Column 6 and 7 present the results from GMNA with strain hardening curve, and the final 
columns include the results of simulations with an imperfection (GMNIA). The required size of 
imperfections is given in order to tune the location of the ultimate resistance to match that of the 
experimental reference tests. All values in gray font represent simulations with an imperfection 
of 0.001 L, without tuning of the imperfection. Simulations for HEA280 in S235 and S355 used  
the cross-sectional area following the original measuring method and the material model with-
out flange tip and root coupons as input.

Table 24. Overview validation Finite Element model by experiments

beam

experiment numerical model

Fu,stat δu FGMNA,bl FGMNA,sh FGMNIA,sh tuned

[kN] [mm]  [kN] [%]  [kN] [%]  [kN] [%]
A1 443 83 383 86.5 4421 99.7 421 (0.2 mm, 0.1% b) 95.1

A2b 664 49 544 81.9 639 96.2 609 (0.5 mm, 0.2% b) 91.7

A2b 661 50 - - 628 95.0 612 (0.5 mm, 0.2% b) 92.6
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A3 869 80 - - 850 97.8 - -

A4a 1047 71 - - 987 94.3 959 (0.001 mm, 0.0% b) 91.6

A4b 1080 84 - - 1016 94.1 - -

A5 1219 92 876 71.9 1193 97.9 1059 (0.001 mm, 0.0% b) 86.9

B1 528 56 481 91.1 526 99.6 504 (1.8 mm, 0.6% b) 95.5

B2a 794 40 676 85.1 731 92.1 731 (2.4 mm, 0.9% b) 92.1

B2b 791 47 - - - - - -

B3 1067 78 874 81.9 969 90.8 916 (1.8 mm, 0.6% b) 85.8

B4a 1237 86 957 77.4 1162 93.9 1161 (1.4 mm, 0.5% b) 93.9

B4b 1265 106 - - - - - -

B5 1356 84 1002 73.9 1336 98.5 1192 (1.0 mm, 0.4% b) 87.9

C1 1284 61 1061 82.6 1265 98.5 ~1264 (0.01 mm, 0.0% b) 98.4

C2a 1496 84 1119 74.8 1403 93.8 - -

C2b 1481 80 - - 1554 104.9 - -

I1 541 63 507 93.7 543+ 100.4+ 543 (0.5 mm, 0.3% b) 100.4

I2a 774 43 742 95.9 823 106.3 - -

I2b 799 50 751 94.0 835 104.5 - -

I3 1040 52 932 89.6 1060 101.9 - -

I3b 1062 61 936 88.1 1066 100.4 - -

I4a 1118 37 1032 92.3 1187 106.2 - -

I4b 1167 38 1016 87.1 1224 104.9 1209 (0.001 mm, 0.0% b) 103.6

H1a 916 143 763 83.3 895 97.7 892 (0.05 mm, 0.0% b) 97.4

H1b 914 146 - - - - - -

H2 1133 112 954 84.2 1163 102.6 1157 (1.6 mm, 0.7% b) 102.1

H3a 1332 124 944 70.9 1368 102.7 1327 (1.3 mm, 0.5% b) 99.6

H3b 1339 124 968 72.3 1352 101.0 1350 (0.005 mm, 0.0% b) 100.8

M* 691+ 178+ 571 82.6- 802 116.1- 780 (2.74 mm, 1.5% b) 112.9-

M0* 948+ 162+ 751 79.2- 1031 108.8- 1027 (2.16 mm, 1.1% b) 108.3-

M1 1298 131 1000 77.0 1330 102.5 1329 (1.7 mm, 0.9% b) 102.4

M2a 1536 127 1014 66.0 1582 103.0 1573 (1.42 mm, 0.8% b) 102.4

M2b 1511 135 1009 66.8 1584 104.8 1552 (0.01 mm, 0.0% b) 102.7

   *  failure on interaction was not reached, therefore a validation could not be made
   1 simulation without maximum within the displacement 2*δu

   ~ estimated guess based on several other simulations and their relation to each other
   Gray simulations without tuning of the imperfections
         simulations based on the geometry following the following the original measuring method   
 and the material model without flange tip and root coupons

In general, bilinear material properties resulted in an underestimation of the resistance of the 
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experimental reference tests by 82.5% on average, while making use of the strain hardening 
curves as measured in experiments led to an accuracy of 101.7%. Obviously, a significant attri-
bution to the ultimate resistance is given by strain hardening for these sections. In case of IPE 
sections (large web compared to flanges) GMNA results including strain hardening and those 
using bilinear stress-strain curves were closer to each other, i.e. the effect of strain hardening 
was limited, in comparison with other sections.
In some cases GMNA provided an ultimate resistance at a larger displacement than that of the 
experimental reference test. A geometrical imperfection (GMNIA) was introduced to include a 
small perturbation with which failure could be induced. Changes in the imperfection size re-
sulted in shifts of the top of the force-displacement curve, i.e. a larger imperfection resulted in 
failure at smaller displacements. Since the imperfection only introduced a small perturbation, 
the course of the force-displacement curve remained similar up to failure. In case of small imper-
fection, GMNIA and GMNA are interchangeable.
Bending dominated cases required a relatively large imperfection (around 0.5 mm), to match 
the displacement of the experimental ultimate resistance δu . Based on the validation it can be 
concluded that shear dominated cases did not require an imperfection, i.e. the imperfection in 
a tuned GMNIA approximated zero, and GMNA satisfied. 
Shear dominated cases are most important to study the bending moment – shear interaction 
resistance.

Overall the following (average) ratio Fu, prediction  / Fu, experiment was reached while making use of 
GMNA including strain hardening:

- HEA280 in S235: 0.964
- HEA280 in S355: 0.952+ (only one result with revised geometry, otherwise higher)
- HEA280 in S460: 0.991
- IPE360 in S355: 1.019
- HEB240 in S355: 1.010
- HEM 180 in S355: 1.034  (excluding M* & M0*, no reference test result available)

Based on the relatively small differences between tests and model predictions, the author con-
siders the numerical model as validated. The validation is used as a measure of model accuracy 
between model predictions and the real world represented by experiments. In this case the stat-
ic experimental ultimate resistance is compared to model the predictions. The degree of agree-
ment between the experiment and the model prediction forms the basis for validation of the 
model. Every variable should be adequately described. This is the case for all parameters except 
the imperfection seize. Given that the imperfection seize was a large influencer, this parameter 
was calibrated by means of experiments. Even though the imperfection was calibrated, in terms 
of all other variables this is considered to be a validation.

6.2.3 Strain hardening models

In the next Chapter, the numerical model is used to generate a database of numerical analyses 
intended to describe failure on M-V interaction. These simulations use nominal geometrical 
parameters and nominal dimensions in the material model. In case of strain hardening, a stan-
dardized material model describing the stress-strain relations has to be specified based on the 
experimental results. Therefore three strain hardening models were investigated, originating 
from EN 1993-1-5 [38], BSK 99 [59] and NEN 6700 [60], see Figure 82. The left graph shows the 
engineering stress-strain (σ-ε) relation while the right graph shows the true values which are 
required as input for the finite element model.  The NEN 6700 strain hardening model shows a 
shorter yield plateau, however with an increase of yield strength also the length of this plateau 
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increases.
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Figure 82. Stress-strain relations in S235 for strain hardening models EN, BSK and NEN

GMN(I)A including the different strain hardening models (EN 1993-1-5, BSK 99 and NEN 6700) 
were compared to GMN(I)A with a material model based on tensile coupon tests. Just one beam 
for each section type was selected, except for the HEA280 sections where both beams A5 and 
C2b were used. Beam I4b, H3b and M2b were selected for the IPE360, HEB240 and HEM180 sec-
tions. Figure 83 illustrates the effect of using a standardized material model for beam A5, which 
is the shear dominated HEA280 beam in S235, by means of a force-displacement graph.
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Figure 83. Force-displacement graph for the shear dominated beam C2b - HEA280 section in S460 - used to 
indicate the performance of 3 strain hardening models (EN, BSK and NEN)

At the displacement of the ultimate resistance all strain hardening models are accurate. The NEN 
6700 model represents the experimental results best in describing the force-displacement graph 
with an ultimate resistance of 1222 kN (ratio predicted / tested = 1.004) for ‘A5_GMNA,NEN’. 
The BSK 99 strain hardening model deviated largely for a mid-span deflection of 20 mm towards 
70 mm. The representation of the ultimate resistance with 1245 kN was close (ratio predicted / 
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tested = 1.023) for ‘A5_GMNA,BSK’. The EN 1993-1-5 strain hardening modeled performed better 
than BSK 99 in terms of following the plastic branch and an ultimate resistance of 1205 kN (ratio 
predicted / tested = 0.990) for ‘A5_GMNA,EN’.
When all shear dominated cases were considered both the EN 1993-1-5 and NEN 6700 strain 
hardening models performed well and similar results were obtained, whereas the BSK 99 model 
always resulted in an overestimation. The EN 1993-1-5 model was chosen for further simula-
tions, since the yield plateau length in the NEN 6700 model increases with an increase of yield 
strength, which is not in agreement with the actual material behavior [46]. 

6.3 Summary
A numerical model able to simulate the structural behavior of an I-shaped section subjected 
to combined bending and shear force was developed. This model was validated by means of 
comparison with the experimental reference tests as presented in Part I. Thus, 3-point bending 
tests were simulated, always including structural imperfections. In some cases GMNA provided 
an ultimate resistance at a larger displacement than that of the experimental reference test. A 
geometrical imperfection (GMNIA) was introduced to include a small perturbation with which 
failure could be induced. In case of small imperfections, GMNIA and GMNA are interchangeable.
Bending dominated cases required a relatively large imperfection (around o.5 mm) to match 
the displacement of the experimental ultimate resistance δu . Based on the validation it can be 
concluded that shear dominated cases do not require an imperfection, i.e. the imperfection in a 
tuned GMNIA approximated zero, and GMNA satisfies. The validated FEM model was able to de-
scribe the experiments adequately, with ultimate resistance ratio predicted / tested in the range 
of 0.952 to 1.034, while making use of GMNA including strain hardening.

The influence of strain hardening was investigated by including GMNA using bilinear stress-
strain relations, i.e. the stress-strain relations up to and including the yield plateau. Bilinear 
material properties resulted in an underestimation of the resistance that was obtained by the 
experimental reference tests. In case of IPE sections (large web compared to flanges) the effect 
of strain hardening was limited, in comparison with other sections. 

FEM models are useful in simulation of the stress distributions within a section at certain stages 
of the experiment. As the experimental test data already indicated, all beams showed strains 
indicating yielding and benefits from strain hardening at failure, except for the shear dominated 
IPE360 sections. This was confirmed for the HEA280 sections in S235 by the visualization of 
yielded elements within a beam (Figures 76 and 79), as well as the presence of plastic strains 
(second row of Figures 77 and 80). The exact shear area could not be determined based on these 
simulations, since the stress-strain relations of individual coupons (that deviated largely) were 
used as input, which resulted in non-smooth transitions in stresses. However, it was observed 
that the web was coping with the majority of the shear stresses.

For future simulations including strain hardening, a general strain hardening model representa-
tive for the M-V interaction is required. Even though both the EN 1993-1-5 and NEN 6700 strain 
hardening model performed well and similar results were obtained, the former was chosen for 
further simulations. The yield plateau length in the NEN 6700 model increases with an increase 
of yield strength, which is not in agreement with the actual material behavior.
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A parameter study based on the numerical prediction model is performed to define the influence 
of the individual parameters on the bending-shear resistance. Only deviations in the cross-sec-
tion geometry and steel grade were taken into consideration. 
The main objective was to obtain the moment resistance at different shear utilization ratios for 
a wide range of sections, aimed at creating a database of numerical results to later develop and 
assess design rules against. Important for the resistance to combined moment and shear MV 
were the cross-sectional dimensions. The section width b, height h, flange thickness tf and web 
thickness tw influence not only the shear area AV and web area Aw , but also the section modulus 
Wpl . The most important parameter, next to the steel grade and cross-sectional dimensions, was 
the span L.

7.1 Test plan of parameter study
In order to assess the entire scope of the bending-shear interaction design rules in total 15 
sections (small, intermediate and large) are considered in steel grades S235, S355 and S460. 
This constitutes the subsets based on the yield strength fy and cross-section parameters: AVz, 
Wpl,y , Aw , and, tw . These include the parameters h, b, tf , tw and r. The subsets considered are 
small sections, for which IPE100, HEA100, HEB100 and HEM100 are considered, intermediate 
size sections consisting of IPE330, HEA280, HEB300 and HEM300, and large sections consist-
ing of IPE600, HEA600, HEB600, HEM600, HEA1000, HEB1000 and HEM1000. An IPE600 is the 
maximum available rolled IPE section and for the other section types the maximum section is 
approximately 1000 mm in height.
The plastic bending moment resistance Mpl is at the basis of the resistance to combined mo-
ment and shear MV . Whether the plastic (or elastic) bending moment resistance may be used 
is based on  the section classification, and thus slenderness of flange and web. The change in 
slenderness for rolled I-shaped cross sections is presented in the graphs of Figure 84, with the 
slenderness of the flange on the left and that of the web on the right. Both graphs emphasize the 
necessity to test the smallest and largest section available for each section type.
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The graphs of Figure 85, presenting the ratio between flange and web area (left), and plastic 
section modulus over web area (right), justify the inclusion of sections with a height of approxi-
mately 300 mm. Even though HEAA sections showed to be of interest, with a more slender flange 
and web than other I-sections and deviating values in Figure 85. This section was not regarded, 
because the application of these sections in practice is much smaller as compared to the other 
section types. Moreover, the IPE section mostly resulted in lower values.
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These sections accurately cover a large range of class 1 sections applied in practice. Figure 86 
presents all sections scaled to one uniform section height. 
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Figure 86. Cross-sections used for the parameter study, scaled to the same height

An overview of the used cross-sections with their slenderness and corresponding cross-section-
al classification according to EN 1993-1-1 is given in Table 25. As mentioned in section 3.1, the 
slenderness is defined by dividing the free width c over the thickness t. In case of the flanges 
the free width corresponds to the outstand of the flange, meaning half the section width without 
roots and web (0.5b - r - 0.5tw ). For the web it equals the height minus roots and flange thick-
ness (h - 2r - 2tf  = d ). However, when shear buckling (s.b.) [38] is concerned the roots are taken 
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into account, meaning the clear height between webs hw, see Figure 12. This research is aimed 
at bending moment - shear force interaction for section classes 1 and 2. Based on the class 3 
classification for HEA280 in S355 and S460 deviating results may be observed. Likewise shear 
buckling may occur and result in deviant ultimate resistances and behavior for HEA1000 and 
HEB1000 in S355, just as for IPE 600, HEA1000, HEB1000 and HEM1000 in S460.
In these numerical simulations a constant beam length with varying constant moments was used 
in order to invoke different shear utilization ratios n. Since the emphasis is on shear dominated 
beams, mainly simulations with high shear utilization ratios are regarded.

Table 25. Overview test plan parameter study: slenderness of cross-sections (c/t)

c/t
IPE HEA HEB HEM

S235 S355 S460 S235 S355 S460 S235 S355 S460 S235 S355 S460

fla
ng

e

100 4.0 4.4 3.5 1.8

300 5.1 8.6
b

6.2 3.0

600 4.2 4.7 3.8 2.9

1000 - 3.6 3.1 2.8

w
eb

100 20.9 11.2 9.3 4.7

300 36.1 24.5 18.9 9.9

600 42.8 37.4 31.4 23.1

1000 - 52.6
a

45.7 41.3

w
eb

 s
.b

. [
38

] 100 23.6 16.0 13.3 6.7

300 40.9 30.5 23.8 12.5

600 46.8
c

41.5 34.8 25.7

1000 - 56.2
c

48.8
c

44.2
c

     class 1 section

   a  class 2 section

   b   class 3 section

   c   section prone to shear buckling, see EN 1993-1-5 [38]

7.2 Numerical model of parameter study
In contrast to the validation study, a 4-point bending configuration was used for generation of 
results for the database. A 4-point bending test includes a central section which limits the bend-
ing resistance of the entire beam to the plastic bending resistance Mpl , in case strain hardening 
is not taken into account. Moreover, this central section ensures the presence of a region where 
the maximum moment resistance is present without interference of local phenomena such as 
the load introduction, if minimally 2h in length (Saint-Venant’s Principle).
In order to invoke different shear utilization ratios n either the span had to vary or an additional 
constant moment Mad has to be applied to the beam ends. The latter method was adopted since 
it results in a constant number of elements over the length, which vastly limits the computation-
al effort for bending dominated cases, which otherwise had spans up to 50 times the section 
height h. A distance L of 2.5 times the section height was used in order to make sure the beam 
theory was valid. A similar value was used for the distance between the applied loads. 
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The validated numerical model, used to simulate 3-point bending tests, had to be changed on 
the following points: 

i.  the addition of a central section of 2h, 
ii.  the introduction of the load directly in the web by surface traction, instead of a distribut-

ed load on the upper flange, 
iii. the addition of a constant bending moment to invoke different shear utilization ratios, 

hereby the length L (> 2.5 h according to beam theory) does not add any restrictions to 
achieve a certain shear utilization ratio  

iv.  the use of constraints to model the required stiffeners, 
v. the implementation of a general definition of the used imperfection. 

The numerical model of Chapter 6 was adjusted to incorporate the previously described points, 
with that a model was generated that was similar to the model by Overdorp [61]. To match all 
characteristics of the validated numerical model, the geometric input was redefined, the mesh 
resulting from the validation was incorporated. Figure 87 illustrates the bending moment and 
shear forces for a 4-point bending set-up. The right pictures of Figure 87 display the transition 
from a bending dominated case (top moment distribution with a constant moment applied in 
positive direction) towards a shear dominated case (bottom moment distribution where Mad is 
negative and thus working in opposite direction of the arrows). Just as for the 3-point bending 
test set-up, the section below the point load is loaded most severely due to the interaction of 
bending moment and the change of shear force. 
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 Figure 87. Bending moment and shear forces for a 4-point bending set-up (right top to bottom: transition of 
moment distribution from a bending dominated case towards a shear dominated case

The simply supported beam has a pinned support BC1, i.e. restrained in x-, y- and z-direction 
(ux=uy=uz=0), and a roller support BC2, which is restrained in x-, and y-direction (ux=uy=0), see 
Figure 88. Lateral torsional buckling was prevented by restraining the center top and bottom 
nodes over the full beam length in x-direction (ux=0), indicated by BC-LT.
Different from the validation study, rigid body constraints were used to model the stiffeners at 
the supports and locations of load introduction. The nodes on the inside of the beam over a 
length of h/10, i.e. nodes that would be welded to the stiffener, were tied by means of a rigid 
body constraint to the reference points located at the central bottom node, respectively BC1, 
RP4, RP5 and BC2. At the supports this constraint in combination with the boundary conditions 
resulted in hinge. The nodes of each beam end (section S1 and S4 respectively) were constrained 
by a rigid body connected to the centrally located reference points just outside the beam, re-
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ferred to as RP1 and RP2 respectively. 
The additional bending moment Mad was applied to these reference points. The bending mo-
ment was extracted from the results for sections S2 and S3, these values were confirmed by 
the bending moment derived from both loading (RP4 and RP5), and reaction forces (in BC1 and 
BC2). The vertical loading was applied as shear traction to an area which extends over the entire 
height including the web and roots, i.e. the free width of the flanges was excluded, located at 
RP4 and RP5. Lastly reference point RP3 was added to extract the displacement in y-direction of 
the 4-point bending test. Figure 88 illustrates the described locations of boundary conditions, 
rigid body constraints, reference points and loading.

Figure 88. Geometry and set-up numerical model parameter study [61]

A nominal cr0ss-section was used for the parameter study, unlike the validated model which 
included geometric imperfections in the section shape based on measurements. In case of a 
parameter study, EN 1993-1-5 [38] prescribes the use of both geometrical – variance in dimen-
sions or lack of straightness of a member – and structural (material) imperfections (GMNIA). 
These may be obtained either by a refined buckling analysis or from experiments. The imperfec-
tion should be chosen such that the lowest resistance was obtained. The influence of structural 
imperfections, residual stresses as described by the European Convention for Constructional 
Steelwork (ECCS) [62], was limited for both bending dominated and shear dominated cases [61] 
and thereby not included. 
A geometrical imperfection is defined by it shape and amplitude. This shape may be based on 
either one (or multiple) Eigen modes, or on an equivalent shape as described by Annex C of EN 
1993-1-5 [38]. Both methods provide in node coordinates of the deflected shape, that are subse-
quently superimposed on the node coordinates of the GMNIA.
Even though the buckling shape resulting from LBA was confirmed by the failure shape (both 
experimental and numerical) for the 3-point bending case, a mismatch was observed for the 
4-point bending case. In intermediate cases – neither bending nor shear dominated – for the 
4-point bending case the LBA indicated large deformations between support and load, while the 
GMNIA predicted failure at mid-span between the loads. Therefore, the imperfections were not 
located correctly, this led to overestimations of the ultimate resistance. 
Stepwise observation of the 4-point bending case GMNIA showed that deformations correspond-
ed to the LBA for stresses within the elastic range. However, the deformations of the GMNIA 
diverged from those of the LBA from yield of the compression flange, which subsequently failed 
prior to buckling of the web. The assumption that a member fails in either plasticity or elastic 
buckling seems to be incomplete; elasto-plastic buckling may occur and appears to be sensi-
tive to the applied imperfections. Obviously, a LBA does not incorporate non-linear material 
behavior, and therefore it might provide imperfections in other parts than if non-linear material 
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behavior was considered. 
Deflection shapes corresponding with the GMNIA failure might be obtained from higher Eigen 
modes and a combination of multiple Eigen modes can be applied. The corresponding shape 
was not always the first or nth Eigen mode resulting from the LBA, thus selecting only one shape 
was unpractical. The more practical approach of using a combination of Eigen modes had one 
major drawback: in case of overlapping Eigen modes the imperfection deflections are added 
up for each node. This means that in the case of one Eigen mode shows deflections in positive 
x-direction and the other Eigen mode in negative x-direction, the average is no deflections in 
x-direction. Another possibility was that a non-smooth deflecting shape was found. Neverthe-
less, a smooth deflection shape (consistent amplitude) for the imperfection in each model is 
nearly impossible and therefore LBA is unsuitable to generate the imperfection used in the M-V 
interaction GMNIA. 
Since the LBA did not meet the criteria, imperfections according to the equivalent shape [38] 
were used. In other words a vertical deflection of 1/50 of the free flange width c (0.5h - r - 0.5tf 
) for the compression flanges and an outward bulging of the web of 1/200 hw was applied to the 
section by means of a static general step.  
The beams were subjected to two types of imperfection, one shaped corresponding to shear 
buckling (left), the other to local buckling (right), see Figure 89. Since the stress distribution in 
a 4-point bending test is symmetrical in the longitudinal direction, the beam can always fail in 
the lowest failure mode: shear or local buckling. The amplitude of the imperfection in the central 
section was set to 95% of that of the outer imperfections, whereas the outer sections are loaded 
by M-V interaction and the central section only by a bending moment. 
The buckling shapes for shear- and local buckling were recreated from observed failure modes 
from multiple GMNIA analyses. In case of local buckling a double sine (in the flange and web) 
was used as buckling shape as it resulted in the lower bending moment resistance in GMNIA 
compared to a single sine, see Figure 89. The locations of displacements were based on buckling 
of members under compression.

Figure 89. Imperfections in Abaqus according to equivalent buckling shapes of EN1993-1-5 [61]

In contrast to the LBA, an imperfection for every model was generated which enabled the beam 
to fail in local or in shear buckling, thereby the mismatch between the applied imperfection and 
failure mode in GMNIA was avoided just as the incorrect increase in bending moment resistance 
due to dislocation of the imperfections. Therefore, the LBA was discarded and the static general 
step was used to obtain imperfections followed by the GMNIA making use of the Riks method. All 
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used python scripts are presented in Appendix H. 
A similar mesh of C3D8i elements as in the 3 point-bending case was adopted for this numerical 
model, meaning four elements over the thickness of the flange and web. Likewise the width of 
the elements changed proportionally, the ratio b:t of 3:1 was used for the flange and h:t of 5:1 
was used for the web. The roots were modeled by six elements over the length. In longitudinal 
direction only one element size of 2.5 tw (10 times the smallest dimension) was used. 
Nominal material properties for steel grades S235, S355 and S460 were used, including a Young’s 
modulus E of 210000 N/mm2 and a Poisson ratio ν of 0.3. The yield strength and tensile strength 
varied by the thickness of the sections as described in Table 26. The bilinear stress-strain rela-
tion was defined by the yield strength and Young’s modulus. In case of strain hardening the EN 
1993-1-5 strain hardening model [38] was used, which includes a strain hardening branch up to 
the ultimate strength.

Table 26. Nominal material properties used for the parametric study

steel grade
t fy fu

[mm] [N/mm2] [N/mm2]

S235
t ≤ 16 235 360

16 < t ≤ 40 225 345

S355
t ≤ 16 355 510

16 < t ≤ 40 345 496

S460
t ≤ 16 460 540

16 < t ≤ 40 440 517

7.3 Database numerical results
The new numerical model of a 4-point bending test, as described in the previous sections, was 
used to generate numerical results, i.e. ultimate resistances were reached which were convert-
ed into a combination of a bending moment and shear force. Failure was defined as the top in 
the force-displacement graph. Both bending and shear dominated cases were considered, with 
emphasis on the latter. The first batch of simulations made use of the bilinear (BL) stress-strain 
relation in steel grade S235. Figure 90 gives typical examples of force-displacement curves for 
GMNIA on bending dominated (black continuous line, shear utilization ratio n = 0.2) and shear 
dominated (black dashed line, n=0.8) HEA280 beams in steel grade S235. The GMNIA including 
strain hardening (SH) are discussed in section 7.3.1.
The bending dominated simulation case resulted in a significantly lower ultimate resistance 
than the shear dominated case, 83.77 kN versus 292.27 kN. A distinctive elastic branch and fairly 
horizontal plastic branch characterized both curves. Hence, the yielding of elements was evalu-
ated for both branches, see the situations marked by a star and triangle in Figure 91 for n=0.2.
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Figure 90. Force-displacement graphs of the bending dominated case n=0.2, and shear dominated case 
n=0.8 - both HEA280 sections in S235 - as included in the GMNIA database

plastic branch BL=SH

elastic branch BL=SH

Figure 91. Actively yielding elements for n=0.2 - HEA280 section in S235 -  in the elastic and plastic branch

As Figure 91 illustrates, yielding of the flange (dark gray) already commenced within the elastic 
branch and was mostly concentrated in the central section between the loads. The contribution 
of the webs only manifested in the plastic branch as illustrated by the expansion of the yielded 
elements. Figure 92 illustrates, by the stresses and plastic strains, that this contribution turned 
out to be limited. Just next to the load introduction (towards the supports) no plastic strains were 
observed. The flanges were loaded most severely by longitudinal stresses S33, whereas the web 
experienced mainly shear stresses S23. The latter were substantially smaller as indicated by 
lower Von Mises stresses. The transition from the elastic branch towards the top of GMNIA was 
foremost indicated by an increase in longitudinal stresses S33, and thereby Von Mises stresses, 
within the outer ends of the web area.
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plastic branch BL=SH

elastic branch BL=SH

Figure 92. Stresses and strains right next to the load introduction (from left to right: Von Mises stresses, 
plastic strains, longitudinal stresses, and shear stresses) for the bending dominated case n=0.2 - HEA280 

section in S235 - (top: elastic branch, bottom: plastic branch at top GMNIA)

Bilinear Strain hardening

elastic   branch
plastic   branch

Figure 93. Actively yielding elements for n=0.8 - HEA280 section in S235 -  in the elastic and plastic branch

The shear dominated case was exposed to higher loads. The web was already mobilized in the 
elastic branch in order to resist the shear stresses, as illustrated in Figure 93. In the plastic 
branch, the web area between load introduction and support was completely mobilized, even 
up to the roots when the ultimate resistance was reached. This was confirmed by the plastic 
strains in the web area as visualized in Figure 94 (second column, top bilinear curve). Also the 
outer edges of the flanges experienced plastic strains. The longitudinal stresses (S33) followed 
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the basic behavior that the upper flange is under compression, while the lower flange is loaded 
in tension. However, at the top of the bilinear curve, small areas of tension were observed in the 
upper roots and of compression in the lower roots. This phenomena faded in the neighboring 
sections, indicating that this was related to local effects caused by the load introduction in the 
rigid body. The shear force was taken fully by the web area, including a part of the roots.

top  BL plastic branch  SH top SHelastic branch  BL=SH

Figure 94. Stresses and strains right next to the load introduction (top to bottom: Von Mises stresses, plas-
tic strains, longitudinal stresses, and shear stresses) for shear dominated case n=0.8 - HEA280 section in 
S235 - (from left to right: elastic branch, top bilinear GMNA, halfway plastic branch, at experimental top)

As mentioned before each GMNIA resulted in a data point (M and V), Figure 95 illustrates the 
bending moment resistance (normalized to the nominal plastic moment resistance Mpl ) at vari-
ous shear utilization ratios n = V/Vpl,EN for S235.
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Figure 95. Numerical results for S235 making use of a bilinear stress-strain relation (from top to bottom, left 
to right: IPE, HEA, HEB, and HEM sections)

7.3.1 Influence of strain hardening

The validation already indicated that including strain hardening could result in an increased 
combined bending moment - shear resistance. However, it also showed that this was not the 
case for all sections, see simulations of the IPE360 section, where failure occurred before 
strain hardening was reached. A typical bending dominated (grey dotted line, n=0.2) and shear 
 dominated (grey dashed dotted line, n=0.8) case for HEA280 beams in steel grade S235 was 
used to illustrate the possible impact of strain hardening, see Figure 90. No significant addition-
al resistance was obtained for the bending dominated case Fu=83.77 kN. The shear dominated 
case did largely benefit from strain hardening with Fu=292.27 kN, which corresponds with Mpl. 
Main advantage of using a strain hardening stress-strain relation is the increased possibility 
for redistribution of stresses, leading to the mobilization of the flanges and web in the central 
section of the beams at the ultimate resistance, see Figure 93. The stresses in the third column 
(plastic branch SH) of Figure 94 are in line with those of the second column (top BL at similar F 
). Genuine differences were observed for the fourth column of Figure 94 (top of the SH curve). 
The shear area was more pronounced within the roots and shear stresses even extended into 
the lower flange. Practically the entire cross-section experienced plastic strains, with the highest 
values in the web.
The influence of strain hardening (as described by EN 1993-1-5 [38], gray lines) was investigated 
for all sections and compared with the bilinear results (black lines), as illustrated in Figure 96. 
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Figure 96. Comparison of numerical results making use of a bilinear stress-strain relation or EN1993-1-5 
strain hardening model (from top to bottom IPE, HEA, HEB, and HEM sections organized by size)
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Figure 97. Comparison of numerical results making use of a bilinear stress-strain relation for S235 and 
S460 (from top to bottom IPE, HEA, HEB, and HEM sections organized by size) 
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7.3.2 Influence of steel grade

In the building practice the tendency to use steel grade S235 has shifted towards S355 and high-
er. Therefore the database also contains GMNIA results in steel grade S355 and S460. Since 
only a bilinear stress-strain relation was used, scaling of results by the yield strength is allowed 
for cases that are not prone to buckling phenomena. Several exemplary GMNIA were executed 
in steel grade S460 to show this, as illustrated in Figure 97. No significant differences were ob-
served, this was expected because the influence of instability was limited. The largest difference 
was observed for the HEA1000 section. However this section is prone to shear buckling (EN 1993-
1-5 [38] must be used), and is not scaled for S355 and S460. In absolute terms the steel grade af-
fects the bending moment resistance as well as the shear resistance, a higher steel grade results 
in larger resistances. However, when the utilization ratios (both in bending moment and shear 
force) are regarded the combined bending moment shear force interaction is not affected by the 
steel grade. Thus the entire database in S235 can be scaled for S355 and S460. This resulted in 
a database of 1455 results, of which 541 in steel grade S235, 485 in steel grade S355 and 429 in 
steel grade S460.

7.4 Database numerical results in relation with current standards
For the database numerical results with a bilinear stress-strain relation, see Figure 95, a distinct 
decrease in the moment resistance was observed at shear forces larger than 60% of the plastic 
shear resistance as defined by EN 1993-1-1 Vpl,EN , while EN 1993-1-1 initiates the reduction from 
50%. In most cases the decrease was abrupt, only for the largest sections in each section type, 
i.e. IPE600, HEA1000, HEB1000 and HEM1000, a more gradual decline was observed. Consider-
ing all investigated sections, a maximum ratio between the numerically obtained plastic shear 
resistance Vpl and Vpl,EN of 0.86 was obtained. Table 27 provides an overview of the maximum 
utilization ratio obtained with respect to two different definitions of the shear area. Since the 
Eurocode (Equation (17)) overestimated the shear resistance by 14% or more in some cases, the 
more conservative DIN 18800-1-1 definition (Equation (19)) was added. This resulted in a more 
accurate approximation, but still a large deviation between the design model and the numerical 
predictions was present resulting in utilization ratios nDIN ranging from 0.99 to 1.22. Solely by a 
new definition of the shear area, a more coherent result could be obtained for this database of 
GMNIA results with a bilinear stress-strain relation.

Table 27. Maximum shear ulitization ratio based on GMNIA with a bilinear stress-strain relation for S235

section IPE HEA HEB HEM

V nV,EN nV,DIN V nV,EN nV,DIN V nV,EN nV,DIN V nV,EN nV,DIN

[kN] [-] [-] [kN] [-] [-] [kN] [-] [-] [kN] [-] [-]

100 53 0.78 1.02 66 0.65 1.11 84 0.68 1.14 199 0.81 1.22

300 329 0.79 1.02 297 0.69 1.06 457 0.71 1.09 1016 0.83 1.19

600 944 0.83 1.00 1021 0.81 1.02 1248 0.83 1.04 1742 0.86 1.05

1000 - - - 2108 0.84 0.98 2469 0.86 0.99 2755 0.86 1.00

In case of GMNIA with the EN 1993-1-5 strain hardening model, see Figure 96, the shear re-
sistance as described by EN 1993-1-1 was reached by just two sections, namely HEM300 and 
HEM600. However, the results for HEA100, HEB100, HEM100 and HEB300 approached this re-
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sistance, see Table 28. The positive influence was most significant for the small sections, with 
section number ‘100’, however, practically no additional gain was observed for the IPE330, and 
the large sections with section number ‘600’ or ‘1000’, with HEM600 as only exception. Strain 
hardening (as described by EN 1993-1-5) did not result in augmented combined bending moment 
and shear resistances for all sections in the parameter study. A distinct relation indicating the 
required cross-section parameters to profit from the positive effect of strain hardening was not 
found yet. The design rule should be based on results making use of a bilinear stress-strain 
relation, which is in agreement with other design rules concerning cross-sectional resistance. 

Table 28. Maximum shear ulitization ratio based on GMNIA with strain hardening for S235

section IPE HEA HEB HEM

V nV,EN nV,DIN V nV,EN nV,DIN V nV,EN nV,DIN V nV,EN nV,DIN

[kN] [-] [-] [kN] [-] [-] [kN] [-] [-] [kN] [-] [-]

100 56 0.81 1.06 95 0.92 1.58 113 0.92 1.54 227 0.93 1.39

300 331 0.79 1.02 381 0.89 1.37 629 0.98 1.50 1338 1.09 1.56

600 943 0.83 1.00 1018 0.81 1.02 1371 0.91 1.14 2268 1.12 1.37

1000 - - - 2108 0.84 0.98 2466 0.86 0.99 2747 0.86 1.00

The design rule of EN 1993-1-1 for combined bending and shear largely overestimates the resis-
tance in the higher shear regions. The reduction of the bending moment due to the presence 
of a shear force initiates only after 60% of Vpl, EN , whereas the Eurocode describes a reduction 
from nEN = 0.5. Furthermore the reduction of the bending moment resistance according to the 
 Eurocode is far more gradual than the abrupt decrease resulting from GMNIA. The difference in 
design rule and GMNIA results is illustrated in Figures 98 and 99 for all I-shaped sections using 
a bilinear stress-strain relation in S235 and in Figures 100 en 101 for including strain hardening.
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Figure 98. Comparison of the design rule of EN 1993-1-1, Equation (27), with GMNIA using a bilinear stress-
strain relation for IPE and HEA sections
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Figure 99. Comparison of the design rule of EN 1993-1-1, Equation (27), with GMNIA using a bilinear stress-
strain relation for HEB and HEM sections
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Figure 100. Comparison of the design rule of EN 1993-1-1, Equation (27), with GMNIA using the EN 1993-1-5 
strain hardening model for IPE and HEA sections
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Figure 101. Comparison of the design rule of EN 1993-1-1, Equation (27), with GMNIA using the EN 1993-1-5 
strain hardening model for HEB and HEM sections
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7.5 Discussion and conclusions
15 Sections (small, intermediate and large) were considered in steel grades S235, S355 and S460 
in order to assess the entire scope of the bending-shear interaction design rules. The subsets 
considered are small sections, for which IPE100, HEA100, HEB100 and HEM100 are considered, 
intermediate size sections consisting of IPE330, HEA280, HEB300 and HEM300, and large sec-
tions consisting of IPE600, HEA600, HEB600, HEM600, HEA1000, HEB1000 and HEM1000.
In contrast to the validation study, a 4-point bending configuration was used for generation of 
results for the database. The numerical model of Chapter 6 was adjusted to incorporate the 
previously described points, with that a model was generated that was similar to the model by 
Overdorp [61].  
The central section in a 4-point bending test limits the bending resistance of the entire beam to 
the plastic bending resistance Mpl. Moreover this central section facilitated the extraction of the 
maximum moment resistance without interference of the load introduction, if the midsection is 
minimally 2h in length (Saint-Venant’s Principle).
Even though the validation was not decisive in the use of an imperfection, in case of a parameter 
study EN 1993-1-5 prescribes the use of both geometrical and structural imperfections (GMNIA). 
Geometrical imperfections were based on the equivalent shape, both shear buckling as well 
as local buckling imperfections were included, see Figure 89. Thereby, the imperfection always 
responded to the lowest failure mode: shear or local buckling. 
The GMNIA resulted in shear force - bending moment data points. A distinct decrease in the 
moment resistance was observed at shear forces larger than 60% of the plastic shear resis-
tance Vpl,EN . In most cases the decrease was abrupt, only for the largest sections in each  section 
type, i.e. IPE600, HEA1000, HEB1000 and HEM1000, a more gradual decline was observed. 
The plastic shear resistance as defined by EN 1993-1-1 (Vpl,EN ) was not reached by any of the 
sections, only values up to 86% could be obtained. The shear stresses in the HEA280 section 
n=0.8 confirmed this, i.e. the shear stresses did not extend into the flanges as is assumed by 
the Eurocode.  Although it might also be caused by the presence of the bending resistance. The 
more conservative DIN 18800-1-1 definition resulted in a more accurate approximation, but still 
a large deviation between the design model and the numerical predictions was present resulting 
in utilization ratios nDIN ranging from 0.99 to 1.22. Solely by a new definition  of the shear area, a 
more coherent result may be obtained for this database of GMNIA results using a bilinear stress-
strain relation.
As the validation already indicated, including strain hardening could result in an increased bend-
ing moment and shear resistance. However, it also showed that this was not the case for all sec-
tions, see simulations of the IPE360 section, where failure occurred before strain hardening was 
reached. Strain hardening (as described by EN 1993-1-5) did not result in augmented combined 
bending moment and shear resistances for all sections in the parameter study. Consequently, 
the shear resistance as described by EN 1993-1-1 was reached by just two sections (HEM300 and 
HEM600), the results for HEA100, HEB100, HEM100 and HEB300 approached this resistance. 
Since not all sections benefit from strain hardening, the design rule should be based on results 
making use of a bilinear stress-strain relation, which is in agreement with other design rules 
concerning cross-sectional resistance. Whereas only a bilinear stress-strain relation was used, 
scaling of results by the yield strength is allowed. Several exemplary GMNIA were executed in 
steel grade S460 to show this. In absolute terms the steel grade affects the bending moment 
resistance as well as the shear resistance, a higher steel grade results in larger resistances. 
However, when the utilization ratios (both in bending moment and shear force) are regarded the 
combined bending moment shear force interaction is not affected by the steel grade. Thus the 
entire database in S235 can be scaled for S355 and S460. 
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Based on the GMNIA results, the currently used M-V interaction in EN 1993-1-1 [1] is: (i) too 
optimistic in the shear resistance, (ii) initiating the reduction of the bending moment due to 
the presence of a shear force too early (at 50% of Vpl, EN ), (iii) using a too gradual reduction of 
the bending moment resistance with increasing shear force. A database of 1455 results for the 
combined bending - shear resistance has been created which can be used in the development 
and assessment of design models that gives a better prediction of the actual resistance than the 
current design models in [1].
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8
Model for design rule

The previous section concluded that the bending shear resistance described in clause 6.2.8 of 
EN 1993-1-1 is not accurate; it overestimated the shear area and displayed a too gradual reduc-
tion of the bending moment resistance. First a more accurate definition of the shear area is pre-
sented, which is followed by the description of two models for simple design models describing 
the interaction between shear and bending moment. The first model is defined by the maximum 
resistance of a cross-section while loaded by normal and shear stresses in the 2 dimensional 
plane (2D) according to the Von Mises yield criterion, whereas the other model is based on the 
outcomes of the GMNIA database.

8.1 New definition shear area
In the bending moment - shear force interaction calculated with GMNIA using a bilinear stress-
strain relation, the shear resistance as defined by the Eurocode was not reached and it should 
be redefined. The new shear area is based on the maximum shear resistance as reached by GM-
NIA.  The numerical output confirmed that the shear force was concentrated in the web area and 
extended slightly into the roots. Consequently, this formed the basis for the iterative process 
to define the shear area. For each section the shear area was traced back from the maximum 
reached shear force with GMNIA. It was known that at least the web area was part of the new 
shear area, therefore that part was already subtracted. For the remaining area a definition based 
on cross-sectional parameters was required. Different shapes were tested, e.g. extended rect-
angle, filling up of the web and roots, triangles on either side of the extended web area and pa-
rabolas on either side of the extended web area. The left part of Figure 102 shows these shapes.
The dimensions (related to the parameters tf , tw or r ) of these additional shapes were varied to 
find the optimal area that corresponded best with the shear area resulting from GMNIA for all 
sections. The following procedure was used: (i) a shear area was defined by the chosen shape, 
the dimensions were based on two parameters, e.g. a ∙ tf and b ∙ tw , (ii) the ratio AV,new /AV,GMNIA 
was determined for each section, (iii)  these individual ratios were multiplied with each other 
and resulted in the overall ratio. The quantities a and b were varied to come to an overall ratio 
which was closest to 1.0. The assessment criteria of maximum 5% difference was used, meaning 
that the AV,new /AV,GMNIA ratio was not allowed to be smaller than 0.95 or larger than 1.05. 
Shape wise the parabolas performed best in defining the additional shear area. The parameters 
used to define this shape were varied. Including the root radius r in the definition resulted in an 
inconsistent size of the shear area which deviated more than 5% from the shear area resulting 
from GMNIA for multiple sections. Thus the shape of the parabola and upper part on top of the 
parabola were defined by the thickness of the flange and web. 
The best performing model consisted of parabolas with width of 0.96tw and height of 0.5tf , 
 together with the wider area in the flanges with width x height of 2.92tw x 0.25tf . This shear area 
is presented in Figure 102 and Equation (30) and later referred to as AV, Dekker .  
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0.25 tf

0.96 tw

0.5 tf

h - 1.5 tf

Figure 102. Shapes used in a study to define the new shear area (left), shear area (AV, Dekker ) for I-shaped 
cross-sections as defined by the author
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The final selected model is compared with the numerical simulations in Table 29. Here the max-
imum shear force as observed in the parameter study VGMNIA is compared with the plastic shear 
resistance resulting from the redefined shear area Vpl, Dekker (= AV, Dekker ∙ fy / 3 ), also referred to 
as nDekker. The shear areas remain within the contours of I-shaped sections as shown in Figure 
103 for the sections used in the parameter study. 

Table 29. Accuracy of the redefined shear area ( nDekker =VGMNIA / Vpl, Dekker )

VGMNIA Vpl, Dekker nDekker VGMNIA Vpl, Dekker nDekker

[kN] [-] [kN] [-]

section IPE HEA

100 53.5 56.0 0.96 66.5 65.7 1.01

300 329.4 337.0 0.98 296.8 294.5 1.01

600 944.3 980.1 0.96 1021.2 1045.2 0.98

1000 - - - 2108.2 2223.4 0.95

section HEB HEM

100 83.6 82.2 1.02 199.2 198.7 1.00

300 456.7 450.7 1.01 1016.4 980.2 1.04

600 1248.1 1268.3 0.98 1742.1 1778.3 0.98

1000 2469.4 2587.4 0.95 2755.2 2883.7 0.96
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Figure 103. Redefined shear area in cross-sections used for the parameter study, scaled to similar height 

The accuracy of the redefined shear area is also categorized by the slenderness of the flange and 
web, as illustrated in Figure 104. The more stocky sections have a slightly higher plastic shear 
force – AV underestimated – than the more slender sections, see division by the dashed dotted 
line. Remember that the parameter study consists of sections common used in building practice 
that cover the entire slenderness range. The combination of accuracy and section slenderness 
makes it most likely that not regarded rolled sections remain within the 5% accuracy range as 
well. The sections most slender in the web (IPE600, HEA1000, HEB1000 and HEM1000 sections), 
showed the largest deviation of the shear area. Moreover these sections were prone to shear 
buckling in S460, meaning that these results were disregarded for S460. Sections HEA1000 and 
HEB1000 were also disregarded in steel grade S355 because of the same reason.
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Figure 104. Accuracy of the new shear area for sections at their associated web and flange slenderness 
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The new shear area resulted in a new proportional bending moment (M/Mpl ) - shear force di-
agram (V/Vpl, Dekker ) diagram, see Figure 105. For all cross-sections the maximum nDekker, was 
within the range 0.95 to 1.04 as illustrated by the zoomed -in graph. A decrease in the bending 
resistance initiates from 80% Vpl, Dekker for sections with the most slender webs. A stockier web 
results in a stronger decrease of the bending moment resistance which commences at a higher 
shear utilization ratio. In those cases the gradual decline of the bending resistance as observed 
for slender webs was replaced by a sharp transition, i.e. the plastic bending resistance Mpl is 
kept up to Vpl, Dekker , from whereon the shear resistance remained constant and the bending mo-
ment resistance decreased continuously. 
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Figure 105. Proportional bending moment - shear force diagram GMNIA results (redefined shear area)

8.2 Model using plane stress distributions in a 2D section
With the introduction of a new shear area, the validity of the Eurocode design rules diminished, 
and al model using stress distributions within a 2D section was developed. Shear flow was not 
taken into account, since the shear area resulting from numerical simulations was already larger 
than the maximum shear following from shear flow, namely h ∙ tw . The relationship between nor-
mal and shear stresses, see Equation (32), is a criterion for a 2D analysis derived from the Von 
Mises yield criterion. This was based on the assumption that the normal stresses perpendicular 
to the web (σx ) and flange (σy ) are zero, just as the shear in x-y (τxy ) and z-x (τzx ) direction. These 
shear stresses were only assigned to the redefined shear area.   

2 23yf σ τ= + (32)

The computer software Matlab was used to compute the most favorable stress distribution, i.e. 
the largest bending moment resistance, at a certain total shear load. As the model only assigns 
shear stresses to the shear area, the M-V interaction is defined for this part of section, whereas 
the remainder of the cross-section was loaded fully by normal stresses, and thus coping with a 
large share of the total bending moment. In order to extract the most favorable stress distribu-
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tion of the shear area, this area was vertically divided in i small strips with height Δ, an example 
of a strip is represented by the white area in Figure 106. The area of the strip Ai is calculated by 
multiplying the height with the thickness of the strip ti . The distance from the center of the strip 
towards the neutral axis is also known, namely  the amount of strips minus the semi strip height 
(i - 0.5)∙Δ. 
For each strip i an Mi-Vi interaction diagram was made consisting of 137 data points, (Vij , Mij ) 
where j ranges from 0 to 136. The starting point for each data point is the amount of shear stress 
in the strip, starting with 0 N/mm2 increasing with step size 1 up to fy / 3  = 135.7 N/mm2 for 
S235. This shear stress in combination with the area of the strip Ai defines the shear resistance 
of strip i (Vij). The accompanying Mij results from the normal stress σij (determined with Equation 
(32)) with the area Ai and its distance to the neutral axis. Thus each Mi-Vi interaction diagram 
takes the position from the neutral axis into account, see also Figure 106. 
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Figure 106. Bending moment - shear force curves for strips within the shear area - HEA280 in S235

A (Vij , Mij ) combination for each strip i is picked, i.e. one data point on each line in the right 
graph of Figure 106. These picked Vij values are added up to constitute one overall V, the same 
procedure was followed for the bending resistance Mij. This procedure results in a large number 
of (V, MAv ) data points. Note that the bending moment of the remaining flange area is not taken 
into account yet, therefore the overall bending moment resistance is referred to by MAv . One 
condition was imposed on the picking procedure, namely that the shear stress in the preceding 
strip (closer to the neutral axis) was higher or equal to the value that in the current strip. 
Only the (V, MAv ) data points with highest resistance at a certain amount of shear were of inter-
est. In order to select these, first the total shear force was divided in small regions for which the 
data point with the highest bending moment resistance was assigned. This selection procedure 
resulted in a more consistent MAv-V interaction curve, though due to random picking still some 
regions contained less simulations than others. Thus the highest resistance for those regions 
was not truly the maximum possible value, which resulted in fluctuations of the curve. Thus a 
second procedure was added which removed the current (V, MAv ) data point in the case that 
the successive data point (which is at a higher shear force) had a higher bending moment resis-
tance, see script in Appendix I.
As a side result, the optimal stress distributions at a certain amount of shear could be extract-
ed. For the HEA280 section in S235 shear and normal stress distributions for several utilization 
ratios ranging from 0.0 to 1.o are shown in Figure 107. The script was fairly accurate in describ-
ing the shear stresses. The fact that a maximum shear stresses following from the script was 
close to the maximum possible shear stress according to Equation (32) (for S235, 135 N/mm2 
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versus 135.7 N/mm2, respectively) lead to a maximum shear resistance following from the script 
of 99.5% Vpl,Dekker. However, the normal stresses were less accurate than the shear stresses, 
since the gap in the shear stresses of 0.7 N/mm2 lowered the maximum normal stresses for the 
section. The cross-sectional bending moment resistance at high amounts of shear deviated 1.5% 
from the plastic moment resistance making use of AV,Dekker also referred to as Mpl,Av , thus the 
impact was limited and the differences were neglected. 
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Figure 107. Stress distributions in the shear area at various stages (0.0 ≤ n ≤ 1.0) within the M-V curve

The above described procedure was followed for all sections in the parameter study, resulting 
in MAv-V interaction curves for the redefined shear area. The proportional presentation of the 
MAv-V interaction, by χ-n in which χ = 1 represents Mpl,Av without shear V and χ = 0 represents 
Vpl,Dekker without MAv , of all sections was similar, see Figure 108. Based on the least square meth-
od, Equation (33) describing this relation was extracted.
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Figure 108. χ - n curves of all cross-sections and the new design rule – Equation (33)
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( )
1

2.434 2.0971 Dekkernχ = − (33)

Where:
χ is the utilization ratio of the moment resistance for the shear area / plastic moment  
 resistance making use of AV,Dekker (MAv /Mpl,Av )

Which was subsequently used in the general bending moment - shear force interaction formula 
in Equation (34). 

( )1
VV pl AM M Mχ= − − (34)

Where:
MAv is the bending moment of the shear area, calculated as follows:

( )2 20.2 3.99
4V

w
A y f f

tM f h h t t= + ⋅ − (35)

The bending moment-shear force interaction curves resulting from this model using plane stress 
distributions in a 2D section were compared by the numerical results in the GMNIA database in 
Figure 109 for IPE and HEA sections and in Figure 110 for HEB and HEM sections. The reduction 
of the bending resistance is very conservative in comparison with the numerical results in the 
GMNIA database.
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Figure 109. Model for design rule (Mdr) using plane stress distribution in a 2D section compared with nu-
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Figure 110. Model for design rule (Mdr) using plane stress distribution in a 2D section compared with nu-
merical results in the GMNIA database for HEB and HEM sections in M/Mpl - V/Vpl, Dekker diagram

8.3 Design model using numerical results in GMNIA database
The data resulting from GMNIA deviated largely from the model using 2D stress distributions. 
Therefore a second design model based on the GMNIA results was proposed. In general the 
numerical data showed a transition from the constant plastic bending moment resistance Mpl 
towards a sharp decline in the moment resistance around the maximum shear force Vpl, Dekker . For 
the cross-sections with a slender web this decline was gradual and thereby showed the lowest 
bending resistances at high shear utilization ratios. In other words, the new design model had to 
approximate this reduction in the bending moment resistance. A slightly conservative slope, as 
illustrated in Figure 111, was chosen which continued up to the new plastic shear resistance. The 
data points that did not reach the plastic shear resistance Vpl, Dekker were located below the de-
sign model (unconservative predictions of the design model). It is unlikely that these situations 
where the full shear resistance is fully used, occur in the building practice, thus these unconser-
vative predictions are not significant.  

In the presence of shear forces below 80% of Vpl, Dekker no reduction of the plastic bending mo-
ment resistance was required (horizontal Part In the diagram). At higher shear forces a linear 
reduction of the bending moment resistance was introduced leading to a maximum bending 
capacity of 0.85 Mpl when the plastic shear resistance Vpl, new was reached (descending Part In 
the diagram), as in Equation (36). 
 

( )      for     
3

-  - 0.8 8 1.
4

0. 0pl
pl DekV ker Dekker

M
M n nM <= < (36)

This design model was based on the database filled with results from GMNIA, and a better repre-
sentation of these results than the analytical model based on 2D stress distributions. The slope, 
start- and endpoint of the second branch in the design model based on GMNIA were derived 
from the graphical representation of the data points for cross-sections with a slender web. This 
might be a too conservative approach, since many cross-sections proved to withstand higher 
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bending moments at high amounts of shear. Thus the statistical evaluation, in the next Chapter, 
was also performed on variations on this design model, to illustrate the influence of the second 
branch.
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Figure 111. Model for design rule (Mdr) using GMNIA in M/Mpl - V/Vpl, Dekker diagram

8.4 Summary
The shear area was redefined based on the maximum shear resistance reached in GMNIA, lead-
ing to a consistent shape covering the web area and extending into the roots and flanges. The 
shear area is smaller than the one according to the current definition, and was able to describe 
the numerical shear resistances with maximum 5% difference, meaning that the AV,new /AV,GMNIA 
ratio was in the range of 0.95 to 1.05. Sections with slender webs resulted in the highest over-
estimations of the shear area (unconservative definition). Besides, these were prone to shear 
buckling in higher steel grades and excluded in those cases, see Figure 104.
On the basis of the new shear area, two models for design rules were developed. The first ana-
lytical model found its origin in the normal and shear stress distributions within a 2D section, 
all in accordance with the Von Mises yield criterion without taking shear flow into account. Since 
the normal and shear stresses were directly related, the presence of shear was translated into a 
reduction of the bending resistance. The GMNIA results showed a constant bending moment re-
sistance up to high amounts of shear, hence the analytical model is in contradiction. A statistical 
evaluation needs to be performed to verify whether this is justified.
Whereas the first model was not in accordance with the numerical test data, a design model 
based on the test data only was developed, wherein the HEA1000, HEB1000, HEM1000 and 
IP600 sections were leading. The bending moment resistance was unaffected by the presence 
of shear forces up to 80% of the new plastic shear resistance. For higher shear forces a linear 
reduced bending resistance was prescribed up to 85% of the plastic bending moment resistance 
at full shear. By means of a statistical evaluation the accuracy of this design model needs to be 
verified. A better performance is expected and adaptations can be implemented easily.
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9
Statistical evaluation

The bending shear resistance described in clause 6.2.8 of EN 1993-1-1 [1] is aimed at predicting 
the cross-sectional resistance of steel beams loaded by a combination of a bending moment and 
shear force. During the design phase, nominal values are used to calculate this resistance, yet in 
daily practice imperfections are present, such as deviations of the actual stress-strain diagram, 
the actual cross-sectional geometry, the presence of residual stresses or load eccentricities. 
In order to accurately describe the influence of all variations in physical variables, a very large 
database would be required. However, a less extensive procedure, which incorporates mean 
values and the corresponding standard deviation of the geometric cross-sectional dimensions 
and the yield strength into a statistical evaluation may be used. A parameter study based on 
numerical results was performed to create a database of numerical result. Only deviations in the 
cross-section geometry and yield strength were taken into consideration.
That database of numerical results is used in the assessment of the resistance functions, which 
included alternative design rules based on multiple models besides the Eurocode design rule, 
since the latter proved to be inadequate in predicting the M-V interaction. In order to assess 
these resistance functions a statistical evaluation is performed, which incorporates mean values 
and the corresponding standard deviation of the geometric cross-sectional dimensions and the 
yield strength. Consequently, the numerical results as presented in Part II - Chapter 7 Parame-
ter study are used as input together with the corresponding values according to the theoretical 
model that is under assessment.

9.1 Method and parameters
The design rules were assessed by the statistical assessment procedure [63] as described by the 
SAFEBRICTILE project, which is based on Annex D of EN 1990 [60]. It is an objective and consis-
tent safety assessment procedure for the various failure modes that are relevant for steel struc-
tures. The semi-probabilistic reliability approach as in EN 1990 was adopted for the developed 
safety assessment procedure. Thereby the basic premise of the semi-probabilistic approach of 
the Eurocodes was maintained, meaning that the resistance and action-sided components of the 
total reliability level (expressed by the reliability index β ) are allocated with a fixed coefficient.
The first step in the statistical evaluation according to [46, 49] is to calculate the mean value 
of the correction factor b, as shown in Equation (37). This factor is a global value for a subset, 
it represents the accuracy of the resistance function and therefore should not strongly diverge 
from 1.0.
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Where:
N is the number of numerical tests
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b is the correction factor 
re,i is the experimental (numerical in this case) resistance value for specimen i
rt,i is the theoretical (for instance Eurocode) resistance value for specimen i

The second step is to determine the error term δi (Equation (38)) which represents the scatter 
around the estimator straight line with points corresponding to (rt,i , re,i ).

,

,

e i
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t i

r
b r

δ =
⋅

(38)

The error term can be used to calculate the coefficient of variation of the error term Vδ , given by 
Equations (39) to (41).

( )lni iδ∆ = (39)

( )22

1

1
1

N

i mean
i

s
N∆

=

= ⋅ ∆ − ∆
− ∑ (40)

( )2exp 1V sδ ∆= − (41)

The coefficient of variation Vδ gives a good indication of the quality of the resistance function 
formulation. Values of Vδ above 10% should be seen as an indication that the resistance func-
tion should be improved in order to avoid too much penalization in terms of the necessary partial 
safety factor γM 

* (Equation (46)).
The third step is to determine the coefficient of variation of the basic input variables, Vr,t,i with 
the statistical distributions resulting from the SAFEBRICTILE project [64] in Table 30. The stan-
dard deviation σj of variable Xj may be calculated by multiplication of the mean value with the 
coefficient of variation (c.o.v.) in Table 30. Vrt,i is obtained for each specimen as shown in Equa-
tion (42). The partial derivatives are determined by means of an iterative numerical process [63]. 

Table 30. Distributions of steel properties and geometrical dimensions for hot-rolled sections

S235 S355 S460

parameter fy fy fy b h tw tf

mean/nominal 1.25 1.20 1.15 1 1 1 0.975

c.o.v. [%] 5.5 5.0 4.5 0.9 0.9 2.5 2.5
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Xr X
σ

=

= ⋅ ⋅∑ (42)

Where:
rt,i(xm) is the theoretical resistance with mean values for specimen i
σj is the standard deviation of variable Xj (X = h, b, tf , tw , fy )
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These two coefficients of variations take into account the variability of the variables (Vrt ) and the 
error related to the design model (Vδ ). The fourth step entails determination of the discounted 
design value of the resistance rd,i, as shown in Equation (44). The reduction factor Q is shown in 
Equation (43).

( )2 2
, ,ln 1r t iQ V Vδ= + + (43)

( ) ( )2
, , exp 0.5              with 3.04d i t i m d dr b r X k Q Q k= ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ − ⋅ = (44)

The design fractile factor kd depends on the reliability index β according to Annex C of EN 1990. 
Here a reference period of 50 years and a reliability class of RC2 (medium consequence of loss 
of human life) is assumed, leading to a value of kd = 3.04. This corresponds to a probability of 
failure of roughly 10−4. 
The last step compares the calculated design value of the resistance rd,i with the nominal theo-
retical resistance, which leads to a required partial safety factor for each specific case γM,i

* (see 
Equation (45)). The global partial safety factor γM

* for a subset is determined as a mean value of 
the specific partial safety factors (see Equation (46)). This partial safety factor is applicable for 
designs based on nominal input data, and will be compared to the target value (for design rules 
considering cross-sectional resistance) of γM0 = 1.00.
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γ γ
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Where:
rnom,i is the nominal theoretical resistance for specimen i
γM

* is the required partial factor resulting from the statistical assessment

Obviously, due to the coupling with experimental results and statistical data, an evaluation of 
γM

* leads to values that are not ‘precisely’ equal to γM0 = 1.00. Therefore, the acceptance criteria  
[64] are declared and justified on both the basis of non-exceedance probabilities and past prac-
tice and experience, see Figure 112. 
As the graph in the figure shows, the values of ‘acceptable’ γM

* / γM,target  associated with certain 
failure probability multipliers are strongly dependent on the scatter of the resistance, specifical-
ly on Vr. A small scatter of the resistance function implies that using an ‘incorrect’, and too low, 
value of γM

 = γM,target may lead to much higher than desired probabilities of non-exceedance of 
the strength used in design. High scatter – while usually not desirable – has the effect of making 
a precise choice of γM less relevant in terms of failure or non-exceedance probability.
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as a function of the coefficient of variation Vr and recommended values of the acceptance limit [64]

This statistical assessment procedure [63] is used in assessment of the EN 1993-1-1 design rule 
(27) and the design rules describing the M-V interaction as presented in Chapter 8. As men-
tioned in Chapter 3 and 7, the shear force V and bending moment MF are correlated by the test 
set-up. In case of a 4-point bending test Equation (47) and (48) apply. For the parameter study 
a bending moment Madd was added, see Figure 87. The ratio between the additional bending 
moment and the applied force was different for each test, but remained constant within one 
test, as explained by Equation (49). Since the magnitude of this bending moment – for a single 
test – is directly (and linearly) related to the applied force by the quantity α, both the shear force, 
Equation (47), and the bending moment resistance M may be expressed in the applied force, 
see Equation (50), and an assessment on this force F is fairest. The parameter study resulted 
in numerical results for F, the maximum values provided by simulations, which are used as the 
experimental resistance values re,i .

V F= (47)

FM F L= ⋅ (48)

addM Fα= ⋅ (49)

( )F addM M M F L α= + = + (50)

The force F defines the bending moment M and shear force V, Equations (47) and (50) respec-
tively, but also provides in their relation, see Equation (51). In most cases (each case indicated 
by i ) the numerical output deviates from the tested theoretical model. Based on the relation 
below the theoretical resistance values rt,i can be paired to its numerical resistance re,i regardless 
of the design rule under assessment. 
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9.2 Assessment of Eurocode M-V interaction design rule 
As described before the ratio between bending moment and shear force Mi / Vi is used in pair-
ing the theoretical values rt,i with experimental values re,i . In case of the Eurocode design rule, 
clause 6.2.8 in EN 1993-1-1 [1], two formulations apply. For the first formulation Equation (52) the 
shear force – now equal to rt,i – could be extracted accurately. For the second formulation, the rt,i 
(shear force) could not be extracted as displayed in Equation (53), thus the theoretical values rt,i 
were matched numerically to the re,i values. 
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The numerical values and theoretical values of the HEA280 section are shown in Figure 113. For 
the bending dominated cases the theoretical and numerical values were in agreement. However, 
for the shear dominated cases both values deviated more for higher utilization ratios. Appendix 
J comprises graphs for all sections.
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Figure 113. Numerical results versus theoretical model: EN 1993-1-1 clause 6.2.8 for HEA280 section in S235 
(left: in an M-V diagram, right: in an re-rt diagram)

Because of the shear dominated cases, a low b value of 0.854 was obtained, which indicates 
that the Eurocode design rule does not give an accurate description of the M-V interaction of 
the HEA280 section. A larger variation in numerical results versus theoretical model Vδ  of 0.119 
was in line with this b value. 
The variations caused by the statistical distributions of the basic variables Vrt was much smaller, 
of 0.059. This resulted in a γM

* value of 1.451 for steel grade S235, which is much larger than the 
used value of 1.0 for γM0. Even the acceptance criterion cannot make up for this large value, a 
minimum target value γM,target of 1.32 was required.
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Similar analyses were performed for all sections in steel grades S235, S355 and S460. Combined 
analyses were also performed. Table 31 shows the results of the statistical analysis for the Euro-
code design rule, including the γM

* values for all subsets and the total set. The b and Vδ values 
remain constant for each steel grade, however Vrt and Vr decrease for higher steel grades. If all 
steel grades are considered the Vδ is slightly lowered, whereas both Vrt and Vr showed resem-
blance to the average of the individual values. As an example, values of the HEA280 section in 
different steel grades were included (indicated in gray) in the table below. Appendix J presents 
these values for each subset.

Table 31. Results of the statistical assessment of the Eurocode design rule

section tests b Vδ Vrt Vr γM
*

# S235 [-] [-] S235 [-] S235 S355 S460 all

IPE100 16 1.031 0.0115 0.0583 0.059 0.945 0.971 0.999 0.972

HEA100 44 0.879 0.1079 0.0587 0.123 1.365 1.412 1.465 1.410

HEB100 44 0.909 0.0913 0.0586 0.108 1.260 1.303 1.350 1.302

HEM100 25 0.988 0.0363 0.0583 0.069 1.017 1.047 1.080 1.046

IPE330 36 0.974 0.0515 0.0588 0.078 1.063 1.096 1.133 1.096

HEA280 44 0.854 0.1189 0.0587 0.133 1.451 1.502 1.559 1.500

44 0.854 0.1189 0.0541 0.131 - 1.502 - -

44 0.854 0.1189 0.0497 0.129 - - 1.559 -

132 0.854 0.1179 0.0542 0.130 - - - 1.500

HEB300 44 0.854 0.1217 0.0588 0.135 1.464 1.515 1.573 1.513

HEM300 44 0.949 0.0678 0.0587 0.090 1.135 1.172 1.213 1.172

IPE600 28 1.020 0.0164 0.0587 0.061 0.959 0.985 - 0.972

HEA600 44 0.932 0.0841 0.0589 0.103 1.204 1.244 1.289 1.243

HEB600 44 0.949 0.0753 0.0589 0.096 1.156 1.194 1.236 1.193

HEM600 44 0.967 0.0680 0.0589 0.090 1.113 1.149 1.189 1.149

HEA1000 28 1.020 0.0177 0.0590 0.062 0.960 - - 0.960

HEB1000 28 1.027 0.0145 0.0584 0.060 0.949 - - 0.949

HEM1000 28 1.031 0.0133 0.0586 0.060 0.945 0.971 - 0.958

all 541 0.992 0.093 0.059 0.059 1.150 - - -

all 485 0.977 0.095 0.054 0.055 - 1.216 - -

all 429 0.948 0.097 0.050 0.051 - - 1.308 -

all 1455 0.992 0.093 0.061 0.111 - - - 1.201

The acceptance diagram in Figure 114, shows many results far above the acceptance criterion, 
thereby indicating the malperformance of the Eurocode design rule. The Eurocode design rule 
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provides in an adequate reliability level, if γM0 (= 1.0) is used, for the IPE 100, HEM100 (total set), 
IPE600, HEA1000, HEB1000, and HEM1000 sections. In order to align all (sub)sets below the 
acceptance criterion, a γM0 of minimally 1.432 is required.
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Figure 114. Acceptance diagram indicating the accuracy of the Eurocode design rule on M-V interaction 
(left: all subsets in different steel grades, right: the overall set for each section)

9.3 Assessment model using plane stress distributions in a 2D section
The analytical model using stress distributions in the 2D cross-section was defined by one for-
mula, see Equation (31-33). The shear force could be extracted from the formula leading to the 
theoretical resistance function rt,i as presented in Equation (54). 
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Figure 115. Numerical results versus theoretical model: analytical model using stresses in the 2D cross-sec-
tion for HEA280 section in S235 (left: in an M-V diagram, right: in an re-rt diagram) 
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This analytical model introduces a reduction of the bending moment resistance starting from the 
first presence of a shear force. The reduction augmented gradually with increased amounts of 
shear, whereas the numerical results showed a sharp decline in bending moment resistance at 
shear forces close to the new plastic shear resistance, illustrated by Figure 115. For the HEA280 
section in S235, lower bending moment resistances and shear forces were predicted compared 
to the numerical results, thus the analytical model resulted in conservative values. Appendix J 
comprises graphs for all sections.
Almost all numerical results were slightly larger than the theoretical counterpart, the b value 
was thereby slightly larger than 1.0 (b = 1.018). This indicated that the description of the M-V 
interaction of the HEA280 section was rather accurate, and that predicted values are on the 
conservative side. This resulted in a low variation in numerical results versus theoretical model 
Vδ  of 0.026. 
The variations caused by statistical distributions of basic variables Vrt were similar to when the 
Eurocode design rule was considered, namely Vrt =0.059. This resulted in a γM

* value of 0.970 for 
steel grade S235, which is below the used value of 1.0 for γM0. Using the acceptance criterion, a 
target value γM,target of 0.92 or larger sufficed.
Similar analysis were performed for all sections in steel grades S235, S355 and S460. Combined 
analyses were also performed. Table 32 shows the results of the statistical analysis of this ana-
lytical model using 2D stresses, including the γM

* values for all subsets and the total test section 
set. The b and Vδ values remained constant for each steel grade, however Vrt and Vr decreased 
for higher steel grades, if all steel grades were considered the Vδ was slightly lowered, whereas 
both Vrt and Vr showed resemblance to the average of the individual values. As an example val-
ues of the HEA280 section in different steel grades were included (indicated in gray) in the table 
below. Appendix J presents these values for each subset.

Table 32. Results of the statistical assessment on the analytical model using 2D stresses 

section tests b Vδ Vrt Vr γM
*

# S235 [-] [-] S235 [-] S235 S355 S460 all

IPE100 16 1.098 0.0332 0.0585 0.067 0.911 0.937 0.967 0.937

HEA100 44 1.023 0.0343 0.0617 0.071 0.985 1.001 1.033 1.006

HEB100 44 1.032 0.0299 0.0595 0.067 0.962 0.990 1.022 0.991

HEM100 25 1.061 0.0282 0.0586 0.065 0.934 0.960 0.990 0.960

IPE330 36 1.049 0.0378 0.0587 0.070 0.958 0.987 1.019 0.987

HEA280 44 1.018 0.0262 0.0599 0.065 0.970 0.994 1.025 0.996

HEA280

44 1.018 0.0262 0.0543 0.060 - 0.994 - -

44 1.018 0.0262 0.0500 0.056 - - 1.025 -

132 1.018 0.0260 0.0547 0.061 - - - 0.996

HEB300 44 1.017 0.0288 0.0586 0.065 0.955 0.984 1.015 0.984

HEM300 44 1.046 0.0213 0.0597 0.063 0.941 0.968 0.998 0.968

IPE600 28 1.075 0.0246 0.0589 0.064 0.917 0.944 - 0.930

HEA600 44 1.022 0.0424 0.0601 0.074 0.994 1.025 1.059 1.025
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HEB600 44 1.030 0.0401 0.0633 0.075 0.996 1.013 1.054 1.020

HEM600 44 1.033 0.0440 0.0618 0.076 0.992 1.022 1.058 1.024

HEA1000 28 1.067 0.0254 0.0584 0.064 0.925 - - 0.925

HEB1000 28 1.073 0.0231 0.0589 0.063 0.918 - - 0.918

HEM1000 28 1.076 0.0218 0.0589 0.063 0.914 0.940 - 0.927

all

541 1.056 0.0365 0.0599 0.060 0.950 - - -

485 1.049 0.0369 0.0549 0.055 - 0.983 - -

429 1.032 0.0367 0.0510 0.051 - - 1.032 -

all 1455 1.056 0.0365 0.0620 0.072 - - - 0.993

The acceptance criterion makes up for many of the γM
*  values above 1.0, except for the subsets 

containing HEA600, HEB600 and HEM600 sections in S460, where a higher γM,target is required, 
see the left acceptance diagram in Figure 116. For these sets, the γM

*  values are underlined in 
Table 32.
All general results are below the acceptance criterion, right diagram in Figure 116, thereby indi-
cating the good performance of the analytical model based on results in the GMNIA database. 
An adequate reliability level is obtained, if γM0(= 1.0) is used for all general sets, however to also 
make the subsets comply, a slightly raised value of 1.008 is required.
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Figure 116. Acceptance diagram indicating the accuracy of the analytical model using 2D stresses (left: all 
subsets in different steel grades, right: the overall set for each section)

9.4 Assessment of design model using numerical results in GMNIA database
The design model using numerical results in the GMNIA database consists of three branches, 
thus 3 formulations apply, see Equation (36). For the first formulation (Equation (55)), satisfies 
with another domain than Equation (52), namely rt,i ≤ 0.8Vpl, Dekker. 
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The bending moment Mt,i of the second branch is expressed by Equation (56). The definition of 
rt,i as displayed in Equation (57) is required as input. In order to distinguish this branch from the 
last vertical branch, the domain is expressed in terms of Me,i /Ve,i .  
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For the final vertical branch, the shear force  remains constant at the new plastic shear resis-
tance, rt,i =Vpl, Dekker .The bending moment resistance still needs to be paired to the experimental 
values, by Equation (58).
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The HEA280 section is used to illustrate the performance of this design model using numerical 
results, Figure 117 shows the numerical values and their accompanying theoretical values. For 
the bending dominated cases the theoretical and numerical values were in agreement. Though 
the second branch predicts very low resistances and is very much on the conservative side. Ap-
pendix J comprises graphs for all sections.
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Figure 117. Numerical results versus theoretical model: design model using the results in the GMNIA data-
base for HEA280 section in S235 (left: in an M-V diagram, right: in an re-rt diagram) 

Because of the shear dominated cases, a b value slightly larger than 1.0 (b = 1.021) was ob-
tained, which indicates that the description of the M-V interaction of the HEA280 section was 
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rather accurate, and predicted values are on the conservative side. This resulted in a low varia-
tion in numerical results versus theoretical model Vδ  of 0.027. 
The variations caused by statistical distributions of basic variables Vrt were similar to when the 
Eurocode design rule was considered, namely Vrt =0.059. This resulted in a γM

* value of 0.963 
for steel grade S235, which is below the used value of 1.0 for γM0. Using the acceptance criterion, 
a target value γM,target of 0.92 or larger sufficed.

Table 33. Results of the statistical assessment on the design model using results in the GMNIA database

section tests b Vδ Vrt Vr γM
*

# S235 [-] [-] S235 [-] S235 S355 S460 all

IPE100 16 1.047 0.0178 0.0580 0.061 0.932 0.958 0.987 0.959

HEA100 44 1.025 0.0336 0.0583 0.067 0.968 0.997 1.028 0.997

HEB100 44 1.032 0.0288 0.0582 0.065 0.955 0.983 1.014 0.984

HEM100 25 1.056 0.0252 0.0578 0.063 0.930 0.956 0.985 0.956

IPE330 36 1.010 0.0241 0.0583 0.063 0.971 0.999 1.029 0.99

HEA280 44 1.021 0.0273 0.0585 0.065 0.963 0.991 1.022 0.992

HEA280

44 1.021 0.0273 0.0540 0.061 - 0.991 - -

44 1.021 0.0273 0.0497 0.057 - - 1.022 -

132 1.021 0.0271 0.0541 0.060 - - - 0.992

HEB300 44 1.020 0.0304 0.0585 0.066 0.968 0.996 1.028 0.997

HEM300 44 1.041 0.0245 0.0583 0.063 0.943 0.970 1.000 0.971

IPE600 28 1.010 0.0118 0.0581 0.059 0.962 0.988 - 0.975

HEA600 44 1.003 0.079 0.0585 0.065 0.983 1.011 1.043 1.012

HEB600 44 1.008 0.0252 0.0585 0.064 0.974 1.002 1.033 1.003

HEM600 44 1.006 0.0284 0.0584 0.065 0.981 1.009 1.041 1.010

HEA1000 28 0.999 0.0121 0.0582 0.059 0.972 - - 0.972

HEB1000 28 1.004 0.0093 0.0582 0.059 0.967 - - 0.967

HEM1000 28 1.006 0.0080 0.0582 0.059 0.964 0.990 - 0.977

all

541 1.007 0.0281 0.0583 0.058 0.978 - - -

485 1.010 0.0288 0.0538 0.054 - 1.005 - -

429 1.012 0.0300 0.0494 0.049 - - 1.035 -

all 1455 1.007 0.0281 0.0606 0.067 - - - 1.024

Similar analyses were performed for all sections in steel grades S235, S355 and S460. Combined 
analyses were also performed. Table 33 shows the results of the statistical analyses of this de-
sign model, including the γM

* values for all subsets and the total set. The b and Vδ values remain 
constant for each steel grade, however Vrt and Vr decrease for higher steel grades. If all steel 
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grades are considered, Vδ was slightly lowered, whereas both Vrt and Vr showed resemblance 
to the average of the individual values. As an example, values of the HEA280 section in different 
steel grades are included (indicated in gray) in the table below. Appendix J presents these values 
for each subset.
The acceptance diagram in Figure 118, shows all results below the acceptance criterion, thereby 
indicating the good performance of the design model based on results in the GMNIA database. 
An adequate reliability level is obtained, if γM0(= 1.0) is used for all sections and subsets.
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Figure 118. Acceptance diagram indicating the accuracy of the design model using the GMNIA database 
(left: all subsets in different steel grades, right: the overall set for each section)

Since this design model is based on the results in the GMNIA database, the model is arbitrary 
(based on the author’s preference) and more variations are possible. Another extreme case was 
considered: containing only two branches, namely the first horizontal and last vertical branch. In 
that case the domain valid for the first branch, see Equation (59), increased for values of rt,i up 
to Vpl, Dekker , with Mt,i = Mpl . The vertical branch was described by rt,i = Vpl, Dekker , with a matching 
bending moment resistance following Equation (60), valid up to 1.0 Mpl /Vpl, Dekker . 
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A graphical representation of this extreme case is given in Figure 119. In case of HEA280, this 
extreme alternative gives a better representation of the numerical results, though this is not the 
case for all sections within the test set.
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 Figure 119. Numerical results versus theoretical model: extreme alternative for the design model using 
the results in the GMNIA database for HEA280 section in S235 (left: in an M-V diagram, right: in an re-rt 

diagram) 

Whereas this alternative version of the design model using the results in the GMNIA database is 
less conservative, the γM

* values for all subsets and the total test section set increased, as can 
be observed in Table 34. 

Table 34. Results of the statistical assessment on the extreme alternative for the design model using the 
results in the GMNIA database

section tests b Vδ Vrt Vr γM
*

# S235 [-] [-] S235 [-] S235 S355 S460 all

IPE100 16 0.992 0.0165 0.0586 0.061 0.988 1.016 1.046 1.016

HEA100 44 0.998 0.0101 0.0590 0.060 0.970 0.997 1.028 0.998

HEB100 44 1.002 0.0086 0.0590 0.060 0.966 0.993 1.023 0.994

HEM100 25 1.000 0.0078 0.0588 0.059 0.968 0.994 1.024 0.995

IPE330 36 0.981 0.0156 0.0588 0.061 0.993 1.021 1.052 1.022

HEA280 44 0.997 0.0055 0.0591 0.059 0.969 0.995 1.025 0.996

HEA280

44 0.997 0.0055 0.0547 0.055 - 0.995 - -

44 0.997 0.0055 0.0505 0.051 - - 1.025 -

132 0.997 0.0054 0.0548 0.055 - - - 0.996

HEB300 44 0.997 0.0062 0.0591 0.059 0.969 0.996 1.026 0.997

HEM300 44 1.013 0.0117 0.0590 0.060 0.959 0.986 1.016 0.987

IPE600 28 0.972 0.0229 0.0587 0.063 1.012 1.040 - 1.026

HEA600 44 0.980 0.0154 0.0590 0.061 0.993 1.021 1.052 1.022

HEB600 44 0.985 0.0149 0.0590 0.061 0.988 1.016 1.047 1.017
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HEM600 44 0.982 0.0185 0.0590 0.062 0.995 1.023 1.054 1.024

HEA1000 28 0.963 0.0265 0.0588 0.064 1.026 - - 1.026

HEB1000 28 0.967 0.0265 0.0587 0.064 1.022 - - 1.022

HEM1000 28 0.969 0.0273 0.0587 0.065 1.021 1.051 - 1.036

all

541 0.975 0.0195 0.0589 0.059 1.002 - - -

485 0.980 0.0173 0.0545 0.055 - 1.023 - -

429 0.987 0.0150 0.0503 0.050 - - 1.043 -

all 1455 0.975 0.0195 0.0613 0.064 - - - 1.049

However, most γM
* values were close to 1.0, meaning that the variation coefficient and accep-

tance criterion are decisive on whether this model might be accepted. A graphical representation 
is therefore given in Figure 120. The general sets, i.e. total set of a section, total set for each steel 
grade, or the total of all sections, comply with the acceptance criterion, meaning that γM0 = 1.0 
could be used. However, in steel grade S460 multiple subsets do not meet the required reliabil-
ity level. This is the case for IPE100, IPE330, HEA600, HEB600, HEM600 and lastly HEM1000 in 
S355. The γM

* values for these sets are also underlined in Table 34. An adequate reliability level 
is obtained if γM0 = 1.013 is used for all subsets.
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Figure 120. Acceptance diagram indicating the accuracy of the extreme alternative of the design model 
based on the GMNIA database (left: all subsets in different steel grades, right: the overall set for each 

section)

9.5 Summary
The preceding sections showed the statistical evaluations of various models for design rules 
describing M-V interaction in rolled steel I-shaped sections. The currently used design rule 
(clause 6.2.8 of Eurocode 3) results in unconservative design resistances, and the plastic shear 
resistance is largely overestimated. In other words the currently used γMo (= 1.0) did not satisfy 
the required reliability level, and had to be increased to 1.432 in order to assure the reliability 
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for all subsets.
The analytical model using stress distributions over the 2D cross-section make use of the new 
definition of the shear area. The presence of shear force immediately resulted in a reduction of 
the bending moment resistance. Therefore this analytical model mainly predicts (much) lower 
bending moment resistances (on the conservative side) than observed in numerical simulations. 
An overall γMo of 1.0 was expected, however for some subsets (HEA600, HEB600, and HEM600) 
an increased value was required, and it had to be increased towards 1.008 in order to assure the  
reliability level for all subsets.
The design model using the GMNIA database consists of a simple three branched model with the 
new plastic shear resistance used in its formulation. The bending moment resistance was fitted 
to the numerical results. The result of the statistical analysis that γMo= 1.0 satisfies for all (sub)
sets, was thereby expected. 
An alternative version of the latter design model containing only 2 branches, horizontal and 
vertical, was added to investigate a less conservative variation. The two branched model over-
estimates the bending moment resistance at high amounts of shear. However, still γMo= 1.0 is 
sufficient for all general sets. But for 6 subsets an increased γMo of minimally 1.013 is required.

Based on the results, the use of the three branched design model based on the GMNIA database 
is preferred, whereas it makes use of an accurate plastic shear resistance and it results in just 
conservative bending moment resistances. 
The Eurocode design rule is disqualified for describing M-V interaction. The 2D stress mod-
el was unreliable and in most cases resulted in overly conservative (low) bending moment re-
sistances, while in other cases an adequate reliability level was not provided, which led to 3 
subsets requiring a higher γMo than 1.0. The slightly inferior performance of the alternative two 
branched design model might be accepted by others, however, 6 subsets do not meet up to 
the required reliability level to accept γMo= 1.0. This new design model is easy to use for practi-
tioners, i.e. structural engineers.
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10
Conclusions and recommendations

This Chapter presents the conclusions obtained from this research project organized by sub-ob-
jectives followed by the main conclusions. Also, the recommendations for future work are pre-
sented. Each Chapter already included a summary at the end of that Chapter. 

10.1 Conclusions
The aim of this dissertation is to determine the cross-sectional resistance of rolled steel I-shaped 
beams subjected to the combination of strong axis bending moment and shear force. Therefore, 
the actual shear resisting area and influence of shear on the bending resistance were investigat-
ed. Five sub-objectives were derived from the main goal, which are elaborated below. Chapters 
2 to 9 contribute to these sub-objectives and are organized in three parts: (I) experimental inves-
tigation, (II) numerical investigation, and (III) development and assessment of design rules. For 
each sub-objective a concise summary is provided followed by the main conclusions.

Sub-objective 1

• Carrying out a literature survey on available experimental and numerical test results and on 
the current and proposed design rules in codes and in the literature.

Chapter 2 presents the literature survey, starting with multiple analytical solutions describing 
bending moment - shear force interaction, which were developed in the ‘50s and ‘60s. Even 
though a true lower bound expression of the moment-shear interaction for I-shaped sections 
was presented by Neal, the analytical solution of Drucker was used as a basis for the current EN 
1993-1-1 design rule. This resulted in the same reduction of the bending moment resistance as 
by Drucker, while making use of a different definition of the shear area, causing a mismatch. 
Literature shows a large variety in shear areas.
Besides analytical work, various experiments describe M-V interaction failure. Considering that 
only tests which displayed ductile material behavior were selected, all experiments resulted in 
bending moment resistances above the theoretical plastic bending moment resistance using a 
bi-linear stress-strain curve. Moreover shear forces larger than the theoretical plastic shear re-
sistance using a bi-linear stress-strain curve were observed, as these sections all profited from 
strain hardening. 
The experimental results were not in agreement with the analytical solutions. Based on the ex-
perimental results, all design rules would become redundant and a bending resistance equal to 
the plastic moment resistance would suffice. However, all these experiments were conducted on 
mild steels, while it is getting more common to use higher steel grades in the building practice. 
Therefore, a full investigation into M-V interaction of rolled I-shaped sections was carried out.

Sub-objective 2

• Performing experimental reference tests - investigating the structural behavior and load 
bearing resistance of sections under combined bending and shear for mild and high-
strength steel grades.

In Part I, the experimental investigation was presented, starting with the experimental test set-
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up of the strong axis 3-point bending tests in Chapter 3. Followed by the small scale experiments 
in Chapter 4 in order to acquire accurate information on the dimensions of the tested beams and 
on their material properties. Solely small anomalies were observed in the individual dimensions, 
though these resulted in (up to 5%) lower values for e.g. cross-section area and section modu-
lus, when compared to the nominal values. An accurate determination of the yield strength was 
made, since the yield strengths over the cross-sections, obtained by tensile coupons, showed 
to be non-uniform. By means of stub column tests, the accuracy of the combination of coupon 
measurements was verified. An increase in yield strength towards the flange tips was observed. 
Likewise the yield strengths increased from the center of the web towards the roots. In general 
the yield strengths in the web were higher than those in the flanges.  

Chapter 5 showed the results from the 3-point bending tests. All beams failed on bending 
moment - shear force interaction. In most cases bending moment resistances larger than the 
plastic bending moment resistance Mpl,location (measured cross-sectional dimensions and yield 
strengths) were observed, indicating a positive influence of strain hardening. With an increase 
of steel grade, the bending moment utilization ratio m (= M/Mpl ) decreased, which is directly 
related to the decrease in fu/fy ratio, which decreases similarly for higher steel grades. The more 
compact sections were able to benefit more from strain hardening, while the more slender sec-
tion IPE360 possibly did not benefit from strain hardening at all. This is confirmed by the small 
difference between the yield load corresponding to yielding of the web and ultimate resistance 
for the shear dominated cases of IPE360, i.e. test I4a and I4b. The competition between plas-
ticity and instability phenomena limit the development of significant strain hardening behavior 
for relatively slender sections. In these cases the bending resistances according to the Eurocode 
design rule were overestimated (unconservative). 

Sub-objective 3

• Validating a FEM model by carrying out FEM simulations of the performed tests and subse-
quently forming a database of ‘test’ results for statistical evaluation by doing further finite 
element simulations.

In Part II the numerical investigation was presented. Chapter 6 focused on the validation of the 
FEM model by means of experiments. A numerical model that is able to simulate the structural 
behavior of an I-shaped section subjected to combined bending moment and shear force was 
developed. This model was validated by comparing the load bearing resistance with that of the 
experimental reference tests as presented in Part I. Thus, the 3-point bending tests were simu-
lated, while using the measured cross-sectional dimensions and material properties as input. 
In some cases GMNA did not result in an accurate representation of the experimental reference 
test, and a geometrical imperfection (GMNIA) was introduced to include a small perturbation 
with which failure could be induced. In case of small imperfections, GMNIA and GMNA were 
interchangeable, showing that a small imperfection has no influence on the resistance for the 
investigated sections. 
Bending dominated cases required a relatively large imperfection (around 0.5 mm), to match 
the displacement of the experimental ultimate resistance δu . Based on the validation, it can be 
concluded that shear dominated cases did not require an imperfection, i.e. the imperfection in 
tuned GMNIA approximated zero and GMNA satisfied. The validated FEM model (making use of 
GMNA including strain hardening) was able to describe the experimental behavior adequately. 
The experimental ultimate resistances were predicted with the ratio predicted / tested in a range 
of 0.952 to 1.034.
The influence of strain hardening was investigated by including GMNA using bilinear stress-
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strain relations. Bilinear material properties resulted in an underestimation of the resistance to 
M-V interaction that was obtained by the experimental reference tests. In case of IPE sections 
(large web compared to flanges), the effect of strain hardening was limited in comparison with 
other sections. Considering that multiple stress-strain relations originating from tensile coupons 
were used, the exact shear area could not be deduced from these simulations. However, it was 
observed that the web was coping with the majority of shear stresses. For future simulations 
including strain hardening, a general strain hardening model representative for M-V interac-
tion was required. Even though both the EN 1993-1-5 and NEN 6700 strain hardening models 
performed well and similar results were obtained, the former was chosen for further simulations 
based on the definition of the yield plateau length.

Chapter 7 presented the parameter study including a database of numerical results. 15 Sections 
(small, intermediate, and large) were considered in steel grades S235, S355 and S460 in order to 
assess the bending-shear interaction design rules. In contrast to the validated numerical model, 
a 4-point bending test was used for generation of GMNIA results for the database. The geomet-
rical imperfections were based on the equivalent shape [38], including imperfections for shear 
buckling as well as for local buckling. 
Based on the GMNIA results, the currently used Eurocode M-V interaction curve is: (i) too op-
timistic in its shear resistance, (ii) initiating the reduction of the bending moment due to the 
presence of a shear force too early (at 50% of Vpl, EN ), (iii) using a too gradual reduction of the 
bending moment resistance for increased shear.
Even the more conservative DIN 18800-1-1 definition of the shear area did not result in an ac-
curate representation of the observed plastic shear resistance. Only by a new definition of the 
shear area coherent results could be obtained for the database of GMNIA using a bilinear stress-
strain relation results.
As the validation already indicated, inclusion of strain hardening could result in an increased 
resistance against combined bending moment and shear force, though it also showed that this 
was not the case for all sections, see the simulations for the IPE360 section. Likewise, strain 
hardening (as described by EN 1993-1-5) did not result in augmented resistances for all sections 
in the parameter study. The shear resistance as described by EN 1993-1-1 was reached by just 
two sections and approached by 4 others. Since not all sections benefit from strain harden-
ing, a design rule that does not take into account the aspects responsible for the difference in 
strain hardening influence should be based on results using a bilinear stress strain relation in 
order to remain conservative for all sections. This is in agreement with the design models of 
other cross-sectional failure modes in EN 1993-1-1. Considering that only a bilinear stress-strain 
relation was used, scaling of results by the yield strength is allowed as long as buckling (in 
the plastic range) does not influence the resistance, which was confirmed by several exempla-
ry GMNIA executed in steel grade S460. In absolute terms the steel grade affects the bending 
moment resistance as well as the shear resistance, a higher steel grade results in larger resis-
tances. However, when the utilization ratios, meaning the resistance / plastic resistance, (both 
in bending moment m and shear force n) are regarded the combined bending moment shear 
force interaction appears independent of the steel grade. Thus the entire database in S235 can 
be scaled for S355 and S460. 

Sub-objective 4

• Determining the actual shear resisting area and developing new design rules for bending 
moment - shear force interaction based on the numerical ‘test’ results.

In Chapter 8 (within Part III) the development and assessment of design rules were presented, 
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which included a new definition of the shear area, see Equation (21). The shear area was rede-
fined based on the maximum shear resistances reached in the GMNIA, leading to a consistent 
shape of the shear area covering the web area and extending into the roots and flanges. This 
shear area is smaller than the one according to current Eurocode 3 definition, and was able to 
describe the numerical shear resistances with maximum 5% deviation. 
On the basis of the redefined shear area, two models for a new design rule were developed. The 
first model found its origin in normal and shear stress distributions within a 2D section in accor-
dance with the Von Mises yield criterion without taking shear flow into account. Considering that 
the normal and shear stresses are directly related, the presence of shear was directly translated 
into a reduction of the bending resistance.
This first model based on numerical iteration was not in agreement with the numerical simula-
tion data. With the increasing shear resistance the model predicts a reduction of the bending 
moment resistance which starts too early and is too large when compared to the numerical da-
tabase. Thus a design model based on the test data only was developed. The bending moment 
resistance was unaffected by the presence of shear forces up to 80% of the redefined plastic 
shear resistance. For higher shear forces a linearly reduced bending resistance was prescribed 
up to 85% of the plastic bending moment resistance at full shear utilization.

Sub-objective 5

• Applying the developed statistical procedures within the SAFEBRICTILE project [5] to verify 
the reliability level of current and proposed design rules for M-V interaction and proposing 
modifications of these rules.

Chapter 9 in Part III finished with the statistical assessment the Eurocode design rule and the 
newly developed design rules. The currently used design model (clause 6.2.8 of Eurocode 3) re-
sulted in unconservative design resistance for combined shear force - bending moment loading 
and the plastic shear resistance was largely overestimated. In other words the currently used 
partial factor γM0 (= 1.0) did not satisfy the required reliability level. 
The previously mentioned new design models for combined shear force - bending moment load-
ing made use of the redefined definition of the shear area. The model using stress distributions 
over the 2D cross-section agreed better with the numerical database than the current Eurocode 
3 design model. As a result, the partial factor could be reduced as compared to the Eurocode 3 
model. However, for some subsets (HEA600, HEB600, and HEM600) the required partial factor 
was just larger than unity (1.008). However, the model using stress distributions predicted too 
conservative bending moment resistances and a design model based on the GMNIA database 
was developed. This model, consisting of three branches, gave the best agreement with the 
numerical database of all models considered. The results of the statistical analysis showed that 
γM0= 1.0 satisfied for all subsets (defined by the section and steel grade). An alternative version 
of the latter design model without any interaction between bending moment and shear force, 
thus containing only 2 branches (horizontal and vertical), was less accurate. However, even for 
this case the use of γM0= 1.0 for all overall section sets was allowed. However, for 6 subsets (one 
section type in a steel grade) an increase of γM0 to minimally 1.013 was required.
The use of the three branched design model was preferred, since it results in the best agreement 
with the numerical (GMNIA) database, while still satisfying the required reliability with a partial 
factor of 1.0. This new design model is easy to use for practitioners, i.e. structural engineers.

Main conclusions
The preceding sub-objectives indicated the most important findings of this research. 
The currently used Eurocode M-V interaction curve is: (i) too optimistic in its shear resistance, 
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(ii) initiating the reduction of the bending moment due to the presence of a shear force too early 
(at 50% of Vpl, EN ), (iii) using a too gradual reduction of the bending moment resistance for in-
creased shear.
Therefore, the shear area was redefined leading to a consistent shape covering the web area and 
slightly extending into the roots and flanges. The redefined shear area was able to describe the 
numerical shear resistances with maximum 5% deviation when used with a partial factor  γM0 = 
1.0: 
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It was shown that these proposed design rules for the resistance of rolled I-shaped sections 
loaded in combined bending about the strong axis and shear result in an adequate reliability 
level when used with a partial factor  γM0 = 1.0.

10.2 Recommendations
This dissertation aimed at determining the cross-sectional resistance of rolled steel I-shaped 
beams subjected to the combination of a strong axis bending moment and shear force by exper-
iments in 3-point bending. It is recommended to perform also several 4-point bending tests on 
sections that are not able to reach strain hardening to further substantiate the findings of this 
thesis. This study only includes one relatively slender section in which the development of sig-
nificant strain hardening was limited by plastic instability phenomena. At this point, the aspects 
responsible for the difference in strain hardening influence are not defined, except for that it is 
related to the slenderness of the section. Since not all sections benefit from strain hardening, 
not take into account should be based on results using a bilinear stress strain relation in order to 
remain conservative for all sections. In case that the parameters responsible for the influence of 
strain hardening are clearly defined the design rules may be extended to a stress-strain relation 
including strain hardening.  
This research was focused on class 1 and class 2 cross-sections, which have ductile failure 
modes. The cross-sectional resistance of class 3 beams subjected to M-V interaction should 
also be incorporated in the next version of the Eurocode. Overdorp [61] has already studied this 
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subject and showed that the ultimate bending moment resistance and ultimate shear resistance 
are influenced largely by the slenderness of the flange and web. As a result a reduction of the 
plastic shear resistance (defined as h · tw ) and the plastic bending moment resistance was given. 
However, these investigations should be brought in alignment with the findings of this thesis 
avoiding a ‘jump’ in shear area from class 2 to class 3.
In terms of completing the M-V interaction failure mode for the next version of the Eurocode, a 
study into M-V interaction for bending about the weak axis should be done. Several experimen-
tal tests were performed by the author, though at the moment of writing this thesis a validated 
numerical model does not exist and should be added to investigate the weak axis bending-shear 
resistance. Based on that, a parameter study followed by the development of a design rule in-
cluding statistical evaluation should be performed for weak axis bending shear interaction. In 
addition to the investigation into M-V interaction for bending about the weak axis for rolled 
I-shaped sections, other section typologies should be investigated, like hollow sections. 
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A Measured cross-sectional dimensions

All measured geometrical properties are given in the following tables, presenting the length L, 
section height h, width b, flange thickness tf, web thickness tw and root radius r measured at 
various locations, indicated by Figure 19 . In the case that the measurements do not comply with 
the given tolerances [39] the values will be underlined.

beam pos. Lbeam h1 h2 h3 hw,1 hw,3 btop bbottom b1 b2 b3 b4

[mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm]

HEA280 S235

A1

A

4181

271.6 272.3 274.9 247.4 250.4 279.7 278.6 136.9 136.7 135.7 135.0

B 271.5 - 275.0 247.1 250.7 280.0 278.5 136.6 136.0 135.0 134.6

C 271.8 272.2 274.9 247.5 250.4 279.7 278.4 135.6 135.6 134.4 133.7

A2a

A

2986

271.2 272.4 275.1 246.9 251 279.8 278.8 135.8 135.7 135.6 134.7

B 271.9 - 274.5 247.8 250.2 279.9 279.1 135.6 135.6 135.9 135.1

C 272.3 272.6 274.6 247.9 250.2 279.8 278.7 135.3 135.4 136.0 135.2

A2b

A

2985

275.1 272.2 271.4 250.9 247.1 278.9 279.8 134.7 135.5 135.8 135.9

B 274.5 - 271.9 250.3 247.7 278.8 279.8 134.7 135.3 135.9 136.1

C 274.5 272.3 271.6 250.2 247.8 278.7 279.9 134.9 135.4 135.6 135.9

A3

A

2348

274.7 272.3 271.8 250.4 247.6 279.0 279.7 135.2 135.9 135.3 135.5

B 274.8 - 272.0 250.2 247.8 278.9 279.9 135.6 136.2 135.0 135.2

C 274.3 272.2 272.0 250.2 247.8 279.0 279.9 135.8 136.1 134.9 135.3

A4a

A

1958

270.7 272.4 275.1 246.6 250.8 279.4 278.9 136.7 137.0 134.4 133.9

B 271.1 - 275.2 247.0 250.7 279.6 278.9 136.9 136.6 134.4 134.1

C 271.6 272.3 274.6 247.7 250.3 279.5 278.8 136.6 136.3 134.7 134.3

A4b

A

1958

271.0 272.4 274.9 246.7 250.6 279.8 278.8 135.9 135.4 135.6 135.2

B 271.2 - 274.9 247.0 250.7 279.8 278.8 136.1 135.3 135.5 135.2

C 271.5 272.3 274.6 247.1 250.1 279.9 278.7 135.9 135.2 135.5 135.6

A5

A

1642

271.9 272.1 274.0 247.7 250.2 278.9 279.6 136.1 136.4 134.5 134.9

B 271.4 - 274.9 247.3 250.3 278.7 279.5 136.1 136.4 134.5 134.6

C 271.4 272 274.8 247.1 250.6 278.8 279.8 136.5 136.5 134.4 134.8

HEA280 S355

B1

A

4181

273.1 272.5 273.5 248.7 249.6 281.1 280.0 137.5 136.6 136.8 136.7

B 273.9 - 273.2 249.5 248.8 280.9 279.8 137.4 136.3 136.6 137.1

C 273.7 272.5 272.4 249.5 248.6 280.7 279.6 136.5 136.0 137.3 137.1
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beam pos. tf,1 tf,2 tf,3 tf,4 tw,1 tw,2 tw,3 r1 r2 r3 r4

[mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm]

HEA280 S235

A1

A 12.2 12.0 12.1 11.9 8.3 8.4 8.4 24 24 `24 23

B 12.2 12.0 12.1 12.0 - - - 24 24 24 23

C 12.2 12.0 12.3 12.0 8.3 8.4 8.3 24 24 24 23

A2a

A 12.1 12.1 12.1 12.1 8.2 8.3 8.4 23 24 24 23

B 12.1 12.2 12.1 12.2 - - - 23 24 24 23

C 12.1 12.1 12.0 12.1 8.2 8.4 8.3 23 24 24 23

A2b

A 12.0 12.0 12.1 12.1 8.3 8.7 8.2 23 24 24 24

B 12.1 12.0 12.1 12.1 - - - 23 24 24 24

C 12.2 12.0 12.1 12.1 8.3 8.4 8.3 24 24 24 24

A3

A 12.1 12.1 12.1 12.1 8.3 8.3 8.2 24 24 24 23

B 12.1 12.2 12.1 12.1 - - - 24 24 24 23

C 12.2 12.0 12.1 12.1 8.4 8.4 8.2 24 24 24 23

A4a

A 12.0 12.2 11.9 12.3 8.2 8.4 8.4 24 24 24 24

B 12.1 12.3 11.9 12.5 - - - 24 24 24 24

C 12.0 12.2 12.0 12.2 8.1 8.3 8.3 24 24 24 24

A4b

A 12.1 12.2 12.1 12.0 8.3 8.5 8.3 24 24 24 23

B 12.2 12.1 12.3 12.1 - - - 24 24 24 23

C 12.2 12.2 12.2 12.1 8.3 8.4 8.3 24 24 24 23

A5

A 12.3 12.0 12.2 11.9 8.3 8.3 8.2 24 24 24 24

B 12.3 12.0 12.3 12.0 - - - 24 24 24 24

C 12.3 12.0 12.2 11.8 8.3 8.3 8.3 24 24 24 24

HEA280 S355

B1

A 12.3 12.1 12.0 11.9 8.0 8.1 8.2 23 24 24 23

B 12.2 12.1 12.0 11.9 - - - 24 23 24 23

C 12.3 12.1 11.9 11.9 8.0 8.2 8.1 24 23 23 23
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beam pos. Lbeam h1 h2 h3 hw,1 hw,3 btop bbottom b1 b2 b3 b4

[mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm]

B2a

A

2984

273.6 273.8 273.7 248.8 249.0 281.0 280.1 135.4 136.2 136.6 136.8

B 273.7 - 273.3 249.0 249.2 281.3 280.2 135.8 136.7 136.4 136.5

C 274.6 273.7 272.7 249.8 248.7 281.2 280.3 135.5 136.5 136.6 136.9

B2b

A

2985

273.5 272.5 273.4 249.1 249.4 280.7 279.7 136.3 135.3 136.5 136.6

B 273.8 - 273.1 249.4 249.2 281.0 279.8 135.8 134.9 137.2 137.0

C 274.5 272.7 272.5 249.9 248.7 280.9 279.9 135.1 134.3 137.7 137.7

B3

A

2349

273.6 273.8 273.6 248.9 248.9 281.2 280.2 137.0 136.0 136.6 136.6

B 273.9 - 273.5 249.1 249.3 281.1 280.1 136.9 136.1 136.0 136.2

C 274.2 273.9 273.1 249.1 249.4 280.9 280.0 136.7 135.6 136.0 136.2

B4a

A

1959

274.1 273.1 273.5 249.0 248.6 280.1 280.9 135.5 135.7 136.1 137.1

B 274.6 - 274.2 249.0 249.5 280.0 281.0 135.8 136.0 135.7 136.7

C 273.1 272.9 274.6 248.7 249.9 280.0 280.9 135.9 136.2 136.0 137.0

B4b

A

1961

274.1 272.7 273.4 249.3 248.7 280.1 281.0 135.8 135.6 136.2 137.2

B 273.4 - 274.0 249.4 249.2 280.0 281.0 136.1 136.1 135.9 136.6

C 272.9 272.9 274.6 248.9 250.0 279.8 281.0 136.4 136.2 135.4 136.5

B5

A

1641

273.6 272.9 274.5 249.1 249.7 280.8 279.7 136.6 135.6 136.1 136.4

B 274.4 - 273.7 249.5 249.7 280.7 279.7 136.3 135.4 136.5 136.6

C 274.2 272.7 274.3 249.6 249.3 281.0 279.9 136.0 135.1 136.9 136.8

HEA280 S460

C1

A

2349

275.7 273.8 273.7 250.8 249.1 281.1 281.7 136.1 137.3 136.7 136.3

B 275.2 - 273.6 250.3 249.3 281.2 281.8 136.4 137.4 136.8 136.6

C 275.3 273.9 273.8 250.3 247.7 281.5 281.9 136.1 137.0 137.3 136.9

C2a

A

1960

275.9 272.7 273.8 250.8 249.1 281.0 281.8 134.9 136.1 138.2 137.8

B 275.5 - 273.7 250.5 249.2 281.1 281.8 135.3 136.2 138.0 137.7

C 275.1 272.7 273.7 250.0 249.2 281.2 282.0 136.0 136.8 137.2 137.2

C2b

A

1959

275.0 273.6 273.5 250.1 249.1 281.0 281.8 135.7 136.8 137.3 136.9

B 275.4 - 273.8 250.4 249.3 281.1 281.8 136.0 137.0 137.1 136.8

C 275.7 273.8 273.5 250.6 249.0 281.1 281.9 136.1 137.1 137.0 136.4
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beam pos. tf,1 tf,2 tf,3 tf,4 tw,1 tw,2 tw,3 r1 r2 r3 r4

[mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm]

B2a

A 12.4 12.3 12.0 12.1 8.0 8.2 8.2 24 23 24 24

B 12.3 12.3 11.9 12.1 - - - 24 24 24 24

C 12.4 12.3 12.0 12.0 8.1 8.2 8.2 23 24 24 24

B2b

A 12.3 12.1 12.0 11.9 8.0 8.1 8.1 24 24 24 24

B 12.3 12.1 11.9 11.9 - - - 24 24 23 24

C 12.3 12.1 11.9 12.0 7.9 8.1 8.1 24 23 24 23

B3

A 12.4 12.3 12.0 12.0 8.1 8.1 8.2 24 23 24 24

B 12.4 12.3 12.0 12.0 - - - 24 23 24 24

C 12.4 12.3 12.0 12.1 8.2 8.1 8.2 24 23 24 24

B4a

A 12.0 12.0 12.3 12.4 8.2 8.2 8.1 24 24 24 24

B 12.0 12.0 12.2 12.4 - - - 23 24 23 24

C 12.1 12.0 12.3 12.4 8.2 8.2 8.1 24 23 24 24

B4b

A 12.0 12.0 12.2 12.4 8.2 8.2 8.1 24 24 23 24

B 12.0 12.0 12.2 12.4 - - - 24 24 23 24

C 12.0 12.0 12.3 12.3 8.2 8.3 8.1 24 24 24 24

B5

A 12.3 12.2 12.0 12.1 8.1 8.1 8.2 24 22 23 21

B 12.3 12.3 12.0 12.1 - - - 23 22 23 22

C 12.3 12.3 12.0 12.0 8.1 8.2 8.2 23 22 23 22

HEA280 S460

C1

A 12.3 12.1 12.0 11.9 8.0 8.1 8.2 23 24 24 23

B 12.2 12.1 12.0 11.9 - - - 24 23 24 23

C 12.3 12.1 11.9 11.9 8.0 8.2 8.1 24 23 23 23

C2a

A 12.4 12.3 12.0 12.1 8.0 8.2 8.2 24 23 24 24

B 12.3 12.3 11.9 12.1 - - - 24 24 24 24

C 12.4 12.3 12.0 12.0 8.1 8.2 8.2 23 24 24 24

C2b

A 12.3 12.1 12.0 11.9 8.0 8.1 8.1 24 24 24 24

B 12.3 12.1 11.9 11.9 - - - 24 24 23 24

C 12.3 12.1 11.9 12.0 7.9 8.1 8.1 24 23 24 23
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beam pos. Lbeam h1 h2 h3 hw,1 hw,3 btop bbottom b1 b2 b3 b4

[mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm]

IPE360 S355

I1

A

3687

360.0 360.8 361.2 336.4 337.6 171.1 170.6 82.1 81.1 81.9 82.0

B 359.8 - 361.8 336.3 337.6 171.2 170.6 82.1 81.2 82.0 82.0

C 360.2 360.2 361.5 336.6 337.5 171.2 170.4 82.0 81.0 82.1 82.2

I2a

A

2718

360.2 360.8 361.2 336.5 337.4 171.0 170.4 82.0 81.4 81.9 81.6

B 360.2 - 361.8 336.0 337.6 171.1 170.7 82.2 81.7 81.7 81.9

C 360.2 360.5 361.2 336.0 337.5 171.0 170.7 82.1 81.7 81.7 81.8

I2b

A

2719

360.0 360.2 361.2 336.4 337.4 171.0 170.7 82.1 81.5 81.8 81.7

B 360.0 - 361.2 336.3 337.5 171.0 170.6 82.0 81.6 81.9 81.8

C 360.0 360.2 361.0 336.2 337.5 171.0 170.5 82.1 81.6 82.1 81.9

I3

A

2178

360.2 360.2 361.0 336.7 337.6 171.2 170.6 82.0 81.2 82.1 82.3

B 360.8 - 361.0 336.5 337.6 171.1 170.5 81.9 81.2 82.0 82.1

C 359.8 360.2 361.2 336.2 337.8 171.0 170.6 82.1 81.4 82.3 82.1

I3b

A

2182

360.0 360.8 361.8 336.3 337.8 171.0 170.5 82.0 81.3 81.8 81.8

B 360.5 - 361.2 336.3 337.6 171.1 170.4 81.8 81.0 82.2 82.2

C 361.0 360.8 361.8 336.3 337.4 171.0 170.6 81.7 81.1 82.1 82.1

I4a

A

1815

360.0 360.2 361.2 336.0 337.6 171.0 170.5 82.0 81.8 81.9 81.9

B 360.0 - 361.2 336.1 337.5 171.0 170.5 82.1 81.6 81.9 81.6

C 360.2 360.2 361.2 336.3 337.5 170.9 170.6 82.0 81.4 81.9 81.8

I4b

A

1814

359.8 360.2 361.5 336.3 337.5 171.1 170.6 82.0 81.6 81.9 81.7

B 360.2 - 361.2 336.4 337.6 171.1 170.7 82.2 81.6 81.9 81.7

C 360.5 361.8 336.4 337.6 171.1 170.5 82.1 81.3 81.9 81.9

HEB240 S355

H1a

A

2673

243.0 243.2 243.1 210.0 210.0 241.3 241.0 115.7 116.1 116.0 115.6

B 243.4 - 242.9 210.3 210.0 241.5 241.0 115.9 116.2 115.9 115.4

C 243.4 243.2 242.9 210.4 209.9 241.2 241.0 115.7 116.0 116.1 115.6

H1b

A

2674

243.3 243.2 243.0 210.3 210.1 241.2 240.4 115.9 115.8 115.9 115.7

B 243.5 - 243.0 210.5 210.1 241.3 241.0 115.4 115.5 116.0 115.8

C 243.1 243.3 243.1 210.1 210.1 241.5 241.1 115.8 116.0 116.0 115.7
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beam pos. tf,1 tf,2 tf,3 tf,4 tw,1 tw,2 tw,3 r1 r2 r3 r4

[mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm]

IPE360 S355

I1

A 12.1 12.2 12.3 12.0 7.2 7.4 7.6 18 18 18 19

B 12.0 12.2 12.2 12.1 - - - 19 18 18 19

C 12.2 12.2 12.3 12.0 7.2 7.3 7.5 19 18 18 19

I2a

A 12.0 12.3 12.2 12.1 7.5 7.4 7.7 19 18 19 19

B 12.0 12.4 12.0 12.1 - - - 19 18 19 19

C 12.0 12.4 12.2 12.1 7.3 7.3 7.6 19 18 19 19

I2b

A 12.1 12.4 12.2 12.1 7.3 7.3 7.5 18 18 18 19

B 12.0 12.3 12.0 12.2 - - - 18 18 18 19

C 12.1 12.4 12.1 12.2 7.2 7.3 7.5 18 18 18 19

I3

A 12.1 12.2 12.2 12.0 7.2 7.3 7.5 19 18 18 19

B 12.1 12.3 12.2 12.1 - - - 18 18 18 19

C 12.1 12.3 12.2 12.1 7.2 7.4 7.5 19 18 18 19

I3b

A 12.2 12.4 12.3 12.2 7.3 7.4 7.6 18 18 18 19

B 12.2 12.2 12.3 12.1 - - - 18 18 18 19

C 12.2 12.4 12.3 12.0 7.3 7.4 7.6 18 18 18 19

I4a

A 12.1 12.4 12.2 12.1 7.2 7.5 7.6 18 18 19 19

B 12.0 12.3 12.2 12.0 - - - 18 18 19 19

C 12.0 12.3 12.2 12.0 7.2 7.4 7.5 18 18 19 19

I4b

A 12.0 12.4 12.1 12.1 7.2 7.4 7.5 19 18 18 19

B 12.0 12.4 12.1 12.1 - - - 19 18 18 19

C 12.1 12.3 12.2 12.1 7.3 7.4 7.6 19 18 18 19

HEB240 S355

H1a

A 16.4 16.6 16.5 16.5 9.5 9.4 9.4 21 21 21 21

B 16.4 16.6 16.5 16.4 - - - 21 21 21 21

C 16.4 16.5 16.5 16.5 9.5 9.4 9.4 21 21 21 21

H1b

A 16.4 16.5 16.6 16.6 9.5 9.4 9.5 21 21 21 21

B 16.5 16.6 16.6 16.5 - - - 21 21 21 21

C 16.4 16.6 16.6 16.5 9.5 9.4 9.5 21 21 21 21
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beam pos. Lbeam h1 h2 h3 hw,1 hw,3 btop bbottom b1 b2 b3 b4

[mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm]

H2

A

2098

243.3 243.3 242.8 210.3 209.8 241.3 241.0 115.6 115.9 116.1 115.7

B 243.5 - 242.9 210.5 209.8 241.3 241.0 115.8 116.1 116.0 115.5

C 243.4 243.3 242.9 210.3 209.8 241.2 240.9 115.8 116.1 115.9 115.7

H3a

A

1743

243.3 243.1 242.7 210.4 209.9 241.2 240.9 115.7 115.9 116.0 115.5

B 243.2 - 242.9 210.3 209.9 241.2 240.8 115.5 115.8 116.0 115.7

C 243.4 243.3 242.7 210.3 209.9 241.2 240.9 115.9 115.8 116.0 115.7

H3b

A

1742

243.3 243.3 243.0 210.2 210.0 241.3 240.8 115.8 115.9 116.0 116.1

B 243.3 - 242.9 210.1 210.0 241.4 241.0 115.9 115.6 116.2 115.8

C 243.1 243.3 243.0 210.1 210.0 241.3 241.0 115.7 115.9 116.0 115.7

HEM180 S355

M

A

2740

243.0 243.2 243.1 210.0 210.0 241.3 241.0 115.7 116.1 116.0 115.6

B 243.4 - 242.9 210.3 210.0 241.5 241.0 115.9 116.2 115.9 115.4

C 243.4 243.2 242.9 210.4 209.9 241.2 241.0 115.7 116.0 116.1 115.6

M0

A

2158

243.3 243.2 243.0 210.3 210.1 241.2 240.4 115.9 115.8 115.9 115.7

B 243.5 - 243.0 210.5 210.1 241.3 241.0 115.4 115.5 116.0 115.8

C 243.1 243.3 243.1 210.1 210.1 241.5 241.1 115.8 116.0 116.0 115.7

M1

A

1420

243.3 243.3 242.8 210.3 209.8 241.3 241.0 115.6 115.9 116.1 115.7

B 243.5 - 242.9 210.5 209.8 241.3 241.0 115.8 116.1 116.0 115.5

C 243.4 243.3 242.9 210.3 209.8 241.2 240.9 115.8 116.1 115.9 115.7

M2a

A

1420

243.3 243.1 242.7 210.4 209.9 241.2 240.9 115.7 115.9 116.0 115.5

B 243.2 - 242.9 210.3 209.9 241.2 240.8 115.5 115.8 116.0 115.7

C 243.4 243.3 242.7 210.3 209.9 241.2 240.9 115.9 115.8 116.0 115.7

M2b

A

1700

243.3 243.3 243.0 210.2 210.0 241.3 240.8 115.8 115.9 116.0 116.1

B 243.3 - 242.9 210.1 210.0 241.4 241.0 115.9 115.6 116.2 115.8

C 243.1 243.3 243.0 210.1 210.0 241.3 241.0 115.7 115.9 116.0 115.7
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beam pos. tf,1 tf,2 tf,3 tf,4 tw,1 tw,2 tw,3 r1 r2 r3 r4

[mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm]

H2

A 16.4 16.6 16.6 16.6 9.5 9.4 9.4 21 21 21 21

B 16.4 16.5 16.5 16.4 - - - 21 21 21 21

C 16.4 16.6 16.5 16.5 9.5 9.4 9.4 21 21 21 21

H3a

A 16.5 16.5 16.5 16.5 9.5 9.4 9.4 21 21 21 21

B 16.5 16.6 16.6 16.5 - - - 21 21 21 21

C 16.5 16.7 16.5 16.4 9.5 9.4 9.4 21 21 21 21

H3b

A 16.4 16.6 16.5 16.5 9.5 9.5 9.4 21 21 21 21

B 16.5 16.6 16.4 16.4 - - - 21 21 21 21

C 16.4 16.6 16.6 16.5 9.5 9.4 9.4 21 21 21 21

HEM180 S355

M

A 22.8 23.0 22.8 22.7 13.9 13.8 13.9 15 15 15 15

B 22.8 22.9 22.8 22.8 - - - 15 15 15 15

C 22.7 23.0 22.9 22.9 14.1 13.8 14.1 15 15 15 15

M0

A 22.8 22.8 22.9 22.6 13.9 13.9 14.0 15 15 15 15

B 22.8 23.0 23.0 22.8 - - - 15 15 15 15

C 22.8 23.0 23.0 22.7 14.1 13.9 14.1 15 15 15 15

M1

A 22.7 23.2 22.9 22.8 14.0 13.7 14.1 15 15 15 16

B 22.8 23.2 23.0 22.8 - - - 15 15 15 16

C 22.8 23.1 23.0 22.8 14.0 13.8 14.0 15 15 15 16

M2a

A 22.7 23.1 23.0 22.9 13.9 13.7 14.1 15 15 15 16

B 22.7 23.3 22.8 22.7 - - - 15 15 15 16

C 22.7 23.2 22.9 22.8 14.0 13.7 14.1 15 15 15 16

M2b

A 22.8 23.1 23.0 22.8 14.0 13.8 14.0 15 15 15 16

B 22.7 23.1 23.0 22.8 - - - 15 15 15 16

C 22.8 23.2 23.0 22.9 14.1 13.8 14.0 15 15 15 16
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B Test results tensile coupons

In order to acquire an accurate representation of the tested beams’ material properties.  Most 
common approach was to determine the material properties at 1/6th of the flange width for the 
entire section, still in some cases the web was tested separately at 1/4th of the height. For this 
investigation multiple tensile coupons were taken from each cross-section, which proved that 
the yield strength was non-uniform. 
This appendix presents the results from the tensile coupon tests by means of tables. For all 
individual engineering stress-strain graphs the reader is referred to “Deliverable 3.2: Research 
report on experimental testing of I-shaped cross-sections” by R.W.A. Dekker and H.H. Snijder as 
part of the RFCS SAFEBRICTILE project. 
The shape and size of these tensile test specimens were determined by EN-ISO 6892-1 [43], see 
Figure B1. This figure presents the total specimen length (Lt ), followed by the length of the re-
duced section (Lc ), the gauge length (L0 ), the total specimen width (bt.), the width of the reduced 
section (b), the specimen thickness (t ), and used root radius (r ). 
 

Figure B1. Geometric parameters of a tensile coupon 

All but one cylindrical coupon were fabricated in the dog bone shape, different coupon lengths 
were used for the coupons. The width varied more often, for it is dependent on the thickness of 
the specimen, as indicated by Table B1. 

Table B1. Results of tensile test coupons HEA280 in S235 

Section

flange web

Lt Lc L0 r bt b t bt b t

[mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm]

HEA280 S235 250 90 70

12

36.5 12.5 12.7 43.5 19 8

HEA280 S355 250 110 80 40 15 13 49 25 8

HEA280 S460 250 90 70 13 12.7 12 20 8 12

IPE360 198.5 88.5 70 36.5 12.5 12.7 43.5 19 8

IPE360 cylindric 156 57 40 Φ 22 Φ 9 - -

HEB240 250 90 70 36 10 16 40 16 9

HEM180 250 90 70 31 7 24 35 11 14.5

The tensile tests are executed according to the procedure described in section 4.2.2, this results 
in an extensive view of the material properties as presented by for instance Table B2. The indi-
vidual measurements were presented first and are followed by the average value for the position 
in the section. Consecutively the Young’s modulus E, static yield strength fy,st , strain at the end 
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of the yield plateau εy,2 , ultimate strength fu,st with corresponding strain εu , and strain at rupture 
εt are presented.
Most locations of the flange were tested by means of two coupons, one originating from the left 
flange and one from the right. The coupons on the left and right showed analogous increase 
and decrease of the tensile strength moving from the roots towards the flange tips, however for 
some sections there is a distinct difference in magnitude between the left and right side, this is 
visualized in stress distribution figures. 
In calculations the weighted average for the complete sections or parts of the section were used, 
therefore the material properties were specified according to these areas. These weighted av-
erage values were determined by considering the share of every individual coupon result (av-
eraged values for some positions) – comparing the area corresponding with this coupon to the 
total area considered. This procedure was applied to determine the weighted average for areas 
of the cross-section that are used in calculations of the cross-sectional resistance. The gray ar-
eas in Figure 24 represent the areas accounted for in determination of the web area Aw , flanges 
by means of a straight horizontal division Af , and shear areas according to the Eurocode AV, EN . 
Tables such as Table B3 present an overview of these properties.
This appendix presents subsequently the graphical representation of the yield strengths over 
the section, followed by the measurements of each individual coupon, and lastly the weighted 
average values of material properties corresponding with their cross-sectional area.
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Figure B2. Course of yield strength over the HEA280 section in S355

Table B2. Test results of tensile coupons originating from the HEA280 section in S355

Position E fy, st εy, 2 fu, st εu εt 

[N/mm2] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [%]

F0L 220136
211224

368.5
367.1

2.6 464.4
468.6

17.2 27.3

F0R 202312 365.6 2.2 472.7 20.0 33.4

F1L 196113
201014

372.4
371.4

2.1 471.9
470.6

20.2 32.9

F1R 205915 370.3 2.1 469.3 20.1 32.3

F2L 212080
210218

360.1
361.7

2.1 464.7
465.6

20.1 32.7

F2R 208355 363.3 2.6 466.5 16.4 31.9

F3L 204215
204888

355.3
356.2

1.9 464.3
467.4

15.2 31.2

F3R 205560 357.1 2.3 470.5 16.7 31.4

F4L 173883
185949

357.9
361.8

1.9 468.5
470.8

15.1 27.8

F4R 198015 365.6 2.0 473.1 15.1 29.4
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F5L 209091
210503

363.9
364.8

2.2 468.9
471.0

16.9 32.5

F5R 211915 365.6 2.0 473.1 15.1 29.4

F6L 206474
208897

360.6
357.1

2.0 471.6
468.1

15.1 29.7

F6R 211320 353.5 2.2 464.6 15.1 31.7

F7L 219662
206594

350.9
350.0

1.6 467.9
461.5

16.0 34.2

F7R 193526 349.1 2.0 455.0 14.7 31.1

F8 209855 346.1 1.6 471.0 15.2 32.3

WrT 209730 379.8 0.4 491.4 12.1 29.5

W1T 201325
196145

386.5
381.0

0.4 469.5
472.2

13.3 26.7

W1B 190965 375.5 0.4 474.8 15.1 26.5

W2T -
209310

-
368.6

- -
470.6

- -

W2B 209310 368.6 1.8 470.6 15.1 31.0

W3T 207925
205523

366.0
365.6

2.4 464.8
466.5

17.1 33.0

W3B 203120 365.1 2.7 468.2 16.1 32.2

W4 198235 375.4 2.5 467.3 20.2 32.8

Table B3. Material properties of (parts of) the HEA280 section in S355, based on tensile coupons

Region A E fy, st fy, dyn fu, stat fu, dyn

[mm2] [N/mm2] [N/mm2] [N/mm2] [N/mm2] [N/mm2]

st. pos. flange - 207762 371.40 385.40 468.50 490.20

st. pos. web - 197777 379.95 397.15 472.15 494.55

w.a. Af, straight 6788 202664 361.80 376.51 470.07 491.19

w.a. Af, Aw 7280 203098 360.96 375.93 470.06 491.17

w.a. Af, EN 6108 201894 362.02 376.74 469.34 490.45

w.a. Af, NEN 5921 201717 360.80 375.94 468.52 489.59

w.a. Af, DIN 6533 203733 360.87 375.96 469.77 490.93

w.a. Aw, straight 2508 200086 365.68 382.57 469.82 492.01

w.a. Aw 2016 197891 369.65 386.16 469.79 492.28

w.a. AV, EN 3188 202111 364.43 380.84 471.28 493.25

w.a. AV, NEN 3374 202409 366.43 382.02 472.61 494.60

w.a. AV, DIN 2763 197797 367.52 383.32 470.55 492.54

w.a. total section 9296 201969 362.84 378.15 470.00 491.41
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Figure B3. Course of yield strength over the HEA280 section in S460

Table B4. Test results of tensile coupons originating from the HEA280 section in S460

Position E fy, st εy, 2 fu, st εu εt 

[N/mm2] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [%]

FtL 204885

207504

501.3

491.1

3.2 603.3

599.1

12.1 - **

FbL 206520 484.8 2.7 597.3 15.1 26.8

FtR 198785 482.4 3.0 593.8 13.3 24.6

FbR 219825 496.0 3.2 601.9 15.0 27.2

F0L -
217360

-
487.9

- 634.1
614.9

16.1 26.2

F0R 217360 487.9 2.2 595.7 15.2 29.7

F1L 214830
211470

496.2
483.2

2.1 611.8
600.0

15.2 30.3

F1R 208110 470.1 1.9 588.2 15.1 28.6

F2L 217640
218698

478.8
468.6

1.5 610.1
605.1

15.2 28.5

F2R 219755 458.3 1.2 600.2 15.2 29.0
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F3L 209030
212355

469.4
466.1

1.5 606.4
606.5

15.1 26.2

F3R 215680 462.8 1.3 606.6 15.1 26.4

F4L -
205710

-
456.9

- -
604.5

- -

F4R 205710 456.9 0.4* 604.5 12.2 25.9

F5 205090 433.2* 0.4* 613.6 14.1 24.6

W0 206670 630.4* 0.5* 678.8 2.8 8.9

W1T 208355
208611

494.6
490.9

1.9 618.1
617.8

15.2 27.3

W1B 207393 487.2 1.5 617.5 15.2 26.1

W2 208760 505.7 2.1 620.2 13.5 27.9

* 0.2% proof stress due to absence of the yield plateau 
** necking not solely within the gauge length

Table B5. Material properties of (parts of) the HEA280 section in S460, based on tensile coupons

Region A E fy, st fy, dyn fu, stat fu, dyn

[mm2] [N/mm2] [N/mm2] [N/mm2] [N/mm2] [N/mm2]

st. pos. flange - 217360 487.87 502.36 595.72 620.93

st. pos. web - 206670 630.40 648.81 678.82 703.43

w.a. Af, straight 6981 211809 469.96 443.12 603.33 628.76

w.a. Af, Aw 7474 211455 477.82 492.55 607.15 632.54

w.a. Af, EN 6287 212513 472.57 441.12 602.76 628.15

w.a. Af, NEN 5592 213391 475.82 438.62 602.05 627.38

w.a. Af, DIN 6175 210535 480.69 448.64 607.45 632.80

w.a. Aw, straight 2512 214099 545.19 561.31 640.82 666.50

w.a. Aw 2020 215965 534.43 550.21 635.84 661.72

w.a. AV, EN 3207 212223 523.78 539.64 633.82 659.53

w.a. AV, NEN 3901 211016 510.00 525.69 629.31 655.04

w.a. AV, DIN 3319 215912 506.94 522.31 624.05 649.82

w.a. total section 9494 212415 489.87 504.76 613.25 638.75
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Table B6. Test results of tensile coupons originating from the IPE360 section in S355

Position E fy, st εy, 2 fu, st εu εt 

[N/mm2] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [%]

F0L 203690
207225

370.0
366.0

2.0 469.4
471.4

20.1 37.4

F0R 210760 362.1 2.0 473.3 17.1 38.5

F1 222438 349.2 2.0 462.6 20.8 35.4

F2 211980 366.4 1.7 472.8 18.3 40.9

F3L 218290
211330

369.3
366.2

2.3 479.8
480.4

15.4 40.9

F3R 204370 363.1 1.7 481.0 18.1 39.0

F4* 199280 348.0 2.1 471.6 17.4 27.9

W0 212960 405.5 1.5 484.7 15.2 33.1

W1 203970 404.0 2.7 484.4 15.5 32.9

W2 209000 389.5 3.6 482.2 18.5 33.6

W3 209280 411.8 3.9 494.0 16.8 31.8

W4 193100 404.5 4.0 489.7 23.1 34.0

W5 207910 417.3 3.5 501.2 18.3 30.1

* Cylindrical coupon

Table B7. Material properties of (parts of) the IPE360 section in S355, based on tensile coupons

Region A E fy, st fy, dyn fu, stat fu, dyn

[mm2] [N/mm2] [N/mm2] [N/mm2] [N/mm2] [N/mm2]

st. pos. flange - 222438 349.24 362.76 462.60 483.44

st. pos. web - 203970 403.96 419.49 484.44 507.37

w.a. Af, straight 4168 209817 361.67 374.65 473.22 493.91

w.a. Af, Aw 7474 211455 477.82 492.55 607.15 493.90

w.a. Af, EN 3638 210581 362.50 375.50 472.90 493.58

w.a. Af, NEN 3109 211606 363.62 376.64 472.46 493.15

w.a. Af, DIN 4355 209481 361.33 374.32 473.24 493.94

w.a. Aw, straight 2766 203624 396.27 409.89 486.69 509.15

w.a. Aw 2488 203903 401.24 414.89 488.21 510.86

w.a. AV, EN 3295 203775 389.79 403.29 484.88 507.06

w.a. AV, NEN 3825 203885 385.11 398.52 483.58 505.55

w.a. AV, DIN 2578 203741 399.37 413.02 487.63 510.22

w.a. total section 6934 207346 375.47 388.71 478.59 499.99
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Table B8. Test results of tensile coupons originating from the HEB240 section in S355

Position E fy, st εy, 2 fu, st εu εt 

[N/mm2] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [%]

F0L 212520
219425

378.7
381.5

2.5 492.2
491.9

20.1 35.7

F0R 226330 384.3 2.3 491.6 20.1 36.8

F1L 207130
216258

372.2
376.6

1.8 494.5
493.8

15.1 35.3

F1R 225385 380.9 2.7 493.0 20.1 35.6

F2L 211730
210778

373.6
375.5

2.1 496.3
494.9

15.1 35.2

F2R 209825 377.4 2.4 493.4 17.5 35.8
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F3L 220980
222168

370.8
373.9

1.3 508.0
504.8

15.1 33.2

F3R 223355 377.0 1.8 501.6 15.1 32.8

F4L 232540
227525

372.4
374.3

1.5 506.3
504.2

15.1 28.8

F4R 222510 376.2 2.7 502.1 15.1 31.8

F5 220980 367.2 1.3 510.6 15.1 31.4

W0 195630 412.3 412.3 525.3 10.1 27.7

W1T 197065
198150

404.4
402.8

1.4 506.2
507.3

15.1 31.5

W1B 199235 401.2 1.3 508.4 15.1 31.5

W2 219835 402.4 2.6 508.1 15.1 27.7

Table B9. Material properties of (parts of) the HEB240 section in S355, based on tensile coupons

Region A E fy, st fy, dyn fu, stat fu, dyn

[mm2] [N/mm2] [N/mm2] [N/mm2] [N/mm2] [N/mm2]

st. pos. flange - 216258 376.56 391.51 493.76 515.67

st. pos. web - 198150 402.77 416.95 507.30 530.66

w.a. Af, straight 7956 219436 375.74 389.53 498.83 521.21

w.a. Af, Aw 8335 218609 377.10 390.94 499.86 522.29

w.a. Af, EN 7108 218871 376.35 390.21 497.80 520.10

w.a. Af, NEN 6260 218153 377.12 391.09 496.48 518.68

w.a. Af, DIN 8180 218564 377.29 391.14 499.66 522.07

w.a. Aw, straight 2354 202512 405.38 420.08 513.98 537.33

w.a. Aw, EN 1976 202759 405.33 419.95 512.52 535.87

w.a. AV, EN 3203 208248 396.19 410.46 512.26 535.53

w.a. AV, NEN 4051 211582 390.84 404.87 511.26 534.48

w.a. AV, DIN 2131 204085 402.56 417.07 512.38 535.71

w.a. total section 10311 215572 382.36 396.50 502.29 524.89
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Table B10. Test results of tensile coupons originating from the HEM180 section in S355

Position E fy, st εy, 2 fu, st εu εt 

[N/mm2] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [%]

F0L 198540
205118

387.5
387.7

1.2 515.3
491.9

15.1 30.2

F0R 211695 387.9 1.4 515.5 - -

F1L 202610
213998

377.8
379.6

1.1 517.8
493.8

15.1 30.5

F1R 225385 381.4 2.7 518.9 21.8 37.3

F2L 202465
200468

362.1
361.8

0.8 516.9
494.9

15.1 30.7

F2R 198470 361.5 0.9 515.3 15.1 30.1

F3L 204760
206585

366.7
365.1

0.8 520.2
504.8

15.1 30.3

F3R 208410 363.6 0.5 518.0 15.1 31.3

F4 212520 349.5 0.4 523.1 15.1 30.8

W0 210575 334.1 0.4 518.6 15.1 28.8

W1T 212835
213053

412.3
411.2

0.4 527.4
528.1

12.3 28.1

W1B 213270 410.2 0.4 528.8 10.1 25.1

W2 219835 387.4 2.6 518.6 15.1 31.0

Table B11. Material properties of (parts of) the HEM180 section in S355, based on tensile coupons

Region A E fy, st fy, dyn fu, stat fu, dyn

[mm2] [N/mm2] [N/mm2] [N/mm2] [N/mm2] [N/mm2]

st. pos. flange - 213998 379.62 395.34 518.37 542.43

st. pos. web - 210575 334.14 348.83 518.57 542.65

w.a. Af, straight 8565 207726 371.18 386.04 518.13 541.89

w.a. Af, Aw 8758 207781 370.42 385.28 518.14 541.91

w.a. Af, EN 7559 207341 373.40 388.32 517.63 541.37

w.a. Af, NEN 6554 206838 376.29 391.31 516.99 540.69

w.a. Af, DIN 8439 207602 371.21 386.09 517.95 541.71

w.a. Aw, straight 2346 213829 383.55 398.41 523.19 547.37

w.a. Aw, EN 2471 214150 387.75 402.63 523.60 547.79

w.a. AV, EN 2153 212866 374.85 389.55 522.78 546.90

w.a. AV, NEN 3352 212347 370.16 384.78 522.56 546.64

w.a. AV, DIN 4357 213940 382.83 397.61 523.54 547.70

w.a. total section 10911 209038 373.84 388.70 519.21 543.07
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C Test results compression coupons
The material properties of IPE360 and HEA280 in S355 were also tested by means of compres-
sion coupons. The results of the HEA280 section in S355 were already presented in the main 
content. The results of the IPE360 section were presented here. Just as two compression coupon 
tests, on the roots, of the HEA280 section in S235 to establish a more accurate representation of 
the sections’ material properties. 

Table C1. Test results of compression coupons originating from the HEA280 section in S235

Position E [N/mm2] fy, 0.2, st [N/mm2] fy, 0.2., dyn [N/mm2] εy, 0.2 [%]

Wrt 205730
210180

528.8*

528.7
541.3*

541.1
-0.46*

Wrb 214630 528.6* 540.9* -0.45*

* 0.2% proof stress, i.e. no presence of a yield plateau

Table C2. Test results of compression coupons originating from the IPE360 section in S355

Position Ec 
[N/mm2]

(Et-Ec ) 
Et      [%]

fy, c, st 
[N/mm2]

(fy, t, st-fy, c, st ) 
fY, t, st      [%]

εy, 2 
[%]

Flange

F0L 197030 3 377.72 -2 -1.48

F0R 206480 2 361.32 0 -1.44

F1 212090 5 363.83 -4 -1.68

F2 203230 4 376.65 -3 -1.77

F3L 209370 4 377.22 -2 -1.55

F3R 212090 -4 365.44 -1 -1.45

F4 199690 0 357.34 -3 -1.32

Web

W0 203190 5 403.23 1 -1.51

W1 205900 -1 409.62 -1 -1.87

W2 207440 1 423.95 -9 -1.58

W3 207200 1 425.47 -3 -1.64

W4 206970 -7 427.24 -6 -1.85

W5 205360 1 430.19 -3 -2.00

In general the compression coupon results were in agreement with that of the tensile coupon 
results, therefore the overall representation of the material model for each section was mainly 
based on the tensile coupon test results. In case of the HEA280 section in S235 the results from 
the compression coupons Wr located in the roots were added, leading to the stress distribution 
as displayed in Figure C1 in combination with the updated weighted average values in Table C3.
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Figure C1. Course of yield strength over the HEA280 section in S235, including compression coupon Wr

Table C3. Material properties of (parts of) the HEA280 section in S235, (tensile and compression coupons)

Region A E fy, st fy, dyn fu, stat

[mm2] [N/mm2] [N/mm2] [N/mm2] [N/mm2]

standard position flange - 206404 280.51 301.00 416.68

standard position web - 224819 301.92 326.00 426.84

weighted average Af, straight 7361 200023 295.55 315.11 430.83

weighted average Af, Aw 7591 200556 297.56 317.08 432.71

weighted average Af, EN 6326 198376 286.14 305.84 421.11

weighted average Af, NEN 5628 196908 286.64 306.52 421.08

weighted average Af, DIN 7483 200607 297.50 317.03 432.44

weighted average Aw, straight 2276 215238 350.40 370.71 474.51

weighted average Aw, EN 2046 214974 349.12 369.63 472.46

weighted average AV, EN 3311 213632 351.23 371.03 479.43

weighted average AV, NEN 4009 213035 339.20 358.72 469.31

weighted average AV, DIN 2154 214076 346.75 367.18 471.42

weighted average total section 9637 203617 308.51 328.24 441.15
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D Test results stub columns
By means of stub column tests the accuracy of the combination of coupon measurements was 
verified, in case of the HEA280 section in S355 the stub column test provided in a more accurate 
value compared to the weighted average value of the entire section.
Both the top and the bottom half of the HEA280 section in S355 were tested according to previ-
ously described test plan. The stress-diagrams resulting from these tests are displayed in Figure 
D1. A static yield strength of 384 and 388 N/mm2 was measured. Based on the areas of both 
T-sections (top and bottom part) the average section yield strength is 386.4 N/mm2. The dynam-
ic yield strength of 397.98 N/mm2 is also presented in Table D1. The static stub column yield 
strength of 386.4 N/mm2 is 6.5% larger than the weighted average yield strength of the tensile 
coupons (fy,stat = 362.8 N/mm2). The Young’s modulus is determined by averaging the values 
based on SG-02 and SG-03. These strain values were more accurate than the strain values based 
on the displacements measured by the LVDTs.
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Figure D1. Stress-strain graphs of the stub column tests fro HEA280 in S355

Table D1. Yield strengths resulting from the stub column test for HEA280 section in S355

A [mm2] part E [N/mm2] fy, st [N/mm2] fy, dyn [N/mm2]
B8 top 4698.3 0.503 209390 193.26 199.28
B8 bot 4648.4 0.497 217210 193.16 198.69

Total section 9346.7 1.000 213277 386.41 397.98
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E True stress - true plastic strain data used in modeling
Based on the tensile coupon measurements the initial material model contained a strain harden-
ing branch, however, a bilinear material model based on the yield strength fy and Young’s mod-
ulus E might been extracted. The engineering bilinear stress-strain curve could be visualized by 
the dashed dotted yellow curve, while the dashed double dotted red curve represents the true 
stress-strain curve.
The material model for one section may consist of multiple schematic true stress-strain curves 
based on multiple tensile coupons that were appointed to different areas of the cross-section, 
see Figure 67. Measurements of duplicate coupon tests were averaged, e.g. F1L and F1R true 
stress-strain curves were combined to the F1 true stress-strain curve. Another option was to use 
one stress-strain curve based on the weighted average values for the static yield strength fy,stat 
and ultimate tensile stress fu with an average strain hardening curve and length of the yield 
plateau, which is similar to that based on the stub column test. The numerical cross-sectional re-
sistance based on this single stress-strain curve should correspond to the results of a numerical 
model making use of all tensile coupons.

Table E1. Plastic true stress-strain relations for HEA280 in S235 of the tensile coupons, Part I

Ftip F0 F1 F2

E 206072 E 173517 E 206824 E 204474

ε σ ε σ ε σ ε σ

[%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2]

0.0000 320.35 0.0000 297.88 0.0000 280.89 0.0000 276.26

0.0103 323.66 0.0190 303.61 0.0191 286.33 0.0191 282.95

0.0372 387.87 0.0225 307.85 0.0213 288.75 0.0216 285.96

0.0654 435.90 0.0721 410.65 0.0840 411.12 0.0876 416.71

0.0929 466.63 0.0742 414.13 0.0877 416.58 0.0918 422.73

0.1328 517.57 0.1197 465.61 0.1429 470.69 0.1522 479.47

0.3500 643.52 0.1266 471.88 0.1528 478.54 0.1574 483.41

0.1654 499.41 0.1990 508.76 0.2129 516.17

0.1768 506.36 0.2131 517.08 0.2194 519.86

0.1911 513.64 0.2324 527.17 0.2461 533.95

0.3500 602.43 0.3500 593.10 0.3500 592.54
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Table E2. Plastic true stress-strain relations for HEA280 in S235 of the tensile coupons, Part II

F3 F4 F5

E 190540 E 216027 E 194841

ε σ ε σ ε σ

[%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2]

0.0000 275.33 0.0000 289.29 0.0000 262.45

0.0214 281.30 0.0155 293.81 0.0173 267.03

0.0226 282.59 0.0190 298.00 0.0868 417.68

0.0931 414.41 0.0793 425.45 0.1515 477.01

0.0960 418.39 0.0804 427.18 0.2119 515.05

0.1601 478.20 0.1383 481.84 0.3500 591.57

0.1641 481.29 0.1396 482.87

0.2231 516.24 0.1932 514.71

0.2285 519.23 0.1966 516.55

0.2601 535.92 0.2290 533.64

0.3500 586.50 0.3500 602.42

Table E3. Plastic true stress-strain relations for HEA280 in S235 of the tensile coupons, Part III

Wroots W0 W1 W2 W3

E 212102 E 248587 E 225272 E 207525 E 193677

ε σ ε σ ε σ ε σ ε σ

[%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2]

0.0000 525.93 0.0000 399.79 0.0000 302.33 0.0000 316.37 0.0000 286.75

0.0055 552.08 0.0016 426.99 0.0168 307.45 0.0205 322.93 0.0163 291.85

0.0092 568.31 0.0057 457.62 0.0805 427.51 0.0794 441.73 0.0869 417.25

0.0268 629.02 0.0322 530.78 0.1405 487.72 0.1357 496.07 0.1536 483.64

0.0346 691.46 0.0598 570.09 0.1972 521.09 0.1882 527.78 0.2156 522.55

0.3500 948.97 0.3500 762.59 0.3505 607.65 0.3500 620.85 0.3500 597.96
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Table E4. Plastic true stress-strain relations for HEA280 in S355 of the tensile coupons, Part I

F0 F1 F2 F3 F4

E 211353 E 208319 E 179978 E 205743 E 203328

ε σ ε σ ε σ ε σ ε σ

[%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2]

0.0000 367.68 0.0000 372.02 0.0000 362.44 0.0000 363.41 0.0000 362.40

0.0197 375.00 0.0186 379.02 0.0191 369.33 0.0171 375.53 0.0174 368.78

0.0238 379.72 0.0194 379.80 0.0234 374.40 0.0206 373.58 0.0181 369.70

0.0773 483.53 0.0757 484.09 0.0664 466.60 0.0591 456.35 0.0594 466.78

0.1301 530.73 0.1297 532.32 0.0753 480.45 0.0673 470.77 0.0996 512.71

0.1803 562.59 0.1809 564.53 0.1079 511.86 0.0996 505.99 0.1383 542.05

0.2136 569.33 0.3500 670.83 0.1291 528.41 0.1121 517.65 0.1765 554.67

0.3500 596.94 0.1479 540.40 0.1385 537.04 0.3500 611.99

0.1802 556.99 0.1550 546.96

0.3500 644.11 0.1819 559.10

0.3500 634.94

Table E5. Plastic true stress-strain relations for HEA280 in S355 of the tensile coupons, Part II

F5 F6 F7 F8 F9

E 213793 E 211142 E 208791 E 210951 E 211273

ε σ ε σ ε σ ε σ ε σ

[%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2]

0.0000 365.40 0.0000 357.65 0.0000 350.59 0.0000 366.24 0.0000 371.04

0.0197 372.67 0.0191 364.54 0.0143 355.64 0.0139 371.37 0.0185 420.75

0.0204 373.62 0.0602 465.19 0.0177 360.12 0.0570 463.95 0.0505 491.59

0.0609 467.69 0.1000 509.86 0.0590 457.58 0.0985 512.32 0.0816 527.38

0.1004 512.59 0.1383 538.89 0.1004 503.19 0.1385 542.36 0.1118 550.90

0.1384 541.92 0.1823 557.35 0.1403 532.31 0.1867 564.90 0.1620 576.04

0.1819 560.11 0.3500 627.81 0.1889 555.32 0.3500 641.24 0.3500 670.09

0.3500 630.41 0.3500 631.43
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Table E6. Plastic true stress-strain relations for HEA280 in S355 of the tensile coupons, Part III

W0 W1 W2 W3

E 198347 E 183682 E 209250 E 196190

ε σ ε σ ε σ ε σ

[%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2]

0.0000 387.25 0.0000 369.33 0.0000 366.21 0.0000 366.29

0.0120 410.93 0.0160 375.31 0.0218 374.28 0.0225 374.63

0.0178 420.56 0.0581 468.40 0.0252 377.98 0.0779 482.62

0.0499 477.10 0.0987 512.62 0.0674 464.71 0.1307 530.08

0.0595 484.86 0.1378 541.71 0.0775 480.31 0.1808 561.49

0.0866 507.70 0.1827 565.44 0.1080 510.42 0.2152 575.48

0.0997 516.42 0.3500 653.88 0.1306 529.50 0.3500 630.36

0.1220 531.77 0.1471 541.04

0.1383 538.96 0.1811 560.45

0.1606 548.88 0.1921 565.52

0.3500 633.42 0.3500 638.01
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Table E7. Plastic true stress-strain relations for HEA280 in S460 of the tensile coupons, Part I

Ft F0 F1 F2 F3

E 208241 E 218092 E 212195 E 219401 E 213055

ε σ ε σ ε σ ε σ ε σ

[%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2]

0.0000 492.27 0.0000 488.96 0.0000 484.27 0.0000 469.59 0.0000 467.12

0.0201 502.27 0.0192 498.45 0.0161 492.15 0.0100 474.30 0.0110 472.30

0.0318 530.92 0.0370 556.47 0.0187 497.36 0.0126 479.82 0.0125 475.68

0.0647 594.48 0.0651 613.15 0.0368 562.14 0.0369 570.75 0.0368 573.25

0.0921 632.37 0.0926 646.88 0.0650 619.57 0.0650 627.19 0.0650 629.92

0.1548 701.74 0.1368 682.93 0.0925 653.01 0.0926 659.66 0.0925 662.27

0.1789 718.88 0.1515 695.39 0.1367 688.14 0.1369 693.58 0.1368 695.47

0.2561 791.85 0.1504 699.44 0.1611 713.06 0.1654 717.96

0.3500 878.51 0.1538 702.39 0.1658 716.93 0.1665 718.83

0.2476 786.24 0.2473 787.03 0.2293 770.90

0.3500 877.79 0.3500 875.33 0.3500 870.91

Table E8. Plastic true stress-strain relations for HEA280 in S460 of the tensile coupons, Part II

F4 F5 W0 W1 W2

E 206310 E 205690 E 207580 E 208611 E 209519

ε σ ε σ ε σ ε σ ε σ

[%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2]

0.0000 400.78 0.0000 400.78 0.0000 608.08 0.0000 492.06 0.0000 506.93

0.0018 458.50 0.0020 434.94 0.0050 665.18 0.0124 498.22 0.0183 516.33

0.0058 467.61 0.0058 450.67 0.0089 678.41 0.0164 506.52 0.0318 568.31

0.0096 489.58 0.0097 478.24 0.0246 698.07 0.0367 581.50 0.0646 642.99

0.0317 571.10 0.0317 571.35 0.0812 774.31 0.0648 638.55 0.0921 678.38

0.0646 634.90 0.0646 640.76 0.3500 1136.33 0.0923 672.33 0.1363 715.55

0.0921 664.60 0.0921 672.59 0.1366 708.13 0.1787 740.56

0.1364 695.48 0.1363 704.84 0.1789 726.43 0.3500 841.60

0.3500 844.67 0.3500 860.83 0.3500 800.29
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Table E9. Plastic true stress-strain relations for IPE360 in S355 of the tensile coupons, Part I

F0 F1 F2 F3 F4

E 204843 E 222962 E 203763 E 204845 E 208325

ε σ ε σ ε σ ε σ ε σ

[%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2]

0.0000 349.16 0.0000 349.79 0.0000 355.91 0.0000 350.86 0.0000 370.61

0.0181 355.53 0.0182 356.23 0.0180 362.39 0.0181 357.27 0.0180 377.35

0.0638 458.69 0.0640 459.58 0.0637 467.54 0.0638 460.93 0.0325 408.88

0.1021 500.26 0.1023 501.23 0.1021 509.91 0.1021 502.70 0.0654 470.27

0.1389 528.64 0.1391 529.67 0.1388 538.84 0.1389 531.22 0.0929 500.58

0.1865 558.76 0.1868 558.99 0.1865 568.67 0.1865 560.63 0.1371 535.79

0.3500 662.05 0.3500 659.41 0.3500 671.03 0.3500 661.50 0.1805 563.84

Table E10. Plastic true stress-strain relations for IPE360 in S355 of the tensile coupons, Part II

W0 W1 W2 W3 W4

E 203795 E 206480 E 208076 E 203250 E 207611

ε σ ε σ ε σ ε σ ε σ

[%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2]

0.0000 404.03 0.0000 387.11 0.0000 424.82 0.0000 430.78 0.0000 428.12

0.0256 414.52 0.0257 397.21 0.0255 435.82 0.0254 441.91 0.0255 439.20

0.0359 434.75 0.0357 494.46 0.0358 457.09 0.0358 463.47 0.0358 460.64

0.0725 487.79 0.0722 538.29 0.0723 512.85 0.0723 520.02 0.0723 516.83

0.0971 511.78 0.0968 561.98 0.0970 538.07 0.0969 545.59 0.0969 542.25

0.1374 540.10 0.1371 588.72 0.1372 567.85 0.1372 575.78 0.1372 572.26

0.3500 689.67 0.3500 730.07 0.3500 725.23 0.3500 735.40 0.3500 730.88

Table E11. Plastic true stress-strain relations for IPE360 in S355 of the tensile coupons, Part III

W5
E ε [%] 0.0000 0.0254 0.0358 0.0723 0.0969 0.1372 0.3500

206006 σ [N/mm2] 431.09 442.23 463.82 520.4 545.99 576.21 735.94
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Table E12. Plastic true stress-strain relations for HEB240 in S355 of the tensile coupons, Part I

F0 F1 F2 F3 F4

E 219997 E 216823 E 211341 E 222726 E 228087

ε σ ε σ ε σ ε σ ε σ

[%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2]

0.0000 382.13 0.0000 377.22 0.0000 376.17 0.0000 372.74 0.0000 374.88

0.0212 390.32 0.0158 383.23 0.0185 383.20 0.0115 377.07 0.0130 379.77

0.0229 392.83 0.0245 398.46 0.0218 389.39 0.0158 385.32 0.0244 400.91

0.0373 437.45 0.0373 444.08 0.0373 445.64 0.0374 460.20 0.0375 458.37

0.0655 492.40 0.0655 497.79 0.0654 499.56 0.0656 512.50 0.0656 510.32

0.0931 524.42 0.0930 529.46 0.0930 529.95 0.0930 544.61 0.0932 542.42

0.1373 561.66 0.1373 565.51 0.1372 565.88 0.1372 579.63 0.1382 580.38

0.1797 587.86 0.1797 590.84 0.1586 581.52 0.1473 587.91 0.3500 759.07

0.3500 693.08 0.2406 629.33 0.3500 721.40 0.3500 755.53

0.3500 698.40

Table E13. Plastic true stress-strain relations for HEB240 in S355 of the tensile coupons, Part II

F5 W0 W1 W2

E 221531 E 196249 E 198754 E 220439

ε σ ε σ ε σ ε σ

[%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2]

0.0000 367.84 0.0000 413.17 0.0000 401.96 0.0000 403.10

0.0115 372.12 0.0107 466.45 0.0109 406.37 0.0233 412.70

0.0374 464.83 0.0368 520.71 0.0119 409.01 0.0371 456.10

0.0655 517.51 0.0651 553.53 0.0371 479.96 0.0652 511.20

0.0930 549.84 0.0926 575.11 0.0652 522.49 0.0927 545.11

0.1372 584.87 0.3500 776.99 0.0927 550.30 0.1368 584.34

0.1472 593.13 0.1369 582.62 0.3500 773.95

0.3500 760.83 0.3500 738.35
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Table E14. Plastic true stress-strain relations for HEM180 in S355 of the tensile coupons, Part I

F0 F1 F2 F3 F4

E 205699 E 214567 E 201011 E 207133 E 213042

ε σ ε σ ε σ ε σ ε σ

[%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2]

0.0000 388.44 0.0000 380.30 0.0000 362.47 0.0000 365.77 0.0000 348.52

0.0100 392.36 0.0168 386.79 0.0068 364.95 0.0035 367.05 0.0033 364.47

0.0115 397.50 0.0373 450.53 0.0092 384.13 0.0064 371.23 0.0093 394.02

0.0373 476.04 0.0661 510.34 0.0371 477.07 0.0093 388.10 0.0372 486.73

0.0637 532.30 0.0995 555.49 0.0653 527.21 0.0371 480.66 0.0654 536.07

0.0927 556.50 0.1403 592.03 0.0927 557.82 0.0653 530.61 0.0929 566.07

0.1369 590.32 0.1926 633.64 0.1369 590.93 0.0928 561.09 0.1371 598.58

0.3500 753.40 0.3500 758.98 0.3500 750.49 0.1370 594.15 0.3500 755.09

0.3500 753.36

Table E15. Plastic true stress-strain relations for HEM180 in S355 of the tensile coupons, Part II

W0 W1 W2

E 208992 E 218357 E 211156

ε σ ε σ ε σ

[%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2] [%] [N/mm2]

0.0000 324.88 0.0000 412.00 0.0000 388.06

0.0016 335.21 0.0110 454.24 0.0034 389.38

0.0063 372.28 0.0371 517.02 0.0064 390.55

0.0112 398.10 0.0653 554.73 0.0127 393.05

0.0372 481.70 0.0928 578.47 0.0371 478.39

0.0653 531.01 0.1132 594.53 0.0653 530.47

0.0928 561.13 0.3500 781.15 0.0928 562.53

0.1371 593.74 0.1370 597.28

0.3500 750.58 0.3500 764.70
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F Experimental and numerical results M-V interaction tests
In Chapter 5 of this dissertation the experimental results of one bending dominated (beam 
A1) and one shear dominated beam were discussed, both HEA280 sections in S235. Two oth-
er HEA280 sections in S235, namely the bending dominated beam A2a and shear dominated 
beam A4a, were used to illustrate the validation of the FEM model by means of experiments. 
This appendix presents the experimental and numerical results by means of Force-displacement 
graphs. For more elaborate experimental data the reader is referred to “Deliverable 3.2: Research 
report on experimental testing of I-shaped cross-sections” by R.W.A. Dekker and H.H. Snijder as 
part of the RFCS SAFEBRICTILE project. 
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Figure F1. Force-displacement graph for the bending dominated beams A2a and A2b - HEA280 section in 
S235 - used for validation of the Finite Element model by means of experiments
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Finite Element model by means of experiments
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Figure F3. Force-displacement graph for the shear dominated beams A4a and A4b - HEA280 section in S235 
- used for validation of the Finite Element model by means of experiments

The FEM models were not always able to simulate the actual experimental behavior, an update 
in the cross-sectional area and material properties did effectuate an increase in the location of 
the knee point (transition of the elastic towards plastic branch). Though a typical divergence of 
the experimental and numerical slope was observed just after the knee point, e.g. from 20 mm 
for beams A4a and A4b in Figure F3. The stress distributions in this stage of the tests should be 
investigated more thourougly.
The main text of this dissertation presents the accuracy of the Eurocode compared to the exper-
imental M-V interaction test results. In order to comprehend these results, Figure F4 displays 
the performance of the DIN 18800-1 and NEN 6770 design rules. The EN 1993-1-1 and NEN 6770 
performed similarly and better than the DIN 18800-1.
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Figure F4. Fnum-Ft graphs comparing numerical results of the HEA280 section - S235 with experiments and 
design rules (left: DIN 18800-1, right: NEN 6770)

Likewise the FEM model was used to simulate the testgroup containing HEA280 sections in steel 
grade S355. The simulations of this test group were only accurate for the bending dominated 
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beam B1, whereas the updated geometry and material properties were used. For this series the 
best results were obtained by using material properties originating from the stub column test. 
Figures F5 to F10 display the outcomes of the FEM simulations.  
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Figure F5. Force-displacement graph for beam B1 - HEA280 section in S355 - used for validation of the Finite 
Element model by means of experiments
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Figure F6. Force-displacement graph for beams B2a and B2b - HEA280 section in S355 - used for validation 
of the Finite Element model by means of experiments
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Figure F7. Force-displacement graph for beam B3 - HEA280 section in S355 - used for validation of the Finite 
Element model by means of experiments
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Figure F8. Force-displacement graph for beams B4a and B4b - HEA280 section in S355 - used for validation 
of the Finite Element model by means of experiments

The FEM models were not always able to simulate the actual experimental behavior, an update in 
the cross-sectional area and material properties did effectuate an increase in the location of the 
knee point (transition of the elastic towards plastic branch). Even though the knee point is not 
at the correct height, the slope of the plastic curve for shear dominated caes was approximated 
rather well, see Figure F8 and F9. Note that simulation B1 did provide best results while making 
use of a bilinear stress-strain relation. This was not observed in other tests on HEA280 sections.
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Figure F9. Force-displacement graph for beam B5 - HEA280 section in S355 - used for validation of the 
Finite Element model by means of experiments

The main text of this dissertation presents the accuracy of the Eurocode compared to the exper-
imental M-V interaction test results. In order to comprehend these results, Figure F10 displays 
the performance of the DIN 18800-1 and NEN 6770 design rules. The EN 1993-1-1 and NEN 6770 
performed similarly and better than the DIN 18800-1.
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Figure F10. Fnum-Ft graphs comparing numerical results of the HEA280 section - S355 with experiments and 
design rules (left: EN 1993-1-1, right: DIN 18800-1, bottom: NEN 6770)
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The testgroup containing HEA280 sections in steel grade S460 showed more accurate results, 
the cross-section was already accurately defined. Figures F11 to F13 display the outcomes of the 
FEM simulations.
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Figure F11. Force-displacement graph for beam C1 - HEA280 section in S460 - used for validation of the 
Finite Element model by means of experiments
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Figure F12. Force-displacement graph for beams C2a and C2b - HEA280 section in S460 - used for valida-
tion of the Finite Element model by means of experiments

The numerical model was able to accurately describe the experimental behavior and ultimate 
resistance, see Figure F11 and F12. The main text of this dissertation presents the accuracy of the 
Eurocode compared to the experimental M-V interaction test results. In order to comprehend 
these results, Figure F12 displays the performance of the DIN 18800-1 and NEN 6770 design 
rules. The EN 1993-1-1 and NEN 6770 performed similarly and better than the DIN 18800-1.
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Figure F13. Fnum-Ft graphs comparing numerical results of the HEA280 section - S460 with experiments and 
design rules (left: EN 1993-1-1, right: DIN 18800-1, bottom: NEN 6770)

The simulations for the test group containing IPE360 sections in steel grade S355 could accurate-
ly describe the beam behavior and ultimate resistance. Only exception was made by the shortest 
(shear dominated) beams. Figures F14 to F17 display the outcomes of these FEM simulations.
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Figure F14. Force-displacement graph for beam I1 - IPE360 section in S355 - used for validation of the Finite 
Element model by means of experiments
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Figure F15. Force-displacement graph for beams I2a and I2b - IPE360 section in S355 - used for validation 
of the Finite Element model by means of experiments
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Figure F16. Force-displacement graph for beams I3 and I3b - IPE360 section in S355 - used for validation of 
the Finite Element model by means of experiments

The numerical model was able to accurately describe the experimental behavior and ultimate 
resistance, see Figure F14 to F16. The ultimate resistance of beams I4a and I4b was approached, 
however the knee point was not in agreement with the experimental outcome. The simulations 
followed a similar path as the more bending dominated beams, whereas most likely local insta-
bilities caused the shear dominated beams to start plastisty at an earlier stage.
The main text of this dissertation presents the accuracy of the Eurocode compared to the exper-
imental M-V interaction test results. In order to comprehend these results, Figure F18 displays 
the performance of the DIN 18800-1 and NEN 6770 design rules. The DIN 18800-1 performed 
best.
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Figure F17. Force-displacement graph for beams I4a and I4b - IPE360 section in S355 - used for validation of 
the Finite Element model by means of experiments
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Figure F18. Fnum-Ft graphs comparing numerical results of the IPE360 section - S355 with experiments and 
design rules (left: EN 1993-1-1, right: DIN 18800-1, bottom: NEN 6770)

The simulations for the test group containing HEB240 sections in steel grade S355 could accu-
rately describe the beam behavior and ultimate resistance. Figures F19 to F21 display the out-
comes of these FEM simulations.
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Figure F19. Force-displacement graph for beams H1a and H1b - HEB240 section in S355 - used for validation 
of the Finite Element model by means of experiments
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Figure F20. Force-displacement graph for beam H2 - HEB240 section in S355 - used for validation of the 
Finite Element model by means of experiments
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Figure F21. Force-displacement graph for beams H3a and H3b - HEB240 section in S355 - used for valida-
tion of the Finite Element model by means of experiments

The main text of this dissertation presents the accuracy of the Eurocode compared to the exper-
imental M-V interaction test results. In order to comprehend these results, Figure F22 displays 
the performance of the DIN 18800-1 and NEN 6770 design rules. The EN 1993-1-1 and NEN 6770 
performed similarly and better than the DIN 18800-1.
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Figure F22. Fnum-Ft graphs comparing numerical results of the HEB240 section - S355 with experiments and 
design rules (left: EN 1993-1-1, right: DIN 18800-1, bottom: NEN 6770)
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The simulations for the test group containing HEM180 sections in steel grade S355 could ac-
curately describe the beam behavior and ultimate resistance. Figures F23 to F26 display the 
outcomes of these FEM simulations. 
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Figure F23. Force-displacement graph for beam M - HEM180 section in S355 - used for validation of the 
Finite Element model by means of experiments
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Figure F24. Force-displacement graph for beam M0 - HEM180 section in S355 - used for validation of the 
Finite Element model by means of experiments
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Figure F25. Force-displacement graph for beam M1 - HEM180 section in S355 - used for validation of the 
Finite Element model by means of experiments
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Figure F26. Force-displacement graph for beams M2a and M2b - HEM180 section in S355 - used for valida-
tion of the Finite Element model by means of experiments

The main text of this dissertation presents the accuracy of the Eurocode compared to the exper-
imental M-V interaction test results. In order to comprehend these results, Figure F27 displays 
the performance of the DIN 18800-1 and NEN 6770 design rules. The EN 1993-1-1 and NEN 6770 
performed similarly and better than the DIN 18800-1.
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Figure F27. Fnum-Ft graphs comparing numerical results of the HEM180 section - S355 with experiments and 
design rules (left: EN 1993-1-1, right: DIN 18800-1, bottom: NEN 6770)
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G Element and mesh studies
Beam I3, an IPE360 section in S355, with utilization ratio n=0.67 was chosen to perform the ele-
ment study. The element study was executed with a mesh of 4 elements over the thickness of the 
web and flange. Thereby ‘hourglassing’ of C3D8R elements should be eliminated, however shear 
locking could still be present in simulations making use of C3D8 and C3D20 elements. 
As Figure G1 illustrates and Table G1 summarizes, only the C3D8i element was able to describe 
the bending-shear properties. The simulations making use of C3D8 and C3D8R elements result-
ed in early failure of the beam at small deformations and lower ultimate resistance. A similar 
excision was executed for test I2b, this resulted in better performance of C3D8i compared to the 
other element types.
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Figure G1. Force-displacement graph of the element study for IPE360 - beam I3

Table G1. The influence of the number of elements over the thickness for beam I3 - IPE360 indicated by 
numerical results

element name job
max. element 
length zone II

δ
[mm]

Fu,exp 

[kN]
Fu,FEM 

[kN]
Fu,FEM  / Fu,exp

[%]

- experiment - 52 1040 - -

C3D8 I3_C3D8_4 40 mm 20 - 1011 97.2

C3D8R I3_C3D8R_4 40 mm 21 - 1017 97.8

C3D8i I3_C3D8i_4 40 mm 44 - 1060 101.9

In the mesh convergence study for the IPE360 section,  the elements over the thickness of the 
flange and web were investigated first. The effects of an increase from a course mesh of 2 ele-
ments over the thickness towards a fine mesh of 6 elements over the thickness was investigated. 
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The width of the elements changed proportionally, the ratio b:t is 3:1 for the flange and h:t is 
5:1 for the web. The influence of the number of elements over the thickness was summarized 
in Table G2 and Figure G2. A minimum of 4 elements over de thickness was recommended, 6 
elements generated slightly better results but required significantly more computational effort.

Table G2. The influence of the number of elements over the thickness for beam I3 - IPE360 indicated by 
numerical results

elements 
over t name job

max. element 
length zone II

δ
[mm]

Fu,exp 

[kN]
Fu,FEM 

[kN]
Fu,FEM  / Fu,exp

[%]

- experiment - 52 1040 - -

2 I3_C3D8i_2 40 mm 18 - 1013 97.4

3 I3_C3D8i_3 40 mm 42 - 1065 102.4

4 I3_C3D8i_4 40 mm 44 - 1060 101.9

6 I3_C3D8i_6 40 mm 43 - 1053 101.2
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Figure G2. Force-displacement graph of the mesh study in thickness for IPE360 - beam I3

The curves in Figure G2 followed a similar shape as the experiment, but at a slightly higher 
resistance, already from the elastic branch. The GMNA with only 2 elements over the section per-
formed poorly, with premature failure. For the other mesh configurations only small differences 
were observed, all resulted in slightly too high ultimate resistances compared to the experimen-
tal value. An increase in the number of elements should resulted in a better performance of the 
FEM model, this was the case when the most course mesh was disregarded, as illustrated by the 
ultimate resistance versus the number of elements in Figure G3. A minimum of 4 elements over 
de thickness was recommended, since 6 elements generated similar results but required signifi-
cantly more computational effort.
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Figure G3. Performance of FEM models for the mesh study in thickness for IPE360 - beam I3

Secondly the length of the elements in zone II was investigated. In this region the element length 
varied from 5 mm at the flanges to a maximum value, this maximum value was chosen as 10, 
20 or 40 mm. The influence of the length of elements in zone II is summarized in Table G3 and 
Figure G4. In case of lengths of 10 or 20 mm, the accuracy of the numerical model was improved 
by less than 1 percent. This difference was negligible, especially whereas the computational time 
increased by 50% for the long beams (bending dominated cases).
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Figure G4. Force-displacement graph of the mesh study in length for IPE360 - beam I3

Table G3. The influence of the element length in zone II for beam I3 - IPE360 indicated by numerical results

max. element 
length zone II

name job
elements 

over t
δu

[mm]
Fu,exp 

[kN]
Fu,FEM 

[kN]
Fu,FEM  / Fu,exp

[%]

- experiment - 52 1040 - -

40 mm I3_C3D8i_4 4 44 - 1060 101.9

20 mm I3_C3D8i_4-20 4 41 - 1053 101.3

10 mm I3_C3D8i_4-10 4 41 - 1054 101.4
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Beam M2b, an HEM180 section in S355, with utilization ratio n=0.83 was chosen to perform the 
element study. Just as the other element studies, a mesh of 4 elements over the thickness of the 
web and flange was used. As Figure G5 illustrates and Table G4 summarizes, all solid element-
types were able to describe the bending-shear interaction. For the element and mesh study an 
old version of the assignment of coupons to the section was used, therefore the precise accuracy 
was not relevant, though the mutual differences remained useful. All resulted in an overestima-
tion of the experimental ultimate resistance by approximately 12 percent. The quadratic reduced 
element C3D20R performed best, followed by C3D8R, C3D20 and C3D8i, C3D8 performs least.
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Figure G5. Force-displacement graph of the element study for HEM180 - beam M2b

Table G4. The influence of the number of elements over the thickness for beam M2b - HEM180 indicated by 
numerical results

element name job
max. element 
length zone II

δu

[mm]
Fu,exp 

[kN]
Fu,FEM 

[kN]
Fu,FEM  / Fu,exp

[%]

- experiment - 135 1511 - -

C3D8 M2b_C3D8_4 40 mm 105 - 1698 112.4

C3D8R M2b_C3D8R_4 40 mm 108 - 1685 111.5

C3D8i M2b_C3D8i_4 40 mm 105 - 1689 111.8

C3D20 M2b_C3D20_4 40 mm 110 - 1688 111.7

C3D20R M2b_C3D20R_4 40 mm 102 - 1678 111.0

In the mesh convergence study of the HEM180 section,  the elements over the thickness of the 
flange and web were investigated first. The effects of an increase from a course mesh of 4 ele-
ments over the thickness towards a fine mesh of 8 elements over the thickness was investigated. 
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The width of the elements changed proportionally, the ratio b:t is 3:1 for the flange and h:t is 
5:1 for the web. The influence of the number of elements over the thickness was summarized 
in Table G5 and Figure G6. A minimum of 6 elements over de thickness was recommended, 8 
elements generated slightly better results but required significantly more computational effort.

Table G5. The influence of the number of elements over the thickness for beam M2b - HEM180 indicated by 
numerical results

elements 
over t name job

max. element 
length zone II

δu

[mm]
Fu,exp 

[kN]
Fu,FEM 

[kN]
Fu,FEM  / Fu,exp

[%]

- experiment - 135 1040 - -

4 M2b_C3D8i_4 40 mm 105 - 1689 111.8

6 M2b_C3D8i_6 40 mm 97 - 1678 111.0

8 M2b_C3D8i_8 40 mm 96 - 1674 110.8
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Figure G6. Force-displacement graph of the mesh study in thickness for HEM180 - beam M2b

The curves in Figure G6 followed a similar shape as the experiment, but at a much higher re-
sistance, already from the elastic branch. The GMNA with only 4 elements over the section per-
formed poorly, with premature failure. For the other mesh configurations only small differences 
were observed, all resulted in slightly too high ultimate resistances compared to the experimen-
tal value. An increase in the number of elements should resulted in a better performance of the 
FEM model, this was the case when the most course mesh was disregarded, as illustrated by the 
ultimate resistance versus the number of elements in Figure G7. A minimum of 4 elements over 
de thickness was recommended, since 6 elements generated similar results but required signifi-
cantly more computational effort.
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Figure G7. Performance of FEM models for the mesh study in thickness for HEM180 - beam M2b

Subsequently the length of the elements in zone II was investigated. In this region the element 
length varied from 5 mm at the flanges to a maximum value, this maximum value was chosen as 
10, 20 or 40 mm. The influence of the length of elements in zone II is summarized in Table G3 and 
Figure G5. The accuracy of the numerical model was not improved by using a different length of 
the elements in zone II, therefore a length of 40 mm may be used.

Table G6. The influence of the element length in zone II for beam M2b - HEM180 indicated by numerical 
results

max. element 
length zone II

name job
elements 

over t
δu

[mm]
Fu,FEM 

[kN]
Fu,FEM 

[kN]
Fu,FEM  / Fu,exp

[%]

- experiment - 135 1511 - -

40 mm M2b_C3D8i_4 4 105 - 1689 111.8

20 mm M2b_C3D8i_4-20 4 104 - 1690 111.8

10 mm M2b_C3D8i_4-10 4 105 - 1690 111.8
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Figure G7. Force-displacement graph of the mesh study in length for HEM180 - beam M2b
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H Python script GMNIA
The database in Chapter 7 was filled with M-V data points originating from GMNIA. These anal-
yses were controlled by means of a python 2.7 script, which included the pre- and post-process-
ing of the FEM analyses. These scripts were based on work from Overdorp the most important 
changes were: (i) only regular sections were used, (ii) the imperfection size was taken largest 
in the area between load and support instead of between loads, (iii) the mesh was redefined 
based on the validation study, both in length and cross-section, (iv) the definition of the Wpl 
was corrected.
Batch files were used to run continuous series of FEM-analyses, see (0,20,100) in Figure H1 
which indicated that the utilization ratio’s 0.0 to 1.0 with substeps of 0.2 were regarded. Every 
model was called upon twice in Abaqus CAE; once to run the FEM-analysis, once to export the 
results (indicated by ‘READ’). This consecutively structure ensured results were extracted even 
when the FEM analysis was aborted prematurely, and would have terminated the python script. 

@echo off
echo ---
echo Beginning Calculations
echo ---
pause
FOR /L %%A IN (0,20,100) DO (
echo ---
echo Begin %%A
echo ---
echo Time: %TIME%
echo ---
call abaqus cae noGUI=RUNANALYSIS.py -- RUN %%A
call abaqus cae noGUI=RUNANALYSIS.py -- READ %%A
echo ---
echo Finished %%A
echo ---
)
pause

Figure H1. Example batch file

The batch file called upon the main python script RUNANALYSIS, which made use of definitions 
for repetitive sections. These scripts and definitions are subsequently listed and their functions 
are explained:
      (i) RUNANALYSIS.py
First, all required Abaqus modules were imported and the basic parameters were defined. Sub-
sequently the loading was derived from the target MV-ratio, which was according to the utili-
zation ratio originating from the batch file. Based on the loading and geometry the name of the 
analysis was created and the corresponding folders were created. The script created identical 
models for the static general step (imperfections) and the GMNIA. The static general step was 
executed and the deformed node coordinates were stored in a node file. Subsequently, the co-
ordinates in the node file were superimposed on the geometry of the GMNIA model. After the 
imperfections were applied, the GMNIA was executed. Simultaneously, in the background, the 
result file was regularly read. 5 Increments after the programs detected the derivative of the 
F-δ graph was negative, the program sent an abort command using the command prompt. The 
possible early termination of the analysis after failure greatly reduced the computation time and 
avoided unnecessary data storage. After completion or termination all data was retrieved from 
the result file (.odb file). Subsequently, the data, charts, and images of the failure modes were 
exported to an excel file.
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Figure H2. Example RUNANALYSIS.py of the HEA280 section in S235, n=0.80, page 1
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C:\Temp\HE280A\FEHE280AV06S2354p\scripts\RUNANALYSIS.py

files=os.listdir(".")
delFiles=[file for file in files if '.lck' in file]
for i in delFiles:

os.remove(i)

########################################################################################################
#### Create MODELS ####
########################################################################################################

#### CREATE BEAMS ####
session.journalOptions.setValues(replayGeometry=COORDINATE, recoverGeometry=COORDINATE)
BC6,Strainlimit=CREATEBEAM('Model-1', 'Part-1', Width, Height, Tf, Tw, Length, Roots, WidthBC, Over)
BC6,Strainlimit=CREATEBEAM('Model-2', 'Part-2', Width, Height, Tf, Tw, Length, Roots, WidthBC, Over)

#### DECLARE MODEL VARIABLES ####
Mymodel1=mdb.models['Model-1']
myAssembly1 = Mymodel1.rootAssembly
Myinstance1=myAssembly1.instances['Part-1-1']
Mymodel2=mdb.models['Model-2']
myAssembly2 = Mymodel2.rootAssembly
Myinstance2=myAssembly2.instances['Part-2-1']

########################################################################################################
#### BUCKLING ####
########################################################################################################
#Create Buckle step
Mymodel1.StaticStep(description='Imperfection', name='Step-1', nlgeom=ON, previous='Initial')

for POSITION in [WidthBC+Over+1.25*Height, 0.5*Length]:
if POSITION == 0.5*Length:

fact=1.0
else:

fact=0.95
Mymodel1.DisplacementBC(amplitude=UNSET, createStepName='Step-1',

distributionType=UNIFORM, fieldName='', fixed=OFF, localCsys=None, name=
'BC-4{0}'.format(int(POSITION)),
region=myAssembly1.sets['BUCKLENODEPOS{0}1'.format(int(POSITION))], u1=UNSET,
u2=fact*hf/float(50), u3=UNSET, ur1=UNSET, ur2=UNSET, ur3=UNSET)

Mymodel1.DisplacementBC(amplitude=UNSET, createStepName='Step-1',
distributionType=UNIFORM, fieldName='', fixed=OFF, localCsys=None, name=
'BC-5{0}'.format(int(POSITION)),
region=myAssembly1.sets['BUCKLENODENEG{0}1'.format(int(POSITION))], u1=UNSET,
u2=-fact*hf/float(50), u3=UNSET, ur1=UNSET, ur2=UNSET, ur3=UNSET)

Mymodel1.DisplacementBC(amplitude=UNSET, createStepName='Step-1',
distributionType=UNIFORM, fieldName='', fixed=OFF, localCsys=None, name=
'BC-6{0}'.format(int(POSITION)),
region=myAssembly1.sets['BUCKLENODEWEB{0}1'.format(int(POSITION))], u1=fact*hw/float(200),
u2=UNSET, u3=UNSET, ur1=UNSET, ur2=UNSET, ur3=UNSET)

Mymodel1.DisplacementBC(amplitude=UNSET, createStepName='Step-1',
distributionType=UNIFORM, fieldName='', fixed=OFF, localCsys=None, name=
'BC-7{0}'.format(int(POSITION)),
region=myAssembly1.sets['BUCKLENODEPOS{0}2'.format(int(POSITION))], u1=UNSET,
u2=-fact*hf/float(50), u3=UNSET, ur1=UNSET, ur2=UNSET, ur3=UNSET)

Mymodel1.DisplacementBC(amplitude=UNSET, createStepName='Step-1',
distributionType=UNIFORM, fieldName='', fixed=OFF, localCsys=None, name=
'BC-8{0}'.format(int(POSITION)),
region=myAssembly1.sets['BUCKLENODENEG{0}2'.format(int(POSITION))], u1=UNSET,
u2=fact*hf/float(50), u3=UNSET, ur1=UNSET, ur2=UNSET, ur3=UNSET)

Mymodel1.DisplacementBC(amplitude=UNSET, createStepName='Step-1',
distributionType=UNIFORM, fieldName='', fixed=OFF, localCsys=None, name=
'BC-9{0}'.format(int(POSITION)),
region=myAssembly1.sets['BUCKLENODEWEB{0}2'.format(int(POSITION))], u1=-fact*hw/float(200),
u2=UNSET, u3=UNSET, ur1=UNSET, ur2=UNSET, ur3=UNSET)

for POSITION in [Length-WidthBC-Over-1.25*Height]:
fact=1.0
Mymodel1.DisplacementBC(amplitude=UNSET, createStepName='Step-1',

distributionType=UNIFORM, fieldName='', fixed=OFF, localCsys=None, name=
'BC-4{0}'.format(int(POSITION)),
region=myAssembly1.sets['BUCKLENODEPOS{0}1'.format(int(POSITION))], u1=UNSET,
u2=fact*hf/float(50), u3=UNSET, ur1=UNSET, ur2=UNSET, ur3=UNSET)

Mymodel1.DisplacementBC(amplitude=UNSET, createStepName='Step-1',
distributionType=UNIFORM, fieldName='', fixed=OFF, localCsys=None, name=
'BC-5{0}'.format(int(POSITION)),
region=myAssembly1.sets['BUCKLENODENEG{0}1'.format(int(POSITION))], u1=UNSET,
u2=-fact*hf/float(50), u3=UNSET, ur1=UNSET, ur2=UNSET, ur3=UNSET)

Mymodel1.DisplacementBC(amplitude=UNSET, createStepName='Step-1',
distributionType=UNIFORM, fieldName='', fixed=OFF, localCsys=None, name=
'BC-6{0}'.format(int(POSITION)),
region=myAssembly1.sets['BUCKLENODEWEB{0}1'.format(int(POSITION))],
u1=0.85*fact*hw/float(200), u2=UNSET, u3=UNSET, ur1=UNSET, ur2=UNSET, ur3=UNSET)

Mymodel1.DisplacementBC(amplitude=UNSET, createStepName='Step-1',
distributionType=UNIFORM, fieldName='', fixed=OFF, localCsys=None, name=
'BC-7{0}'.format(int(POSITION)),
region=myAssembly1.sets['BUCKLENODEWEB2{0}1'.format(int(POSITION))],
u1=0.85*fact*hw/float(200), u2=UNSET, u3=UNSET, ur1=UNSET, ur2=UNSET, ur3=UNSET)
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#Ask to export node coordinates of eigenvalues
Mymodel1.keywordBlock.synchVersions(storeNodesAndElements=False)
sieBlocks=Mymodel1.keywordBlock.sieBlocks
for i in range(len(sieBlocks)):

sieBlock=sieBlocks[i]
if sieBlock.find('*End Step') > -1:

index=i-1
Mymodel1.keywordBlock.insert(index, '\n*NODE FILE\nU'.format(Filename))

#Create job-01
mdb.Job(atTime=None, contactPrint=OFF, description='', echoPrint=OFF,

explicitPrecision=SINGLE, getMemoryFromAnalysis=True, historyPrint=OFF,
memory=90, memoryUnits=PERCENTAGE, model='Model-1', modelPrint=OFF,
multiprocessingMode=DEFAULT, name='BUCKLE{0}'.format(Filename), nodalOutputPrecision=SINGLE,
numCpus=8, numDomains=8, numGPUs=0, queue=None, resultsFormat=ODB, scratch='', type=
ANALYSIS, userSubroutine='', waitHours=0, waitMinutes=0)

if sys.argv[-2] == 'RUN':
#Submit Buckleanalyse
mdb.jobs['BUCKLE{0}'.format(Filename)].submit(consistencyChecking=OFF)
mdb.jobs['BUCKLE{0}'.format(Filename)].waitForCompletion()

########################################################################################################
#### GMNIA ####
########################################################################################################
#Create RIKS step
Mymodel2.StaticRiksStep(initialArcInc=0.01, maxArcInc=1.0*10**20, minArcInc=1.0*10**(-8),

maxNumInc=70, name='Step-1', nlgeom=ON, previous='Initial')
#### Loading ####
AREA=2*(Tw+2*Roots)*Tf+(Height-2*Tf)*Tw+(2*Roots)**2-np.pi*Roots**2
TRACTIONLOAD=Pointload/float(AREA)
def APPLYLOAD(Mymodel, myAssembly, TRACTIONLOAD):

Mymodel.SurfaceTraction(createStepName='Step-1', directionVector=
((0.0, 0.0, 0.0), (0.0, -10.0, 0.0)), distributionType=UNIFORM, field='',
localCsys=None, magnitude=TRACTIONLOAD, name='Load-7', region=
myAssembly.surfaces['LEFTLOADING'])

Mymodel.SurfaceTraction(createStepName='Step-1', directionVector=
((0.0, 0.0, 0.0), (0.0, -10.0, 0.0)), distributionType=UNIFORM, field='',
localCsys=None, magnitude=TRACTIONLOAD, name='Load-8', region=
myAssembly.surfaces['RIGHTLOADING'])

#Create Moment
Mymodel.Moment(cm1=-MOMENTADD, createStepName='Step-1',

distributionType=UNIFORM, field='', follower=ON, localCsys=None, name=
'Moment end', region=myAssembly.sets['MOMENT1'])

Mymodel.Moment(cm1=MOMENTADD, createStepName='Step-1',
distributionType=UNIFORM, field='', follower=ON, localCsys=None, name=
'Moment start', region=myAssembly.sets['MOMENT2'])

APPLYLOAD(Mymodel2, myAssembly2, TRACTIONLOAD)

#Select imperfection, and ask sectionprint moment output
Sync=Mymodel2.keywordBlock.synchVersions(storeNodesAndElements=False)
sieBlocks=Mymodel2.keywordBlock.sieBlocks
Sync
for i in range(len(sieBlocks)):

sieBlock=sieBlocks[i]
if sieBlock.find('*Step, name=Step-1') > -1:

index=i-1
Mymodel2.keywordBlock.insert(index,
'\n*IMPERFECTION, FILE=BUCKLE{0}, STEP=1'.format(Filename)+'\n1, 1')
Sync

if sieBlock.find('** \n** OUTPUT REQUESTS\n**') > -1:
index=i-1
Mymodel2.keywordBlock.insert(index,
'\n*SECTION PRINT, name=Middle Surface, surface="Middle Surface"'+
'\n*SECTION PRINT, name=Loading Surface Section Print, surface="Loading Surface Section Print"')
Sync

#Delete historyoutput, set fieldOutputRequests
del mdb.models['Model-2'].historyOutputRequests['H-Output-1']
Mymodel2.fieldOutputRequests['F-Output-1'].setValues(variables=('S', 'PEEQ', 'U', 'RF', 'CF'))

#Create Job-2-Riksanalyse
mdb.Job(atTime=None, contactPrint=OFF, description='', echoPrint=OFF,

explicitPrecision=SINGLE, getMemoryFromAnalysis=True, historyPrint=OFF,
memory=90, memoryUnits=PERCENTAGE, model='Model-2', modelPrint=OFF,
multiprocessingMode=DEFAULT, name='Riksanalyse{0}'.format(Filename), nodalOutputPrecision=SINGLE,
numCpus=8, numDomains=8, numGPUs=0, queue=None, resultsFormat=ODB, scratch='', type=
ANALYSIS, userSubroutine='', waitHours=0, waitMinutes=0)

def background():
while True:

NEGCOUNT=0
time.sleep(300)
try:

with open('Riksanalyse{0}.sta'.format(Filename)) as f:
for ind, line in enumerate(f,1):

-3-

Figure H3. Example RUNANALYSIS.py of the HEA280 section in S235, n=0.80, page 2
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C:\Temp\HE280A\FEHE280AV06S2354p\scripts\RUNANALYSIS.py

#Ask to export node coordinates of eigenvalues
Mymodel1.keywordBlock.synchVersions(storeNodesAndElements=False)
sieBlocks=Mymodel1.keywordBlock.sieBlocks
for i in range(len(sieBlocks)):

sieBlock=sieBlocks[i]
if sieBlock.find('*End Step') > -1:

index=i-1
Mymodel1.keywordBlock.insert(index, '\n*NODE FILE\nU'.format(Filename))

#Create job-01
mdb.Job(atTime=None, contactPrint=OFF, description='', echoPrint=OFF,

explicitPrecision=SINGLE, getMemoryFromAnalysis=True, historyPrint=OFF,
memory=90, memoryUnits=PERCENTAGE, model='Model-1', modelPrint=OFF,
multiprocessingMode=DEFAULT, name='BUCKLE{0}'.format(Filename), nodalOutputPrecision=SINGLE,
numCpus=8, numDomains=8, numGPUs=0, queue=None, resultsFormat=ODB, scratch='', type=
ANALYSIS, userSubroutine='', waitHours=0, waitMinutes=0)

if sys.argv[-2] == 'RUN':
#Submit Buckleanalyse
mdb.jobs['BUCKLE{0}'.format(Filename)].submit(consistencyChecking=OFF)
mdb.jobs['BUCKLE{0}'.format(Filename)].waitForCompletion()

########################################################################################################
#### GMNIA ####
########################################################################################################
#Create RIKS step
Mymodel2.StaticRiksStep(initialArcInc=0.01, maxArcInc=1.0*10**20, minArcInc=1.0*10**(-8),

maxNumInc=70, name='Step-1', nlgeom=ON, previous='Initial')
#### Loading ####
AREA=2*(Tw+2*Roots)*Tf+(Height-2*Tf)*Tw+(2*Roots)**2-np.pi*Roots**2
TRACTIONLOAD=Pointload/float(AREA)
def APPLYLOAD(Mymodel, myAssembly, TRACTIONLOAD):

Mymodel.SurfaceTraction(createStepName='Step-1', directionVector=
((0.0, 0.0, 0.0), (0.0, -10.0, 0.0)), distributionType=UNIFORM, field='',
localCsys=None, magnitude=TRACTIONLOAD, name='Load-7', region=
myAssembly.surfaces['LEFTLOADING'])

Mymodel.SurfaceTraction(createStepName='Step-1', directionVector=
((0.0, 0.0, 0.0), (0.0, -10.0, 0.0)), distributionType=UNIFORM, field='',
localCsys=None, magnitude=TRACTIONLOAD, name='Load-8', region=
myAssembly.surfaces['RIGHTLOADING'])

#Create Moment
Mymodel.Moment(cm1=-MOMENTADD, createStepName='Step-1',

distributionType=UNIFORM, field='', follower=ON, localCsys=None, name=
'Moment end', region=myAssembly.sets['MOMENT1'])

Mymodel.Moment(cm1=MOMENTADD, createStepName='Step-1',
distributionType=UNIFORM, field='', follower=ON, localCsys=None, name=
'Moment start', region=myAssembly.sets['MOMENT2'])

APPLYLOAD(Mymodel2, myAssembly2, TRACTIONLOAD)

#Select imperfection, and ask sectionprint moment output
Sync=Mymodel2.keywordBlock.synchVersions(storeNodesAndElements=False)
sieBlocks=Mymodel2.keywordBlock.sieBlocks
Sync
for i in range(len(sieBlocks)):

sieBlock=sieBlocks[i]
if sieBlock.find('*Step, name=Step-1') > -1:

index=i-1
Mymodel2.keywordBlock.insert(index,
'\n*IMPERFECTION, FILE=BUCKLE{0}, STEP=1'.format(Filename)+'\n1, 1')
Sync

if sieBlock.find('** \n** OUTPUT REQUESTS\n**') > -1:
index=i-1
Mymodel2.keywordBlock.insert(index,
'\n*SECTION PRINT, name=Middle Surface, surface="Middle Surface"'+
'\n*SECTION PRINT, name=Loading Surface Section Print, surface="Loading Surface Section Print"')
Sync

#Delete historyoutput, set fieldOutputRequests
del mdb.models['Model-2'].historyOutputRequests['H-Output-1']
Mymodel2.fieldOutputRequests['F-Output-1'].setValues(variables=('S', 'PEEQ', 'U', 'RF', 'CF'))

#Create Job-2-Riksanalyse
mdb.Job(atTime=None, contactPrint=OFF, description='', echoPrint=OFF,

explicitPrecision=SINGLE, getMemoryFromAnalysis=True, historyPrint=OFF,
memory=90, memoryUnits=PERCENTAGE, model='Model-2', modelPrint=OFF,
multiprocessingMode=DEFAULT, name='Riksanalyse{0}'.format(Filename), nodalOutputPrecision=SINGLE,
numCpus=8, numDomains=8, numGPUs=0, queue=None, resultsFormat=ODB, scratch='', type=
ANALYSIS, userSubroutine='', waitHours=0, waitMinutes=0)

def background():
while True:

NEGCOUNT=0
time.sleep(300)
try:

with open('Riksanalyse{0}.sta'.format(Filename)) as f:
for ind, line in enumerate(f,1):
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strippedline=re.sub('[\s+]', '', line)
if '-' in strippedline:

NEGCOUNT+=1
f.close()
if NEGCOUNT > 5:

os.system('start cmd /c cd {0} && abaqus terminate job=Riksanalyse{1}'.format(newpath,
Filename))
break

except:
continue

if sys.argv[-2] == 'RUN':
#Submit Riksanalyse
b = threading.Thread(name='background', target=background)
b.start()
mdb.jobs['Riksanalyse{0}'.format(Filename)].submit(consistencyChecking=OFF)
mdb.jobs['Riksanalyse{0}'.format(Filename)].waitForCompletion()

else:
####################################################################################################
#### READ RESULTS ####
####################################################################################################

#### BASIC ODB SETUP ####
#Create output lists for excel
RN1RF1, RN1U1, RN2RF1, RN2U1, RNMIDU1, BC1RF1 = ([] for i in range(6))
BC2RF1, WEBS33, WEBS22, WEBS23, WEBLE33, BC5S22 = ([] for i in range(6))
STRAINLIMLIST, RNR1UR1, RNR2UR1, BUCKLE = ([] for i in range(4))

#Declare ODB variables
myOdb = odbAccess.openOdb('Riksanalyse{0}.odb'.format(Filename))
myOdbAssembly = myOdb.rootAssembly
frames = myOdb.steps['Step-1'].frames
numFrames = len(frames)

#### READ STRESS AT LOADING BC ####
myOdbAssembly.ElementSetFromElementLabels(name='BUCKLE', elementLabels=(('PART-2-1',tuple(BC6)),))
myOdbAssembly.ElementSetFromElementLabels(name='STRAINLIMIT',
elementLabels=(('PART-2-1',tuple(Strainlimit)),))
#### READ REACTIONFORCES BC ####
READODB(Filename, 'Nodelabel', 'BCNODE-1', BC1RF1, 'RF', 1, 'Step-1')
READODB(Filename, 'Nodelabel', 'BCNODE-2', BC2RF1, 'RF', 1, 'Step-1')

#### READ DISPLACEMENT MID ####
READODB(Filename, 'Nodelabel', 'MIDDLENODE', RNMIDU1, 'U', 1, 'Step-1')

#### READ REF NODES ####
READODB(Filename, 'Nodelabel', 'DISPLACEMENTNODE-1', RN1U1, 'U', 1, 'Step-1')
READODB(Filename, 'Nodelabel', 'DISPLACEMENTNODE-2', RN2U1, 'U', 1, 'Step-1')
READODB(Filename, 'Nodelabel', 'MOMENT2', RNR2UR1, 'RM', 0, 'Step-1')

#### READ STRAIN NODES ####
READODB(Filename, 'Elementset', 'STRAINLIMIT', STRAINLIMLIST, 'PEEQ', 0, 'Step-1')

#### READ BUCKLENODES ####
READODB(Filename, 'Elementset', 'BUCKLE', BUCKLE, 'S', 'mises', 'Step-1')

myOdb.close()

#### READ DAT FILE ####
MSSPS1,LSSPS1,LPF = ([0] for i in range(3))
READDAT(Filename, 'SECTIONNAMEMIDDLESURFACE', 14, 5, MSSPS1)
READDAT(Filename, 'SECTIONNAMELOADINGSURFACESECTIONPRINT', 14, 5, LSSPS1)
READDAT(Filename, 'CURRENTLOADPROPORTIONALITYFACTOR', 0, 4, LPF)

#### CREATE EXCEL VALUES ####
#GENERAL
INC=range(0, numFrames)
RNMIDU1=[abs(x) for x in RNMIDU1]
RN1U1=[abs(x) for x in RN1U1]
RN2U1=[abs(x) for x in RN2U1]
V0list=[x/float(V0) for x in BC1RF1]
M0list=[x/Mpl for x in MSSPS1]
V0listgraph=[max(V0list)]
M0listgraph=[max(M0list)]
RN1RF1 = [Pointload*x for x in LPF]
RNR1UR1 = [MOMENTADD*x for x in LPF]
FCMOMENTCHECK=[abs(x)*(2.5*Height+WidthBC)+y for x,y in zip(BC1RF1,RNR1UR1)]

#CHECK LIMITS
Strainlimit, STRAININC=STRAINLIMITCHECK(STRAINLIMLIST)
DISPLACEMENTINC=0
for x in RNMIDU1:

DISPLACEMENTINC+=1
if abs(x) > Height*2.5/float(50):

Displacementlimit= ['Reached']
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Figure H4. Example RUNANALYSIS.py of the HEA280 section in S235, n=0.80, page 3
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C:\Temp\HE280A\FEHE280AV06S2354p\scripts\RUNANALYSIS.py

strippedline=re.sub('[\s+]', '', line)
if '-' in strippedline:

NEGCOUNT+=1
f.close()
if NEGCOUNT > 5:

os.system('start cmd /c cd {0} && abaqus terminate job=Riksanalyse{1}'.format(newpath,
Filename))
break

except:
continue

if sys.argv[-2] == 'RUN':
#Submit Riksanalyse
b = threading.Thread(name='background', target=background)
b.start()
mdb.jobs['Riksanalyse{0}'.format(Filename)].submit(consistencyChecking=OFF)
mdb.jobs['Riksanalyse{0}'.format(Filename)].waitForCompletion()

else:
####################################################################################################
#### READ RESULTS ####
####################################################################################################

#### BASIC ODB SETUP ####
#Create output lists for excel
RN1RF1, RN1U1, RN2RF1, RN2U1, RNMIDU1, BC1RF1 = ([] for i in range(6))
BC2RF1, WEBS33, WEBS22, WEBS23, WEBLE33, BC5S22 = ([] for i in range(6))
STRAINLIMLIST, RNR1UR1, RNR2UR1, BUCKLE = ([] for i in range(4))

#Declare ODB variables
myOdb = odbAccess.openOdb('Riksanalyse{0}.odb'.format(Filename))
myOdbAssembly = myOdb.rootAssembly
frames = myOdb.steps['Step-1'].frames
numFrames = len(frames)

#### READ STRESS AT LOADING BC ####
myOdbAssembly.ElementSetFromElementLabels(name='BUCKLE', elementLabels=(('PART-2-1',tuple(BC6)),))
myOdbAssembly.ElementSetFromElementLabels(name='STRAINLIMIT',
elementLabels=(('PART-2-1',tuple(Strainlimit)),))
#### READ REACTIONFORCES BC ####
READODB(Filename, 'Nodelabel', 'BCNODE-1', BC1RF1, 'RF', 1, 'Step-1')
READODB(Filename, 'Nodelabel', 'BCNODE-2', BC2RF1, 'RF', 1, 'Step-1')

#### READ DISPLACEMENT MID ####
READODB(Filename, 'Nodelabel', 'MIDDLENODE', RNMIDU1, 'U', 1, 'Step-1')

#### READ REF NODES ####
READODB(Filename, 'Nodelabel', 'DISPLACEMENTNODE-1', RN1U1, 'U', 1, 'Step-1')
READODB(Filename, 'Nodelabel', 'DISPLACEMENTNODE-2', RN2U1, 'U', 1, 'Step-1')
READODB(Filename, 'Nodelabel', 'MOMENT2', RNR2UR1, 'RM', 0, 'Step-1')

#### READ STRAIN NODES ####
READODB(Filename, 'Elementset', 'STRAINLIMIT', STRAINLIMLIST, 'PEEQ', 0, 'Step-1')

#### READ BUCKLENODES ####
READODB(Filename, 'Elementset', 'BUCKLE', BUCKLE, 'S', 'mises', 'Step-1')

myOdb.close()

#### READ DAT FILE ####
MSSPS1,LSSPS1,LPF = ([0] for i in range(3))
READDAT(Filename, 'SECTIONNAMEMIDDLESURFACE', 14, 5, MSSPS1)
READDAT(Filename, 'SECTIONNAMELOADINGSURFACESECTIONPRINT', 14, 5, LSSPS1)
READDAT(Filename, 'CURRENTLOADPROPORTIONALITYFACTOR', 0, 4, LPF)

#### CREATE EXCEL VALUES ####
#GENERAL
INC=range(0, numFrames)
RNMIDU1=[abs(x) for x in RNMIDU1]
RN1U1=[abs(x) for x in RN1U1]
RN2U1=[abs(x) for x in RN2U1]
V0list=[x/float(V0) for x in BC1RF1]
M0list=[x/Mpl for x in MSSPS1]
V0listgraph=[max(V0list)]
M0listgraph=[max(M0list)]
RN1RF1 = [Pointload*x for x in LPF]
RNR1UR1 = [MOMENTADD*x for x in LPF]
FCMOMENTCHECK=[abs(x)*(2.5*Height+WidthBC)+y for x,y in zip(BC1RF1,RNR1UR1)]

#CHECK LIMITS
Strainlimit, STRAININC=STRAINLIMITCHECK(STRAINLIMLIST)
DISPLACEMENTINC=0
for x in RNMIDU1:

DISPLACEMENTINC+=1
if abs(x) > Height*2.5/float(50):

Displacementlimit= ['Reached']
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break
else:

Displacementlimit= ['NotReached']

####################################################################################################
#### EXPORT RESULTS ####
####################################################################################################
#Create Worksheets
workbook = xlsxwriter.Workbook('ALLvalues{0}.xlsx'.format(Filename))
worksheet1 = workbook.add_worksheet('ABAQUSDATA')
worksheet2 = workbook.add_worksheet('MISESBUCKLING')
worksheet3 = workbook.add_worksheet('Graphs')
worksheet4 = workbook.add_worksheet('Eigenmodeimages')
worksheet5 = workbook.add_worksheet('Failureimages')

#Write general data
bold = workbook.add_format({'bold': 1})
headings1 =
['Inc','UMID','URN1','URN2','RF1BC','Load','MRNR2','MMIDSP','MLOADSP','MCHECK','V0','M0',
'V0MAX','M0MAX','PEEQLIM','ULIMT']
worksheet1.write_row('A1', headings1, bold)
worksheet1.write_column(1, 0, INC)
worksheet1.write_column(1, 1, RNMIDU1)
worksheet1.write_column(1, 2, RN1U1)
worksheet1.write_column(1, 3, RN2U1)
worksheet1.write_column(1, 4, BC1RF1)
worksheet1.write_column(1, 5, RN1RF1)
worksheet1.write_column(1, 6, RNR1UR1)
worksheet1.write_column(1, 7, MSSPS1)
worksheet1.write_column(1, 8, LSSPS1)
worksheet1.write_column(1, 9, FCMOMENTCHECK)
worksheet1.write_column(1, 10, V0list)
worksheet1.write_column(1, 11, M0list)
worksheet1.write_column(1, 12, V0listgraph)
worksheet1.write_column(1, 13, M0listgraph)
worksheet1.write_column(STRAININC, 14, Strainlimit)
worksheet1.write_column(DISPLACEMENTINC, 15, Displacementlimit)

#Worksheet 2, write stresses from buckle
worksheet2.write_row('A1', BC6, bold)
for i in range(0, numFrames):

worksheet2.write_row(i+1, 0, BUCKLE[i])

#### EXCEL CHARTS ####
serie=[[7,1,7],[8,1,8],[9,1,9]]
CreateChart(serie,'Moment','Displacement[mm]','Moment[Nmm]','J1',INC,Filename,worksheet3,workbook)
serie=[[5,1,5]]
CreateChart(serie,'Moment','Displacement[mm]','Force[N]','A1',INC,Filename,worksheet3,workbook)
serie=[[10,1,10]]
CreateChart(serie,'Moment','Displacement[mm]','ForceS','A17',INC,Filename,worksheet3,workbook)
serie=[[11,1,11]]
CreateChart(serie,'Moment','Displacement[mm]','MomentS','J17',INC,Filename,worksheet3,workbook)

#### IMAGES ####
EIGENMODEIMAGEPNG='BUCKLE{0}_step-0_U_Magnitude_Iso'.format(Filename)
FAILUREIMAGEPNG='Riksanalyse{0}_step-0_U_Magnitude_Iso'.format(Filename)
FAILUREIMAGE=[]
for i in range(0, len(RNR1UR1)-1):

if abs(RNR1UR1[i]) > abs(RNR1UR1[i+1]):
if Decline == 'no':

Decline='yes'
EIGENMODEIMAGE('Riksanalyse', Filename, i)
FAILUREIMAGE.append(i)

else:
Decline='no'

FAILUREIMAGE.append(-1)
EIGENMODEIMAGE('Riksanalyse', Filename, -1)
EIGENMODEIMAGE('BUCKLE', Filename, -1)
worksheet4.insert_image('A'+'{0}'.format(1), EIGENMODEIMAGEPNG+'_{0}'.format(-1)+'.png')
insert=0
for f in FAILUREIMAGE:

worksheet5.insert_image(0, insert, FAILUREIMAGEPNG+'_{0}'.format(f)+'.png')
insert+=40

workbook.close()
####################################################################################################
#### END SCRIPT ####
####################################################################################################
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Figure H5. Example RUNANALYSIS.py of the HEA280 section in S235, n=0.80, page 4
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break
else:

Displacementlimit= ['NotReached']

####################################################################################################
#### EXPORT RESULTS ####
####################################################################################################
#Create Worksheets
workbook = xlsxwriter.Workbook('ALLvalues{0}.xlsx'.format(Filename))
worksheet1 = workbook.add_worksheet('ABAQUSDATA')
worksheet2 = workbook.add_worksheet('MISESBUCKLING')
worksheet3 = workbook.add_worksheet('Graphs')
worksheet4 = workbook.add_worksheet('Eigenmodeimages')
worksheet5 = workbook.add_worksheet('Failureimages')

#Write general data
bold = workbook.add_format({'bold': 1})
headings1 =
['Inc','UMID','URN1','URN2','RF1BC','Load','MRNR2','MMIDSP','MLOADSP','MCHECK','V0','M0',
'V0MAX','M0MAX','PEEQLIM','ULIMT']
worksheet1.write_row('A1', headings1, bold)
worksheet1.write_column(1, 0, INC)
worksheet1.write_column(1, 1, RNMIDU1)
worksheet1.write_column(1, 2, RN1U1)
worksheet1.write_column(1, 3, RN2U1)
worksheet1.write_column(1, 4, BC1RF1)
worksheet1.write_column(1, 5, RN1RF1)
worksheet1.write_column(1, 6, RNR1UR1)
worksheet1.write_column(1, 7, MSSPS1)
worksheet1.write_column(1, 8, LSSPS1)
worksheet1.write_column(1, 9, FCMOMENTCHECK)
worksheet1.write_column(1, 10, V0list)
worksheet1.write_column(1, 11, M0list)
worksheet1.write_column(1, 12, V0listgraph)
worksheet1.write_column(1, 13, M0listgraph)
worksheet1.write_column(STRAININC, 14, Strainlimit)
worksheet1.write_column(DISPLACEMENTINC, 15, Displacementlimit)

#Worksheet 2, write stresses from buckle
worksheet2.write_row('A1', BC6, bold)
for i in range(0, numFrames):

worksheet2.write_row(i+1, 0, BUCKLE[i])

#### EXCEL CHARTS ####
serie=[[7,1,7],[8,1,8],[9,1,9]]
CreateChart(serie,'Moment','Displacement[mm]','Moment[Nmm]','J1',INC,Filename,worksheet3,workbook)
serie=[[5,1,5]]
CreateChart(serie,'Moment','Displacement[mm]','Force[N]','A1',INC,Filename,worksheet3,workbook)
serie=[[10,1,10]]
CreateChart(serie,'Moment','Displacement[mm]','ForceS','A17',INC,Filename,worksheet3,workbook)
serie=[[11,1,11]]
CreateChart(serie,'Moment','Displacement[mm]','MomentS','J17',INC,Filename,worksheet3,workbook)

#### IMAGES ####
EIGENMODEIMAGEPNG='BUCKLE{0}_step-0_U_Magnitude_Iso'.format(Filename)
FAILUREIMAGEPNG='Riksanalyse{0}_step-0_U_Magnitude_Iso'.format(Filename)
FAILUREIMAGE=[]
for i in range(0, len(RNR1UR1)-1):

if abs(RNR1UR1[i]) > abs(RNR1UR1[i+1]):
if Decline == 'no':

Decline='yes'
EIGENMODEIMAGE('Riksanalyse', Filename, i)
FAILUREIMAGE.append(i)

else:
Decline='no'

FAILUREIMAGE.append(-1)
EIGENMODEIMAGE('Riksanalyse', Filename, -1)
EIGENMODEIMAGE('BUCKLE', Filename, -1)
worksheet4.insert_image('A'+'{0}'.format(1), EIGENMODEIMAGEPNG+'_{0}'.format(-1)+'.png')
insert=0
for f in FAILUREIMAGE:

worksheet5.insert_image(0, insert, FAILUREIMAGEPNG+'_{0}'.format(f)+'.png')
insert+=40

workbook.close()
####################################################################################################
#### END SCRIPT ####
####################################################################################################
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     (ii) Geometry.py
Determined all global and local geometries.

C:\Temp\HE280A\FEHE280AV08S2354p\scripts\GEOMETRY.py

import numpy as np
from numpy import genfromtxt
import csv
from xlrd import open_workbook
import xlsxwriter
import re
from itertools import islice
from linecache import getline

def find_nearest(array1,value, array2):
idx = (np.abs(array1-value)).argmin()
return array2[idx]

def GEOMETRY(SECTION, fy):
#Geometry
profiel = SECTION
book = open_workbook("Classificatie profielen.xlsx")
for sheet in book.sheets():

for rowidx in range(sheet.nrows):
row = sheet.row(rowidx)
for colidx, cell in enumerate(row):

if cell.value == profiel:
COLUMN=int(str(colidx))
ROW=int(str(rowidx))

worksheet = book.sheet_by_name('profiel')
Height = worksheet.cell(ROW, 2).value
Width = worksheet.cell(ROW, 3).value
Roots = worksheet.cell(ROW, 6).value
Tf = worksheet.cell(ROW, 5).value
Tw = worksheet.cell(ROW, 4).value

#C/t ratio Matrix solved by Maple
WidthBC = Height/10
Over = Height/15
Length=float(7.5*Height+100+2*WidthBC)

AVZ=((Height-2*Tf)*Tw+(4*Roots**2-np.pi*Roots**2)+(2*Roots+Tw)*Tf)
AW=(Height-2*Tf)*Tw
WPL=0.25*Tw*Height**2+(Width-Tw)*(Height-Tf)*Tf+(4-np.pi)/2*Roots**2*(Height-2*Tf)+(3*np.pi-10)/3*R*
*3
V0=AVZ*1/float(3**0.5)*fy
Mplastisch=WPL*fy

FILLET1=1/float(3)*Roots*(0.5*Height-Tf)**3
FILLET2=1/float(3)*Roots*(0.5*Height-Tf-Roots)**3

FILLET3=(np.pi/float(16)-4/float(9*np.pi))*Roots**4+0.25*np.pi*Roots**2*(0.5*Height-Tf-Roots+4*Roots
/float(3*np.pi))**2
AXKWAD =(4*(FILLET1-FILLET2-FILLET3)

+2*((1/float(12)*Width*Tf**3)+(Tf*Width)*(0.5*(Height-Tf))**2)
+1/float(12)*Tw*(Height-2*Tf)**3)

return Height, Width, Tw, Tf, Roots, V0, Mplastisch, AXKWAD, WPL, AW, Length, WidthBC, Over
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Figure H7. Example GEOMETRY.py of the HEA280 section in S235, n=0.80

     (iii) Createbeam.py
Contained all information on the FEM model, assembly, and instance. Createbeam.py was called 
twice in the main script to ensure the models of the static general step and GMNIA were identical.
C:\Temp\HE280A\FEHE280AV08S2354p\scripts\Createbeam.py

from part import *
from material import *
from section import *
from assembly import *
from step import *
from interaction import *
from load import *
from mesh import *
from optimization import *
from job import *
from sketch import *
from visualization import *
from connectorBehavior import *
import numpy as np
session.journalOptions.setValues(replayGeometry=COORDINATE, recoverGeometry=COORDINATE)

def CREATEBEAM(Modelx, Partx, Width, Height, Tf, Tw, Length, Roots, WidthBC, Over):
SPACER=(float(Tw/float(4)*10)) #was 15
MESHZ=Tw/float(4)*10 #was 15
MESHY=Tw/float(4)*5 #was 10
Overstek=WidthBC+Over
#Declare model variables
mdb.Model(modelType=STANDARD_EXPLICIT, name=Modelx)
Mymodel = mdb.models[Modelx]
myAssembly = Mymodel.rootAssembly
Mymodel.ConstrainedSketch(name='__profile__', sheetSize=200.0)
#Geometry flange and web
Mymodel.sketches['__profile__'].Line(point1=(0.0, 0.0), point2=(Width/float(2), 0.0))
Mymodel.sketches['__profile__'].Line(point1=(Width/float(2), 0.0), point2=(Width/float(2), Tf))
Mymodel.sketches['__profile__'].Line(point1=(Width/float(2), Tf), point2=((Tw/float(2)+Roots), Tf))
Mymodel.sketches['__profile__'].Line(point1=((Tw/float(2)), (Tf+Roots)), point2=((Tw/float(2)),
(Height-Tf-Roots)))
Mymodel.sketches['__profile__'].Line(point1=((Tw/float(2)+Roots), (Height-Tf)),
point2=(Width/float(2), (Height-Tf)))
Mymodel.sketches['__profile__'].Line(point1=(Width/float(2), (Height-Tf)), point2=(Width/float(2),
Height))
Mymodel.sketches['__profile__'].Line(point1=(Width/float(2), Height), point2=(-Width/float(2),
Height))
Mymodel.sketches['__profile__'].Line(point1=(-Width/float(2), Height), point2=(-Width/float(2),
(Height-Tf)))
Mymodel.sketches['__profile__'].Line(point1=(-Width/float(2), (Height-Tf)),
point2=(-(Tw/float(2)+Roots), (Height-Tf)))
Mymodel.sketches['__profile__'].Line(point1=(-(Tw/float(2)), (Height-Tf-Roots)),
point2=(-(Tw/float(2)), (Tf+Roots)))
Mymodel.sketches['__profile__'].Line(point1=(-(Tw/float(2)+Roots), Tf), point2=(-Width/float(2),
Tf))
Mymodel.sketches['__profile__'].Line(point1=(-Width/float(2), Tf), point2=(-Width/float(2), 0.0))
Mymodel.sketches['__profile__'].Line(point1=(-Width/float(2), 0.0), point2=(0.0, 0.0))
#Geometry roots
Mymodel.sketches['__profile__'].ArcByCenterEnds(center=((Roots+Tw/float(2)),

Tf+Roots), direction=CLOCKWISE, point1=((Roots+Tw/float(2)), Tf), point2=((Tw/float(2)),
Tf+Roots))

Mymodel.sketches['__profile__'].ArcByCenterEnds(center=(-(Roots+Tw/float(2)),
Tf+Roots), direction=COUNTERCLOCKWISE, point1=(-(Roots+Tw/float(2)), Tf),
point2=(-(Tw/float(2)), Tf+Roots))

Mymodel.sketches['__profile__'].ArcByCenterEnds(center=((Roots+Tw/float(2)),
(Height-Tf-Roots)), direction=CLOCKWISE, point1=((Tw/float(2)), (Height-Tf-Roots)),
point2=((Roots+Tw/float(2)), (Height-Tf)))

Mymodel.sketches['__profile__'].ArcByCenterEnds(center=(-(Roots+Tw/float(2)),
(Height-Tf-Roots)), direction=COUNTERCLOCKWISE, point1=(-(Tw/float(2)), (Height-Tf-Roots)),
point2=(-(Roots+Tw/float(2)), (Height-Tf)))

#Create extrusion
Mymodel.Part(dimensionality=THREE_D, name=Partx, type=DEFORMABLE_BODY)
Mymodel.parts[Partx].BaseSolidExtrude(depth=Length, sketch=Mymodel.sketches['__profile__'])
del Mymodel.sketches['__profile__']
Mypart=Mymodel.parts[Partx]
#longtidunal datum planes
ZDATUM=[0, Overstek-WidthBC, Overstek, Overstek+1.25*Height,
0.5*Length-1.25*Height-WidthBC-SPACER,0.5*Length-1.25*Height-WidthBC ,0.5*Length-1.25*Height,
0.5*Length,0.5*Length+1.25*Height, 0.5*Length+1.25*Height+WidthBC,
0.5*Length+1.25*Height+WidthBC+SPACER, Length-1.25*Height-Overstek,
Length-Overstek,Length-Overstek+WidthBC,Length]
#Horizontal datum planes
XDATUM=[(Tf+Roots),Height/float(2),Height-Tf-Roots]
#Vertical datum planes
YDATUM=[-(Tw/float(2)+Roots),0,(Tw/float(2)+Roots)]
#Alldatumplanes
XYZDATUM=XDATUM+YDATUM+ZDATUM
#Create datum planes
for i in range(0,3):

Mypart.DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=(XDATUM[i]), #2
principalPlane=XZPLANE)

for i in range(0,3):
Mypart.DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=(YDATUM[i]), #7
principalPlane=YZPLANE)

for i in range(0,15):
Mypart.DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=(ZDATUM[i]), #20
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Figure H8. Example Createbeam.py of the HEA280 section in S235, n=0.80, page 1
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C:\Temp\HE280A\FEHE280AV08S2354p\scripts\Createbeam.py

from part import *
from material import *
from section import *
from assembly import *
from step import *
from interaction import *
from load import *
from mesh import *
from optimization import *
from job import *
from sketch import *
from visualization import *
from connectorBehavior import *
import numpy as np
session.journalOptions.setValues(replayGeometry=COORDINATE, recoverGeometry=COORDINATE)

def CREATEBEAM(Modelx, Partx, Width, Height, Tf, Tw, Length, Roots, WidthBC, Over):
SPACER=(float(Tw/float(4)*10)) #was 15
MESHZ=Tw/float(4)*10 #was 15
MESHY=Tw/float(4)*5 #was 10
Overstek=WidthBC+Over
#Declare model variables
mdb.Model(modelType=STANDARD_EXPLICIT, name=Modelx)
Mymodel = mdb.models[Modelx]
myAssembly = Mymodel.rootAssembly
Mymodel.ConstrainedSketch(name='__profile__', sheetSize=200.0)
#Geometry flange and web
Mymodel.sketches['__profile__'].Line(point1=(0.0, 0.0), point2=(Width/float(2), 0.0))
Mymodel.sketches['__profile__'].Line(point1=(Width/float(2), 0.0), point2=(Width/float(2), Tf))
Mymodel.sketches['__profile__'].Line(point1=(Width/float(2), Tf), point2=((Tw/float(2)+Roots), Tf))
Mymodel.sketches['__profile__'].Line(point1=((Tw/float(2)), (Tf+Roots)), point2=((Tw/float(2)),
(Height-Tf-Roots)))
Mymodel.sketches['__profile__'].Line(point1=((Tw/float(2)+Roots), (Height-Tf)),
point2=(Width/float(2), (Height-Tf)))
Mymodel.sketches['__profile__'].Line(point1=(Width/float(2), (Height-Tf)), point2=(Width/float(2),
Height))
Mymodel.sketches['__profile__'].Line(point1=(Width/float(2), Height), point2=(-Width/float(2),
Height))
Mymodel.sketches['__profile__'].Line(point1=(-Width/float(2), Height), point2=(-Width/float(2),
(Height-Tf)))
Mymodel.sketches['__profile__'].Line(point1=(-Width/float(2), (Height-Tf)),
point2=(-(Tw/float(2)+Roots), (Height-Tf)))
Mymodel.sketches['__profile__'].Line(point1=(-(Tw/float(2)), (Height-Tf-Roots)),
point2=(-(Tw/float(2)), (Tf+Roots)))
Mymodel.sketches['__profile__'].Line(point1=(-(Tw/float(2)+Roots), Tf), point2=(-Width/float(2),
Tf))
Mymodel.sketches['__profile__'].Line(point1=(-Width/float(2), Tf), point2=(-Width/float(2), 0.0))
Mymodel.sketches['__profile__'].Line(point1=(-Width/float(2), 0.0), point2=(0.0, 0.0))
#Geometry roots
Mymodel.sketches['__profile__'].ArcByCenterEnds(center=((Roots+Tw/float(2)),

Tf+Roots), direction=CLOCKWISE, point1=((Roots+Tw/float(2)), Tf), point2=((Tw/float(2)),
Tf+Roots))

Mymodel.sketches['__profile__'].ArcByCenterEnds(center=(-(Roots+Tw/float(2)),
Tf+Roots), direction=COUNTERCLOCKWISE, point1=(-(Roots+Tw/float(2)), Tf),
point2=(-(Tw/float(2)), Tf+Roots))

Mymodel.sketches['__profile__'].ArcByCenterEnds(center=((Roots+Tw/float(2)),
(Height-Tf-Roots)), direction=CLOCKWISE, point1=((Tw/float(2)), (Height-Tf-Roots)),
point2=((Roots+Tw/float(2)), (Height-Tf)))

Mymodel.sketches['__profile__'].ArcByCenterEnds(center=(-(Roots+Tw/float(2)),
(Height-Tf-Roots)), direction=COUNTERCLOCKWISE, point1=(-(Tw/float(2)), (Height-Tf-Roots)),
point2=(-(Roots+Tw/float(2)), (Height-Tf)))

#Create extrusion
Mymodel.Part(dimensionality=THREE_D, name=Partx, type=DEFORMABLE_BODY)
Mymodel.parts[Partx].BaseSolidExtrude(depth=Length, sketch=Mymodel.sketches['__profile__'])
del Mymodel.sketches['__profile__']
Mypart=Mymodel.parts[Partx]
#longtidunal datum planes
ZDATUM=[0, Overstek-WidthBC, Overstek, Overstek+1.25*Height,
0.5*Length-1.25*Height-WidthBC-SPACER,0.5*Length-1.25*Height-WidthBC ,0.5*Length-1.25*Height,
0.5*Length,0.5*Length+1.25*Height, 0.5*Length+1.25*Height+WidthBC,
0.5*Length+1.25*Height+WidthBC+SPACER, Length-1.25*Height-Overstek,
Length-Overstek,Length-Overstek+WidthBC,Length]
#Horizontal datum planes
XDATUM=[(Tf+Roots),Height/float(2),Height-Tf-Roots]
#Vertical datum planes
YDATUM=[-(Tw/float(2)+Roots),0,(Tw/float(2)+Roots)]
#Alldatumplanes
XYZDATUM=XDATUM+YDATUM+ZDATUM
#Create datum planes
for i in range(0,3):

Mypart.DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=(XDATUM[i]), #2
principalPlane=XZPLANE)

for i in range(0,3):
Mypart.DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=(YDATUM[i]), #7
principalPlane=YZPLANE)

for i in range(0,15):
Mypart.DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=(ZDATUM[i]), #20
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principalPlane=XYPLANE)
#create material
Mymodel.Material(name='Steel Plastic')
Mymodel.materials['Steel Plastic'].Plastic(table=((211.71, 0.0), (216.44, 0.000123), (221.22,
0.000462), (226.07, 0.00107), (231.01, 0.00209), (236.44, 0.00509), (239.7, 0.0188)))
Mymodel.materials['Steel Plastic'].Elastic(table=((210000.0, 0.3), ))
#Create surfaces
#Assembly
myAssembly.DatumCsysByDefault(CARTESIAN)
myAssembly.Instance(dependent=ON, name=Partx+'-1', part=Mypart)
Myinstance = myAssembly.instances[Partx+'-1']
#Coupling
#ref point1 for bending moment
myAssembly.DatumPointByCoordinate(coords=(0.0, Height/float(2), Length+100))
myAssembly.ReferencePoint(point=myAssembly.datums[4])
myAssembly.Set(name='MOMENT1', referencePoints=(myAssembly.referencePoints[5], ))
myAssembly.Set(faces=myAssembly.instances[Partx+'-1'].faces.findAt(((0, Height/float(2), Length),
)), name='End surface')
Mymodel.RigidBody(name='COUPLING1',
refPointRegion=Region(referencePoints=(myAssembly.referencePoints[5], )),
tieRegion=myAssembly.sets['End surface'])
#ref point2 for bending moment
myAssembly.DatumPointByCoordinate(coords=(0.0, Height/float(2), -100))
myAssembly.ReferencePoint(point=myAssembly.datums[9])
myAssembly.Set(name='MOMENT2', referencePoints=(myAssembly.referencePoints[10], ))
myAssembly.Set(faces=myAssembly.instances[Partx+'-1'].faces.findAt(((0, Height/float(2), 0), )),
name='Start Surface')
Mymodel.RigidBody(name='COUPLING2',
refPointRegion=Region(referencePoints=(myAssembly.referencePoints[10], )),
tieRegion=myAssembly.sets['Start Surface'])
#Create section
Mypart.Set(cells=Mypart.cells.findAt(((1, 1, 1), )), name='Beam')
Mymodel.HomogeneousSolidSection(material='Steel Plastic', name='Section-1', thickness=None)
Mypart.SectionAssignment(offset=0.0, offsetField='', offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, region=

Mypart.sets['Beam'], sectionName='Section-1', thicknessAssignment=FROM_SECTION)
#Create Longtidunal Partitians
for i in [21,20,19,18,17,16,15,14,13,12,11,10,9]:

Mypart.PartitionCellByDatumPlane(cells=Mypart.cells.findAt(((0, 0, 0), )),
datumPlane=Mypart.datums[i])

#Create vertical partitians
for i in [5,6,7]:

for q in [20,19,18,17,16,15,14,13,12,11,10,9,8,7]:
Mypart.PartitionCellByDatumPlane(cells= Mypart.cells.findAt(((Width/float(2), 0,
(XYZDATUM[q])-2), )), datumPlane=Mypart.datums[i])

#Create horizontal partitions
for i in [2,3,4]:

for q in [5,6]:
for B in [20,19,18,17,16,15,14,13,12,11,10,9,8,7]:

Mypart.PartitionCellByDatumPlane(cells= Mypart.cells.findAt((((XYZDATUM[q])-2,
Height,(XYZDATUM[B])-2), )), datumPlane=Mypart.datums[i])

import mesh
Mypart.setElementType(elemTypes=(ElemType(

elemCode=C3D8I, elemLibrary=STANDARD, secondOrderAccuracy=OFF,
distortionControl=DEFAULT), ElemType(elemCode=C3D6, elemLibrary=STANDARD),
ElemType(elemCode=C3D4, elemLibrary=STANDARD)), regions=(Mypart.sets['Beam']))

#Seed outer edges Flange
for i in range(6,21):

for q in [0, Tf, Height-Tf, Height]:
for w in [-1,1]:

Mypart.seedEdgeByNumber(constraint=FINER, edges=
Mypart.edges.findAt(((w*Width/float(2)-w*2, q, (XYZDATUM[i])), )), number=8)
#HEA=8, HEB=7, HEM=6, IPE=5

#seed inner edges Flange
for i in range(6,21):

for q in [0, Height]:
for w in [-1,1]:

Mypart.seedEdgeByNumber(constraint=FINER, edges=
Mypart.edges.findAt(((w*2, q, (XYZDATUM[i])), )), number=3)

#Seed thickness Flange
for i in range(6,21):

for q in [Tf/float(2), Height-Tf/float(2)]:
for w in [-Width/float(2),-Roots-Tw/float(2),Roots+Tw/float(2),Width/float(2)]:

Mypart.seedEdgeByNumber(constraint=FINER, edges=
Mypart.edges.findAt(((w, q, (XYZDATUM[i])), )), number=4)

#Seed middle Flange
for i in range(6,21):

for q in [Tf/float(2), Height-Tf/float(2)]:
Mypart.seedEdgeByNumber(constraint=FINER, edges=

Mypart.edges.findAt(((0, q, (XYZDATUM[i])), )), number=7)
#Seed web vertically
for i in range(6,21):

for q in [Height/float(3), Height*2/float(3)]:
for w in [-Tw/float(2),0 , Tw/float(2)]:

Mypart.seedEdgeBySize(constraint=FINER, edges=
Mypart.edges.findAt(((w, q, (XYZDATUM[i])), )), size=MESHY)

#Seed web horizontal edges
for i in range(6,21):
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principalPlane=XYPLANE)
#create material
Mymodel.Material(name='Steel Plastic')
Mymodel.materials['Steel Plastic'].Plastic(table=((211.71, 0.0), (216.44, 0.000123), (221.22,
0.000462), (226.07, 0.00107), (231.01, 0.00209), (236.44, 0.00509), (239.7, 0.0188)))
Mymodel.materials['Steel Plastic'].Elastic(table=((210000.0, 0.3), ))
#Create surfaces
#Assembly
myAssembly.DatumCsysByDefault(CARTESIAN)
myAssembly.Instance(dependent=ON, name=Partx+'-1', part=Mypart)
Myinstance = myAssembly.instances[Partx+'-1']
#Coupling
#ref point1 for bending moment
myAssembly.DatumPointByCoordinate(coords=(0.0, Height/float(2), Length+100))
myAssembly.ReferencePoint(point=myAssembly.datums[4])
myAssembly.Set(name='MOMENT1', referencePoints=(myAssembly.referencePoints[5], ))
myAssembly.Set(faces=myAssembly.instances[Partx+'-1'].faces.findAt(((0, Height/float(2), Length),
)), name='End surface')
Mymodel.RigidBody(name='COUPLING1',
refPointRegion=Region(referencePoints=(myAssembly.referencePoints[5], )),
tieRegion=myAssembly.sets['End surface'])
#ref point2 for bending moment
myAssembly.DatumPointByCoordinate(coords=(0.0, Height/float(2), -100))
myAssembly.ReferencePoint(point=myAssembly.datums[9])
myAssembly.Set(name='MOMENT2', referencePoints=(myAssembly.referencePoints[10], ))
myAssembly.Set(faces=myAssembly.instances[Partx+'-1'].faces.findAt(((0, Height/float(2), 0), )),
name='Start Surface')
Mymodel.RigidBody(name='COUPLING2',
refPointRegion=Region(referencePoints=(myAssembly.referencePoints[10], )),
tieRegion=myAssembly.sets['Start Surface'])
#Create section
Mypart.Set(cells=Mypart.cells.findAt(((1, 1, 1), )), name='Beam')
Mymodel.HomogeneousSolidSection(material='Steel Plastic', name='Section-1', thickness=None)
Mypart.SectionAssignment(offset=0.0, offsetField='', offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, region=

Mypart.sets['Beam'], sectionName='Section-1', thicknessAssignment=FROM_SECTION)
#Create Longtidunal Partitians
for i in [21,20,19,18,17,16,15,14,13,12,11,10,9]:

Mypart.PartitionCellByDatumPlane(cells=Mypart.cells.findAt(((0, 0, 0), )),
datumPlane=Mypart.datums[i])

#Create vertical partitians
for i in [5,6,7]:

for q in [20,19,18,17,16,15,14,13,12,11,10,9,8,7]:
Mypart.PartitionCellByDatumPlane(cells= Mypart.cells.findAt(((Width/float(2), 0,
(XYZDATUM[q])-2), )), datumPlane=Mypart.datums[i])

#Create horizontal partitions
for i in [2,3,4]:

for q in [5,6]:
for B in [20,19,18,17,16,15,14,13,12,11,10,9,8,7]:

Mypart.PartitionCellByDatumPlane(cells= Mypart.cells.findAt((((XYZDATUM[q])-2,
Height,(XYZDATUM[B])-2), )), datumPlane=Mypart.datums[i])

import mesh
Mypart.setElementType(elemTypes=(ElemType(

elemCode=C3D8I, elemLibrary=STANDARD, secondOrderAccuracy=OFF,
distortionControl=DEFAULT), ElemType(elemCode=C3D6, elemLibrary=STANDARD),
ElemType(elemCode=C3D4, elemLibrary=STANDARD)), regions=(Mypart.sets['Beam']))

#Seed outer edges Flange
for i in range(6,21):

for q in [0, Tf, Height-Tf, Height]:
for w in [-1,1]:

Mypart.seedEdgeByNumber(constraint=FINER, edges=
Mypart.edges.findAt(((w*Width/float(2)-w*2, q, (XYZDATUM[i])), )), number=8)
#HEA=8, HEB=7, HEM=6, IPE=5

#seed inner edges Flange
for i in range(6,21):

for q in [0, Height]:
for w in [-1,1]:

Mypart.seedEdgeByNumber(constraint=FINER, edges=
Mypart.edges.findAt(((w*2, q, (XYZDATUM[i])), )), number=3)

#Seed thickness Flange
for i in range(6,21):

for q in [Tf/float(2), Height-Tf/float(2)]:
for w in [-Width/float(2),-Roots-Tw/float(2),Roots+Tw/float(2),Width/float(2)]:

Mypart.seedEdgeByNumber(constraint=FINER, edges=
Mypart.edges.findAt(((w, q, (XYZDATUM[i])), )), number=4)

#Seed middle Flange
for i in range(6,21):

for q in [Tf/float(2), Height-Tf/float(2)]:
Mypart.seedEdgeByNumber(constraint=FINER, edges=

Mypart.edges.findAt(((0, q, (XYZDATUM[i])), )), number=7)
#Seed web vertically
for i in range(6,21):

for q in [Height/float(3), Height*2/float(3)]:
for w in [-Tw/float(2),0 , Tw/float(2)]:

Mypart.seedEdgeBySize(constraint=FINER, edges=
Mypart.edges.findAt(((w, q, (XYZDATUM[i])), )), size=MESHY)

#Seed web horizontal edges
for i in range(6,21):
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for q in [Tf+Roots, Height-Tf-Roots]:
for w in [-(Tw/float(3)), Tw/float(3)]:

Mypart.seedEdgeByNumber(constraint=FIXED, edges=
Mypart.edges.findAt(((w, q, (XYZDATUM[i])), )), number=2)

#Seed Fillets
for i in range(6,21):

for q in [Tf+Roots-((Roots**2)/float(2))**(0.5)]:
for w in [-((Tw/float(2))+Roots-((Roots**2)/float(2))**(0.5)),
((Tw/float(2))+Roots-((Roots**2)/float(2))**(0.5))]:

Mypart.seedEdgeByNumber(constraint=FINER, edges=
Mypart.edges.findAt(((w, q, (XYZDATUM[i])), )), number=3)

#Seed longtidunal edges Flange
for i in [6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19]:

for q in [0, Tf, Height-Tf, Height]:
for w in [-Width/float(2),-((Tw/float(2))+Roots), Tw/float(2)+Roots, Width/float(2)]:

Mypart.seedEdgeBySize(constraint=FINER,
deviationFactor=0.1, edges=
Mypart.edges.findAt(((w, q, (XYZDATUM[i])+1), )), size=SPACER)

#Seed longtidunal edges web
for i in [6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19]:

for q in [Tf+Roots, Height/float(2), (Height-Tf-Roots)]:
for w in [-Tw/float(2),0 ,Tw/float(2)]:

Mypart.seedEdgeBySize(constraint=FINER,
deviationFactor=0.1, edges=
Mypart.edges.findAt(((w, q, (XYZDATUM[i])+1), )), size=SPACER)

#Seed middle line Flange 
for i in [6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19]:

for q in [0, Height]:
for w in [0]:

Mypart.seedEdgeBySize(constraint=FINER, deviationFactor=0.1, edges=
Mypart.edges.findAt(((w, q, (XYZDATUM[i])+1), )), size=SPACER)

#Seed longtidunal edges Flange Bias
for i in [9, 16]:

for q in [0, Tf, Height-Tf, Height]:
for w in [-Width/float(2),-((Tw/float(2))+Roots), Tw/float(2)+Roots, Width/float(2)]:

Mypart.seedEdgeBySize(constraint=FINER, deviationFactor=0.1,
edges=Mypart.edges.findAt(((w, q, (XYZDATUM[i])+1), )), size=SPACER)

#Seed longtidunal edges web Bias
for i in [9, 16]:

for q in [Tf+Roots, Height/float(2), (Height-Tf-Roots)]:
for w in [-Tw/float(2),0 ,Tw/float(2)]:

Mypart.seedEdgeBySize(constraint=FINER, deviationFactor=0.1,
edges=Mypart.edges.findAt(((w, q, (XYZDATUM[i])+1), )), size=SPACER)

#Seed middle line Flange Bias
for i in [9, 16]:

for q in [0, Height]:
for w in [0]:

Mypart.seedEdgeBySize(constraint=FINER, deviationFactor=0.1,
edges=Mypart.edges.findAt(((w, q, (XYZDATUM[i])+1), )), size=SPACER)

#Set medial axis
for i in range(6,20):

for q in [0, Height]:
for w in [-1,1]:

Mypart.setMeshControls(algorithm=MEDIAL_AXIS,
regions=Mypart.cells.findAt(((w, q, (XYZDATUM[i])+1), ) ), technique=SWEEP)

#Generate mesh
Mypart.generateMesh()
#Create defenition for fast coordinate selection
def COORDINATES(X,Y,Z,INSTANCE):

count=0
for x in X:

for y in Y:
for z in Z:

if INSTANCE=='edges':
f=myAssembly.instances[Partx+'-1'].edges

else:
f=myAssembly.instances[Partx+'-1'].faces

# Put x,y,z coords in one value
incremental_picked_regions = (x, y, z)
if count==0:

pickedRegions = f.findAt((incremental_picked_regions,),)
else:

pickedRegions += f.findAt((incremental_picked_regions,),)
count+=1

return pickedRegions
#Boundary conditions
myAssembly.DatumPointByCoordinate(coords=(0.0, 0.0, ZDATUM[2]-0.5*WidthBC))
myAssembly.DatumPointByCoordinate(coords=(0.0, 0.0, ZDATUM[-3]+0.5*WidthBC))
myAssembly.ReferencePoint(point=myAssembly.datums[14])
myAssembly.ReferencePoint(point=myAssembly.datums[15])
myAssembly.Set(name='BCNODE-1', referencePoints=(myAssembly.referencePoints[16], ))
myAssembly.Set(name='BCNODE-2', referencePoints=(myAssembly.referencePoints[17], ))

#Create supports
FACESLISTXY=[[-0.45*Width,-(Roots+Tw), -(Tw/float(2)+0.5*Roots), -0.5*Tw, -1,
1,0.5*Tw,(Roots+Tw),(Tw/float(2)+0.5*Roots), Width*0.45],[0, Tf, Tf+Roots-(0.75*Roots**2)**0.5,
0.25*Height, 0.75*Height, Height-Tf, Height-Tf-Roots+(0.75*Roots**2)**0.5, Height]]
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for q in [Tf+Roots, Height-Tf-Roots]:
for w in [-(Tw/float(3)), Tw/float(3)]:

Mypart.seedEdgeByNumber(constraint=FIXED, edges=
Mypart.edges.findAt(((w, q, (XYZDATUM[i])), )), number=2)

#Seed Fillets
for i in range(6,21):

for q in [Tf+Roots-((Roots**2)/float(2))**(0.5)]:
for w in [-((Tw/float(2))+Roots-((Roots**2)/float(2))**(0.5)),
((Tw/float(2))+Roots-((Roots**2)/float(2))**(0.5))]:

Mypart.seedEdgeByNumber(constraint=FINER, edges=
Mypart.edges.findAt(((w, q, (XYZDATUM[i])), )), number=3)

#Seed longtidunal edges Flange
for i in [6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19]:

for q in [0, Tf, Height-Tf, Height]:
for w in [-Width/float(2),-((Tw/float(2))+Roots), Tw/float(2)+Roots, Width/float(2)]:

Mypart.seedEdgeBySize(constraint=FINER,
deviationFactor=0.1, edges=
Mypart.edges.findAt(((w, q, (XYZDATUM[i])+1), )), size=SPACER)

#Seed longtidunal edges web
for i in [6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19]:

for q in [Tf+Roots, Height/float(2), (Height-Tf-Roots)]:
for w in [-Tw/float(2),0 ,Tw/float(2)]:

Mypart.seedEdgeBySize(constraint=FINER,
deviationFactor=0.1, edges=
Mypart.edges.findAt(((w, q, (XYZDATUM[i])+1), )), size=SPACER)

#Seed middle line Flange 
for i in [6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19]:

for q in [0, Height]:
for w in [0]:

Mypart.seedEdgeBySize(constraint=FINER, deviationFactor=0.1, edges=
Mypart.edges.findAt(((w, q, (XYZDATUM[i])+1), )), size=SPACER)

#Seed longtidunal edges Flange Bias
for i in [9, 16]:

for q in [0, Tf, Height-Tf, Height]:
for w in [-Width/float(2),-((Tw/float(2))+Roots), Tw/float(2)+Roots, Width/float(2)]:

Mypart.seedEdgeBySize(constraint=FINER, deviationFactor=0.1,
edges=Mypart.edges.findAt(((w, q, (XYZDATUM[i])+1), )), size=SPACER)

#Seed longtidunal edges web Bias
for i in [9, 16]:

for q in [Tf+Roots, Height/float(2), (Height-Tf-Roots)]:
for w in [-Tw/float(2),0 ,Tw/float(2)]:

Mypart.seedEdgeBySize(constraint=FINER, deviationFactor=0.1,
edges=Mypart.edges.findAt(((w, q, (XYZDATUM[i])+1), )), size=SPACER)

#Seed middle line Flange Bias
for i in [9, 16]:

for q in [0, Height]:
for w in [0]:

Mypart.seedEdgeBySize(constraint=FINER, deviationFactor=0.1,
edges=Mypart.edges.findAt(((w, q, (XYZDATUM[i])+1), )), size=SPACER)

#Set medial axis
for i in range(6,20):

for q in [0, Height]:
for w in [-1,1]:

Mypart.setMeshControls(algorithm=MEDIAL_AXIS,
regions=Mypart.cells.findAt(((w, q, (XYZDATUM[i])+1), ) ), technique=SWEEP)

#Generate mesh
Mypart.generateMesh()
#Create defenition for fast coordinate selection
def COORDINATES(X,Y,Z,INSTANCE):

count=0
for x in X:

for y in Y:
for z in Z:

if INSTANCE=='edges':
f=myAssembly.instances[Partx+'-1'].edges

else:
f=myAssembly.instances[Partx+'-1'].faces

# Put x,y,z coords in one value
incremental_picked_regions = (x, y, z)
if count==0:

pickedRegions = f.findAt((incremental_picked_regions,),)
else:

pickedRegions += f.findAt((incremental_picked_regions,),)
count+=1

return pickedRegions
#Boundary conditions
myAssembly.DatumPointByCoordinate(coords=(0.0, 0.0, ZDATUM[2]-0.5*WidthBC))
myAssembly.DatumPointByCoordinate(coords=(0.0, 0.0, ZDATUM[-3]+0.5*WidthBC))
myAssembly.ReferencePoint(point=myAssembly.datums[14])
myAssembly.ReferencePoint(point=myAssembly.datums[15])
myAssembly.Set(name='BCNODE-1', referencePoints=(myAssembly.referencePoints[16], ))
myAssembly.Set(name='BCNODE-2', referencePoints=(myAssembly.referencePoints[17], ))

#Create supports
FACESLISTXY=[[-0.45*Width,-(Roots+Tw), -(Tw/float(2)+0.5*Roots), -0.5*Tw, -1,
1,0.5*Tw,(Roots+Tw),(Tw/float(2)+0.5*Roots), Width*0.45],[0, Tf, Tf+Roots-(0.75*Roots**2)**0.5,
0.25*Height, 0.75*Height, Height-Tf, Height-Tf-Roots+(0.75*Roots**2)**0.5, Height]]
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FACESLISTXY2=[[-0.45*Width,-(Roots+Tw), -(Tw/float(2)+0.5*Roots), -0.5*Tw, -1,
1,0.5*Tw,(Roots+Tw),(Tw/float(2)+0.5*Roots), Width*0.45],[Tf, Tf+Roots-(0.75*Roots**2)**0.5,
0.25*Height, 0.75*Height, Height-Tf, Height-Tf-Roots+(0.75*Roots**2)**0.5]]
pickedRegions=COORDINATES(FACESLISTXY[0], FACESLISTXY[1], [ZDATUM[2]-1], 'faces')
Mymodel.RigidBody(name='BC-1', pinRegion=None, refPointRegion=Region(referencePoints=(
myAssembly.referencePoints[16], )), surfaceRegion=None, tieRegion=Region(faces=pickedRegions))

pickedRegions=COORDINATES(FACESLISTXY[0], FACESLISTXY[1], [ZDATUM[-3]+1], 'faces')
Mymodel.RigidBody(name='BC-2', pinRegion=None, refPointRegion=Region(referencePoints=(
myAssembly.referencePoints[17], )), surfaceRegion=None, tieRegion=Region(faces=pickedRegions))

Mymodel.DisplacementBC(amplitude=UNSET, createStepName='Initial',
distributionType=UNIFORM, fieldName='', localCsys=None, name='BC-1',
region=Region(referencePoints=(myAssembly.referencePoints[16], )), u1=SET, u2=SET,
u3=SET, ur1=UNSET, ur2=UNSET, ur3=UNSET)

Mymodel.DisplacementBC(amplitude=UNSET, createStepName='Initial',
distributionType=UNIFORM, fieldName='', localCsys=None, name='BC-2',
region=Region(referencePoints=(myAssembly.referencePoints[17], )), u1=SET, u2=SET,
u3=UNSET, ur1=UNSET, ur2=UNSET, ur3=UNSET)

# boundary against LT buckling
ZDATUMedges=[ZDATUM[3]-1, ZDATUM[3]+1, ZDATUM[7]-1, ZDATUM[7]+1, ZDATUM[-4]-1, ZDATUM[-4]+1]
pickedRegions=COORDINATES([0],[0, Height], ZDATUMedges, 'edges')
Mymodel.DisplacementBC(amplitude=UNSET, createStepName='Initial',
distributionType=UNIFORM, fieldName='', localCsys=None, name='LT-BC',
region=Region(edges=pickedRegions), u1=SET, u2=UNSET, u3=UNSET, ur1=UNSET, ur2=UNSET, ur3=UNSET)

#Create ref node at centre
myAssembly.regenerate()
MIDDLENODE=Myinstance.nodes.getByBoundingBox(-1, Height-1, Length*0.5-1, 1, Height+1, Length*0.5+1)
myAssembly.Set(name='MIDDLENODE', nodes=MIDDLENODE)

#Create loading Surfaces
pickedRegions=COORDINATES([1, -1],[1, Height/float(2)-1, Height/float(2)+1, Height-1],
[ZDATUM[5]], 'faces')
myAssembly.Surface(name='LEFTLOADING', side1Faces= pickedRegions)
pickedRegions=COORDINATES([1, -1],[1, Height/float(2)-1, Height/float(2)+1, Height-1],
[ZDATUM[-6]], 'faces')
myAssembly.Surface(name='RIGHTLOADING', side1Faces= pickedRegions)
#Create Middle Surfaces
pickedRegions=COORDINATES([-Width/float(2)+1,-1, 1, Width/float(2)-1],[1, Height/float(2)-1,
Height/float(2)+1, Height-1], [Length/float(2)], 'faces')
myAssembly.Surface(name='Middle Surface', side1Faces=pickedRegions)

#Loading Surface Section Print
pickedRegions=COORDINATES([-Width/float(2)+1,-1, 1, Width/float(2)-1],[1, Height/float(2)-1,
Height/float(2)+1, Height-1], [ZDATUM[-5]], 'faces')
myAssembly.Surface(name='Loading Surface Section Print', side1Faces=pickedRegions)

#Create loading BC
pickedRegions=COORDINATES(FACESLISTXY[0], FACESLISTXY2[1], [ZDATUM[5]+1], 'faces')
myAssembly.Set(faces=pickedRegions, name='Loading-1')
pickedRegions=COORDINATES(FACESLISTXY[0], FACESLISTXY2[1], [ZDATUM[-6]-1], 'faces')
myAssembly.Set(faces=pickedRegions, name='Loading-2')
myAssembly.DatumPointByCoordinate(coords=(0.0, 0, ZDATUM[5]+0.5*WidthBC))
myAssembly.DatumPointByCoordinate(coords=(0.0, 0, ZDATUM[-6]-0.5*WidthBC))
myAssembly.ReferencePoint(point=myAssembly.datums[34])
myAssembly.ReferencePoint(point=myAssembly.datums[35])
myAssembly.Set(name='Displacementnode-1', referencePoints=(myAssembly.referencePoints[36], ))
myAssembly.Set(name='Displacementnode-2', referencePoints=(myAssembly.referencePoints[37], ))
Mymodel.RigidBody(name='LOADINGPLATE1',
refPointRegion=Region(referencePoints=(myAssembly.referencePoints[36], )),
tieRegion=myAssembly.sets['Loading-1'])
Mymodel.RigidBody(name='LOADINGPLATE2',
refPointRegion=Region(referencePoints=(myAssembly.referencePoints[37], )),
tieRegion=myAssembly.sets['Loading-2'])

#CREATE SETS FOR BUCKLINGMODES
for POSITION in [ZDATUM[3], ZDATUM[7]]:

BUCKLENODEPOS1=Myinstance.nodes.getByBoundingBox(Width/float(2)-1, Height-1,
POSITION-0.36*1.25*Height-0.5*MESHZ+1, Width/float(2)+1, Height+1,
POSITION-0.36*1.25*Height+0.5*MESHZ+1)[0:1]
myAssembly.Set(name='BUCKLENODEPOS{0}1'.format(int(POSITION)), nodes=BUCKLENODEPOS1)
BUCKLENODENEG1=Myinstance.nodes.getByBoundingBox(-Width/float(2)-1, Height-Tf-1,
POSITION-0.36*1.25*Height-0.5*MESHZ+1, -Width/float(2)+1, Height-Tf+1,
POSITION-0.36*1.25*Height+0.5*MESHZ+1)[0:1]
myAssembly.Set(name='BUCKLENODENEG{0}1'.format(int(POSITION)), nodes=BUCKLENODENEG1)
BUCKLENODEWEB1=Myinstance.nodes.getByBoundingBox(-Tw/float(2)-1, 0.75*Height-0.5*MESHY,
POSITION-0.36*1.25*Height-0.5*MESHZ+1, -Tw/float(2)+0.5*Tw/float(4), 0.75*Height+0.5*MESHY,
POSITION-0.36*1.25*Height+0.5*MESHZ+1)[0:1]
myAssembly.Set(name='BUCKLENODEWEB{0}1'.format(int(POSITION)), nodes=BUCKLENODEWEB1)
BUCKLENODEPOS2=Myinstance.nodes.getByBoundingBox(Width/float(2)-1, Height-1,
POSITION+0.36*1.25*Height-0.5*MESHZ+1, Width/float(2)+1, Height+1,
POSITION+0.36*1.25*Height+0.5*MESHZ+1)[0:1]
myAssembly.Set(name='BUCKLENODEPOS{0}2'.format(int(POSITION)), nodes=BUCKLENODEPOS2)
BUCKLENODENEG2=Myinstance.nodes.getByBoundingBox(-Width/float(2)-1, Height-Tf-1,

-4-

Figure H11. Example Createbeam.py of the HEA280 section in S235, n=0.80, page 4
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C:\Temp\HE280A\FEHE280AV08S2354p\scripts\Createbeam.py

FACESLISTXY2=[[-0.45*Width,-(Roots+Tw), -(Tw/float(2)+0.5*Roots), -0.5*Tw, -1,
1,0.5*Tw,(Roots+Tw),(Tw/float(2)+0.5*Roots), Width*0.45],[Tf, Tf+Roots-(0.75*Roots**2)**0.5,
0.25*Height, 0.75*Height, Height-Tf, Height-Tf-Roots+(0.75*Roots**2)**0.5]]
pickedRegions=COORDINATES(FACESLISTXY[0], FACESLISTXY[1], [ZDATUM[2]-1], 'faces')
Mymodel.RigidBody(name='BC-1', pinRegion=None, refPointRegion=Region(referencePoints=(
myAssembly.referencePoints[16], )), surfaceRegion=None, tieRegion=Region(faces=pickedRegions))

pickedRegions=COORDINATES(FACESLISTXY[0], FACESLISTXY[1], [ZDATUM[-3]+1], 'faces')
Mymodel.RigidBody(name='BC-2', pinRegion=None, refPointRegion=Region(referencePoints=(
myAssembly.referencePoints[17], )), surfaceRegion=None, tieRegion=Region(faces=pickedRegions))

Mymodel.DisplacementBC(amplitude=UNSET, createStepName='Initial',
distributionType=UNIFORM, fieldName='', localCsys=None, name='BC-1',
region=Region(referencePoints=(myAssembly.referencePoints[16], )), u1=SET, u2=SET,
u3=SET, ur1=UNSET, ur2=UNSET, ur3=UNSET)

Mymodel.DisplacementBC(amplitude=UNSET, createStepName='Initial',
distributionType=UNIFORM, fieldName='', localCsys=None, name='BC-2',
region=Region(referencePoints=(myAssembly.referencePoints[17], )), u1=SET, u2=SET,
u3=UNSET, ur1=UNSET, ur2=UNSET, ur3=UNSET)

# boundary against LT buckling
ZDATUMedges=[ZDATUM[3]-1, ZDATUM[3]+1, ZDATUM[7]-1, ZDATUM[7]+1, ZDATUM[-4]-1, ZDATUM[-4]+1]
pickedRegions=COORDINATES([0],[0, Height], ZDATUMedges, 'edges')
Mymodel.DisplacementBC(amplitude=UNSET, createStepName='Initial',
distributionType=UNIFORM, fieldName='', localCsys=None, name='LT-BC',
region=Region(edges=pickedRegions), u1=SET, u2=UNSET, u3=UNSET, ur1=UNSET, ur2=UNSET, ur3=UNSET)

#Create ref node at centre
myAssembly.regenerate()
MIDDLENODE=Myinstance.nodes.getByBoundingBox(-1, Height-1, Length*0.5-1, 1, Height+1, Length*0.5+1)
myAssembly.Set(name='MIDDLENODE', nodes=MIDDLENODE)

#Create loading Surfaces
pickedRegions=COORDINATES([1, -1],[1, Height/float(2)-1, Height/float(2)+1, Height-1],
[ZDATUM[5]], 'faces')
myAssembly.Surface(name='LEFTLOADING', side1Faces= pickedRegions)
pickedRegions=COORDINATES([1, -1],[1, Height/float(2)-1, Height/float(2)+1, Height-1],
[ZDATUM[-6]], 'faces')
myAssembly.Surface(name='RIGHTLOADING', side1Faces= pickedRegions)
#Create Middle Surfaces
pickedRegions=COORDINATES([-Width/float(2)+1,-1, 1, Width/float(2)-1],[1, Height/float(2)-1,
Height/float(2)+1, Height-1], [Length/float(2)], 'faces')
myAssembly.Surface(name='Middle Surface', side1Faces=pickedRegions)

#Loading Surface Section Print
pickedRegions=COORDINATES([-Width/float(2)+1,-1, 1, Width/float(2)-1],[1, Height/float(2)-1,
Height/float(2)+1, Height-1], [ZDATUM[-5]], 'faces')
myAssembly.Surface(name='Loading Surface Section Print', side1Faces=pickedRegions)

#Create loading BC
pickedRegions=COORDINATES(FACESLISTXY[0], FACESLISTXY2[1], [ZDATUM[5]+1], 'faces')
myAssembly.Set(faces=pickedRegions, name='Loading-1')
pickedRegions=COORDINATES(FACESLISTXY[0], FACESLISTXY2[1], [ZDATUM[-6]-1], 'faces')
myAssembly.Set(faces=pickedRegions, name='Loading-2')
myAssembly.DatumPointByCoordinate(coords=(0.0, 0, ZDATUM[5]+0.5*WidthBC))
myAssembly.DatumPointByCoordinate(coords=(0.0, 0, ZDATUM[-6]-0.5*WidthBC))
myAssembly.ReferencePoint(point=myAssembly.datums[34])
myAssembly.ReferencePoint(point=myAssembly.datums[35])
myAssembly.Set(name='Displacementnode-1', referencePoints=(myAssembly.referencePoints[36], ))
myAssembly.Set(name='Displacementnode-2', referencePoints=(myAssembly.referencePoints[37], ))
Mymodel.RigidBody(name='LOADINGPLATE1',
refPointRegion=Region(referencePoints=(myAssembly.referencePoints[36], )),
tieRegion=myAssembly.sets['Loading-1'])
Mymodel.RigidBody(name='LOADINGPLATE2',
refPointRegion=Region(referencePoints=(myAssembly.referencePoints[37], )),
tieRegion=myAssembly.sets['Loading-2'])

#CREATE SETS FOR BUCKLINGMODES
for POSITION in [ZDATUM[3], ZDATUM[7]]:

BUCKLENODEPOS1=Myinstance.nodes.getByBoundingBox(Width/float(2)-1, Height-1,
POSITION-0.36*1.25*Height-0.5*MESHZ+1, Width/float(2)+1, Height+1,
POSITION-0.36*1.25*Height+0.5*MESHZ+1)[0:1]
myAssembly.Set(name='BUCKLENODEPOS{0}1'.format(int(POSITION)), nodes=BUCKLENODEPOS1)
BUCKLENODENEG1=Myinstance.nodes.getByBoundingBox(-Width/float(2)-1, Height-Tf-1,
POSITION-0.36*1.25*Height-0.5*MESHZ+1, -Width/float(2)+1, Height-Tf+1,
POSITION-0.36*1.25*Height+0.5*MESHZ+1)[0:1]
myAssembly.Set(name='BUCKLENODENEG{0}1'.format(int(POSITION)), nodes=BUCKLENODENEG1)
BUCKLENODEWEB1=Myinstance.nodes.getByBoundingBox(-Tw/float(2)-1, 0.75*Height-0.5*MESHY,
POSITION-0.36*1.25*Height-0.5*MESHZ+1, -Tw/float(2)+0.5*Tw/float(4), 0.75*Height+0.5*MESHY,
POSITION-0.36*1.25*Height+0.5*MESHZ+1)[0:1]
myAssembly.Set(name='BUCKLENODEWEB{0}1'.format(int(POSITION)), nodes=BUCKLENODEWEB1)
BUCKLENODEPOS2=Myinstance.nodes.getByBoundingBox(Width/float(2)-1, Height-1,
POSITION+0.36*1.25*Height-0.5*MESHZ+1, Width/float(2)+1, Height+1,
POSITION+0.36*1.25*Height+0.5*MESHZ+1)[0:1]
myAssembly.Set(name='BUCKLENODEPOS{0}2'.format(int(POSITION)), nodes=BUCKLENODEPOS2)
BUCKLENODENEG2=Myinstance.nodes.getByBoundingBox(-Width/float(2)-1, Height-Tf-1,
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C:\Temp\HE280A\FEHE280AV08S2354p\scripts\Createbeam.py

POSITION+0.36*1.25*Height-0.5*MESHZ+1, -Width/float(2)+1, Height-Tf+1,
POSITION+0.36*1.25*Height+0.5*MESHZ+1)[0:1]
myAssembly.Set(name='BUCKLENODENEG{0}2'.format(int(POSITION)), nodes=BUCKLENODENEG2)
BUCKLENODEWEB2=Myinstance.nodes.getByBoundingBox(-Tw/float(2)-1, 0.75*Height-0.5*MESHY,
POSITION+0.36*1.25*Height-0.5*MESHZ+1, -Tw/float(2)+0.5*Tw/float(4), 0.75*Height+0.5*MESHY,
POSITION+0.36*1.25*Height+0.5*MESHZ+1)[0:1]
myAssembly.Set(name='BUCKLENODEWEB{0}2'.format(int(POSITION)), nodes=BUCKLENODEWEB2)

for POSITION in [ZDATUM[-4]]:
BUCKLENODEPOS1=Myinstance.nodes.getByBoundingBox(Width/float(2)-1, Height-1,
POSITION-0.5*MESHZ+1, Width/float(2)+1, Height+1, POSITION+0.5*MESHZ+1)[0:1]
myAssembly.Set(name='BUCKLENODEPOS{0}1'.format(int(POSITION)), nodes=BUCKLENODEPOS1)
BUCKLENODENEG1=Myinstance.nodes.getByBoundingBox(-Width/float(2)-1, Height-Tf-1,
POSITION-0.5*MESHZ+1, -Width/float(2)+1, Height-Tf+1, POSITION+0.5*MESHZ+1)[0:1]
myAssembly.Set(name='BUCKLENODENEG{0}1'.format(int(POSITION)), nodes=BUCKLENODENEG1)
BUCKLENODEWEB1=Myinstance.nodes.getByBoundingBox(-Tw/float(2)-1, 0.3*Height-0.5*MESHY,
POSITION-0.2*Height-0.5*MESHZ+1, -Tw/float(2)+0.5*Tw/float(4), 0.3*Height+0.5*MESHY,
POSITION-0.2*Height+0.5*MESHZ+1)[0:1]
myAssembly.Set(name='BUCKLENODEWEB{0}1'.format(int(POSITION)), nodes=BUCKLENODEWEB1)
BUCKLENODEWEB2=Myinstance.nodes.getByBoundingBox(-Tw/float(2)-1, 0.7*Height-0.5*MESHY,
POSITION+0.2*Height-0.5*MESHZ+1, -Tw/float(2)+0.5*Tw/float(4), 0.7*Height+0.5*MESHY,
POSITION+0.2*Height+0.5*MESHZ+1)[0:1]
myAssembly.Set(name='BUCKLENODEWEB2{0}1'.format(int(POSITION)), nodes=BUCKLENODEWEB2)

########### Define locations for ODB analysis ############
StrainlimitEL = Myinstance.elements.getByBoundingBox(-0, -1, 2.25*Height, 0.5*Width, Height+1,
0.5*Length)
Strainlimit = []
for x in range(0, len(StrainlimitEL)):

Strainlimit.append(StrainlimitEL[x].label)

#Finds web elements and sort by y coordinate
myAssembly.regenerate()
BUCKLINGCHECK = Myinstance.elements.getByBoundingBox(-0.5*Tw, Tf+Roots, (ZDATUM[3]-MESHZ*1.1),
0.5*Tw, Height-Tf-Roots, ZDATUM[3])
totallist = []
for i in range(0, len(BUCKLINGCHECK)):

node=BUCKLINGCHECK[i].connectivity[0]
NODELIST=[]
NODELIST.append(Myinstance.nodes[node].coordinates[0])
NODELIST.append(Myinstance.nodes[node].coordinates[1])
NODELIST.append(BUCKLINGCHECK[i].label)
totallist.append(NODELIST)

totallist=sorted(totallist, key=lambda x: (x[0], x[1]))
BC6=[x[2] for x in totallist]

return BC6, Strainlimit

-5-

Figure H12. Example Createbeam.py of the HEA280 section in S235, n=0.80, page 5
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     (iv) READODB.py
These defenitions were used to extract data at nodes and elements from the ODB.
C:\Temp\HE280A\FEHE280AV08S2354p\scripts\READODB.py

import odbAccess
from abaqusConstants import *

def EXTRACTNODE(FIELDOUTPUT1, REGION, FIELDOUTPUT11, APPENDLIST):
READREGION=myOdb.rootAssembly.nodeSets[REGION]
for frame in range(0, len(FRAMES)):

DATA= FRAMES[frame].fieldOutputs[FIELDOUTPUT1].getSubset(region=READREGION)
DATAFRAME=[]
for v in DATA.values:

DATAFRAME.append(v.data[FIELDOUTPUT11])
APPENDLIST.append(DATAFRAME)

def EXTRACTNODEFROMLABEL(FIELDOUTPUT1, REGION, FIELDOUTPUT11, APPENDLIST):
READREGION=myOdb.rootAssembly.nodeSets[REGION]
for frame in range(0, len(FRAMES)):

DATA= FRAMES[frame].fieldOutputs[FIELDOUTPUT1].getSubset(region=READREGION)
for v in DATA.values:

APPENDLIST.append(v.data[FIELDOUTPUT11])

def EXTRACTELEMENT(FIELDOUTPUT1, REGION, FIELDOUTPUT11, APPENDLIST):
READREGION=myOdb.rootAssembly.elementSets[REGION]
for frame in range(0, len(FRAMES)):

DATA= FRAMES[frame].fieldOutputs[FIELDOUTPUT1].getSubset(region=READREGION, position=CENTROID)
DATAFRAME=[]
if FIELDOUTPUT1 =='S':

if FIELDOUTPUT11 =='mises':
for v in DATA.values:

DATAFRAME.append(v.mises)
APPENDLIST.append(DATAFRAME)

else:
for v in DATA.values:

DATAFRAME.append(v.data[FIELDOUTPUT11])
APPENDLIST.append(DATAFRAME)

else:
for v in DATA.values:

DATAFRAME.append(v.data)
APPENDLIST.append(DATAFRAME)

def READODB(Filename, OBJECT, REGION, APPENDLIST, FIELDOUTPUT1 ,FIELDOUTPUT11, STEP):
global myOdb
global FRAMES
myOdb = odbAccess.openOdb('Riksanalyse{0}.odb'.format(Filename))
FRAMES = myOdb.steps[STEP].frames
if OBJECT == 'Elementset':

EXTRACTELEMENT(FIELDOUTPUT1, REGION, FIELDOUTPUT11, APPENDLIST)
elif OBJECT == 'Nodeset':

EXTRACTNODE(FIELDOUTPUT1, REGION, FIELDOUTPUT11, APPENDLIST)
else:

EXTRACTNODEFROMLABEL(FIELDOUTPUT1, REGION, FIELDOUTPUT11, APPENDLIST)

-1-

Figure H13. Example READODB.py of the HEA280 section in S235, n=0.80

     (v) STRAINLIMIT
The STRAINLIMIT definition checked how many elements exceeded the plastic strain of 15%. in 
the case that more than 7 elements exceeded the plastic strain limit the corresponding incre-
ment was returned, and flagged in the excel file.

C:\Temp\HE280A\FEHE280AV08S2354p\scripts\STRAINLIMIT.py

def STRAINLIMITCHECK(STRAINLIMIT):
STRAININC=0
for x in STRAINLIMIT:

STRAININC+=1
pointsabove15=0
for y in x:

if y > 0.15:
pointsabove15+=1
if pointsabove15 > 7:

Strainlimit=['REACHED']
return Strainlimit, STRAININC

else:
Strainlimit=['NOTREACHED']

return Strainlimit, STRAININC

-1-

Figure H14. Example STRAINLIMIT.py of the HEA280 section in S235, n=0.80
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     (vi) READDAT.py
This definition was used to loop over the .dat file to extract results.
C:\Temp\HE280A\FEHE280AV08S2354p\scripts\READDAT.py

import csv
import re
from itertools import islice
from linecache import getline

def READDAT(Filename, Keyword, Position1, Position2, Appendlist):
if Keyword == 'MODENOEIGENVALUE':

with open('Bucklinganalyse{0}'.format(Filename)+'.dat') as f:
for ind, line in enumerate(f,1):

strippedline=re.sub('[\s+]', '', line)
if Keyword in strippedline:

while Position1 < 20:
Getal=getline(f.name, ind + Position1)
Stripped=Getal.strip()
if Stripped == '':

break
else:

Splitted=Stripped.split(' ')
str_list = filter(None, Splitted)
Appendlist.append([int(str_list[0]),float(str_list[1])])
Position1+=1

else:
with open('Riksanalyse{0}'.format(Filename)+'.dat') as f:

for ind, line in enumerate(f,1):
strippedline=re.sub('[\s+]', '', line)
if Keyword in strippedline:

Getal=getline(f.name, ind + Position1)
Stripped=Getal.strip()
Splitted=Stripped.split(' ')
str_list = filter(None, Splitted)
Appendlist.append(float(str_list[Position2]))

-1-

Figure H15. Example READDAT.py of the HEA280 section in S235, n=0.80     

(vii) CreateChart.py
The CreateChart definition was used to generate excel charts from the retrieved data.
C:\Temp\HE280A\FEHE280AV08S2354p\scripts\CreateChart.py

import xlsxwriter
from xlrd import open_workbook

def CreateChart(serie, Title, Xaxis, Yaxis, Cel, Incrementnumber, Filename, worksheet, workbook):
chart1 = workbook.add_chart({'type': 'scatter', 'subtype': 'straight'})
for s in serie:

chart1.add_series({
'name':['ABAQUSDATA', 0, s[0]],
'categories':['ABAQUSDATA', 1, s[1], len(Incrementnumber), s[1]],
'values':['ABAQUSDATA', 1, s[2], len(Incrementnumber), s[2]],
})

# Add a chart title and axis labels.
chart1.set_title ({'name': Title})
chart1.set_x_axis({'name': Xaxis})
chart1.set_y_axis({'name': Yaxis})
# Set an Excel chart style.
chart1.set_style(11)
# Insert the chart into the worksheet (with an offset).
worksheet.insert_chart(Cel, chart1, {'x_offset': 25, 'y_offset': 10})

-1-

Figure H16. Example CreateChart.py of the HEA280 section in S235, n=0.80

     (viii) EIGENMODEIMAGE.py
The EIGENMODEIMAGE definition contained the method to export images from the static general 
step (imperfections) and the GMNIA. Images were exported on the maxima of the F-δ graph and 
the final increment.
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C:\Temp\HE280A\FEHE280AV08S2354p\scripts\EIGENMODEIMAGE.py

# Import abaqus modules
from part import *
from material import *
from section import *
from assembly import *
from step import *
from interaction import *
from load import *
from mesh import *
from optimization import *
from job import *
from sketch import *
from visualization import *
from connectorBehavior import *
session.journalOptions.setValues(replayGeometry=COORDINATE, recoverGeometry=COORDINATE)

def EIGENMODEIMAGE(ANALYSE, Filename, INCREMENTFRAMES):
import visualization
import xyPlot
import abaqusConstants
# load odb file
myViewport = session.Viewport(name='myViewport', origin=(10, 10), width=150, height=100)
myOdb = visualization.openOdb(path='{0}{1}'.format(ANALYSE, Filename)+'.odb')
myViewport.setValues(displayedObject=myOdb)

# set viewport settings
v = 'Iso'
myViewport.view.setValues(session.views[v])
myViewport.maximize()
myViewport.view.fitView()
myViewport.odbDisplay.basicOptions.setValues(coordSystemDisplay=OFF, translucencySort=ON)
myViewport.odbDisplay.commonOptions.setValues(visibleEdges=FEATURE) # NONE
myViewport.odbDisplay.contourOptions.setValues(contourStyle=CONTINUOUS) # DISCRETE CONTINUOUS
#myViewport.odbDisplay.contourOptions.setValues(showMinLocation=ON,showMaxLocation=ON)
#myViewport.odbDisplay.contourOptions.setValues(numIntervals=6)
myViewport.viewportAnnotationOptions.setValues(triad=OFF, title=OFF, state=ON, compass=OFF,

legend=ON, legendPosition=(1, 95), legendBox=OFF,
legendFont='-*-verdana-medium-r-normal-*-*-120-*-*-p-*-*-*',
statePosition=(1, 40),
titleFont='-*-verdana-medium-r-normal-*-*-120-*-*-p-*-*-*',
stateFont='-*-verdana-medium-r-normal-*-*-120-*-*-p-*-*-*')

# save displacement plots
if 'Buckling' in ANALYSE:

for frames in range(0, INCREMENTFRAMES):
v = 'Iso' ; o = 'U' ; c = 'Magnitude' ; s = 0 ; f = frames
myViewport.odbDisplay.setFrame(step=s, frame=f)
myViewport.odbDisplay.display.setValues(plotState=(CONTOURS_ON_DEF, ))

myViewport.odbDisplay.setPrimaryVariable(variableLabel=o,outputPosition=NODAL,refinement=(IN
VARIANT, c), )
path_filename = '%s_step-%s_%s_%s_%s_%s' % (myOdb.name.replace('.odb',''),s,o,c,v,f)
try:

myViewport.view.fitView()
session.printToFile(path_filename+'.png', PNG, (myViewport,))

except:
pass

else:
v = 'Iso' ; o = 'U' ; c = 'Magnitude' ; s = 0 ; f = INCREMENTFRAMES
myViewport.odbDisplay.setFrame(step=s, frame=f)
myViewport.odbDisplay.display.setValues(plotState=(CONTOURS_ON_DEF, ))

myViewport.odbDisplay.setPrimaryVariable(variableLabel=o,outputPosition=NODAL,refinement=(INVARI
ANT, c), )
path_filename = '%s_step-%s_%s_%s_%s_%s' % (myOdb.name.replace('.odb',''),s,o,c,v,f)
try:

myViewport.view.fitView()
session.printToFile(path_filename+'.png', PNG, (myViewport,))

except:
pass

-1-

Figure H17. Example EIGENMODEIMAGE.py of the HEA280 section in S235, n=0.80
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I Matlab script model plane stresses in 2D cross-section
The analytical model using stresses in the 2D cross-section as described in Chapter 8 originated 
from Matlab. One script, Mainscript.m, was used to define the parameters and invoke 2 other 
scripts, see Figure I1 as an example. 
 
C:\Users\bwrwadek\surfdrive\Documents\MATLAB\MainScript.m 1 of 6

close all
clear all
clc
h =270;
b = 280;
tw = 8;
tf = 13;
r = 24;
fy = 235;
delta = 0.5;
file='Matlab_MV_HEA280_newAv'
filename='HEA280_AvS_newAv.jpg'
filename2='HEA280_AvS-2_newAv.jpg'
getMVdatapoints
xlswrite('MV_Matlab_AvS2_newAv.xlsx',store_MV,1)
close all;
clear all;
clc;
load('Matlab_MV_HEA280_newAv')
filterMV
save('AvFEM2_NOsf_AvS_HEA280_newAv','-v7.3')
xlswrite('MV_Matlab_AvS2.xlsx',MV3,1)
%%

close all
clear all
clc
h =96;
b = 100;
tw = 5;
tf = 8;
r = 12;
fy = 235;
delta = 0.5;
file='Matlab_MV_HEA100_newAv'
filename='HEA100_AvS_newAv.jpg'
filename2='HEA100_AvS-2_newAv.jpg'
getMVdatapoints
xlswrite('MV_Matlab_AvS2_newAv.xlsx',store_MV,2)
close all;
clear all;
clc;
load('Matlab_MV_HEA100_newAv')
filterMV
save('AvFEM2_NOsf_AvS_HEA100_newAv','-v7.3')
xlswrite('MV_Matlab_AvS2.xlsx',MV3,2)
%%

close all
clear all
clc
h =590;
b = 300;
tw = 13;
tf = 25;
r = 27;
fy = 235;
delta = 0.5;
file='Matlab_MV_HEA600_newAv'
filename='HEA600_AvS_newAv.jpg'
filename2='HEA600_AvS-2_newAv.jpg'
getMVdatapoints
xlswrite('MV_Matlab_AvS2_newAv.xlsx',store_MV,3)
close all;
clear all;
clc;
load('Matlab_MV_HEA600_newAv')
filterMV
save('AvFEM2_NOsf_AvS_HEA600_newAv','-v7.3')
xlswrite('MV_Matlab_AvS2.xlsx',MV3,3)

Figure I1. Part of MainScript.m, displaying the parameters of the HEA280 and HEA100 section

The parameter delta was chosen such that a new slice started at the start and end of the parabo-
la, respectively at 0.5h-tf and 0.5h-1.5tf . In general delta was 0.5 mm in size, only for the IPE100 
and IPE330 it had to be reduced, to respectively 0.05 and 0.25. 
The getMVdatapoints.m script was invoked first, see Figure I2 to Figure I5. This script started 
with general definitions of cross-sectional parameters, meaning that among other things the 
used shear area AV, plastic shear resistance Vpl , maximum plastic moment for this shear area 
MAV  were established. Thereafter the Mi-Vi interaction curve for each slice was made. The sub-
sequent section indicated by ‘OPTIMIZATION of tau distribution’ combines data points for each 
slice, resulting in sum_M and sum_V lists. Simultaneously the lists storage_maxM was filled, 
with the highest bending moment capacity at certain shear force regions. Next the proportional 
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values of the shear force and bending moment were determined and filed as Matlab_chi. Import-
ant parameters were saved to the matlab file ‘Matlab_MV_xx_newAv.mat’, with at xx the relevant 
section. The last section describes a figure to display the results in relation to the Eurocode M-V 
interaction design rule. 

C:\Users\bwrwadek\surfdrive\Documents\MATLAB\getMVdatapoints.m 1 of 5

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%       MAX M-V interaciton, no shear flow & tau spread over roots     %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
A = 2*b*tf + tw*(h-2*tf)+r^2*(4-pi);
Av = tw*(h+0.10*tf);
%Av = tw*(h-1.5*tf)+4*0.96*tw*0.25*tf+4*1/3*0.96*tw*0.5*tf
% more precise Av = tw*(h+0.102938*tf); 
Avec = tw*(h-tf)+r^2*(4-pi)+tf*2*r;
Vmax = Av*fy/sqrt(3);
Vec = Avec*fy/sqrt(3);
Mmax = fy*(0.25*tw*h^2+(b-tw)*(h-tf)*tf + (4-pi)*r^2*(h-2*tf)/2 + (3*pi-10)*r^3/3);
Mflanges = fy*(b*tf*(h-tf));
%full expression MAv = fy*(tw/4*(h-1.5*tf)^2+2*(0.96*tw*0.25*tf)*(h-7/4*tf)+2*(1/3*0.96*tw*0.
5*tf)*(h-2*tf-2*1/4*0.5*tf)));
MAv = fy*(tw/4*(h-1.5*tf)^2+2*(0.96*tw*0.25*tf)*(h-7/4*tf)+2*(1/3*0.96*tw*0.5*tf)*(h-9/4*tf));
%center of gravity parabola on 3/4h!
MflangeAv = Mmax - MAv;

%% -----------------------------------------------------------------------
%               Mi-Vi graphs for every slice
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------

nmax = (h-3/2*tf)/(2*delta);
nmaxflush = (h-2*tf)/(2*delta);
nmaxEC = (h-tf)/(2*delta);

i = 1; %counter for outer loop
integral_old = 0;
X_integral_old = 0;

if nmax > floor(nmax) 
for n = [1:nmax,nmax] % for loop for every next slice

if n <= (h-3*tf)/(2*delta)
            z_na = (2*n-1)*delta;
            j = 1; %counter for inner loop

for tau = [0:(fy/sqrt(3)),(fy/sqrt(3))]
                taus(j) = tau;
                sigma = sqrt(fy^2 - 3*tau^2);
                V(i,j) = 2*delta*tw*tau; % 2-D array with indices i and j, representing the 
iterations/slices.
                M(i,j) = delta*tw*sigma*z_na;
                j = j + 1;

end
elseif n > (h-3*tf)/(2*delta) && n <= (h-2*tf)/(2*delta) 

            beta = (n - (h-3*tf)/(2*delta))*delta;
            integral_underlimit0 = 1.28*tw/(tf^2)*beta^3;
            integral_new = integral_underlimit0 - integral_old;
            integral_old = integral_underlimit0;
            X_integral_underlimit0 = 0.96*tw/(tf^2)*beta^4;
            X_integral_new = X_integral_underlimit0-X_integral_old;
            X_integral_old = X_integral_underlimit0;
            AV_except_tau = 2*delta*tw+4*integral_new;
            Wpl_roots = ((h-3*tf)/2+(X_integral_new)/(integral_new))*4*integral_new;
            W_except_sigma = delta*tw*(2*n-1)*delta+Wpl_roots;
            j = 1; %counter for inner loop

for tau = [0:(fy/sqrt(3)),(fy/sqrt(3))]
                taus(j) = tau;
                sigma = sqrt(fy^2 - 3*tau^2);
                V(i,j) = AV_except_tau*tau; % 2-D array with indices i and j, representing 
the iterations/slices.
                M(i,j) = W_except_sigma*sigma;
                j = j + 1;

end
else

            z_na = (2*n-1)*delta;
            j = 1; %counter for inner loop

for tau = [0:(fy/sqrt(3)),(fy/sqrt(3))]
                taus(j) = tau;
                sigma = sqrt(fy^2 - 3*tau^2);

if n == nmax

Figure I2. Matlab script getMVdatapoints.m, page 1
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                    z_na = (floor(nmax)+nmax)*delta;
                    V(i,j) = (nmax-floor(nmax))*2*(2.92*tw)*tau*delta;
                    M(i,j) = (nmax-floor(nmax))*2.92*tw*sigma*z_na*delta;

else
                    V(i,j) = 2*delta*(2.92*tw)*tau; % 2-D array with indices i and j, 
representing the iterations/slices.
                    M(i,j) = delta*(2.92*tw)*sigma*z_na;

end
                j = j + 1;

end
end

        figure(1)
        plot(V(i,:),M(i,:))
        xlabel('V')
        ylabel('M')
        hold on
        i = i + 1;

end
else

for n = [1:nmax] % for loop for every next slice
if n <= (h-3*tf)/(2*delta)

            z_na = (2*n-1)*delta;
            j = 1; %counter for inner loop

for tau = [0:(fy/sqrt(3)),(fy/sqrt(3))]
                taus(j) = tau;
                sigma = sqrt(fy^2 - 3*tau^2);
                V(i,j) = 2*delta*tw*tau; % 2-D array with indices i and j, representing the 
iterations/slices.
                M(i,j) = delta*tw*sigma*z_na;
                j = j + 1;

end
elseif n > (h-3*tf)/(2*delta) && n <= (h-2*tf)/(2*delta)

            beta = (n - (h-3*tf)/(2*delta))*delta;
            integral_underlimit0 = 1.28*tw/(tf^2)*beta^3;
            integral_new = integral_underlimit0 - integral_old;
            integral_old = integral_underlimit0;
            X_integral_underlimit0 = 0.96*tw/(tf^2)*beta^4;
            X_integral_new = X_integral_underlimit0-X_integral_old;
            X_integral_old = X_integral_underlimit0;
            AV_except_tau = 2*delta*tw+4*integral_new;
            Wpl_roots = ((h-3*tf)/2+(X_integral_new)/(integral_new))*4*integral_new;
            W_except_sigma = delta*tw*(2*n-1)*delta+Wpl_roots;
            j = 1; %counter for inner loop

for tau = [0:(fy/sqrt(3)),(fy/sqrt(3))]
                taus(j) = tau;
                sigma = sqrt(fy^2 - 3*tau^2);
                V(i,j) = AV_except_tau*tau; % 2-D array with indices i and j, representing 
the iterations/slices.
                M(i,j) = W_except_sigma*sigma;
                j = j + 1;

end
else

            z_na = (2*n-1)*delta;
            j = 1; %counter for inner loop

for tau = [0:(fy/sqrt(3)),(fy/sqrt(3))]
                taus(j) = tau;
                sigma = sqrt(fy^2 - 3*tau^2);
                V(i,j) = 2*delta*(2.92*tw)*tau; % 2-D array with indices i and j, 
representing the iterations/slices.
                M(i,j) = delta*(2.92*tw)*sigma*z_na;
                j = j + 1;

end
end

        figure(1)
        plot(V(i,:),M(i,:))
        xlabel('V')
        ylabel('M')
        hold on
        i = i + 1;

end
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end
%% ---------------------------------------------------------------------
%               OPTIMIZATION of tau distribution
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
regions = [-134 134];
focus_regions = [-1 1];
region_length = 750;
counter_upper_limit_original = 2000;
counter_upper_limit_focus_regions = 800000;

storage_maxM = zeros(2+ceil(nmax),round(Vmax/region_length)); %initialization
storage_maxM_with_flange = zeros(2+ceil(nmax),round(Vmax/region_length)); %initialization
storage_allM = zeros(2+ceil(nmax),(length(regions)-length(focus_regions))
*counter_upper_limit_original+length(focus_regions)*counter_upper_limit_focus_regions);
%row1: M , row2: V, row3: tau of last n , row4: new M value with flange correction

calculated_pts_counter = 1;
counter_upper_limit = counter_upper_limit_original;
for region_counter = regions(1):regions(end) %minus numbers for relatively high chance not to 
decrease tau while creating random_taus vector

if (region_counter == focus_regions(1) || region_counter == focus_regions(2))
        counter_upper_limit = counter_upper_limit_focus_regions;

end
if region_counter<0

        myVec=[zeros(1,1-region_counter) 1];
end
for counter = 1:counter_upper_limit % create random non-increasing taus and find points 

for Mtot & Vtot and plot them
if region_counter > -1

            random_taus = [floor(235/sqrt(3))-(randi(region_counter+2,1,1)-1)];
for l=2:(nmax+1)

if random_taus(end)>=(region_counter+1)
                    random_taus = [random_taus random_taus(end)-(randi(region_counter+2,1,1)
-1)];

else
                    random_taus = [random_taus random_taus(end)-(randi(random_taus(end)+1,1,1)
-1)];

end
end

else
            selectRand = randi(2-region_counter,1); %choose the index
            finalValue = myVec(selectRand); %select that number from the original vector
            random_taus = [floor(235/sqrt(3))-finalValue];

for l=2:(nmax+1)
                selectRand = randi(2-region_counter,1); %choose the index
                finalValue = myVec(selectRand); %select that number from the original vector
                random_taus = [random_taus random_taus(end)-finalValue];

end
end

        random_taus(random_taus<0) = 0;
        sum_M = 0;
        sum_V = 0;

for ii = 1:1:ceil(nmax) %één random gegenereerde sigma verdeling voor nmax slices
            sum_M = sum_M + M(ii,random_taus(ii)+1);
            sum_V = sum_V + V(ii,random_taus(ii)+1);

end

        storage_allM(1,calculated_pts_counter) = sum_M;
        storage_allM(2,calculated_pts_counter) = sum_V;

if ceil(nmax)>nmax
            storage_allM(4:3+ceil(nmax),calculated_pts_counter) = random_taus()';

else
            storage_allM(4:4+ceil(nmax),calculated_pts_counter) = random_taus()';

end
        region = floor(sum_V/region_length)+1;

if region < round(Vmax/region_length);
if storage_maxM(1,region) < sum_M

                storage_maxM(1,region) = sum_M ;
                storage_maxM(2,region) = sum_V;

if ceil(nmax)>nmax

Figure I3. Matlab script getMVdatapoints.m, page 2
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end
%% ---------------------------------------------------------------------
%               OPTIMIZATION of tau distribution
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
regions = [-134 134];
focus_regions = [-1 1];
region_length = 750;
counter_upper_limit_original = 2000;
counter_upper_limit_focus_regions = 800000;

storage_maxM = zeros(2+ceil(nmax),round(Vmax/region_length)); %initialization
storage_maxM_with_flange = zeros(2+ceil(nmax),round(Vmax/region_length)); %initialization
storage_allM = zeros(2+ceil(nmax),(length(regions)-length(focus_regions))
*counter_upper_limit_original+length(focus_regions)*counter_upper_limit_focus_regions);
%row1: M , row2: V, row3: tau of last n , row4: new M value with flange correction

calculated_pts_counter = 1;
counter_upper_limit = counter_upper_limit_original;
for region_counter = regions(1):regions(end) %minus numbers for relatively high chance not to 
decrease tau while creating random_taus vector

if (region_counter == focus_regions(1) || region_counter == focus_regions(2))
        counter_upper_limit = counter_upper_limit_focus_regions;

end
if region_counter<0

        myVec=[zeros(1,1-region_counter) 1];
end
for counter = 1:counter_upper_limit % create random non-increasing taus and find points 

for Mtot & Vtot and plot them
if region_counter > -1

            random_taus = [floor(235/sqrt(3))-(randi(region_counter+2,1,1)-1)];
for l=2:(nmax+1)

if random_taus(end)>=(region_counter+1)
                    random_taus = [random_taus random_taus(end)-(randi(region_counter+2,1,1)
-1)];

else
                    random_taus = [random_taus random_taus(end)-(randi(random_taus(end)+1,1,1)
-1)];

end
end

else
            selectRand = randi(2-region_counter,1); %choose the index
            finalValue = myVec(selectRand); %select that number from the original vector
            random_taus = [floor(235/sqrt(3))-finalValue];

for l=2:(nmax+1)
                selectRand = randi(2-region_counter,1); %choose the index
                finalValue = myVec(selectRand); %select that number from the original vector
                random_taus = [random_taus random_taus(end)-finalValue];

end
end

        random_taus(random_taus<0) = 0;
        sum_M = 0;
        sum_V = 0;

for ii = 1:1:ceil(nmax) %één random gegenereerde sigma verdeling voor nmax slices
            sum_M = sum_M + M(ii,random_taus(ii)+1);
            sum_V = sum_V + V(ii,random_taus(ii)+1);

end

        storage_allM(1,calculated_pts_counter) = sum_M;
        storage_allM(2,calculated_pts_counter) = sum_V;

if ceil(nmax)>nmax
            storage_allM(4:3+ceil(nmax),calculated_pts_counter) = random_taus()';

else
            storage_allM(4:4+ceil(nmax),calculated_pts_counter) = random_taus()';

end
        region = floor(sum_V/region_length)+1;

if region < round(Vmax/region_length);
if storage_maxM(1,region) < sum_M

                storage_maxM(1,region) = sum_M ;
                storage_maxM(2,region) = sum_V;

if ceil(nmax)>nmax
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                    storage_maxM(4:3+ceil(nmax),region) = random_taus()';
else

                    storage_maxM(4:4+ceil(nmax),region) = random_taus()';
end
%             plot(sum_V,sum_M,'.')

else
%             plot(sum_V,sum_M,'.')

end
end

        calculated_pts_counter = calculated_pts_counter + 1;
end

    region_counter
    counter_upper_limit = counter_upper_limit_original;
end

%% ---------------------------------------------------------------------
%               OPTIMIZATION of tau distribution
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
storage_maxM2 = storage_maxM(1,:);
storage_Vtot = storage_maxM(2,:);
storage_Vtot = storage_Vtot(storage_maxM2>0);
storage_maxM2 = storage_maxM2(storage_maxM2>0);
figure(3);
plot(storage_Vtot,storage_maxM2+MflangeAv,'r.')
axis([0 Vmax+10.^2 0 Mmax+10.^7])
xlabel('Vtot')
ylabel('Mtot')

Matlab_MV=[];
Matlab_MV(:,1)= storage_Vtot;
Matlab_MV(:,2)= storage_maxM2 + MflangeAv;
Matlab_MV2=[Matlab_MV; Vmax MflangeAv];
Matlab_MV=Matlab_MV2;
Matlab_chi=[];
Matlab_chi(:,1)=storage_Vtot/Vmax;
Matlab_chi(:,2)=(storage_maxM2)/MAv;
Matlab_chi2=[Matlab_chi; 1 0];
Matlab_chi=Matlab_chi2;
save(file, 'Matlab_MV', 'Matlab_chi', 'MAv', 'Mmax', 'MflangeAv', 'nmax', 'Vmax', 'A', 'Av', 
'M', 'V', 'storage_maxM2', 'storage_Vtot')

%% ---------------------------------------------------------------------
%               PLOT M-V interaction diagram
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
figure(2);
plot(storage_allM(2,:),storage_allM(1,:),'k.');
axis([0 (Av*fy/sqrt(3))+10.^2 0 Mmax-MflangeAv+10.^6]);
title('M-V interaction');
xlabel('V');
ylabel('M');
saveas(figure(2),filename);

kkk = 0:0.001:1;
V_Eurocode2 = kkk*Vec;
M_Eurocode2 = [ones(1,length(kkk(1:500)))*Mmax  , Mmax-(0.25*(2*kkk(501:end)-1).^2*((h-2*tf)
*tw).^2/tw)*fy];

storage_maxM2 = storage_maxM(1,:);
storage_Vtot = storage_maxM(2,:);
storage_Vtot = storage_Vtot(storage_maxM2>0);
storage_maxM2 = storage_maxM2(storage_maxM2>0);

figure(3);
plot(storage_Vtot,storage_maxM2+MflangeAv,'r.');

hold on;
plot(V_Eurocode2,M_Eurocode2,'g');
axis([0 Vec+10.^2 0 Mmax+10.^7]);
xlabel('Vtot');
ylabel('Mtot');

Figure I4. Matlab script getMVdatapoints.m, page 3
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                    storage_maxM(4:3+ceil(nmax),region) = random_taus()';
else

                    storage_maxM(4:4+ceil(nmax),region) = random_taus()';
end
%             plot(sum_V,sum_M,'.')

else
%             plot(sum_V,sum_M,'.')

end
end

        calculated_pts_counter = calculated_pts_counter + 1;
end

    region_counter
    counter_upper_limit = counter_upper_limit_original;
end

%% ---------------------------------------------------------------------
%               OPTIMIZATION of tau distribution
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
storage_maxM2 = storage_maxM(1,:);
storage_Vtot = storage_maxM(2,:);
storage_Vtot = storage_Vtot(storage_maxM2>0);
storage_maxM2 = storage_maxM2(storage_maxM2>0);
figure(3);
plot(storage_Vtot,storage_maxM2+MflangeAv,'r.')
axis([0 Vmax+10.^2 0 Mmax+10.^7])
xlabel('Vtot')
ylabel('Mtot')

Matlab_MV=[];
Matlab_MV(:,1)= storage_Vtot;
Matlab_MV(:,2)= storage_maxM2 + MflangeAv;
Matlab_MV2=[Matlab_MV; Vmax MflangeAv];
Matlab_MV=Matlab_MV2;
Matlab_chi=[];
Matlab_chi(:,1)=storage_Vtot/Vmax;
Matlab_chi(:,2)=(storage_maxM2)/MAv;
Matlab_chi2=[Matlab_chi; 1 0];
Matlab_chi=Matlab_chi2;
save(file, 'Matlab_MV', 'Matlab_chi', 'MAv', 'Mmax', 'MflangeAv', 'nmax', 'Vmax', 'A', 'Av', 
'M', 'V', 'storage_maxM2', 'storage_Vtot')

%% ---------------------------------------------------------------------
%               PLOT M-V interaction diagram
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
figure(2);
plot(storage_allM(2,:),storage_allM(1,:),'k.');
axis([0 (Av*fy/sqrt(3))+10.^2 0 Mmax-MflangeAv+10.^6]);
title('M-V interaction');
xlabel('V');
ylabel('M');
saveas(figure(2),filename);

kkk = 0:0.001:1;
V_Eurocode2 = kkk*Vec;
M_Eurocode2 = [ones(1,length(kkk(1:500)))*Mmax  , Mmax-(0.25*(2*kkk(501:end)-1).^2*((h-2*tf)
*tw).^2/tw)*fy];

storage_maxM2 = storage_maxM(1,:);
storage_Vtot = storage_maxM(2,:);
storage_Vtot = storage_Vtot(storage_maxM2>0);
storage_maxM2 = storage_maxM2(storage_maxM2>0);

figure(3);
plot(storage_Vtot,storage_maxM2+MflangeAv,'r.');

hold on;
plot(V_Eurocode2,M_Eurocode2,'g');
axis([0 Vec+10.^2 0 Mmax+10.^7]);
xlabel('Vtot');
ylabel('Mtot');
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legend('My Numeric Calculation', 'EN 1993-1-1');
saveas(figure(3),filename2);

szdim2=size(storage_maxM2, 2);
store_MV=[];
for loop = 1:1:szdim2;
    store_MV (loop,1)=storage_Vtot(1,loop)/1000;
    store_MV (loop,2)=(storage_maxM2(1,loop)+MflangeAv)/1000000;
end

Figure I5. Matlab script getMVdatapoints.m, page 4

The filterMV.m script was used to filter all data points within the Matlab_chi list to 101 datapoints 
at regular intervals, which were stored in the MV3 list, see Figure I6 and Figure I7.

C:\Users\bwrwadek\surfdrive\Documents\MATLAB\filterMV.m 1 of 2

table=[Matlab_chi];
%or load a different table table=[          ];
%% Filter noise from original data
x = table(:,1);
y = table(:,2);

filt_table_y = y(1);
filt_table_x = x(1);
huidig = 0
for i = 2:length(x)
    new = y(i)^2+x(i)^2;

if new>huidig
        huidig = new;
        save_i = i;
        filt_table_y = [filt_table_y , y(i)];
        filt_table_x = [filt_table_x , x(i)];

while filt_table_y(end)>filt_table_y(end-1)
            filt_table_y = [filt_table_y(1:end-2), filt_table_y(end)];
            filt_table_x = [filt_table_x(1:end-2), filt_table_x(end)];

end
end

    huidig = filt_table_y(end)^2+filt_table_x(end)^2;
end

filt_table_y = [filt_table_y , y((save_i+1):length(y))'];
filt_table_x = [filt_table_x , x((save_i+1):length(x))'];

figure(1);
plot(x,y);
hold on
plot(filt_table_x,filt_table_y,'LineWidth',2)

%% Slopes of orginal data
nmax=length(filt_table_x)
hellingshoek=[0];
for ite=[1:nmax]
    hoek=filt_table_y(ite)/filt_table_x(ite);
    hellingshoek(ite)=hoek;
end
%% Target slopes
Angles=[];
i=1;
for angle=[0:0.005*pi:0.5*pi]
    Angles(i)=tan(angle);
    i=i+1;
end
Angles2=fliplr(Angles);
MV=[0,1];
%% Find closest points based on slopes
for j=[2:101]
    target=Angles2(j);
    hellingshoek2(1)=10000000000000000000000;

for i=[2:nmax]
        hellingshoek2(i)=abs(hellingshoek(i)-target);

end
    [value,index]=min(hellingshoek2);
        MV(j,1)=filt_table_x(index);
        MV(j,2)=filt_table_y(index);
end
%% Delete double rows
MV2=unique(MV,'rows');
nmx=size(MV2,1)
for ite=[1:nmx]
    hoek2=MV2(ite,2)/MV2(ite,1);
    hellingshoek3(ite,1)=hoek2;
end
%% generate data on the target slopes based on the closest points
MV3=[0,1];
for j=[2:101]
    target=Angles2(j);

Figure I6. Matlab script fliterMV.m, page 1
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table=[Matlab_chi];
%or load a different table table=[          ];
%% Filter noise from original data
x = table(:,1);
y = table(:,2);

filt_table_y = y(1);
filt_table_x = x(1);
huidig = 0
for i = 2:length(x)
    new = y(i)^2+x(i)^2;

if new>huidig
        huidig = new;
        save_i = i;
        filt_table_y = [filt_table_y , y(i)];
        filt_table_x = [filt_table_x , x(i)];

while filt_table_y(end)>filt_table_y(end-1)
            filt_table_y = [filt_table_y(1:end-2), filt_table_y(end)];
            filt_table_x = [filt_table_x(1:end-2), filt_table_x(end)];

end
end

    huidig = filt_table_y(end)^2+filt_table_x(end)^2;
end

filt_table_y = [filt_table_y , y((save_i+1):length(y))'];
filt_table_x = [filt_table_x , x((save_i+1):length(x))'];

figure(1);
plot(x,y);
hold on
plot(filt_table_x,filt_table_y,'LineWidth',2)

%% Slopes of orginal data
nmax=length(filt_table_x)
hellingshoek=[0];
for ite=[1:nmax]
    hoek=filt_table_y(ite)/filt_table_x(ite);
    hellingshoek(ite)=hoek;
end
%% Target slopes
Angles=[];
i=1;
for angle=[0:0.005*pi:0.5*pi]
    Angles(i)=tan(angle);
    i=i+1;
end
Angles2=fliplr(Angles);
MV=[0,1];
%% Find closest points based on slopes
for j=[2:101]
    target=Angles2(j);
    hellingshoek2(1)=10000000000000000000000;

for i=[2:nmax]
        hellingshoek2(i)=abs(hellingshoek(i)-target);

end
    [value,index]=min(hellingshoek2);
        MV(j,1)=filt_table_x(index);
        MV(j,2)=filt_table_y(index);
end
%% Delete double rows
MV2=unique(MV,'rows');
nmx=size(MV2,1)
for ite=[1:nmx]
    hoek2=MV2(ite,2)/MV2(ite,1);
    hellingshoek3(ite,1)=hoek2;
end
%% generate data on the target slopes based on the closest points
MV3=[0,1];
for j=[2:101]
    target=Angles2(j);

C:\Users\bwrwadek\surfdrive\Documents\MATLAB\filterMV.m 2 of 2

    hellingshoek4(1)=10000000000000000000000;
for i=[2:nmx]

        hellingshoek4(i,1)=abs(hellingshoek3(i)-target);
end

    [value,index]=min(hellingshoek4);
if hellingshoek3(index)> target

        first=hellingshoek3(index,1);
        second=hellingshoek3(index+1,1);
        delta=(first-target)/(first-second);
        MV3(j,1)=MV2(index,1)+delta*(MV2(index+1,1)-MV2(index,1));
        MV3(j,2)=MV2(index,2)+delta*(MV2(index+1,2)-MV2(index,2));

else
        first=1000000000000000000000000000000;

if index > 2
            first=hellingshoek3(index-1,1);

end
        second=hellingshoek3(index,1);
        delta=(first-target)/(first-second);
        MV3(j,1)=MV2(index-1,1)+delta*(MV2(index,1)-MV2(index-1,1));
        MV3(j,2)=MV2(index-1,2)+delta*(MV2(index,2)-MV2(index-1,2));

end
end

%% figure with all data
figure(2);
plot(MV3(:,1),MV3(:,2));

Figure I7. Matlab script fliterMV.m, page 2
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J Results statistical analysis

Figure J1. Graphs statistical analysis EN 1993-1-1 small ('100') sections
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Figure J2. Graphs statistical analysis EN 1993-1-1 medium ('300') sections
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Figure J3. Graphs statistical analysis EN 1993-1-1 large ('600') sections
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Figure J4. Graphs statistical analysis EN 1993-1-1 large ('1000') sections
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Table J1. All results statistical analysis EN 1993-1-1 design rule

section steel grade # tests b Vδ Vrt
Vr γM

* γM, actual

IPE100

S235

16 1.031 0.012

0.058 0.059 0.945 0.90

S355 0.054 0.055 0.971 0.93

S460 0.049 0.051 0.999 0.96

all 48 1.031 0.011 0.054 0.055 0.972 0.93

HEA100

S235

44 0.879 0.108

0.059 0.123 1.365 1.25

S355 0.054 0.121 1.412 1.29

S460 0.050 0.119 1.465 1.34

all 132 0.879 0.107 0.054 0.120 1.410 1.29

HEB100

S235

44 0.909 0.091

0.059 0.108 1.260 1.17

S355 0.054 0.106 1.303 1.21

S460 0.049 0.104 1.350 1.25

all 132 0.909 0.091 0.054 0.105 1.302 1.21

HEM100

S235

25 0.988 0.036

0.058 0.069 1.017 0.97

S355 0.054 0.065 1.047 1.00

S460 0.049 0.061 1.080 1.03

all 75 0.988 0.036 0.054 0.065 1.046 1.00

IPE330

S235

36 0.974 0.052

0.059 0.078 1.063 1.00

S355 0.054 0.075 1.096 1.04

S460 0.050 0.072 1.133 1.07

all 108 0.974 0.051 0.054 0.075 1.096 1.04

HEA280

S235

44 0.854 0.119

0.059 0.133 1.451 1.32

S355 0.054 0.131 1.502 1.37

S460 0.050 0.129 1.559 1.42

all 132 0.854 0.118 0.054 0.130 1.500 1.37

HEB300

S235

44 0.854 0.122

0.059 0.135 1.464 1.33

S355 0.054 0.133 1.515 1.38

S460 0.050 0.131 1.573 1.43

all 132 0.854 0.121 0.054 0.132 1.513 1.38

HEM300

S235

44 0.949 0.068

0.059 0.090 1.135 1.06

S355 0.054 0.087 1.172 1.10

S460 0.050 0.084 1.213 1.14

all 132 0.949 0.067 0.054 0.086 1.172 1.10
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IPE600

S235
28 1.020 0.016

0.059 0.061 0.959 0.92

S355 0.054 0.057 0.985 0.95

all 56 1.020 0.016 0.046 0.049 0.972 0.94

HEA600

S235

44 0.932 0.084

0.059 0.103 1.204 1.12

S355 0.054 0.100 1.244 1.16

S460 0.050 0.098 1.289 1.20

all 132 0.932 0.083 0.054 0.100 1.243 1.16

HEB600

S235

44 0.949 0.075

0.059 0.096 1.156 1.08

S355 0.054 0.093 1.194 1.12

S460 0.050 0.090 1.236 1.16

all 132 0.949 0.075 0.054 0.092 1.193 1.12

HEM600

S235

44 0.967 0.068

0.059 0.090 1.113 1.04

S355 0.054 0.087 1.149 1.08

S460 0.050 0.084 1.189 1.12

all 132 0.967 0.068 0.054 0.087 1.149 1.08

HEA1000 S235 / all 28 1.020 0.018 0.059 0.062 0.960 0.92

HEB1000 S235 / all 28 1.027 0.015 0.058 0.060 0.949 0.91

HEM1000

S235
28 1.031 0.013

0.059 0.060 0.945 0.90

S355 0.054 0.056 0.971 0.93

all 56 1.031 0.013 0.056 0.058 0.958 0.92

all

S235 541 0.993 0.093 0.059 0.059 1.149 1.10

S355 485 0.978 0.095 0.054 0.055 1.214 1.17

S460 429 0.948 0.097 0.050 0.051 1.305 1.26

all 1455 0.993 0.093 0.061 0.111 1.200 1.11
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Figure J5. Graphs statistical analysis Analytical Model using stresses small ('100') sections
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Figure J6. Graphs statistical analysis Analytical Model using stresses medium ('300') sections
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Figure J7. Graphs statistical analysis Analytical Model using stresses large ('600') sections
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Figure J8. Graphs statistical analysis Analytical Model using stresses large ('1000') sections
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Table J2. All results statistical analysis Analytical Model using stresses

section steel grade # tests b Vδ Vrt
Vr γM

* γM, actual

IPE100

S235

16 1.098 0.033

0.059 0.067 0.911 0.87

S355 0.054 0.063 0.937 0.89

S460 0.049 0.060 0.967 0.93

all 48 1.098 0.032 0.054 0.063 0.937 0.89

HEA100

S235

44 1.023 0.034

0.062 0.071 0.985 0.94

S355 0.053 0.063 1.001 0.96

S460 0.049 0.060 1.033 0.99

all 132 1.023 0.034 0.055 0.064 1.006 0.96

HEB100

S235

44 1.032 0.030

0.059 0.067 0.962 0.92

S355 0.055 0.063 0.990 0.95

S460 0.051 0.059 1.022 0.98

all 132 1.032 0.030 0.055 0.063 0.991 0.95

HEM100

S235

25 1.061 0.028

0.059 0.065 0.934 0.89

S355 0.054 0.061 0.960 0.92

S460 0.050 0.057 0.990 0.95

all 75 1.061 0.028 0.054 0.061 0.960 0.92

IPE330

S235

36 1.049 0.038

0.059 0.070 0.958 0.91

S355 0.054 0.066 0.987 0.94

S460 0.050 0.062 1.019 0.97

all 108 1.049 0.037 0.054 0.066 0.987 0.94

HEA280

S235

44 1.018 0.026

0.060 0.065 0.970 0.92

S355 0.054 0.060 0.994 0.95

S460 0.050 0.056 1.025 0.98

all 132 1.018 0.026 0.055 0.061 0.996 0.95

HEB300

S235

44 1.017 0.029

0.059 0.065 0.955 0.91

S355 0.054 0.062 0.984 0.94

S460 0.050 0.058 1.015 0.97

all 132 1.017 0.029 0.054 0.061 0.984 0.94

HEM300

S235

44 1.046 0.021

0.060 0.063 0.941 0.90

S355 0.055 0.059 0.968 0.93

S460 0.051 0.055 0.998 0.96

all 132 1.046 0.021 0.055 0.059 0.968 0.93
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IPE600

S235
28 1.075 0.025

0.059 0.064 0.917 0.88

S355 0.054 0.060 0.944 0.90

all 56 0.000 0.000 0.047 0.047 0.930 0.90

HEA600

S235

44 1.022 0.042

0.060 0.074 0.994 0.94

S355 0.056 0.070 1.025 0.97

S460 0.052 0.067 1.059 1.01

all 132 1.022 0.042 0.056 0.070 1.025 0.97

HEB600

S235

44 1.030 0.040

0.063 0.075 0.996 0.94

S355 0.056 0.069 1.013 0.96

S460 0.053 0.067 1.054 1.00

all 132 1.030 0.040 0.057 0.070 1.020 0.97

HEM600

S235

44 1.033 0.044

0.062 0.076 0.992 0.94

S355 0.057 0.072 1.022 0.97

S460 0.054 0.069 1.058 1.01

all 132 1.033 0.044 0.058 0.072 1.024 0.97

HEA1000 S235 / all 28 1.067 0.025 0.058 0.064 0.925 0.88

HEB1000 S235 / all 28 1.073 0.023 0.059 0.063 0.918 0.88

HEM1000

S235
28 1.076 0.022

0.059 0.063 0.914 0.87

S355 0.054 0.059 0.940 0.90

all 56 1.076 0.022 0.057 0.061 0.927 0.89

all

S235 541 1.056 0.037 0.060 0.060 0.950 0.91

S355 485 1.049 0.037 0.055 0.055 0.983 0.94

S460 429 1.032 0.037 0.051 0.051 1.032 0.99

all 1455 1.056 0.037 0.062 0.072 0.993 0.94
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Figure J9. Graphs statistical analysis Analytical Model based on database small ('100') sections
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Figure J10. Graphs statistical analysis AM based on database medium ('300') sections
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Figure J11. Graphs statistical analysis Analytical Model based on database large ('600') sections
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Figure J12. Graphs statistical analysis Analytical Model based on database large ('1000') sections
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Table J3. All results statistical analysis Analytical Model based on GMNIA database

section steel grade # tests b Vδ Vrt
Vr γM

* γM, actual

IPE100

S235

16 1.047 0.018

0.058 0.061 0.932 0.89

S355 0.053 0.056 0.958 0.92

S460 0.049 0.052 0.987 0.95

all 48 1.047 0.017 0.058 0.061 0.959 0.92

HEA100

S235

44 1.025 0.034

0.058 0.067 0.968 0.92

S355 0.054 0.063 0.997 0.95

S460 0.049 0.060 1.028 0.98

all 132 1.025 0.033 0.054 0.063 0.997 0.95

HEB100

S235

44 1.032 0.029

0.058 0.065 0.955 0.91

S355 0.054 0.061 0.983 0.94

S460 0.049 0.057 1.014 0.97

all 132 1.032 0.029 0.054 0.061 0.984 0.94

HEM100

S235

25 1.056 0.025

0.058 0.063 0.930 0.89

S355 0.053 0.059 0.956 0.92

S460 0.049 0.055 0.985 0.95

all 75 1.056 0.025 0.053 0.059 0.956 0.92

IPE330

S235

36 1.010 0.024

0.058 0.063 0.971 0.93

S355 0.054 0.059 0.999 0.96

S460 0.049 0.055 1.029 0.99

all 108 1.010 0.024 0.054 0.059 0.999 0.96

HEA280

S235

44 1.021 0.027

0.058 0.065 0.963 0.92

S355 0.054 0.061 0.991 0.95

S460 0.050 0.057 1.022 0.98

all 132 1.021 0.027 0.054 0.060 0.992 0.95

HEB300

S235

44 1.020 0.030

0.058 0.066 0.968 0.92

S355 0.054 0.062 0.996 0.95

S460 0.050 0.058 1.028 0.98

all 132 1.020 0.030 0.054 0.062 0.997 0.95

HEM300

S235

44 1.041 0.024

0.058 0.063 0.943 0.90

S355 0.054 0.059 0.970 0.93

S460 0.049 0.055 1.000 0.96

all 132 1.041 0.024 0.054 0.059 0.971 0.93
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IPE600

S235
28 1.010 0.012

0.058 0.059 0.962 0.92

S355 0.054 0.055 0.988 0.95

all 56 1.020 0.016 0.046 0.049 0.975 0.94

HEA600

S235

44 1.003 0.028

0.058 0.065 0.983 0.94

S355 0.054 0.061 1.011 0.97

S460 0.050 0.057 1.043 1.00

all 132 1.003 0.028 0.054 0.061 1.012 0.97

HEB600

S235

44 1.008 0.025

0.058 0.064 0.974 0.93

S355 0.054 0.060 1.002 0.96

S460 0.050 0.056 1.033 0.99

all 132 1.008 0.025 0.054 0.060 1.003 0.96

HEM600

S235

44 1.006 0.028

0.058 0.065 0.981 0.94

S355 0.054 0.061 1.009 0.97

S460 0.050 0.057 1.041 1.00

all 132 1.006 0.028 0.054 0.061 1.010 0.97

HEA1000 S235 / all 28 0.999 0.012 0.058 0.059 0.972 0.93

HEB1000 S235 / all 28 1.004 0.009 0.058 0.059 0.967 0.93

HEM1000

S235
28 1.006 0.008

0.058 0.059 0.964 0.92

S355 0.054 0.054 0.990 0.95

all 56 1.006 0.008 0.056 0.057 0.977 0.94

all

S235 541 1.007 0.028 0.058 0.058 0.978 0.94

S355 485 1.010 0.029 0.054 0.054 1.005 0.97

S460 429 1.012 0.030 0.049 0.049 1.035 1.00

all 1455 1.007 0.028 0.061 0.067 1.024 0.97
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Figure J13. Graphs statistical analysis AM alternative based on database small ('100') sections
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Figure J14. Graphs statistical analysis AM alternative based on database medium ('300') sections
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Figure J15. Graphs statistical analysis AM alternative based on database large ('600') sections
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Figure J16. Graphs statistical analysis AM alternative based on database large ('1000') sections
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Table J4. All results statistical analysis Analytical Model based on GMNIA database

section steel grade # tests b Vδ Vrt
Vr γM

* γM, actual

IPE100

S235

16 0.992 0.016

0.059 0.061 0.988 0.95

S355 0.054 0.057 1.016 0.97

S460 0.050 0.052 1.046 1.01

all 48 0.992 0.016 0.059 0.061 1.016 0.97

HEA100

S235

44 0.998 0.010

0.059 0.060 0.970 0.93

S355 0.055 0.056 0.997 0.96

S460 0.050 0.051 1.028 0.99

all 132 0.998 0.010 0.055 0.056 0.998 0.96

HEB100

S235

44 1.002 0.009

0.059 0.060 0.966 0.92

S355 0.055 0.055 0.993 0.95

S460 0.050 0.051 1.023 0.99

all 132 1.002 0.009 0.055 0.055 0.994 0.95

HEM100

S235

25 1.000 0.008

0.059 0.059 0.968 0.93

S355 0.054 0.055 0.994 0.96

S460 0.050 0.051 1.024 0.99

all 75 1.000 0.008 0.054 0.055 0.995 0.96

IPE330

S235

36 0.981 0.016

0.059 0.061 0.993 0.95

S355 0.054 0.057 1.021 0.98

S460 0.050 0.052 1.052 1.01

all 108 0.981 0.015 0.054 0.057 1.022 0.98

HEA280

S235

44 0.997 0.005

0.059 0.059 0.969 0.93

S355 0.055 0.055 0.995 0.96

S460 0.051 0.051 1.025 0.99

all 132 0.997 0.005 0.055 0.055 0.996 0.96

HEB300

S235

44 0.997 0.006

0.059 0.059 0.969 0.93

S355 0.055 0.055 0.996 0.96

S460 0.051 0.051 1.026 0.99

all 132 0.997 0.006 0.055 0.055 0.997 0.96

HEM300

S235

44 1.013 0.012

0.059 0.060 0.959 0.92

S355 0.055 0.056 0.986 0.95

S460 0.050 0.052 1.016 0.98

all 132 1.013 0.012 0.055 0.056 0.987 0.95
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IPE600

S235
28 0.972 0.023

0.059 0.063 1.012 0.97

S355 0.054 0.059 1.040 1.00

all 56 1.020 0.016 0.046 0.049 1.026 0.99

HEA600

S235

44 0.980 0.015

0.059 0.061 0.993 0.95

S355 0.055 0.057 1.021 0.98

S460 0.050 0.053 1.052 1.01

all 132 0.980 0.015 0.055 0.057 1.022 0.98

HEB600

S235

44 0.985 0.015

0.059 0.061 0.988 0.95

S355 0.055 0.057 1.016 0.97

S460 0.050 0.052 1.047 1.01

all 132 0.985 0.015 0.055 0.057 1.017 0.98

HEM600

S235

44 0.982 0.018

0.059 0.062 0.995 0.95

S355 0.055 0.058 1.023 0.98

S460 0.050 0.054 1.054 1.01

all 132 0.982 0.018 0.055 0.058 1.024 0.98

HEA1000 S235 / all 28 0.963 0.027 0.059 0.064 1.026 0.98

HEB1000 S235 / all 28 0.967 0.026 0.059 0.064 1.022 0.97

HEM1000

S235
28 0.969 0.027

0.059 0.065 1.021 0.97

S355 0.054 0.061 1.051 1.01

all 56 0.969 0.027 0.056 0.063 1.036 0.99

all

S235 541 0.975 0.019 0.059 0.059 1.002 0.96

S355 485 0.980 0.017 0.055 0.055 1.023 0.98

S460 429 0.987 0.015 0.050 0.050 1.043 1.01

all 1455 0.975 0.019 0.061 0.064 1.049 1.00
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